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PREFACE

The pOlt-independence period in India has witnessed an unprecedented pac~ of
development activities. While admitting that such activities only could usher in a n~
economic era, the Government of India baa also been aware of the vital need for
conservation and management of the environm~nt. With the setting up of a National
Committee under the Department of Science and Technology in 1972 Cor planning
and co-ordination on environmental isSues and later establishing a n~ Department
of Environment in 1980 (now the Ministry of Environment ~ Forrlll). the Government of India has made it emphatically clear that developmental activities must
enlure environmental conservation. In order to fulfil this objective, 'Environmental
Impact Assessment' (or EIA) became an obligatory exercise Cor major development
seeton to get clearance from the GovernmenL The EIA exercise being a multi-diaciplinary ltudy, appropriate undentanding of the naturall)'ltem and pouible impacll
that may occur due to proposed projects is essential. Besidel, every EIA exercile haa
also to provide an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) sUlleadng mitigator)"
measures.
Considering the need for trained expertiJe in the field and lack oC appropriate
training prograplmel in the area, the Zoological Survey oflnma. a premier institution
under MoEF, organised the fint EIA training programme in 1995 and a second one
in,1995. Participants were deputed by indusuial hoUlel and other agencies and
faculty was drawn from a list of well-known institutions.

me

The present volume is based on the contributions made by memben of the c.culty
of the EIA courses and is aimed at catering to the needs of the much tarwer user
community.
We express our sincere thanks to all memben oC the faculty and to the lCienlilll
and colleagues who have shared their expertise by way of, deliverinllecturel
and contributing articles for the training programmes. We ue thankful to
Dr Lit Vanhney, Additional Director. ZSI; Dr G.S. Arora. Emeritus Scientist. ZSI and
Dr S. Santra, Kalyani University. for helping us in various ways.
We are specially thankful to Mr Dilip Biswas. Chairman. Central Pollution Control
~ard (then Advisor, MoEF) and Dr N. Bagchi. Advisor. MoEF for their support in
organising the training programme and to the authorities of the Ministry of Environ~ent Be Foresta, Government of India, for providing a11lupport to th~ programme'.
A. K. GHOSH
J.R.8. ALFRED
J.K. JONATHAN
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IDIroducdOD

Historically, one may trace the genesis of alternative technolOlf for environmental
protection in the introduction of terraced agriculture. contour cultivation. irripdon
canal system, storm water sewen, etc. Decades ago. William Blake c:udpted En.....d·.
dark "Satanic mills".
However, it is admitted that incorporation of environmental protection 'u a component of administrative, planning, legislative and executive arms of Governmeft" II a
'recent phenomenon. In general. the hypothesis of environmental conb"Ol carries me
neptive connotation of preservation and rather COitly measures for protection. conflict'ing~th urgent need to develop; hence it is view as 'an inappropriate estravapDZI for
developing countries' . (!SCAP, 1985) .The apparent conflict between thOle who view
resource exploitation aI serving the .balic human needs and the ona who colllider
wasteful use of resource will only lead to decreasing productivity in future.
A. such, the system of Environmental Impact Aueument originated &om
that better method and more orpniJed information Oow. if pnerated in • timely.
accurate and complete manner and presented in Uleful format will help decilion malLen
balance the demand for immediate gain &om exploitation of raourcea with me Decellity
to maintain ecol)'ltem for sustainable developmenL
The EIA differs &om conventional COlt benefit analysis aimed at reviewins economic
parameten, including the ones with pollution control measures. A hOlt ofenvironmental
parameters are "intangible" and no monetary priee-cap are available for such parameten; (e.g. social disruption resulting from relocation. destruction or rare babitat or
enVironmental impact over a long time-teale or in geographical location remCMe to •
particular project area.)
By designing a scheme which may include (i) ltatemen t of development objeaivel (ti)
techno-economic feasil>Uity (iii) vetting by agency on economic and technical pound
(if necessary with corrective measures), (iv) proposed action and alternathel (v) lclentifiealion of impact (vi) alternative technical/engineering plan (vii) re-identificadon of
iD\pact. Environmental Impact Assessment arrivel at the point of undentandlftl that the
primary role ofEIA is to efficient utilization of natural and human raourcn in economic
development (~vanl, 1980).
Since, !IA requires input from different disciplines/seeton. under the coordinadon
of an agency. it provides an unparalleled ground for inte.....ency cooperation. !IA. baa
aIIo been widely adopted aI an information gathering and analyticallOOl to aid economic
development (Sammy. 1982).
However, the most commonly voiced objections to EIA are the prohibitive COIl and
also that idea that this practice retarda developmen t (Sammy. Ope eiL). A aummary. bued
011 relponse to an international questionnaire which wu distributed to 159 developinl
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and 25 industrialised countries,· indicate the EIA invariably increase project cost but
enhance national development and project planning, (Table 1, source Sammy, ope cit.).
Table 1
Effect of EIA on Project Cost, National Development and Project PlaDniDg
Percentage of respondents giving each answer
Effect of EIA
. on project cost

Effect of EIA
on national development

Effect of EIA project
pl.....i.u.r

Region or group

Increase

No effect/
decrease

Enhance

Retard

No effect

Retard

(%)

Developing:
Mrica and the
Middle East

84

16

79

21

80

20

Americas

71

29

88

12

81

19

Asia and the Pacific

83

17

60

40

78

22

100

0

20

80

33

66

United States

75

20

41

59

71

29

Canada

70

30

44

56

70

30

Europe

63

34

41

59

57

43

Developing

80

20

74

26

78

22

Industrialised

70

30

42

58

66

34

Europe

Industrialised:

Environmental Concept and Impact Assesmnent

Coming back to the basic parameters of EIA, let us look at the concept of environment. In the broadest sense 'the environment is the sum of all social, biological and
physical and chemical factors which composes the surrounding of the man. The natural
environment of man consists of soil, water, solid waste, noise, biotic components, habitat
for wildlife, while the self (man) made environment include work environment, housing, technology, disposal system of noxious air, effluent and garbage, aesthetics, etc.
One can therefore, rationally expect that EIA should consider all the parameters cited
above~along with objectives of minimising impact on short-term and long-term perspectives.
Limitations on EIA arise fOI m complexities of data collection resulting in the delays
in implementation and la<;k of manpower and expertise for assessing the impacts (in
developing countries). EIA beco!l1e more expensive in developing countries due to
limited technical and social data-ba~e available at presen t (Evans, 1982). Large amount
of base line data collection become imperative and 'this is perhaps the single most
expensive and time-consuming endeavour'. In order to cut down the time and,expense,

5

it:;iJtoften:ad~ that EIA should be

Dreorporaled intO the overall development plan

of airegioDi ~La8wil' 1984),
Recenl efforts initiated by Government of India has been directed towardI thillopcal
approach. While urban centres were larplydeveloped through usual planniDl procell
drawing data from basic secton, environmental impact or such development lCbeme
were never considered; now, since 1990, one can wicnell at least lOIDe exerdlel betas
suggested towards this goal. Elsewhere, say in mining sector, future mining p...... ever,
major coalfield area in India, now incorporate. an environmental maD........t pIaD
based on regional factors.
The impact assessment procedure can only be baled on data preleDted in abe proJect
feasibility report and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) both to be IUbmlued ."
the proposer of the project. The substantive content of the !IS ma, be com......1IIhe
but resulting documentl often appear to be long on dacription but Ibon on ....,.
and becomes of litde \lie in decision making. US Council of Environmental Quality
recognised the term --SCoping- (in 1978) to 'describe the procell UIed to determlDe ill
an lIS and to what detail'. Earlier, illuel and choice of alternathea went . . ..,
completed outside the public view but now. the procell in USA. baa been opeD ro publk.
affected federal.nciel and government.
lIS, 31 such. forma an' mtegral part for auelllllent procell by the authorilecl apaq
(such as DeparbDent of Environment in India).
The base line "dati required for EIS. II mendoned earUer. are to be collected. ill IDGIt
of the cases. in developing countries. a new, from the propoaed lite and illlUl"lOUDdlDp.
The weakest part of EIS is often DOted with reprd 10 ecological and biolCJlkal
information and analysis. This becomes more aitical when rapid . . .ment it carried
out based on one-time. one teaIOD data; use of IeCODdary data. (not nece ••• rily on
area-lpecific stu,dy but regional, broad baled survey data. often dated) CJQICI,~
confusion at a time when inttoduction of appropriate procedure II ~ for
'projects which are Utel)' to have significant adverse efl'ecli on bloclIgenlty' (lUCN.
1994).
.
Lastly, while EIA studies in the developed countries have provialoDi aDd ICOpe for
public heari!)g and participation, absence of such ICOpe in many developiD8 COUDat-.
often lead to public diacOlltent and reaentment at a later period of lime.

Impact...-.

5. .' . . . . . . ID ....

In In$lia, such data are being asked from identified agendes (Table I) dlrecdJ bp Ibe
Project authoridel. When preparation of the report [for IUbmillion 01 Departmenl of
Environmental is Uligned.to a consultant. group/individuallhe lIenciel idendfted
not alwa)'l be forthcoming considering the role of private Profiteerinl ICOpe of the
consultant. But a major question remains. can the identified apnciea reply 10 the
questions on the impact .tatement without any field visil/data collectioD If not. will the
agenciel be interelted to comply with the requelts of number of public-lector cUenll
(without cbarging any fees for such service) to generate euential data and ....eaed
. mitigating measurel? Since each of the identifted agencielliated in (Table I) haw their

IDa,
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own programme of work and priorities, the man-month/days required for such data
generation are to be met by deviating a part of expertise from departmental work.
Table 2

\

India: Agencies responsible for input to ElS

Area
1. State Forest Department

Forest data

2. Indian Meteorological Depu.

Climatological data

3. State Fisheries Depu.

Fisheries - data

4. Zoological Survey of India

Faunal data

5. State Wildlife Depu.

Wildlife data

6. State Health Depu.

Health data

7. Botanical Survey of India

Flora- data

8. Geological Survey of India

Geological- data

The conceptual framework (Table 3) for conduct of EIA in developing countries
indi~ates the Status and Environmental Impact Statement, are to be prepared by an
'Environmental Team' This team has featured from the very beginning to the last but
tWo steps, of the 9 steps in, the framework scheme.
Table 3
Conceptual Framework for the conduct of EIA in Developing Countries
Assessment step

Bywbom?

When?

1. Preliminary activities

During feasibility study

Project managc:ment and
environmental team

2. Impact identification
(Seoping)

Between feasibility study and
preliminary design

Environmental team

3. Baseline study

During preliminary design

Environmental and .engineering
teams

4. Impact evaluation

Between preliminary and final
design

Environmental team and
technical specialists

5. Mitigation measures

Betwe~n

design

Environ~ental team with input
from engineering team

6. Comparison of
alternatives

Before final design

Environmental team

7. Documentation

Before final design

Environmental team

.

preliminary and final

,

!

8. Decision-making

Before final design

Project management

9. Post audits

Mter the start of operation

Project 0 Be M

A.K. GHOSH - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESCMENT

It it evident that no such teamwork functions in India in the impact evaluation.
mitigation-measure steps. However, once the project document. primary questionnaire
for initial environmental e~mination (lEE) and/or Environmental Impact Settlement
(EIS)/EIA are received (in part from different agencies and compiled by the clienl
deparbnent) the Department of Environment (DOEn) takes up the responsibility of
examining EIA/EMP clearance or rejection. DOEn has provisions for constitution of
expen teams for actual field visit, if necessary. Allhis stage. it mUll be mentioned thai.
for each of the 29 sectors of development project for which environmental clearance has
been made compulsory in India. separate committees (with fixed tenure). conlliwted
t;y DOEn, function independently. Recommendation (EAC) is put up to the SecreIMY.
-DOEn, for his consideration.
The demand for development in each of the. 29 secton from almolt ~ry Slate and
union territory. vis-d-vis the time-Came propose~ by concerned client department. can
really put pressure to each individual nodal organizations. Above all. in the ablence of
environmental team at the first 5 steps and variable methodology adopted by different
organization. the assessment procedure may not be easy exercise at EAC level.
On the other hand, -alternatives are difficult to find out. The errorLi on the pan or
national government to register consultant firms or data generating laboratories oCt~n
end up in specialised agency list. There is hardly any centre in India. either at non·
governmental/governmental level. who can undertake total responSibility of ~nera-doni compilation of data (ifavailable) interpretation for impact statrment and suandon of mitigative measure. Many of the consultant group may be quaJifird to p~pa~
report on socio-economic-geolechnical/geotechnica1 parameten but then qUn. mOlt
.of these group lack expertise in fllheries/Oora/fauna/wildlife ecology. As such. functioning of multi-disciplinary -environmental team- appean remote, but not impoaibl~
if such teams are formed by drawing experts from different discipline as a routine mailer.
Some statement can be made for the case where a Environmental Management Plant
(EMP) • it to be submitted along with other documents, detailing out reclamation process
(e.g. mining). Three vital questions crop up. vito, as to the credibility of data on which
present status is based and thereby pouible impact ~: secondly. as the worbbUiIy
of the management plan and thirdly as to the implementation of monitoring ayarm.
Specially. identification of expertise/agencies with proven credibility for undertaking
reclamation and monitoring work appean to be most difficult. at least at prnenL
Having the brief overview of the genesis of EtA. itllCope and limitations. problem or
its application and implementation in developing countries. especially in India. one can
DOW look at the list of secton where preparation of ItatUi .-epon and EIA are PrelCribe<J
for each of the 29 seeton by Government of India (Table 4).
Before concluding, it would be worthwhile to mention that the COil involved for £IA
In other developing countries haa been eltimated to vary between 0.0110 0.48 of the toIaI
project cost depending on project size and nature (Escap. 1985). In India no such data
is available to this author but it has been noted that in order to implement environment
management plan (say foc instance in coal-mining sector) 5W, of the lOW project COIl
may be sufficient.
I
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Table 4
List of Projects Requiring ~vironmenta1 Clearance from the Central Government (1994)
1. Nuclear Power and related projects such as Heavy Water Plants, nuclear fuel complex, rare earths..
2. River Valley Project including hydel power, major irrigation and their combination including flood control

3. Ports. Harbours, Airports (except minpr ports and harbours).
4. Petroleum Refineries including crude and product pipelines.
5. Chemical Fertilisers (Nitrogenous and Phosphatic other than single superphosphate).

6. Pesticides (Technical).

7. Petrochemical complexes (Both Olefinic and Aromatic) and Petrochemical intermed~ates such as DMT,
Caprolactum, lAB etc. and production of basic plastics such as LOPE, HDPE, PP, PVC.
8. Bulk drugs and pharmaceuticals.
9. Exploration for oil and gas and their production, transportation and storage.
10. Synthetic Rubber.
11. Asbestos and Asbestos products.
12. Hydrocyanic acid and its derivatives.
13. (a) Primary metallurgical industries (such as production on ron and Steel, Aluminum, Copper, Zinc,
Lead and Ferro Alloys).
(b) Electric arc furnaces (Mini Steel Plants).
14. Chlor-alkali industry.
15. Integrated paint complex including manufacture of resins and basic raw materials required in the
manufacture of paints.
16. Viscose Staple fibre and filament yarn.
17. Storage batteries integrated with manufacture of oxides of lead and lead antimony alloy.
18. All tourism projects between 200m-500 metres of High Tide Line or at locations with an elevation of more
than 1000 meters with investment of more than Rs. 5 crores.
19. Thermal Power plants.
20. Mining projects (major minerals) with leases more than 5 hectares.
21. Highway Projects.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Tarred Roads in Himalayas and/or Forest areas.·
Distilleries.
Raw Skins and Hides
Pulp, J>;lper and newsprint.
Dyes.
Cement.
Foundries (individual)
Electroplating.

It can also be Slated that while;more than 100 methods are reported to be available
for carrying out EIA (Ludwig, 1985) most Qf these can be divided into 8 broad classes as
listed below.
(1) Check-list
(2) Environmental evaluation
(3) Matrices

AI.. GHOSH - ENVIRONMENTAl. IMPAct ASSESSMENT
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(4) Network
(5) Overlays
(6) ~vironmenta1 indices
(7) Cost benefit analysla
(8) Simulation modelling
The checklist is basically involved in preparation of a list of environmental social and
economic factors which are likely to be affected by the proposed project. En\·ironm~nt.al
evaluation may be made by comparing checklist of environmental resources against
thresholds of concern and when impact exceeds TOe values, the e\'aluation proceu (aJl5
for further critical analysis.
The matrix methods may be of different types but all such methods focus on the linu
between project components and activities and possible impact on en\'ironmcntaJ
components. A tw~ dimensional matrix or interaction matrix is often used as a WTlpl~
too.'Whne matrix deals with a two dimensional system. Network method expandi furth(r
int9 c~use-condition~ffect relationship. All these methodologies are ob\'iousl), directed
towar~ ideritifi:c~ti9n of possible in;1pacu. The identification process further Icad5 10 At
process 'of predication based on magnitude, extent and duration of impact; a 5)"'tem uf
simul~tion mod~l1in~,may be most useful for such an exercise.
The Indian system incorporates at least 5 of the 8 classes (vit .• 1.2.3. 6.7) in different
sectors. Ideally speaking. the review agency ahould use critical usessment cnt('ria. TypifaJ
questions for such exercise may include (Davies and Mueller. 1984) the follo"'ing:
1. Will the project r~lult in environmental iuues that are likrl~' to ~ highl~' contr()\'t'ntal
and ifso, how will this be managed?
2. Will the p~oject result in loss of previous/irreplaceable natural relOurc('s. and dlO. is
this justified?
S. Will the project sacrifice important long-term en\irOnmenl r~sourc(,1 and \-aJUt'I in
favour of itnmediat.e gains?
4.. Qoes rJ:1e pr.oject ~t into the regional de~lopment plant of the r~on tn "'hach dlt'
~rqjectis tO,be sited, if such a regional development plan exists?
5. Will dl~ ~oject endanger species survival. and if 50, how it this jU-\tificdr
6. Will, the project establi.h a precedent for futu~ actions in\'Ol\-ing ~nliljvr (,11\1ronmental issues?
7. 'Y"lll the project. while in it.sclf not exeTci5ing srriou5 impacu. will h«." I ("hltt"cl lU tltht"r
acdons where the total accumulated eff~ct5 could M St-ri(JU5~
8 Whether the project is consisl~nl with the national p()liti~s~
9. Whether.the project is consistent with national for~igl1 ~XCh~ulgt" P{)hfi~!l'
10. Whether due consid~ration has bc!en given. to altt"rnath'(' pn~('(:( "'hi . . h c.oule' I r.,lawthe desired development objectives. and wh~thC'r ilny of dlt"\(' ait('rn.llj\,(,\ 11l1)tht
represent a better overall solution including considt"ratlon of _,II .'pplil .,hlr plt~I("\.l
constraints including ~nvironnl~n tal e,ficcts?
It is advocated that in case of big proje(:l. wilt"r(" thta (athaf IS of ("nvil on nu-.lt .lUC,"" ( In., n ~
sections of pollution. public hearing should h(" ol"J(;ulis(Oci anel "i('\\" of \'.U Ittl" inh"U·"
• I,
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group should be heard. this may expose the decision makers to the views of.diverse
interest group o~ one hand, educate the public opinion and stimulate public awareness
on the other hand.
At the end, EIA study is to be followed by Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
with suggestive mitigation measures to reduce, avoid or offset potentially adverse consequences of the proposed project. This may include change of siting, route for transportation of raw material and discharge of effluent, operational methods, introduction of
proper pollution control technology at source point, restoration of damaged ecosystem,
compensation for lost forest land and rehabilitation of displaced population with an
appropriate scheme acceptable to the oustees.
The EIA and EMP exercise however often becomes futile unless a process of monitoring of basic parameters, physico-chemical and ecologi~a1 is ensured during construction
phase and later operational phase of the project. While standards of emissions and
discharges of air and effluent are set up and ecological restoration plan are recommended through legal instrument, a strict process of both in-house monitoring and
external monitoring become essential component to deliver the goods of EIA and EMP
to the community at large. The recent introduction of Environmental Audit (since 1993)
system in India is yet to take off the ground but with availability of a cadre of environmental managers and stricter imposition of the law, such a process seems to achievable.
EIA, Biodiversity Be Biosystematics

In the context of impact assessment, the biological resources play one of the most
significant role; it has been realised that sustainable development can only be ensured
through maintenance of biological diversity (McNeely, 1988). The entire foundation for
such study ofbio-diversity invariably is based on taxonomy and systematics. (Ghosh, 1990)
The Association for Systematic ~ollections a~ Smithsonian Institute, in USA in a
recent report Uanuary, 1989) entitled "Systematic collections resources for 1990's"
poin ted out that ''We are at a turning point in which biodiversity mapping and comparative studies will playa central role; a total of 1.4 million species of all kinds of organisms
have been described to date" The actual number of species is certainly much higher
largely because the tropics are biologically so rich and so poorly known: a widely accepted
minimum figure is 10 million and nearly three fourth of the invertebrates are believed
to be unknown as yet; some zoologists, including the authors of the above mentioned
reports and experts opining in the report on "World Resources" (1986) suggested that
there could be as many as 30 million insect species in the tropical forests alone (Erwin,
1983) .
Due to demand of development processes and ever growing population in the tropical
countries, it is estimated that 80,000 square km. of tropical forest are being converted to
other uses annually. At the same time few scientists are qualified to describe new tropical
species and a 1986 report states that worldwide, only 1600 taxonomists and systematists
study tropical organisms, whereas 66 percent of all species occur in the tropics which
occupy 42 percent of earth's surface.
The environmental impact assessment study demands precise knowledge of taxonomy

,
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repol1inB on the propoeed

~lared to plants and animall and specifies that the acientiltl
lite mUit opine as to whether the area harbour any rare or

eodaapred apedeI. or
whether it lupports IUch 'biodivenity which should be given a lhelter UDder wildlife
aanctuary. Ecological condition underline the baic concept of animal divenity. induding biology and other phenomenon like animal migration etc. The impact llIeIIIDeDt
ltudy, therefore, also demands information on poIIible migration route of aerratrial
animals (e.g. elephants), birds and fishel. Aa such the entire exercise neecia a terioua
.a~ntific study by competent taxonomists and biologiata.
Interestingly, while it is acknowledged that I)'Itematica appeared early in bio1opcal
research, the number of specialists. the training facilities. importance of reference
coUection. and funding for l)'ltematic research baaed on taXOnomic prindpla follow a
~ward trend in recent decades. And this trend continues even at a time when. hllP
demand for conservation data base on check-liats is evidenL The 'old' adena 01
l)'ltematica becomes synonymous with "out of dateThe danger that may rise due to inappropriate lurvey and identificadon of raourcea
in land area or waterbody is Dever fully appreciated. But the findin. of 16 Dew rice
varieties in Silent Valley area of Kerala (which would have been IUbmerpd Md the
proposed hydel power project been implemented). amply ciemonsuale the poinL
The .present l)'ltem of environmental impact auesament putting only 20 perceDt
·weigbtage on useument of living natural resources (whoUy dependent OD 1aX0D0IDie
knowledge), in the matrix analysis calls for a change; specially in view of &he faa dw
both physical envirol\ment (45%) (surface water. hydrology and quality. pound water
quality, physiography. etc.) and human environment (35'1) (apiculture. water aappIJ.
health etc.) largely depend on ecology and environment,. .. But for the praenl. the
queadon remains as to how many taxonomists in • COUDtry like India. are _ilable to
Identify and use.. the fauna and flora. that are likely 10 be afrected due to varioUi
developmental projectl. The pace of such projeCti beinl very faat and the number of
experts being too inadequate. IUch exercise of impact UlelllDeDt remaina hishly umatilfactory in many cues. One is inclined to agree with BramweU (1988) that
are
allowing a major impoverishment of both ecological and biological divenity to lake place
under our noses with the inven tory incomplete and with probably million. or unknown
and undescribed species in the ttopic. We have allowed plannen and pant commiueea
to ignore. for example, the need for both basic taXonomic, crainlnl for taxonomic
research, iii favour of more glamoroussophiaticated bivialide.Even the "International Biological Programme (18P) when emphuiJilli on the
conservation of terrestrial biological communities, pointed out to be llI'pnt need ro..
ntenlive taxonomic training to meet the demand (Worthington. 1975) ofdewlopmenL
In summary. the study of biological divenity provides the bale line data for genetic
relOurces on which human society "depends for virtually all iu food. nearly half of ill
me~cines much of ill clothing and in some regions vinuaUy all ita fuel and bui1dinl
material" (Fitter, 1982). Much 'of such diverse genetic resource remain in the
lIIlexplored. un-mapped areas (biologically) but being continuoualy converted (or olber
, lie•. Without appropriate support for taxonomic work. a close estimate of the COUDU-Y"

-we

ret

.
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total number of species can never'be attained. The pursuit for a basic truth will sadly
suffer from lack of empathy in and world of esoteric concepts.
Suggested Readings
1. ANON.· 1989. Systematics Collections Resources for 1990's. A Report to the National Science
Foundation. Association of Systematic CoI~ctions: 1-5.
2. BRAMWELL, D. 1988. Are botanical gardens doing the right Conservation Research? sptcits, I~
30-31
3. DAVIES, G.S. & MUELLER. 1984. Handbook on Environmmtallmpact Assessmmtfur use in Developing
Countries, UNED, Nairobi.
4. ERWIN, T.L. 1983. Trop~cal Forests Canopies: The last Biotic Frontier. BuU. tnt. Soc. Am. ,29 (I):
14-19.
5. ESCAP. 1985. Environmental Impact Asse.s,srn.ntt. enited Sations. ESCAP. Bangkok, Thailand.
6. EVANS,j.W. 1980. Summar), Rep(JTt of the EnvirfJrt7ntntai Impact Evaluation National Environment
Board, Bangkok.
7. EVANS, j.W. 1982. The use of Environmental lmpact AHtHment for DevelrJfJment Project Planning in
ASEAN Countries, UNEP, Bangkok.
8. FITTER, Richard. 1982. "Wildlift fur Man": Excerpts in "How and U'h) U't shouUl conserve species"
IUC~ Special Report 18 (1-3): 8-9.
9. GHOSH, A.K. 1990. Bio.1ogical diversity in I~dia. An appraisal of programmes and strategies for
conservation. In: Man andEcoiIJgy, 6-21 (Ed.) S.P. Dasgupta, School of Fundamental Research
Calcutta.
10.. IUCN. 1994. "A Guide to the Convention on Biological Diversity. Environmental Policy and Law"
, paper No. ·30. The Barligton Press, Cambridge, U.K.
11. LUDWIG, H.F. 1984. Environmental Parameters in Planning Economic cum Environmmtal development.
National Environment Board, Bangkok.
12. LUDWIG, H.F. .1985. GuidelineforpreparingEnvironmentallmpactAssessmentforWattrResO'UrcesProject
in Development Countries. PEEM, Geneva.
13. McNEELY, Jeffrey A. 1988. "Economic and Biological Diversity: ExecutiveSummary-Arul Guidelines Fur
Using Incentives" IUCN. Gland Switzerland.
14. SAMMY, G.K. 1982. Environmental Impact Assessment in Developing countries. Ph.D. Thesis.
.
Univ. Oklahoma, USA.

15. WORLD RESOURCES. 1986. A repurt by, the World Res()u1'ces Institute and the International Institute
for Environment and Developmmt, Basic Books, Inc, New York.
16. WORTHINGTON, E.B. (ed.). 1975. The evaluation of IBP. IBP Synthesist Series I. Cambridge
Un iversi ty Press.

ENVIRONMENTAL II&tCI' ASSISIMINT or DBYILOPIIDIT PROJECTS
DIUP It BISWAS·
IalrOducdoD

Over the recent yearl, Environmental Impact AIae..ment (EIA) hu come 10 be
recognized .. an important tool Cor integrating the objective. of environmental man~
ment with the requiremenu of economic growth and IOClal developmenL The purpote
of environmental impact aue..ment iI to e\'aluate the beneftcial and advene eflecll of a
planning activity on the environmental ~"lem "'hlch could be in&qrated wllh the
economic analYlls of the project COlli and Mnrfiu. It i. delirable that this exerclte is
/undertaken early enough in the planning ILAle 10 that adequate and appropriate
preventive mealure. can be incorporated into the project at the leul COIL
EtA help. in undentandlng the ph),.ical and ecolOlical rfl'ecli on 1OC1al. cultural.nd
aelthetic concernl, It involve. muhi-dbcipllnary experute in iden~inl. evaltladnl and
interpreting the polential impacu. EIA allO helps in idenlif~;nl alternatl\~1 In Illel 01
projectl. choice of technology and alternadve. to the propolHl de\-.lopment proJecu.
While EIAI are not always precise, quantitau\-c optima on all en\ironmenw limn. they
do focul attention on the major onel and thus help in ~xaminin. opdon. for chOOlinl
an environmentally acceptable courle of action.
In recognition of the role tha, EIA could pia)', c.cn'emment appfO\'" lo\\vel. In\"eSCment decl.ion. and aelectlon oC .ite. Cor projecli in ,'&riou. ~Cl'ln it ac(o"'d on th~
bula of environmental impact &llellnle-nl and clcaaranc-e th,.~or,
The Govern men t of India hu ...lped tht' re'ponaibIU,,· for apprallal of proJKta "ith
reprd to their environment implicationl on the .Ilnlatry of EnYlronlMnt ~ FolftLl..
Baaed on environmental impact aueumen, and laue. arillnB therelO, dedalon. ana tak.~n
by the competent authoritiel in relpecl oCme p~te('tI incluclln.wlecdon o,aI,...
Apart from environmen tal clearance, clearance from forC"lr" anate is requinad. if
forelt land il in,'olved in the project. Under Forelt (('.onk'r\-atian\ ..\CI. 1910. clh?nion
of forelt land for non.fore.t use requires the prior .pPfO\·.1 of the ~ntnl rlCft-.rnmttnt.
rer luch diverllon. the t.Uni.lry of EMironment &: Fore... conaklen thr propoull on
recommendation. 01 the Stale For~'l DeparunenlL
..... WlDdow a....te

.When a project requires both en,;rnntnc.·lllal c.'lt-dr,.. \\'c.· .uhi .'ppnn-al ""dC'f th~ Fo~.,
(Conservation) ~t, 1980. proposals COl' both "fl· ""'luiH',t h' hc." ..ilu\lltaneoual~' Ih-en It'
the corretponding Divilions in the Ministry. Th," p., ...·'·»'n,: i, donr limultan~Ull~' fur
clearance/rejection. a1lhough leplratc leurrs In;" i~~I'k' in ~ac:h tale. If the projecl does
not iavolve divenion of rOrell land, the caJtl i, pn....·,,·~d on I)' Cor environmental
clearance.
• Ch.linnan, Central Polluuon ConU'o' Board. Mini.", .,, ['''1I'llnmrnl
(;o\·~ ... un~lu of India, New Deihl

2-11tlf M/o f I F/,g
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Information Required For Environmental Appraisal Of Projects·
The project authorities are required to furnish the following documents for environmental appraisal of a development projects:
1. Detailed Project Report (DPR)
2. Filled-in Questionnaire on environmental aspects.
3. Environmental Impact Assessment Report along with Environmental Management Plan.
The Detailed Project Report is necessary to seek information on the technical and
financial aspects of the projects.
The questionnaire is mean t for providing information on specific queries for determining the likely environmental impact~ of a development project. The Environmental
Impacts Assessment Report (EIAR) is an exe~cise of self a,ssessment on the part of the
project authorities regarding the likely impacts (positive and negative) of their projects.
For environmental impact assessment, sO.me of the issues that need to be dealt, which
include the following:
1. Impact on soil, water (hydrological regime, ground water and su~face water) and
air quality.
2. Impact on land use, forests, agriculture, fisheries, tourism, recreation etc.
3. Socio-economic impacts including short and long term impact on population.
4. Impact on Health.
5. Impact on flora and fauna (wildlife) particularly endemic and endangered
species.
6. Cost benefit analysis including the measures for en\;ronment~l protection.
The Environmental Management Plan (EMP) needs to cover the following aspects:
1. Safeguards and control measures proposed to prevent or mitigate the adverse
environmental impacts.
2. Plans for rehabilitation of project oustees.
3. Assessment of risk and plans for dealing \vith accidents/ disa~ers.
4. Monitoring and feed back mechanism on implelnentation of necessary safeguards (e.g. setting up of Environmental Management Cells).
For filling up the questionnaires and 41so far furnishing the Environmental Impact
~sessment Report and Environmental Management Plan, the project authorities are
expected to collect and collated information on various environment aspects which are
not normally required in preparing the Detailed Project Reports (DPR) for clearance
from techno-economic angle. In respect of such information as needed for the purpose
of environmental appraisal, the project authorities may.commission studies for baseline
data on existing environmental conditions and assessment of the likely impact front the
propo~\"'d project. Such studies could be carried out through the' R&D. institutions and
consultant organizations with requisite expertise. The project authorities may also seck
relevant information from the concerned agencies such as the following:
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1. Stale Departments namely, Environmental, Forelll & \\'ildhft",
eries, Health, etc.
2. Indian Meteorological Department.

Agric\lltur~,

l'

F,\h-

3. Zoological Survey of India.
4. Botanical Survey of India.
5, Geological Survey of India.

Environmental Rep.doDa & GuJdeline.
The major environmental regulations which are reoquired to ~ rt'ft'rrt'd to incluci("
the following:
Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 at amt'ndt"d in 19iH
and 1988.
Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1977 cu anl(~nrl("d In
1991.
Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 aU amended an 1987
Environment (Protection) Act. 1986 and En\;ronlncnt (Prol~'tion) RulC'~,

1986.
Factories Act.1984 (AJ amended by Act 20 of 1987).
Public Liability Insurance Act 1991.
Environmental Guidelines for Siting of Induslries, 1985, ~d Environlllelll4al
Impact Assessment of Development Projecu: BacKgrullnd nott". F("hll1.tI'
1989. Ministry of Environment & Foresu. '
Manufacture. Storage and Import of Hazardous Chenlil'ab Rlll(·~. 1~H~~ •.
Ministry of Environment & Foresu.
Forests (Conservation) Act, 1980.
To help the project proponen15 for in-house evaluation of lht'ir projecu (null ("11,'ll( ,1)mental angle and to elicit specific information on en\;ronmental a!&pt'cl. thfl ~finl!\tI , of
Environment Be Forests has prepared gui~eline. {or deveJopnlen131 projt'ctJ In '·.11 iO\l!t
sectors. The guidelines broadly deal with the issues that need to br con,idrrcd dUrll)~
the implementation of projects. These include the siling criteria and ilUpOll41rlL ell\ 11 01\mental parameters such as meteorological conditions and air quality, h~'dl c ,It I)..n, .lIH1
water quality, occupational safety and health effect and inlparl on 'lllluunrllJ'~ .lifO,,',
Environmental Standards
The standards as enlisted in the following Ulbles arc usuaU\' fullu,..-cd and ( (,n {I' Ii In t
in regard to effluent. emissions and noise:
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Pub."..

~

".,..",
1. 1S.2490 Part..1

Effluent Standard General.

Bureau of Indian Standarda.

2. 18-2296

Surface water quality subjected to
pollution
EfIluent Standard General

Bureau of Indian Standarcb

Ambient Air quality various zones.

Central Polludon Control Board

8. Gazette of India September
1988 (At per Environment
(Protection) Act, 1986) and
Environment (Protection)
Rule., 1988.

4. Ambient Air Quality Standard

(CpeB).

Notifteation

5. Guette of India December

Ambient air quality ttandardl for
noiae.

MOU

6. Permiuible level of cenain
chemical subltances in work
environment.

TLV in Work Zone.

Factorlel Act (Amendment of

7. Permlulble 1..1or nolte In
wOrk lane.

Nolte preslure level and exposure
time.

Central Labour In.dwte, Bombay
(also OSHA norma).

8. Minimal Nation"l Standard.
(MINAS)

Limltl of emuentl.

CpeB

9. Emiuion rel!!ladon.

Emll.lon llmitl and stock heilhtl

CPCB

1989 (AI per Environment
(Protection) Act. 1986.)

1~87).

Procedure. for preparlnK EIA Ie IMP Reportl
A comprehensive EtA a~d EMP report must ·contain chapters on Iden tification
Prediction
- Evaluation
- Mitigative measures through Environmental Management Plans
Disaster Management Plan
For preparation of comprehensive EIA Be EMP, following are essential:
.- Generation of baseline data on quality of air, water, soil, noise, flora
and fauna, socio-economic condition, demography, meteorology,
hydrogeology and hydrology and other physical parameters and land
use pattern likely to be affected by the project. Number and location
of monitoring sites for baseline data are to be carefully selected based
on suitable models and prevailing meteorology and topography.
A state men t of process technology, flow sheets, water and energy
balance, sources of emission, effluent, solid wastes and noise, layout
.,d location - with alternatives, if any, in the form of a feasibility or
prL~ ~ct report.
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Prediction of impacts Ulinlsuitable mathematical modell, cliapenion mod·
els, river modell. green belt modell, etc.
- Evaluation of impactJ among alternative. and/or among varioUi . . . . of
p~jecL
.
- Remedial measures to minimize adverse impactJ throush cechaoloskal
improvements. proper organization and contingency plana (or emerpncy
lituationl.
Ia lOme cues. a rapid EIA and EMP may precede the compreheDJive EIA Ie IMP with
....be data of leuons having wont impacL
............ Aftll·NlIty of BDow-bow, . . . . . . . V ....... . ,
Ia die field of .................51 .....

The preparation of EIA Be EMP needs specialized know-how. Many public and private
leCtOr conlUltancy unill have the required know-how. AIIo. for conducDDI field monitorinl. there are a number of labontories in both public and private IeCton. Facilities
exilt for engineering and project management of pollution control .,.aema and Ihe~
are small and large manufacturing hoUlel for pollution control equipmenL ThUl,
facUlties and know-how for environmental control .,.telDl are indilenoualy avaiIabir
from concept to commiuionmg.
Ial.......

lDcead•• f . Polludoa CoatnaI .....
aeu Tec:IIIIoIoP- ..... Pr....doa of Aft:Ide.

'or

The existing ltandards are baled on the concentration of pollutanll in efDuentl and
emiIIionl. The norms are being revised to formulate IIlUI baled standards for reducinl
.the wutes. encouraging reCycling and reuse as well as conservation of natural raourcel.
Tradldonally. poUution control measures have been dependent on -end-of-the-pipeotreatment technologies which allow the wasteful use of resources and then consume
fui-ther reaourcea to deal with environmental problellll. With the increuina crunch of
raw materiall and energy coupled with tightening of pollution conuol norma, the
IndUitriel are being penuaded to look for cost-effective alternarivea in terms of raw
materiala and energy conservation u weU as cleaner production tech nolosiet. Small
Scale Industries (SSIl) are a special feature of Indian economy. A lCbeme has been
launched to encourage installation of combined waste treatment facilities in dUiteR of
aall scale indUitries. Subsidy is given to clusten of such indu.tries for lelting up
Common Emuent Treatment Plants (CETPs).
Initiative haa been taken for control of pollution and waste management by con~nion
of the waite into raw material for various uses. A National Waite Mana,emenl Council
hal been cODstituted for suggesling ways and means for effective utilization of waslH
from variOUI seeton including industries.
,.. Central Crisis Group has been constituted to ensure coordination of necessary
action in the event of accidents. A red book on "Central Crisis Group Alert Syilrm· has
beell' prepared to provide guidance for management of cmis pertaininR to chemical
accidentJ. Risk. assessment has been made a pr~rcquisite for environmenl~l impac:t
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assessment and clearance of projects handling hazardous substances. Efforts are being
made to create and maintain ,"'I rlata bank for hazardous che.micals and accidents. Data
bases like CCINFO (a Canadian d.·tabase), ETEC5 and POISINDEX in microfiches have
been procured for this purpose.
To create a\vareness among consumers, a scheme fqr environment-friendly labeling
of products has been initiated. The scheme is for t~e t)Vin ·purpose of encouraging the
manufacture and use of such products. National Awards have been instituted for
recognition of outstanding activity for prevention and control of pollution.
Suggested Readings
1. EVANS, J.W. 1982. Th8 uSe of Environmental Impact
ASEAN Countrits. UNEP; Bangkok.

A~sessment!QY

DlVelopm,nt Project Planning is

CONCEPT OF METEOROLOGY

s. ~fISHRA·
introduction
The weather has alway~ been a subject of universal interest. Man hal been (onc~rned
about its fi~k1e ways and geographical variation since the earliest days of recorded hattor,·.
He has obaervtd the fury of mighty storms, the freshneu of gently falling raindrops. the
burning 5Qn over a drought.strickrn land. and the refre!hing bfftze of a .pring afternoon. He has observed the lands of perpetual ice and snow, the middle latitud~1 with
rhythmic yet somewhat erratic annual cycle!. and the tropics with perprtual warmth.
These things have cau~d him to wonder about the pOW~1"'I that control lh~ elem("nu.
What can ause a pleasant summer afternoon to be changed into a frightful display of
wind, hail or flood? Only recentlY have we begun to undtntand these aecreu well enough
to permit advanced planniJlg and intelligent action. based on what the ,,-'eather U KOlng
to be.
The planet Earth on which we live falls into four broad categoriel thal Include the
solid LITHOSPHERE, the liquid HYDROSPHERE. and gaseous J~T.\fOSPHEREand thr taft
form. the BIOSPHERE.
The atmosphere which is vital to l~rrestriallife, is a thick blank~t balil. .ll" of g;al('s and
suspended liq~ids and solidS that entirely envelops the earth and is held 10 the earth b,'
gravitational attraction and is divided into layers (Fig. 1) with dlltinct charaC(t'flIU(1 \~'r
all live in the bottom of the vast ocean Le. Lhe atmo.phere.
Although tho Itudy of weather and climate focu~s on tht' rnvrlop of ga~l. (on~'n\lOUI
interchanges among the spheres produce an integralt'd t'nnronnlenl and no lOllli-Xtnent can be understood adequately without reference to the otherl. An InU.oralUon dt
land, water, air and plant and animal life con5tantly U~I and renews1hr Itmosph('r('. Fur
example, the weathering of rocks, hurning of fuel. decay of planu and hrrilthin" uf
anlmala all use oxyg~n and r~le&5e carbt>n dioxic1e. Nitrogen follows a con"lplrx l""llt'
through bacteria) activity in the soil. animal tis8ue. organic proct'lst't in drca\' and hat. k
into the air. Plants. animal~, bacteria and ch~mi(al interaction 1n tOil and \tt"2tt'r all hrlp
to maintain an intricate balance among land. wilttr. tife and tht air.
An analysis of metcorological paranl(~l('r~ of wI"ather and clinl,uic Inforrn.llinn l~ ul\("
of the basic rcquirement.; in any kind of proj('('t/indu8tr\' in an\' arc;, lu eXar1l1nr ;lnd
monitQr.thofollowing ~pecl!:
a) What is the existing weather and the (lilnildc condition of the at~a or ~('n("rAI
meteorological cOndition and weathrr In th,' Mljrl arf'al it aUow~ lhf" pankular
indUMry /projctcl to b~ de\'clnped? If ~() \\ hal \houlrt ht- approprialt' 'itt with r(,,41p~(' [
.to other locations;
b\ During the operational !tta~t' a "y~tt"nlatk n"t d r n ~ ;1nd an a'\,11~ of nit· tt'urlll()~ It' AI
data will indicate how tht itlou~tr"/prnj('ct 1\ (·If(,(·finJ( lh(' rn\irOnrnrnl,
t
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c) Solution to the problem if any will have to be found. out based on observed data
and their distribution and variation.
The whole gamut of meteorological environment essentially involves a larger n~mber
of parameters and their interaction. Some of the parameters are very important for some
endeavour while others are less significant and the picture ~ay also differ from one
project to another.
Monitoring of Weather and General Climate

Weather has been described as the sum total or general characteristics of the atmospheric condition of any place for a short period of time. The climate on the other hand
implies the totality of weather condition over a period of years. Meteorological parameters are monitored both through instruments and by naked eye (Tables 1 Be: 2). Since
meteorological parameters are very important factors with wide range of bearing and
application, one should, in' the initial planning stage, study the climate of the proposed
site with specific releyance to the specific aspect. An easy method to oget a general idea
of the climate of a place is the preparation of a climograph.
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Table 1
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Table 2
To....-cl
1 Ordinary rainpule

Rainfall

2 Self-recordinl rainpuF

nme 0( occunencc and cnurion of rUn ..th i"lrn.u~

5 Maxjmum and Minimum lhermomekr

Muimum a'ld minimum I"mprralun in _ In~n tnw,," 01 UIIW

4 Thermosraph

nmr 01 OCCUfTence of m .... mum and m1nimum ."mppralUf~
and duration 01 any dna~ or cnlicAi ,..aUf' 01 'rmpt"'... UII"
whkh hal any tprcw relt'YU\ce to any phAIr of nap I'owwh or
occu~nce

01 pt"II and ditnw

S Dry and wei bulb thermometer

HumidilY and dew poblllrmperanan 01 an, wire: It'd houn

6 HJII'OIRPh

TIm," and occun~ 01 max.hnum and min'mum hwntdlly and
duntion of any dNftd or crilical wJ. of hunudar, whwh hal
any ipCCial ~~ to any phue of ClOp I"*'h. cxQltf~n« ~
pnta and dilrUf'. rIC.

7 Windvane

Wind direction

8 Anemometer

WindipHd

9 Evaporimeter

Pocrntial evaporation

10 "nshine recorder

Brilhl ...\lhane houn
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Preparadon of. cUmograpb: A climograph may be prepared in a number of way.
depending on specific purpose. The most popular wa), of preparation of a climograph
to represent maximum number of elementl are as follows (Fig. 2). Yand X axes of th("
diagram represent the rainfall and temperature. The circles are r("pre~ntath'e of ("ach
month on the basis of rainfall and temperature. The co\'ering of the circlet represent
average cloud "cover of each month. Predominant wind direction and avrrage speed of
each montn. is'shown by the straight line attached with the circle and (cawel' at the end
of each line~ station level pressure and number of rainy days a110 repreK'nted on lhe top
and bo.tom of the right hand side ~each circle by figure and I}mbol r(".~cth·~Jr Thi.
diagram gives a fair idea abOJ.,ll the gen-eral climatic condition of the aration.

Comfort mal,....: Where a large number of ~ple will br worlling in difkknt
spheres the planner have to study the climate With spuific emphasis on the d~8r('(' of
human comfort. One such model hat be'tn designed by Victor Ol~"a)" P-fean mon thly
values of dr·), bulb temperature atld relative humidity are required for thil purpo~, In
case the records ar~ riot avantb1~ allhe tile. Juah data of a n~arb)' ltauon ma~' ~ u~d
(Fig.S) .
The mean monthly values of rchltive humidity and dr)' bulb tempt'ralurr are plo~d
along X and Yaxis of the graph. Twe1ve.poinucorrclp,onding (0 twelve month. arejoiord
to get a tW~ lve ~ded polyton. The.poliuon of the PQlygon on the_ model wilt indicatt' tht'
type of climate which "'ill prc"~i1 in diff~rtnt months at the project .ile. There rnav br
lome month with fairly comfort4lble etinlate; while othen may he unix'arablt.
•

I

Predpltadon' Precipitation, in mcrcorology, means either th{" failing of InoiJlure to
the earth in any fonn. or the quantity of water 10 deposited. cxpre'lt"d in depth or "·ac~r.
Precipitation tak~s ,v~riou!l forrn!. !luch aJ rain. snow, llil, h .. il and o'h~r 'PKlal (orillationl like dew. frost and fog althou5(h these are not rt'garded u precipiLllion Am OWl I
of precipitation always mc,ull the liquid content. The word rain/aU it 8ftt'n u,~d aJ
aynonymous with precipitation. meaning the 'mount of \t.'ilter in ,,'haltW'r form it)ma\
have fallen. However. precipitation.is the fundamental aspect in an)' kind of planning'on
land. The object of rainfall mealUTement is to obt.ain the thickn~tI of th~ la\Tr of "-Al(~r
that has fallen, assuming it to be evenly distributed over tht surface.- in the \icinit), of th('
measurement. Any open vessel of the same crou section throughoul the ~~poK"d
vertically will serve aA 8 rain gauge.

EvapontioD
Water is lost from th. earth fS surface by evaporation from shec.al of walt-r. ict' frolll ,oil
surface and by transpiration from vegetative co\'er. The rate uf C'\'aporalion fronl a aurfac('
can be e»pressed as a volume of liquid water evaporated from unit area in unit limt'o ·rh('
rate of eVaporation or evapotranspiration d~endi \lpon thr ahitl,,· of th(" .ulllosph<-R'
to evaporate it. The unit of time is generally th~ da)' and th~ \lnil of dc.aplh is rnllhrll(,lflr •.
Open pan evaporlmeter: The open pan evaporimet("r is an instrunlenl for lhfl nl{"aturement of the evaporating power of the air near the ground. Thl' \'alut' of c.a\,apOI1UlOn
obtained from an open pan evaporimeter do not gi\'e dire<:tly th(' r"ilpor-llion front a
aurface, representative of natural condition. They indic3lt', howr\·er. tht' ordl'r of nlAtt-
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n1tucle of evaporadon from luch IUrface. and comparathe rauitl over different areu
can be obtained by ~nl intentional inltrumentl and limllar expoaure.
PrlDCliple I The evaporimeter con.ilu of ......e circular pan and a ftxecl point pup_
which .rve. u a reference point for the level of the free water aurface in the pan. The
IIIlOUftt of water 10lt by evaporation from the pan after any Biven lDtenai 01 lime II
meuured by adding known quantities ofnter to the pan from the padUited c,Under
&Ill the water level touche. the lurEace point. The amount of waler added equaIa the
1ID000t of water 10lt by evaporadon from the pan and lbll dlvided by time lncenal ....
die rate of evaporation. Rain falUnl into the pan it allowed on the _umption that the
catch of. nearby rain pup: reprelentl the added depth ofwater due ID the raiD.

1'0 P' 1ft Ide. of the effective nlnfall, • ltudy of the water balance in the ..... hal 10
mlde. Ialnflll mlnul evapor.don II the effective rainfall. Mean 1DOD1h., ftIuea 01
1IIftfallaad evapondon are plotted on apph on the eame Kale ( .... 4) ·
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A study of the figure will show the new water available'in different tnonths.',C()ntl'n·\loS
lines show the distribution of rainfall while the dotted ones show the evaporation. Positive
ar~as are the months when rainfall is ,in excess; while the. negativ~ areas are ,the_p~od
when 1~infall is in deficit. One has to take proper precaution,in deficient months. Water
us~for

soil moisture recharge and soil rnoisture utilization have npt bee·n considered in
U1i~ simple diagram.
Monitorillg'a rainstomi: A rainstorm is a disturbance which gives fairly widespread
rainfall in the' area affected by it.' For study of a long duration rainstorm the data from
an ordinary rain gauge are useful; while study of a short duration storm the data are to
be extracted from the retords of the self-recording rain gauge.
Short period rainfall intensity: When the project ar~a is being developed, one has to
bear in mind the problem of disposal of rain water ina short time. From records of self
recording rain gauge. maximum. intensity ofrainfal1(R) in_short period,. say 15 minutes,
which has ;occurreq in, association. with a rainstorm. during the past few years has to be
found out. The volume of wa~er accumulated in 15 minu,tes over the project area (A) is
R x A. Hence, the arrangement for disposal of storm water will have to be made in 15
minutes so that there is no accumulation of storm water. Such discharge arrangements
lose their efficiency as the time passes, as has happened in case of Calcutta which can
now discharge rainfall occurring at the rate of 6mm. per hour only.
Probable maximum precipitation (PMP): As the discharge arrangement will be a permanent feature of the project area, a safe guard is necessary. Instead of depending on
the actual value of short period rainfall that has occurred, it is advisable to work with the
P.M.P value, which is calculated in the following way. If the storm had the maximum
moisture charge in its system, what would have been the precipitation in that event. Let
us assume that from the analysis of the records of the self-recording rain gauge, the
rainfall intensity in a short period was observed as 'R' in 15 minutes when the relative
humidi ty was 80%. There are other occasions when in the same area humidity of the
other of 95% had occurred. Let us now calculate what would have been the amount of
rainfall if the storm has occurred at the time of maximum moisture charge of 95 %. This
value is:

R x 95/80 = 'R'
Hence, an arrangement for disposal of rainfall of ('R') in 15 minutes will meet all
emergency situations.
Temperature

One of the weather elements of primary concern is the temperature of .the air.
Temperature in many parts of the world is subject to wide extremes and sudden changes.
It is a weather element to which human life, plant and animal life, are sensitive~ It is an
important factor in determining the condition of life and the productivity of the soil in
differen t regions of the world. The varying tern perature the air is responsible for many
other weather changes. Temperature of a place changes both 'invertical and horizontal
direction.

of
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Tbermometen: Thermometers are in5trum~nu de5igned to r~spond acc'uratt-h' to
'changes of temperature. the usuat typt of thermomettr is th~ m~rcury·in-glass patl~rn
Changes of temperaturt ar~ regUtertd by c:haDg~' in the kngth of a m~rcur~' thrt-ad in
a glass capillary tube. An increase in the temp~raturt rauses upward ekpansion of th~
lnertury in the tube. while dec~ale in temperatUre' bring. about a (ontnction of th~
m~rcUry thread down the tu~.
Scale of Temperature: Temperature may be t)fprtssed in degrees on ont of th~
following scales with different freeaing and boiling poinll of water.

~1'iU':"

Fne;;;olnt

Bow;lpobll

o·

1()(}f

I F.hrrnhri~·F)

~2'

21 :It

I ~aumur ('R)

()I

RO'

-f7~'

~75'

1
I

\ IVlvin ('Il)

Numerous recording! are made {or meteorological purpose but the
one~ usually made when recording the temperatures at 5t~ltionl:
1.
2.
3.
4.,

The
The
The
The

ordinary air. or. ,dry bulb

follo~ing art" tht"

tcmperatur~.

'Wet bulb' \emperature'. This iJ wed in hunlidity delerminAltion.
day maximum and minimum temperature,
minimum night temperature near th~'grouQd 'thr grass minimum'.
Humidity

Water vapour is the most variable of the gases of the atmosphere, ranging fronl almoll
zero to a maximum of about 4 per cent by volume. The variabilit), in thr \If'tller '-"pour
content of the atmosphere. in both place and time, is of great signifiGUl(e for k"\'f'rill
reasons:
i) The amount of water vapour present in a given "ohlm(' of air illn indication
of the atmosphere-s potential capacity of prt-cipitAltion.
ii) Water vapour in its power to absorb radiation. i~ .i rCKul.uol of h("~ll 10\'
from the earth.
iii) The amoWlt of water vapour prc~nt d(·clcics IhC' qu;Ultlll of l~u~nl t"ncrl{"
stored up in the atmosphere for the growul of Slurm\.
iv) .The amount of water vapour prf'~ent i~ a.n inlporulill t.'l-lor .lH~·t:uf\~
comfort feeling, '
v) It allo regulaeeS_lhe rw- of' (-\'apuu-41lUpinuion.
It.. is- extremely important to maM existence on lht~ (!anh and constitute'S one ot thr
primar,y elcmencs of weather.
'Th~fhumid't)' of the air is' expr~~~~d in lhn-e dif1t-r~n{ W".l~".
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Absolute humidity of the air is the actual mass or weight of water per unit volume of
air, usually calculated in grams per cubic metre. This is a direct way of' expressing
humidity. Specific humidity on the other hand is the ratio of the weight of water vapour
(grams) to, the weight of the moist air (kilograms) (g/kg).
Relative humidity is a very common parameter for expressing water vapour content
of the air. It is ~e percentage of water vapdur pres,ent in the air in comparison with
saturated condition at the same temperature.
R. H. •

Actual amount 0/ watw vapour prlSmt in thl air
Possibll amount of wat". vapour whm saturatld at thl sa"" t""PlmN"

Meuurement of Humidity: The type of instrument normally used is the wet-and dry

bulb thermometer for constant observation hygrograph is used.
Wind dlrecdoD and Speed

Wind is the air in horizontal motion. Vertical movements in the air are commonly
called currents. Wind at the place of o~servation is caused as a result of:
(i) pressure gradient force;
(ii) carioUs force du~ to the earth's rotation and
(iii) frictional force.
The wind at any place is never steady. At the time of observa,tion, the mean win~
direction and speed are read ffom the wind vane and anemometer, which a(e erected at
a height of 10 metres above the ground.
Monitoring ~e general Wind pattem: For planning purposes, the wind data are to be
summarized and the most predominant wind direction and speed have to be ascertained.
This is done by calculating the percentage frequency of the number of occasions wind
was blowing from differen t directions and the same plotted by appropriate length of the
line from the dir~ction around a circular station model. The speed is indicated by the
number of arrows attached to each direction. The p.c. frequency of calm wind is shown
by a figure inside the station model. This method of depiction termed a wind rose.
Monitoring of wind data round the clock: Both the wind direction and speed are recorded continuously by the Dine's pressure tube anemograph. Wind data at any instant
may be picked up from the graph. There are other instruments which record wind data
continuously on a running strip chart with facility for digital display. The exact time,
direction, and the speed when a station is hit by a squall (very high wind) are obtained
from such records. This is useful in structural designing etc. Further analysis of such
continuous data may help. the scientist/engineer to study the feasibility or otherwise of
a station for erection of a wind mill for power generation. Wind direction ann speed are
also essential to ·understand tpe drift/ transport of smoke, pollution etc.
Monitoring of vertical component of wind: The lift of a balloon in an upper wind
observation either by a pilot balloon ascent or by a ratio wind flight in the vertical
direction in a given time gives a measure of the vertical component. The dispersal of the
pollution from a chimney top i.e. its horizontal speed and vertical mixing height will

is
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depend on the horizontal and vertical componentJ. and they will determine the shape
of the cone of dispersal. Both these parameten are to be included in the preparation or
a dispersal model.
Moaltorlag of Upper air: Briefly it may be slated that temperature of air decreua
with altitude up to a height called tropopause. The height of tropopaUie is about 9 kin
over the poles and about 18 km OVer the equator. Beyond the tropopause the temperature
ef air either remains constant or increases with height in a layer known as IUaID.phere.
Fall of temperature with height in the lower layer is called Lapte rate. Lapse rate varies
with respect to time and space. It is determined twice daily by releuinglhe Radio-Sonde
balloon. The balloon is fitted with a Baroswitch for measurement of pressure of altitude:
a Thermiater for me.uure of temperature: and a HydriJter for meuurement of relative
humidity. It has also a transmitter sending signal of pressure. temperature and relative
h)UDidity which are received at the ground station.

A..ellDleal of IapIe rate oldie ·....,..re
An analysis of the radio sonde data will reveal the rate of fall of tempenlUJ'e with
heisht. This is called the environmental lapse rate 00 the value of which is not constant
and has to be determined each time by releasing a radio IOnde balloon in the air from
the .~tion where the value of lapse rate is required.
In this connection it may be worthwhile to menUon allO me dry adiabatic lapee rate
(')'d). When an air mass remains in contact with the heated earth. it become. heated and
Hlhler. The air mass then leaves the ground and comes 10 a higher level. The baromeaic
preuure.at thil higher level is low, hence the lifted air rna. at thillevel win try to expand.
Expansion means cooling. The rate of cooling by thil proceu is called Dry Adiabatic
Cooling (yd). Ita rate is 1°C per 100 metres and this is CORitanL
A..ftllllent of ltabUlty aDd iDIIIIIIIIIty 0' die .........
lite atmosphere is said to be unstable if it allows vertical motion to develop. An
unstable atmosphere means it helps vertical lifting of air i.,.• the released poUutanll will
escape vertically upwards. The atmosphere i. liable when it does not allow \'enica1
motion. A stable atmosphere means it retards verti-liftinl' i.e . the released pollulaDta wiD
remain stagnant and never escape upwards.
. CoadidoD lor laatabUlty: When the environmental lapee rate (y) it greater than the
dry adiabatic lapse rate (yd), the atmosphere is unstable. The air and the pollucanlJ will
escape vertically upwards (Fig. 5).
CoadidOD for ltabiBty: When the environmental lapse rate (y) iJ leu than the dry
adiabatic lapse rate (ld); or when the environmental lapse rate (y) II nepLive (i.e. a rile
of temperature with height). the atmosphere is stable. The air and the pollutanll cannot
escape upwards - rather they will be trapped and remain stagnant in the lower layer. 1bis
help. in the formation of smoke. This type of stagnation of pollutanll and their
co~lequent ill effects will continue until the above· phenomenon (i.e. the rile of
~mperature with height called Invenion) is wiped out later in the day due 10 the ground
headng. Fortunately in our country. this type of Invenion occun oDly in certain months
1-1~4 M/o II F/!t9
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and for a short period, when sufficient care hal to be exercised by the project official.
in releasing chimney smoke. The best way will be to release the sl1aokc above the top of
the inversion layer from where it will escape vertically upwards.
ViaibWty of air
Visibility means the transparency of air. At times due to fog, milt or IUJ~lIdl.·d du~t.
objects at some distance cannot be seen clearly. The maximum diltance up Iu ",hi('h an
object can be seen clearly by a normal eye is a measure of the visibility of air.•"01' purpose.of selecting site for a new aerodrome or to meet the operational requirelnenu uf
landing/take-off of an aircraft from an aerodrome the \~Iue of vilibilit), il t·xtrelllt·ly
important. Before landing the value of visibility is pused on to the pilot fron, the l'unlJol
tower over R/T. If the value falls below the landing value of minimunl prC:5trilx'cI 'Uf Ihr
aircraft it has to be diverted to another airport having i>eurr visibility.

Dundon of brlpt IUDIbiDe and ill obRnadOD
Duration of bright sunshine is of fundamental importance for diffcrcill sGiRes of plant
growth and for solar energy using instrumenu. It has allO paran,ount in'port.lul·(· in
many other spheres. The sunshine recorder is an instrument Cor recording the ciur.uiul\
of bright sunshine.
Hydrological radar
The intensities of the echoes will show the isohyetal pall<-rn i.~. the distributiun uf
rainfall pattern in distant or unapproachable areal. Fron, this, one can compute the
run-off and the expected flood hydrograph at a downstream point in a ri\'rr. This is
helpful for flood forecasting. The person in charge of dam operation ma)' al~ know th"
expected inflow and the level of water in the dam at peak nood. Thil is useful for rrscr\'oir
operation.
Cyclone warnlq radar
A 10 cm radar can detect a cyclonic storm at a distance of 400 krn froln lhe- ~IAuon. II
can track the cyclone round the clock till'the landfall. By slud)ing lh~ ech~~. une c:~n
find out its centre, calculate its rate of movement and the expcctt"d tim~ uf iu 1.,ncUtlll.
It takes at least two days for a cyclone to travel a distance of 400 knl. Ht'"lll'(" it is p<),\ihlt'"
for the personnel to take precautionary measures two day, in ad\.lnct".
Weather Satellites

A cyclone warning radar cannot see a cyclone beyond ;, dist.UH t" of ·100 kIn . ..-UI
detection of a cyclone at greater distance and other wealhc. s~'Slt"nl~ likt" ."h'.lIlt (" of Ihemonsoon front well out over the ocean areas, thc irnagcry J"(-c(·i\'(-d frunl aht" ~Ut-lIil«' i~
extremely useful. Satellite imagery thus helps in tracking a weat ht'r S)'5trrn fruln cli~t~u,c:(·
ocean area. Satellite imagery now received in India covers aillhe neiKhhuurinK (u\u\tri("~
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and the surrounding seas and the ocean. Today it is a very useful tool for medium and
long range forecast prognostication.
Monitoring of daily weather

For certain operational purposes in a project, it may be necessary for the personnel
to know the changes in weather expected daily over some areas. In such events, it is also
advisable to install a meteorological station to record essential parameters on the spot.
It is also advisable to maintain a constant liaison with the nearest meteorological centre
and take their briefing periodically. It is also advantageous to make an arrangemeJlt for
the reception of a few important weather charts at the site by facsimile transmission.
Climatic change

In recent years climatic change or trend has become a very important aspect of
scientific interest. The pattern of climatic change is very important in policy making at
various levels. This can be studied by analyzing systematically observed climatic data of
a considerably long period for which standard statistical metho,d are applied.
Conclusion

Role" of specific climate parameters should be analyzed in details for specific purposes
like agriculture, forestry, animals, humans, buildings, hydrology, urban environment,.
industry, communications, transport, military operations, expeditipns, etc.
Suggested Readings
1. BARRY, G. Roger and CHORLE~J. Richard. 1985. Atmosphere, Weatherand-Climate.
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lAND USB 8UIlVEY
G. K. DtJTP

IDII'ocIucdoD

Luul uae II an abbreviation of the term 'Land utilisadon·. Land use llUdia are aimed
at makinl on objective useument of the use to which each parcel of land it beinl put at
a pven point of time in a defined territory, large or small.
The land being the moat important narural resource of a counlry. proper and optimal
UII of die land it essential for gaining maximum economic return from the land. Land
_apment planning is to be based on information on the present UIe and potenliality
althe land. Land use studies provide balic data for management planning.
IDItol)'

TIae concept of land utilisation studies wu fint initiated by the celebraled British
GeGp'l.pher Prof. L. Dudley Stamp in 19S01.To meet the necessity of finding out fresh
land areu in England Cor increasing food production and supplemendns of other farm
products Prof. Stamp innovated the idea of making plot to plot enumeration and IlIf"Vey
of land~ make a record of the type of uses that are being made of each plot on the bub
ef a ltandard index and finally prepared a map depicting land \lie of the territory
IUrveyed after following a standard,ised method of depiction. The concept was un i~na1~·
accepted initially by geographen all over the world and land \lie INdies we~ made mostly
GUt of academic interest in a variety of territories. Prof. Stamp and his followen and
. . . .DtI. however, carried out survey of land \lie Cor mOil parts oC England and ,,"'aln
_land we mapa of the region on a scale of 1: 250,000 were prepared and publilhn!
. . pneral use of academicians, planners and AdministralOn. Analytical studies we~
••de of -the land use mapa of ~me of the counlries (diJuictl) and monographs
"wning detaila of such· analysis were abo publiJhed. Academic bodiea. voluntary
orpaiaations, Government sponsored efforts followed the example of England in sewraJ
_or countries of Europe and land use maps of par" of their territory were publoord
• 'fJUiOUl' acalel. In India before independence land \lie ltudies were confined to
academic circle only. Immediately after partition the influx of Bengali Hindu r~fugtt.
from the then East Pakistan got the administration in West Bengal worried about finding
IIIitable vacant land for setding those refugees. The then Chief Minister of Wrll 8enpl.
Dr. B. C. Roy asked late Prof. S. P. Chatterj~e of Calcutta Univenity if he could be of help
III locating suitable land for the purpose. Prof. Chatterjee with the help of hilllUdenll
. . .:oUeapes conducted detailed land use survey of several diatricu orWeit Benp. and
. . ,...Ira in the form of maps and ItatiJtia ~re made available to the Govt. of Wnl

lenpt.

Offldal5ratiadc:a

The Revenue Department of GoVL of India under the British administration had
• Centre for Studlea In Man Be Environment, Calcutta
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adopted a standard classification of land for the purpose of indicating the quality and
use of the land down to the village level. After independence the task was taken over by
the Bureau of Economic ~ Statistics set up by Govt. of India. The existing classification
of land use was adopted with minor corrections and records of land and land revenue
right down to village papers were maintain~d as per the stand((rd proforma. The
situation, as per rules, was reviewed every year and relevant land use statistics for each
year were prepared and they were published at Districts State and ~ational Levels by
Agencies existing at various levels. The classification was as follows:
1. Area under forest
2. Area not available for cultivation
i) Area urider non-agricultural uses
ii) _Barren and uncultivable land
3. Other uncultivated land (excluding fallow land)
i) Permanent pasture and other grazing land
ii) Land under miscellaneous tree crops and grov~s not included in net -area'
sown
iii) Cultivable waste land,
4. Fallow Land
i) Fallow land other than current fallow
ii) Curren t fallow
5. Crop land
6. Intensive crop land
7. Multiple crop land
The classification of land adopted by the Directorate of Economics and Statistics is
available in village papers. The definition of the various types of land are not very clear
and in many cases are overlapping and contradictory. Moreover, the comprehension of
village level Patwaris of the classification and definition in different parts of the country
varies to a great extent and therefore, statistics based on their reporting can never be
very dependable. The very theoretical approach of the classification is further endorsed
by the fact that most of the categories are not clearly identifiable on the ground and have
thus proved to be misleading.
Land use information Maps

The approach of the mapping agencies in the Public Sector is field Oriented and is
therefore, more realistic. The Survey of India, the premier mapping Agency ~f the
coun try, since its -in<.eption more than two centuries ago demarcated some uses of land
along with other topographical and man-made features on the topographical sheets of
various scales published by them. This was done not with the specific purpose of
producing land use maps as such but were included in the topographical sheets perhaps
as us~ful information for assessment and collection of revenue and other related
purposes.

G.Il DU'IT - lAND USE SURVEY
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However, for obtaining reliable information on land \lie bued on pvund realities
conducting a land ute survey using a reliable bale map as fnme of reference II etlential.
The International Geographical Union has suggested a clalliftcadoD of land UIe which
has been adopted· by different countries with modificationl to IUiI the conditions
prevailing in thOle countries. The thematic mapping agencies of IDcUa namely National
Atlas and Thematic Mapping Organization. National Remote Sen. . Apncy. National
Bureau of Soil Survey Be Land use Planning. etc. have adop~d varioUllChemea 01 land
Ule clauification.

Lad U.. a,"Ratdoa

AI arated earUer, adopting a land use clauification depends Oft two main facton - (a)

be produced (b) Source or land UIe information. The
traditional methods of collection of information by Field Survey have now been IUpple_ted in a major way by information on land use available by anal)'li"l Air phOlOl and
IItace lmaserle•. Larger scale of the map to be produced provided ICOpe for elaboration
Jland ute information in greater detail and their depiction.
. The National Atlaa and Themati~ Mapping Organization in the public leCtor wu •
ploneer in the matter of compilation and publication of land \lie mapa coverinl the
••tire lurface of the country. The tint series of mapa on land UIe that were included in
rhc Nadonal Atlas of India "ere on a seale of 1: 1 million (lcm: lOkm). In view of Ihe Kale
of the map, .land use clauification was suitably generaliled.
The feature. depicted in the 1: 1 M series are u follows:
1. Town/ciuel and tetdemepra. related urban.
I. Rural settlemenu.
S. Other uncultivated land - mining are... brick fielda. etc.
4. Setdement with tree. and grovea.
a.. Garden and PlantatiODI.
Arable land.
(a> Irrigated.

.kale of the land use map

e.

,(b) Non-irrigateci.

7. Puture land•
• ,Forelt.

a.,

(a)' Dense.
(b) Ught.
(c) Scrub.
(d) Mangrove.
Waterbound areas.
<a> Perennial.
(b> Seasonal.
(c) Manh.

to
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10. Wasteland.
(a) Rocky outcrop.
(b) Sandy.
(c) Usar:alkaline.
(d) Ravines.,
(e) Rann.
(0 Others
They are under different categories of land use and were demarcated primarily on
1: 1 inch or 1:50,000. toposheets. These were then photographically reduce<:l in stages to
finally, take shape ill the form of multi-coloured maps on land use on a millionth scale.
Field checks were carried out in samples and information available from Air photographs
was widely incorporated.
At a second stage National Atlas & Thematic Mapping Organization took up the task
of preparing land use map's on a scale of 1:50,000 for 40 odd selected. backward districts
of the country. The land use classes were suitably elaborated. Information on arable land
wete further enriched by demarcation on such areas crop Combination Zones. Crop
Combination Zones were worked out on the basts of predominant crops grown in an
area. Such information would prove to be useful tools for agricultural planners. The same
Scheme of Classification was adopted for producing land use maps on a scale of 1: 50,000of each Development Block occurringlin those districts. It may be mentioned here that
base maps ot each Development Block were compiled making use of topographic sheets
and thereafter on those maps were incorporated land use information available from
ground truth, Air photo and Space Imagery analysis.
N.R.S.A Maps

The National Remote Sensing Agency functions as the custodian of space imageries
and as a Govt. Agency, has exhaustive coverage of the country by Air photographs of
various scales~ The NRSA has adopted two schemes of land use classification based' on
source of information namely Air photos and Space Imageries. Of late, particularly in
the United States of America the term "land cover" is also used in place of "land use"
The two terms are not quite synonymous but are not much different either.
Air photographs of various scales ranging from 1: 5000 captiv~ ground information
are available in greater detail. The resolution if adequate enables a map analyser to
iden tify land use classes and their characteristics in a more precise manner. The classifi..
cation that has been adopted by the NRSA for land use maps to be produced on the basis
of Air photographs is more ambitious. The Scheme follows on page 35.
It may be appreciated that all the leveols of information as laid out above can not be
obtained directly from Air photographs. Air photo analysis is to be supplemented
elaborately by Field Work. Moreover, the scale of the Land use maps to be finally
produced on the basis of information ~ollected as per the above proposition has to be
fairly large, 1: 50,000 or above.
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The limitations of the space imageries which are available originally on a scale of
1: 1Million (1 cm: 1Okm) are very much reflected in th~ scheme for land use classification
based on Space imageries that have been adopted by NRSA.
The land use classes are as follows:
"Level Two
Level One
1. Settlement areas
a) Urban
b) Rural
c) Roads and Railways
a) Crop land
2. Arable land
b) Waste land
c) ]hum/Terraced land
d) Wet land/crops
e) Plantations
3. Forest land
a) Evergreen forests
b) Deciduous forests
c) Mixed forests
d) Thorny forests
4. Water Bodies
a) Rivers and Channels
b) Lakes/Ponds
c) Reservoirs
d) Lagoons
e) Estuary
f) Sea
5. Waste lands
a) Deserts
b) Rocky out crops
.,
c) Cultivable waste
6. Others
a) Grass lands
b) Icebound areas
c) Riverine sands
The quality of analysed information is very much dependent on the resolution of the
colour composites of the Imageries. Moreover, unless adequate ground information and
ground knowledge are possessed by the interpreter it would be difficult to demarcate
the different land classes. Enlargement photography of the imageries of large scales have
not proved to be successful.
,
\
However, the quality of Imageries is gradually improving, particularly with the availability of INSAT imageries 'and that brings hope about the effectiveness of those sources'
for obtaining information on land use in future.
About the classification adopted by NRSA there app~ars to be some inherent confusion regarding place men t and classification of waste land, cultivable land and pasture
land, etc.

G.K. DUlT -

lAND USE SURVEY

Sources of lnformadoD

"

The traditional avenues of land use information in the form of source maps, field
surveys, etc. were certainly time<onsuming. Keeping in view the \'aSt land surface of the
country such methods were slow and time consuming. Moreover, since the obj("(:ti\'c
information collected was true for a certain time frame because outdated by the time the
land use maps based on collected information were produced, The plannen. therefore.
found· those 'maps of not much use. Compared to that the capabilil)' of pro\iding
information on land use by the modern sources of Air photographs and Space imageriel
are quite remarkable. The analysis is possible to be done more speedil)' and. if matched
with an efficient printing of system· maps, could also be produced without dela)'.
Visual analysis of imageries is loosing ground to computer processing and anah"\il
which are much faster in every respect. In case of small areas - a dislril t or a St4tte
computer processing matched with digital mapping would product'" remarkabl«.- rt'lult.s.
Maps need not be printed in the traditional manners. Hard copies of land use Illaps could
be obtained from the standing tapes of the computer as and "'hen n(,t'"dc-d.
There is one word of caution that has 10 be essentially kcpt in mind in this (onnecllun.
Imageries, at time, reflect confusing situations regarding \'arious ty~s of land UW'. 'ro
make sure adequate field checks must be carried out. The interprrlt'r should ch('('k and
compare the imageries with ground realities before giving a final sha~ to the land Utt
information. The same caution is applicable in case of Air-photo interprel~tion as ,,'cll.
Compared between the two sources viz. Air photo and Spac~ Imager't'l. for small Kale.map. imageries are faster and less anlenable to mistake depending upon its quahl~·. ".n
photos are more effective for large and medium scale maps although il ,~ a fael th;u
interpretation and transfer of information to the base map are tedious and tend to he
comparatively slow.
Other Apades

The All India Soil and Land use Survey have also produced land use nlaps for SOl1le.selected areas that were intensively studied by them. They ha\'e cholt'n nalur •• l rrR'olls
like River basins, Reservoir catchment areas or watersheds attemptilll( to dr a,,' .t
correlation between physical characteristics with soil and land UK'.
The National Bureau of Soil Survey and tAlnd use Planning have adupt(-d ~, Land UM"
classification scheme for compiling land use maps of ~Iect~d arras. Thr guiding ttrtol
in this classification had been. to some extent, the quality and df'pth of soil un '''nd. SUll
and its varieties being the main concern the land use map! produccd h" these- .~~llll("~
are patchy and differ from those produced by other National ~tapp'nK AKc.-n(-i(·~.
Land Pllnnlng

Obviously, the best use of the land use mapl' could be nlade for pruprr pt.tnninR and
optimum use of land. The Mapping Agencies a5 mentioned abo\'t' ha\'r prudlu'c-ti l~nd
use maps at various scales -the largest series being in the Kale of 1: 50.000 puhlished b~'
NATMO for some selected Development Blocks of the countr)'. Thr NRSA has lakrn up
a project for publishing land use maps on a scale of I :250.00() for the (-ntirr (uuntr\'. Th"
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Survey of India has adopted a policy of showing more land ,use details in its toposheets
on a scale of 1:50,000. All thes~ would provide useful basic information for planning and
monitoring up to a certain level- perhaps State or District, but when it comes' to village
level planning, which actually is the base for national planning a~ per the policies of·
Panchayat System, the existing land use maps prove to be inadequate. An average village
on a map of scale 1:50,000 covers a small area. Thus intricate'details orland use varieties
in each village get obscured in the process of generalisation.
Maps for Action Plan at VUIage Level
As discussed above the largest scale maps available on land use would only be a~le to

indicate, in a very generalised form, the location of land types. Although these"would be
useful information and would serlle as sou~d source of referenc~, ~ey would prove to
be inadequate towards chalking out actiC>n plans. The limitation imposed by the scale of
the map would not make it possible for the planner, to get all th~ information he needs
about the patches of land under different u~es for deter~ining line of action for their
development.
'
Obviously, maps of large scale, for example the mouza maps on a scale of 16":1 mile
prepared by the State Revenue Department for ,each Mouza or Village are the ideal b~se
maps for plotting land ~se details.
The. greatest advantage of these maps is the fact that they provide boundaries ofeach
individual plot of land along with several land, ,related infor~ation in detail.
Methodology

Revenue maps on a scale of 16": 1 mile are to be procured for the villages to be surveyed.
Field Surveys are then to be conducted utilizing appropriate maps for plot to plot
enumeration and survey of the actual useS that are being made of e~ch plot of land.
Supplementary information like ownership of the plots, and soil depth, moisture
conditions, water table, slope, existing vegetation are to be noted for different land use
patches.
Most of the Revenue maps are fairly old and outdated. Therefore while conducting
the Survey details like· the present condition of water bodies new dams and reservoirs
created, -new communication network, the present pattern of drainage, network etc. are
to be incorporated.
The field notes prepared on the basis of survey conduc!~d on the basis of standard
index of Land use classes are then to be transferred onto a" set of final maps. In these
patches of land having similar land use adjacent to each other are to be lumped together
and thus final pattern of land use of the village as a whole woul~ emerge. The final maps
on land use if prepare~ In Black/White using Craft tint could be reduced to a suitable
handy size without compromising with the details. Other related information collected,
as stated above, could then be incorporated at actual locations of the maps using standard
symbols. Place names, river names, etc. may then be incorporated as points of reference.
It would be worthwhile to use a digitized planimeter to measure the area under each type
of land use. The total area of the village may also be measured. The data on areas thus
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oI!Jtaiaed may Dot tally with the village Revenue p&pen; but that need Dot be worried
about Dee this is a common feature of Indian land recorda.
Once theae mapa and data are compiled that could be tranlferred on 10 computer
compatible tapes. With auitable programming it would then be poulble 10 have print
OUII in the~orm of hard copies of the stored, data and mapa. and aIJo to incorporate
.corrections and update quickly u and when needed. The Govt. of Madhya Pndeab baa
Ini~ such a project sometime ago and is reported to have made good PlOIraL
UDfortunately, the procell is going to be slow. Air photopaplu at very large Kale
l:5000-could be of help in speediDI up the proce. but they are not available 10 COIIUDon
....The Imageries would not have the resolution. However, once the ma.,. are compiled
tbII)' would make permanent recotda for valuable UIeI.

w.t+ncI . . . . .
Wutelanda have been getting special attention thae days. They are. more or leta.
.,m-oftiofthe land uae mapl. The National Wasteland Development Board hal provided
.tailed clauificadOD ofwaatelanda and have got prepared wuteland mapa on alC&le of
1.:60.000 for 140 odd walteland scourged diatriCti of the country. The vWase land UIe
~,. on a scale of IS": 1 mile as propoaed above could abo provide deWled information
. . wutelandl aa per the NWDB specifICation. ThUl, composite rnape on land \lie and
.....landa, could be produced which would be of interat to a wide range of WIeR.
U..... Lud ...

Urban are.. do not get adequate treabDent in the Rural Land \lie mapa. The Kale of
,·the mapa iI the mam limiting factor in reltricting depiction of land \lie delailJ of urban
area. Moreover, urban functions are very different from Rural.: therefore. urban land
remain. neglected in a common land \lie map. Urban INdies ha1le been pininl
POpularity since independence and with that the urge for compilinl Urban Land UIe
Mapa baa a1Jo groWD. During the 6th and 7th Plan NATMO undertook a project for
making studies of the Headquarten towns of selected diatricta and u a part of the ibid)'
aeveral urban mapa of each district were compUed. The Urban Land \1M map of the
Calcutta Metropolitan district (Scale 1: 100.000) hu been compiled bued on the
follOwing Urban land use ~IUlification:
1. Urban Settlement
2. Industrial area
S. Commercial area
UIe

4. Open area
S. Gardens
6. Transport
7~ rRural Settlement
8. Agricultural land
. In cue of smaller towns the acale of the mapa could be larger and aeveral other
, categories of use like Central Business district. Educational areu, recreational areas.
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slums, newly developed areas, railway yard, transport depot, etc. could be identified and
depicted.
Geographers in academic institutions have made studies of several towns and cities.
Along with the maps they also collected a wide range of data.
Suggested Read;ngs
1. DUIT, G.K. 1990. Classification of Wastelands: Rational Ecological Development of Wasteland.
2. DUIT, G.K. 1992. Gramer manchitra: Panchiti 0 Prayog. Paribesh Bhavna.
3. DUIT, G.K. Bhumi Upayog Manchitra: Bhumi Upayog. NATMO Monograph - 7",

SOIL QUALITY: ASSESSMENT AND SICNDlCANCE
S. K. GUPTA·
Part A: Some fundamental coacept. of IOU I)1Iteau
Soils are complex biogeochemical materials on which planu may grow. They have
structural and biological properties that distinguish them from the materiab from which
they normally originate. They are dynamic ecological systeml providing plantJ with
support, water, nutrients. and air for growth and support a large population of macro-and
micro organisms that recycle materials of life. Soils also support the entire human
population. So understanding soils and managing them well are eurntial to hunlan
welfare.
Two approaches - ptdagogiCIJI and tdapla;cal - have been used in stud)ing soils. A
pedologi'lt studies, examines. and classifies soils as they occur in their natul1ll en\'ironment whereas an edaphilogist considen the various properties of soil in relation to plant
production. He has ultimate goal for production of food and fibre. To achin-r that goal
he must determine the reasons for variation in the productivity of soils and find mt'ans
of conserving and improving productivity.
Four nlajor components of soils: (a) Inorganic or m; ""ttl m611" and (b) (),gonu ,"lIlIn
(solid component), (c) W~lter (liquid component) and (d) air. (gaseous component) .
.The solid mineral particles comprise about 45% of th~ solid volume and organic mailer
5%. At optimum moisture for plant growth. the pore space is approximatel)' half itt. 25~.
being ~ter space and 25% air. These four componenll occur in a thoroughly mixed
condition in soill. The mixture encourages interactions within and between the group
and permits marked variation in the environment for the growth of planu.
SoUd compoaeatB: Soil has two kinds of solid components: ",inwtlu dcri\'ed froln
weathering of rocks and orgrJn;cmatter derived from plant. animal. and micro organisms.
The weathering of rocks form the parmI mnllri6u from which the minerallOils dn'rlop
by various soil forming processes.
Soil organic matter comprises an accumulation of partially disinlt'gratcd and dr(Onlposed plant and animal residues and other organic conlpounds syntheslzt'd b\' suil
microbes as the decay occun. Humus. the decompo~d organic Inaner, is \'l-r\' iI11port.,nl
because it has properties of water retention. nutrient retention and (UhrSlUIl thaI
complement those of clay (soil separates having diamefc.-r <0.002 nun).
SoU separates consist of sand (diameter 2.0 to 0.02 mm). silt (0.02 to 0.002 nun) and
clay <0.002 mm. Soil ttxtUrt involves the size of indi\idual miner;,1 partil'lcs and ~pr('ialh'
refers to the relative proportions of variouHizcd partirllts in a gi\'cn ~()il. .\0,/ Jt,.U(""~
refers to the grouping or arrangement of both prilnary soil pal'ti(lr~ and ~\undal \'
groupings called aggregate or peds.
Clay and humus are the seats of soil activity. Both of them hilvr .. lart~«.- 5UI fa('e- .11 «:-.,
per unit weight and they exhibit surface charges whit-h .utract Ilrgati\'«.-I), iU,tl POMU\·C'1\'
• Professor, University College of Agricultur~. Calcutta Uni\'f'ni()" Calnau .. 7(N) 019
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charged ions and water (ion exchange phenomena: C~tion exchange and anion exchange) . In addition, their charged surfaces permit them to act as ' contact bridges' betwc:en
particles thus helping to create and maintain the stable aggregates of soil particles. On
a weight basis, humus particles have greater nutrient and water holding capacities than
do clay particles. However, since clay is generally present in large amounts,. its totciJ.
contribution to the chemical and physical properties of the soil will usually equal or even
exceed than that of humus. The most inherently productive agricultural soils contain a
balance of these two important soil solid components.
Liquid component: Soil water: Polarity is important to water and to soils. Water
molecules attach themselves to one. another to form clusters tha.t are larger than single
H2O molecules. The hydrogen (+ve) end of one water molecule bonds to the oxygen
(-ve) end of an adjacent water molecule. This is called hydrogm bonding. P<;»larity and
hydrogen bonding result in cohesion, the attraction of one water molecule to another.
likewise, adhesion involves attraction of water molecules to solid surfaces. Hydrogen
bonding between water molecules produces surface tension.
Water in the soil is referred to as the soil solution because it is not pure. The soil
solution contains solutes including cations, an"ions, organic and inorganic componentS,
and gases.
Solid liquid interaction: Many in teractions between the solid and liquid phases occur
at the surface of the solid phase. One of these is ion exchange. Others are dissolution of
the solid phase in the solution phase: precipitation, ligand exchange, covalent bonding,
hydrogen bonding and surface chelation.
The most im portan t interaction in soil is cation exchange (expressed as C mols/kg of
soil) in which positively charged ions are attracted to the negatively charged surfaces of
clays and organic matter when they are loosely held. These cations are the major sources
of plant nutrients. Hydrogen ions are abundant in many soils and the concentrati()ns of
H-fions is controlled by the interactions between the soil's solid and liquid phases.
Soil air: Composition of soil air is similar to, but not identical with, the air we \lreathe.
Average composidoD
Component

SoDaii'

<,,>

~
(~>

N2

73.2

79.0

02

20.6

20.9

CO2

0.25

0.05

Air and liquid compete for the same pore space.
A soil is a three-phase system containing solids, liquids, and gases which are in intimate
contact and interactions ainong themselves are continuous.
The soil- a tremendous biologica11aboratory: Soils harbour a diver~ population of'
living organisms both animals and plants. Activities of soil organisms range widely. They
largely include the physical breakdown of plant residues and ultimately the formation

a
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of humus. The biological ttansformation of lOil nuttienb particularly nitrogen, pho.
phorua and sulphur to available forma to plants and atmOlpheric fiudon oCnitropn ~
lOil micro organilllll are classic examples of rich and varied biologic:allaboratol'ieL
80lil ue lbree4ImeDliouiayatema: Soil scientisb call the three-dimenaionai body a
pedone The upper part of the pedon - mOlt influenced by rainfall. rooll and orpniam
II the solum. The part below the solum is usually the parent material from which the
IOlum developed. At time, the solum may ait directly on the geological materiala.
A lOiI is not uniform with depth but consists of layen called horizons. The maftr
horizons are 0, A. E. B. C. Be R horizons.

_........
_IL

H. . . . ,..,..., 01' . . . . . . . . . c

•

0

Surface layen dominaled by orpnic mllerial.

A

Mineral horizons formed at the aarfKe 01' below an 0 horDoa and coa..
decompoeed orpnic matter.

E

MlnenI borizon whOle main feature is the to.oIl11ica1e cIay.'e or AI........ CODCeDInIioD
of ........' eand and lilt panicles.

8

,.
Q

ni.IICCI_,,·...

HorIIona fanned below an A. E, or 0 horDoa and domin·.... .., alae obIiIendae 01 dw

0JtaIDII rock ItnICtW'e and

the lCCWIIuIadoa oIli1ica1e day. re, AI. h ...... c:.tIaewa

.,......,orSi.
Horizona exdudin* hard bedrock and Hale aftKced br

"pn_.

Hard bedrock like bualt. panile, or andItone.

'E' ."". ..._nlllhwi.IJ.. and '.' i........

SoD formatioD aad ~oa: Weathering or igneous sedimenwy and melamorphic rocks and soil forming processes are vital phues of lOil gene... Fave IOn formina
facton -(parent material. climate. relief. biota and time) can combine in endle. waya.
Indeed there are over fifteen thousand kinds of lOiI individuals in the wortd. In lOil
taxonomy, eleven soil orders are designed to contain all the 10m of the worlds. Each
order is a broad grouping of similar soilJ separated by particular morphologia1 chan.cteriatics. Within these broads groups are more specific groups - suborden. great groupa.
subgroups and families. The soil series is the lowest and most specific level. ThualOiI
taxonomy has 6 categories:
Order
-

Suborder
Great group
Sub-group

-

Family

-

Series

-i -1t4.1f M/o E( F/,g
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Definitions of SoD Orders
"

Order name

Diagnosdc characteristics

Entisol

Simple soils, no subsoil diagnostic horizon.

Inceptisol

Soils with minimum development, little or no subsoil ~Iay
accumulation.

Aridisol

Soils of hot dry regions.

Vertisol

No subsoil diagnostic horizons

MoUisol

Thick, soft, dark mineral soil of grasslands.

Alfisol

Subsoil accumulation of clay, not strongly leached.

Spodosol

Subsoil accumulation of iron.

Ultisol

Subsoil accumulation of clay, strongly leached.

Oxisol

Extreme leaching; Fe, AI oxides, and quartz left.

Histosol

Dark organic soil, little mineral matter.

Andosol

Mineral soil formed on volcanic ash parent material.

Soil-plant relationships: Soil is the main resource for growing plants for food and fibre.

Four basic needs of plants from soils are: Support, Nutrients,. Water and air.
SoU sW'Vey Be land capability classification: Information about soils in totality is found
in soil survey reports which are made by soil scientists who dig and examine pedons
describing horizons physically, chemically and biologically including the assessment of
fertility status of soil. Such information is used for land use planning. Land capability
classification has been prepared for the sustained productioI?- of common cultivated
crops. It 'has eight classes, four sulrclasses and ten units.
Classes: Each class contains soils with similar broad limitations. Class I soils have few
permanent limitations for cultivated agriculture. They are greater than 100 cm deep and
well drained and have medium surface textures (loams ~nd sandy loams)-, good waterholding capacity, no alkali or toxicity limitations, and no moderate or severe salinity. To.
be in Class I, soils must be on level parts of the landscape and in a climate where the rain
is sufficient and the frost-free season is long enough for common tultivated crops to be
grown. Class I soils require. ordinary good management such as fertilizer, lime to .reduce
acidity, animal manures, or rotations to maintain productivity.
Class II, III and IV soils have progressively more limi~tions for sustained crop growth.
Class II soils have some limitations and require careful management and some special
management to maintain productivity. For example, Class II soils may require erosion
control practices such as contour cultivation or nontillage. Class III soils have severe
limitations that restrict crop and require special practice to maintain productivity. Soil
in this classification may require erosion control practices such as contour cultivation,
nontillage t strip cropping, or terrace construction. Water is also important to soil Class,
as they may require artificial drainage.
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Class IV soils have very severe limitations that require very careful management and
restrict the choice of crops. Limitations such ulhallowness to bedrock. steep slopel lhat
increase the risk of soil erosion, low water-holding capacity, and wetneu durinB the
growing season distinguushes Class II to Class IV soils. Class IV soils are the lowest<.apa-

bility as arable soil.
Class V soils are the best non-arable soils. They have fewer slope and soil thickneu
limitations than CwslV soils do but are excluded &om cultivation because of limitations
IUCh as climate or wetness. Soils in Class VI and Clau VII are range lOils with increasing
limitations. Management practices may be successfully applied to Clau VllOib, but Class
vn are so severely restricted that no management ia pouible. CIau VIII lOils are
unsuitable for cultivating agriculture and severely limited for range and pasture but are
often important scenic, recreational, and watenhed resource. that require careful
lIUUUlIement.
1abcI_: Within Class II through VIII are the subc1aue. e (erosion). I (lOil morphol01)'). w (wetness), and c(climate) , which specify a kind of limitation or hazard.
Ual..: Units group soils with similar management responses and specify the tnOIt
Umiting characteristic or predominant problem within the subclass. There is DO standard
for the numbering system. but 0 to 9 appear to be the common range oC unit designation•.
The complete classification of a soil series includes the clau, IUbclau, and unit. luch as

U.lorlV.S.
Part B: AM e

meat of SOU Quality

I. The physical properties of soils are extremely important in determininllOiI
quality. Among the important physical properties, the following are worth ~ntioning:
-- Soil texture
Soil structure
-

Soil colour

-

Soil consistency

Soil densities and porosity
SoU texture: This is evaluated by particle-size analysis. The principle involved is simple.
When soil particles are suspended in water, they tend to sink. 8«ause the~ is tilde
variation in the density of moist soil particles, their velocity M of settling is proportional
to the square of the radius(r) of each particle. Thus V • Kr2 when K is a conltant. The
equation is referred to as Stroke's law. The percentages of each size fraction in the sample
are used to identify the soil texture class, such as sand. silt or loam.
A leu quantitative but common method of determining 50iltexture in field is the feel
method - guidelines are as on the following page.
ioU Structure: This is assessed by aggregated shape. size and grade. Struclural ~n(lth
in terms of grades refen to (i) how many of the primary panicles are aa1epled and (Ii)
how Itrongly they are held together. Three grades: Weak structure, moderate IU'Ucture and
.crong Itructure are the common classification for assessing the stability of soil structu~.
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Guidelines for Estimating Texture by Feel
Texture

Guidelines

Sand and loamy
sand

Individual grains easily seen and felt. When squeezed moist, forms a cast that crumbles when
touched.

Loam

Sbmewhat gritty feel but fairly smooth. When squeezed moist, forms a cast that can be freely
handled without breaking.

Silt loam

Soft and floury when dry. Forms a cast when dry or moist, but when squeezed between thumb
and forefinger, will not ri~b~n when moist

Clay loam

Forms a thin ribbon that.barely sustains its own weight. Moist soil is plastic and forms a cast
that can be handled.

Clay

Sticky and plastic when wet. Forms a

stron~

ribbon.

Soil Colour: This is the most ob~ous and easily determined soil characteristic. I t is
also an indirect nature of many qualities of soils that are not so easily determined. Soil
colours are most conveniently measured by the Munsell Colour Chart.
Soil density and pore space: Density is usually defined as the mass of a unit volume of
soil solid and is called particle density (Dp) where bulk density (Db) is defined as the mass
of a unit volume of dry soiL The volume includes both solid and pores.

Percent pore space =

100 -

(~: x 100J

In recent years, conservation tillage practices, which minimise plowing and association
soil manipulation have been widely adopted in different countries.
Soil consistency: This is a composite expression of those forces of mutual attraction
among soil particles that determine the ease with which a soil can -be reshaped. It is
commonly measured by feeling and manipulating the soil by hand or by pulling a tillage
instrument through it. In conclusion, the above physical parameters of soil play very
important role to maintain excellent soil tilth.
II. Physico-chemical and chemical\properties of soil that determine its quality are
mostly controlled by: Soil pH; Ion-exchange properties; Cation and anion exchange
capacities; Buffering properties and Salinity hazards.
Ion~xchange properties: The charges associated with soil particles attract simple and
complex ions of opposite charges and hence soil exhibits both cation and anion exchange
phencrmena. The ion exchange properties of soil are evaluated in term of cation exchange
capacity (CEC) and anion exchange capacity and are expressed in terms of Centimols per
unit mass of soil. The percentage base saturation is an important soil property which indicate
tendency towards neutrality and alkalinity.
Db'
Exchange base - forming cations (C mols / lea)
rercenta~ ase saturatt.on =----:;::..----:::;--..-:::...---..:...--~......:..
GEC (Cmols / lea)
Soil pH: Soil reaction is assessed by measuring soil pH which not only indicates the
intensity of soil nutrients, but it significantly influences many soil chemical properties as
well as biological organisms.
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SOU SaIialt)'l This is estimated by lI!ethods based on the ability of the salt in the lOil
solution to conduct elecuicity. Laboratory measuremenll of the electrical conductivity
(EC) of the lOilsolution extracted from a saturated sample of lOil give an indication or
the salt levels. EC is expressed in decisiemens per meter (<111m).
III. Soil testing. This is' used to evaluate the fertility status of lOils. It involves in the
determination of the following parameters of surface soils:
<a> pH, (b) EC, (c) Organic carbon, (d) available p, (e) available K. (0 D.T.PA extractable micro-nutrients like Fe, Mn, Cu and Zn, (g) Lime requirement in cue oracidic
lOilj (b) Gypsum requirements - in case of alkaline soil.
SoU test values are rated in 6 different categories and fertilizer ICheduiel are prepared
on the basis of rating classes and requirement of the field crops.
Part C: Problem IOIlt IOU clepadadoa ............laaI poIIudoD

Add IOU: two absorbed cations - hydrogen and aluminium - are larply responsible
for lOil acidity. The mechanism by which these two cadonl exen their influence depends
on the degree of soil acidity and on the source and nature of the lOiI collolda.
SoU adcIIftcadoa ia c:ontinuoUi in mOlt weU-drained soils with high rainfall. So lUItainable agriculture mUit include regular liming. AtmOlpheric pollution with sulphuric
and nitric acids is increasing the prevalence of add precipitation. Acid rain damaaa
forelt, mountains and probably humans.
Research luggested three types of acidity: a) active acidity due to the H + ion in
soil;
b) exchangeable acidity or salt replaceable acidity represented by the H+ and A + mal
can be euily exchangeable by other ~tiona and c) residual acidity which can ~
neutralised by limestone or other alkaline materials. Such type o( acidity is generall)'
auociated with aluminium hydroxy ions and non-exchangeable (orma or H and AI
bounded by organic matter and silicate clays.
Effects of acidity on plant and soil are enormous - particularly due to AI toxicity. Mn
toxicity. Ca and Mg deficiency.

thi

Hi&hly IeDlilive

AIfaICa. common bean, pea. red dover, ClOWn .etch. Lcuama. ~. toaon.

Senaitive

Cabbage. wheal. aoyabean. while dOWft'.lOIJhum.

Moderately tolerant

Peanut. potato. oall, rice ~. corn.

Tolerant

StylOIanthea. kudzu, pineapple. tea. coflre. blurbaTy.

Soil acidity is commonly decreased by adding carbonale, oxide or hydroxides or Ca
and Mg compounds which are referred 10 as agricultural limes. Efficiency of liming
materials depends on (a) correct meuurement of quantities needed (Lime requirement
measurement) (b) chemical guarantees, (c) buffering capacity orlOill and (d) fineness
of the liming materials.
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Chemical guarantee is tested by neutralising power (CaC03 equivalent) of the liming
materials.
Liming not only main tains the level of Ca and Mg but, also provides a chemical and
physical environment that encourages the growth of most common crops.
Salt-affected soils: Saline, saline-sodic, and sodic soils.
Saline soils contain a concentration of neutral soluble salts ofNa, Ca and Mg sufficient
to interfere seriously with the growth of plants. Ec of saturated extract >4 ds/m.
Exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) <15 and pH is less than 8.5. Popularly known
as white alkali soils because of surface encrustation.
Saline - sodic soils: pH 8.5 or less; Ec is more than 4 ds/m. ESP >15 and sodium
absorption ratio (SAR) is at least 13.
Sodic soils: (ESP) >15; SAR >13; Ec <4 ds/m.>10pH. Black alkali soil due to deposition of dispersed humus on soil surface.
Reclamation and Control: Reclamation of soil means treatment to correct a severe
excess of salinity, sodicity or alkalinity. It is the drastic flX needed if thing are bad.
'Control' is the preventive practices and .management needed to keep problems from
developing, -recurring or worsening. Reclam~tion and control depend on the same
principles and use similar processes and practices. They both require:
Amendments that provide cations to displace exchangeable Na and flocculate
soil colloids.
Leaching of salts and displaced Na.
Drainage for leaching.
An acceptable sink to receive drainage water.
With luck, these are provided naturally. But more often, deliberate action is necessary
to correct and control salt and Na in irrigated soils.
Amendments for Sodic Soils: Exchangeable sodium cannot be leached unless some-

thing is done to displace it into solution and to keep soil flocculated. Both objectives are
achieved by maintaining a sufficient concentration of other cations in solution. In
practice, the critical cation is calcium. It is abundant, and being divalent and little
hydrated, it replaces Na readily and flocculated clay at quite low total salt concentrations.
Gypsum-CaS04, 2H20- is soluble enough to maintain Ca at a useful concentration.
Saline soils whose surface horizons already contain gypsum need no amendments to
leach readily. To other soils, gypsum is added, either by spreading it on the surface or
dissolving it in the water applied for irrigation or leaching.
Reclamation of sodic soil requires large amount of amendment, sometimes several
tons per hectare. Even the periodic additions to control Na accumulation can be costly
if the irrigation water has a high salinity and sodium absorption ratio.
Leaching Methods: The purpose of leaching is to lower the salt concentration and
sodicity in the root zone and keep it low. Drip irrigation offers a temporary, local control
of salt, water trickling from properly laced emitters keeps salts moving away from the
plant. Frequent conventional irrigation achieved the same thing, albeit less well. But the
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tal.. accumulated around the wet zone tend to move back into it. eapedally when the toil
lurface and root zone dry out. Accordingly, conventionalleachinl practice alma at deep
leaching to move salta wen below the root zone
1Aec:hlnl ....ulrenaeat (Leaching Fraction): The long-term or tteady Rate ieachinl
requirement (LR) is important to planning irrigation and drainage .,.tema, u it tugeIU
how much water in addition to crop requirement will be needed to control salinity. The
leaching requirement (LR) is the amount of drainaae water that mUll be· produced
(.OW), u a fraction of the amount of water applied to the land (IW):

LR-DW/IW
The LR depends on the amount and salinity of water lOurceS being applied and the
_1 of soil salinity that can be accepted, tolerated, or permitted. Under the limplesl
.,aditiODs, LR equals the ratio of salinity (aalt concentration) in the irrigadon water (Si)
_.die acceptable salinity in the drainwater (Sd), 10 that
LR • DWIIW • SI/Sd
Ira reality, conditions are seldom simple enough for this equation to hold. Newnh~
te•• exploration of the underlying ideas is instructive.
DnIup aad DIIpoab Long-term salt control requires drainage into a suitable link.
Somedmes natural drainage and disposal are satiJfactory. Political. legal. and ecological
constraints on drainwater disposal can also inhibit the UIe of saline land and wa~r.
DIIpoaal into riven adda salinity and sodium to aRlict other \lien down-ltl'ea.m. NiU'ale.
,.-tcides, or toxic IUbatances such as selenium, leached with the saI~ funher 6mit the
dumping of drainage into natural waten sensitive to such pollulants.
SoD ~ Soils are neither permanent nor indestructible but may br altrred
'or destroyed by mismanagemenL The degree of alteration or milmanapment deIU'O)"1

a soil.
Pb)wicaI ~ Erosion, surface cruau and seala, and compaction l~d to physical degradation of soil. Erosion by water, wind and gravity occun continuously. but soil
formation rates exceed or equal the natural (or geological) rates of degracbtion.
Therefore, when mismanagement increases erosion rates beyond the geological rale&. a
serious problem is created.
Water erosion occurs when raindrops strike bare lOiI, detaching particle.. and overland flow carries the detached soil form the field. Water erosion cake. several (orma.
depending on the concentration ofwater flow. Sheet or splash elOlion occun when there
is Htde or no concentration of water now over the lOil aurface. Rill. form u water
concentrate in small channels. and when the rills deepen they become BUllies.
Wind moves soil by rolling. bouncing. and lifting particles. Rolling and bouncing mow
large- and medium-size particles to short distances. Lifting IUlpenda fine particles and
may carry them to long distances.
Mass wasting such as landslide. and soil creep are caused by gravity. uaialed by waler
that lubricates and adds weipt to the soil being pulled downslope.
Soil crusting and sealing of the surface for a few millimetre. reduce the ral~ of water
penetration into soil. A seal or crust forms wh~n w.ltt-r dispencs clay that moy~s inlo the.-
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pores, plugging them. This may be a natural process or may be accelerated by management. Soils with a high exchangeable sodium percentage are most susceptible to this
problem.
Soil compaction also reduces water penetra~on. Compaction is often caused by
excessive traffic or loading, especially when the soil is wet. While supporting the load,
the soil particles can be rearranged to reduce total pore space and pore size.
Chemical degradation ~d soU pollution: Chemical soil degradation is most frequently
a problem of soil contamination, which occurs when sufficient quantities or concentrations of harmful substances accumulate beyond their 'natural' or background level in
soil. A constant danger is that contaminated soils may also contaminate drinking water
supplies. Soil con tamination occurs when useful chemicals are added to the soil in excess
or through the accumulation of chemicals added in small amounts over time. Although
waste may not be' dangerous when first buried, it may produce dangerous chemicals when
it decomposes. Improper disposal and accidental spills and leaks may also contaminate
soil.
Contamination may present a risk of explosion, fire corrosion, or chemical toxicity.
The toxicity reduces crop yields and the usefulness of soil for agriculture and is dangerous
to humans and animals through direct contact, through drinking contaminated water,
or through eating contaminated products grown on contaminated soils. Such contaminants include:
1. Elements such as lead, mercury, cadmium, copper, chromium, selenium, and
arsenic and their compounds.
2. Organic chemicals such as pesticides, plastics, solvents, oils and tars.
3. Radioactive materials.
4. Asbestos and other hazardous materials.
5. Sodium salt and acids.
Few contaminan ts are so inert that they remain in soils unchanged. Elements and their
inorganic compounds may be absorbed on clay and organic matter surfaces as exchangeable ions, may be fIXed in non-exchangeable forms, or may be precipitated in the soil.
These processes may prevent the movements and plant uptake of the contaminant but
may not reduce its toxicity. Organic chemicals, including oils, and tars, are frequently
susceptible to micro-biological decomposition in soils.
In addition to solid phase interactions, contaminants in soils may be dissolved in the
soil solution or'simply occupy space in soil pores, along with the soil solution and soil
gases. In general, the solubility of hydfocarbons in water decreases with the increasing
number of carbon atoms in the compounds. The mobility of contaminants that do not
interact with the solid phase is a major concern because of the possibility that they move
from the soil in to the groundwater.
Unwanted accumulation of pesticides is oile example of contamination caused by the
regular use of agricultural chemicals. Pesticide persistence is sometimes ~ useful chemical
property because a persistent chemical does not leach into water and has 'a long useful
life in the soil.
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The role of a cover cap is to (1) prevent human or animal apomre to contaminan..
through either blowing or erosion of contaminated lOil. (2) to IUItain vqeaadve growth
on the cover, and (5) to fulfill any engineering function. A cover mUll control the
movement of gas generated within the contaminated soil. This is particularly important
in old sanitary landft11s in which the decay of organic debris produces carbon dioxide
and methane (which is explosive).The advantage of lOil cover it that it i.e relatively
inexpensive; it may be installed rapidly; and contaminated material need not be excavated. Excavation leads to further con tamination and greater COSll•
. . . . . . .: Significant ar~as are being mined for coal, oil shale and gravel by surface
mining (strip mining). Environmental laws (and good Iense) dictate that when the
mining is finished, the areas be returned to a condition that will permit a continued \lie
limilar to the original uses.
Mine soils are created after the overburden is removed during Itrip or open-pit
mining to uncover ore. ~e overburden consists of 'natural' lOil, parent maaerial. and
underlying geological materials. It may be many meters thick. Once removed. it is
deposited somewhere near the mine, often in a former mine area. Initially, the overburden looks like parent material for the 'natural' soil, and it is the parent ma~rial for the
new minesoil that forms over time.
The practice \lied in most strip mine today is to stockpile either the A horizon or all
of the naturallOiI materiali and to use it to topdress (cover) the overburden. Plant
.atabllahment is more rapid on natural soil material. This is important becaUie lOiI
eroaion OD bare overburden or fresh mine soils can be extreme.
Mine soill inherit their properties from the material used to create them. They have
a different distribution of C. N. pH. clay. and micro - organisms than do natural toils.
Over time, as the naturallOil-forming processes act. the min~ soils lake on the characteristics of more 'natural' soil. Most mine soils have two properties in common. They
have many more rock fragments than natural soils do and they lack the IU"Ucture of
natural soils. This lack of structure may decrease infiltration and increase runoff and
·'eroaion, but studies have shown that properly prepared mine soils can be productive,
some even more productive than the naturallOils destroyed during the mining.
The soil is a primary recipient, intended or otherwise. of many of the wule produCIJ
and chemicals used in modern society. Once theJe material. enter the lOiI. tbry bKome
part of a cycle that affects illl forma of life. At least a g~neral undemanding of the
poUutants their reactions in soils and available means of managing. destroying or
inactivating them is essential.

1. HESSE) P.R. 1971. A Text Book orSon Chemical Analyaia.John Murray, London.
2. JACKSON. M.L. 1958. Soil Chemical Analysi., Prentice Hall, Enllewood C,tfT•• NJ, USA.
S. BLACK, C~ (Editor). 1965. Methods of Soil Analysis (Am~rican Sod~ry of Aeronomy. MadllOn.
Wisconsin. USA.)

WATER QUAUTY IMPACT ANALYSIS AND STANDARDS
R.N. BHATIACHARYA*

Preamble
Water Uses: Inherently water is a multiple use resource. 'rhus, the uses and purposes
of most rivers and lakes are multiple, often conflicting, and will generally include most
of the following:
1. Public water supply;
2. Water as a recreational asset (primary contact, such as bathing and swimming;
secondary contact, such as boating and indirect, such and scenic beauty);
3. Propagation of fish and other aquatic life;
4. Stock and wildlife watering;
5. Water for agricultural use, principally irrigation;
6. Water as raw material or coolant in industry;
7. Water as power producer in hydro-electric power plants;
8. Water as supporting medium for ships ~nd other commercial vessels (navigation);
9. Water as a sink for wastes.
In order for any water body to function adequately in satisfying anyone of the above
purpose, it must have corresponding degree of purity - the list is ranked approximately
by decreasing purity requirements, i.e., public water supply employing disinfectant as the
only treatment must be of h~ghest quality, while wastes can discharged into any type of
water body (with fire consequences).
In recent years, as the demand for water has nearly approached in magnitude the
available supply, the concept that management-of quality of water is quite as important
and obligatory as its physical managelnen t ha~ since been widely recognized and strongly
advocated thrQughout the world. This has led to a profound expansion of the goals of
water quality management. First it w~s protection of public heath - growing out of 'the
disasters of less sanitary times, protection of the public health was the chief target of the
control agencies, and control of pollution by human and/or animal wastes was the
primary objective ofw~tershed management.
Protection of multiple beneficial uses became an added objective of water quality
management in the middle of the current century in the context of:
1. Intensifying competition for the limited water resource arising mainly from the
many-sided needs of a burgeoning population.
2. Emergence of ind~stry as a major producer of wastes.
3. Lengthening the spectrum of wastes for beyond organic residues of life
processes - refractory compounds in particular.
4. The growing problem, in some regions of mineralized agricultural return waters.
Recen dy, aesthetic or social goals of water quality have been added to the growing list
of objectives of water quality management.
/

III
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Water Quality: The term wtJUr
is a wid~ly used expreuioD which baa an extremely broad spectrum of meanings. Each individual hal vested interata in water for
hiI particular use. The term
therefore. mUit be cODIidered relative 10 the
proposed Ole of water. From the uaer's point of view, the term 1IItJIn'"..." is URd to
define "those physical. chemical, biological or radiologir..al characteriadcs by which the
uaer evaluates the acceptability ofwater"(l)*.
ID the above context, it is worthwhile to mention that McGauhey hu noted, -A need
to quantitative, or give numerical values to the dimension of waler known u quality
derive. from every aspect of modern industrialized society. For the sake o( man'l health
we require by law that his water supply be purt:, wholelOnle, and pot~le. The prod\KtMty
and wnety of modem agrir.ulture require that the Knsitivity of hundreds of plants to
diIaolved minerals in water be known and either water quali'" or nature of aop
controlled accordingly..... Textiles. paper, brewing and dozens of other indUitries uainl
water. each have their oWn peculiar water quality rae'!dl. Aquatic life and human
recreadon have limits of acceptable quality. In many instances water is one of the raw
material. the quality of which must be prec~ly known and controlledw,l)
ThUl, the usel that have specific quality requirements which the management mUit
_k to protect are:
1. Public water IUpply;
I. Recreation and aesthedc:
I. 'llh. other aquatic and wildlife~
4. Agricultural uses
i) farmstead water IUpplies:
il) livestock water supplies;
iii) irrigation water supplies;
5. Industrial water supplies.
The other beneficial uses of water cited earlier but nOl included in the above list. such
u navigation and receptacle of wastes do not demand any quality r:-quirements but these
uael should be carefully controlled 10 as not to impedr thtt higher use•.
Hence. the minimum objective of the quality control procedures is to maintain th~
quality of the relOurce pool at such a level that it can support the in.ueam UIeIlUch u
recreation. aesthetics and aquaculture. can be directly used for irrigation and stuck·
watering, or upgraded for industrial or domestic \lie by current technology of waler
pwification. Thus, both the objectives and engineering of water quality management
depend upon a knowledge, what concentrations of each can be tolerated by the various
beneficial uses which management seeks to protecL
The dilCUllioDs that will appear in the subsequent secdons of the present chapter ~
euentiallyon the water quality criteria for the ~rious beneficial uses. but befo~ that
enunciation of the concepu of criteria and standards in waler quality man~menl
appear pertinent.
I'Ir.lre.ln brad.ell ( ) refer to .ugge.ted leadings at end of chapte.·
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Criteria and Standards

Criteria: A scientific requirement on which a decision or judgement may be-based
concerning the suitability of water quality to suppo~t a designated use (3). McKee and
Wolr< 4) in their qlonumental work ''Water Quality Criteria" noted the need for applying
numbers to criteria but warned against letting them into rigid standards.
The'criteria should be based on findings from fundamental and applied researches
and also careful and scientific interpretation of any catastrophe steanling. from any
disorder in the water environment. Setting of water quality criteria, therefore, gets
involved with epidemiology, fish-kilis, statistics, sanitary and micr~biological surveys, and
aquatic ecosystems as well.
Obviously, criteria should reflect the latest scientific knowledge on all identifiable
ef(ects of pC'llution on human health, fish and aquatic life, plant life, wildlife, shore lines
anti recreation. it must, hO\\7ever, be recognized that there is lack of adequate knowledge
ccncerning many of the quality characteristic upon which criteria should be based. The
unknowns still outweigh the knowns. Hence, criteria are amenable to revisions from time
to time with newer information and knowledge coming up through further re~earch,
however, at any time and within the framework of available wisdom water quality criteria
represent the ideal requirements and constitute one most important facet of the
many-sided lines setting standard pertaining to water quality management.
National Technical Advisory Comn~ittee (NTAC), and Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)(3,5) have provided numerical criteria with the limits for each pollutaJit
followed by scientific rationale. The Canadian Working Group (6) has restricted the
domain of criteria to descriptive expressions on the effects of pollutants and has
proposed guidelines in numerical terms on the basis of the descriptive criteria for
formulation of water quality ~tandards. In India, IS 2296-1974(7) published by the Indian
Standards Institution provides numerical tolerance limits for inland surface waters
subject to pollution as discussed subsequen°t1y. It is worthwhile to mention that in contrast
to standards, criteria have no connotation ofauthority.
Standards: These are legally prescribed limits of pollution and/or deterioration which
are established under s~tutory authority(6). Standards also include the plan that is
established by governmental authorized as ~ programme for water pollution prevention
and abatement(3). In totally, therefore, standards reflect:
i) use designations for each water body or portion thereof;
ii) water ql.lality standards to support the designated uses;
iii) implementation plans for achieving the desired quality objectives.
i) Use of designations: The task of use designations involves.balancing conflicting
interests and defining a management programme which can satisfy multiple objections
and criteria with the least total cost of the society. This calls for modern m~nageIilent
methods embracing problems of costs and benefits with respect to public health,
aesthetics, recreation, and other productive uses, to arrive at some optimal set of
decisions. However, it is felt that the physical and ec.onomy data needed for such
comprehensive approach· satisfactorily economy passing all relevant elements are much
more that we now have. Hence, decisions pertaining to use designation/s of any
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waterbody or portion thereof, at the present time, have to be make on a JUbjective . . .
with a sense of balance and caution to atlUre disruptive or ad,eene efl"ecta on the varioua
tegmenta of economy dependent on water fot their existence are minimiled.
B) "'vlDgwaterqualltyltaDdardl: Once the \lie designation.or IOGlled bat
uaage of any water body is decided, the receiving water quality ltandarda ma), be let ou
the bali. of the water quality criteria for the belt uaage envisaged. ThUi. criteria pve way
to receiving water quality standarda. In practice. ideal would it be if the water quality
criteria for a particular use could be translated to Itream 'Wl"~nla in total for any naaaral
body of water classified for that best usage. This is, h\lWever. hardly pollible in reality
owing to widely varying ambient quality levels of natural bodies of water rawlins from
natural quality interchange facton, and man made modification well. Moreover. other
extenuating cond~uons may also Warrant exemption. from the ideal requiremenu u
dicta~d by the scientific criteria. The pattern is, thus, becoming established Cor delel"minantlltteam standards according to the social and economical cluaificatiollJ of their
riven. Such' approach mUlt, however, recognize and applicable overall atate or national
poUciel pertaining to water quality objectives. and should stress upon the joint manaaement programme and coopc~tion aeros,; state lines which will be neer....., in moel
inltancele
III) PIaa of Implem-tadoa aad eaforcemeat: The third major component of
comprehensive water quality standard programme is enunciation of the plan of implementation and enforcement. Of the many facets of the implementation plan. the one
pII8IIlount importance and obviously the technical under gird of the entire planning
.,atem is the ,fflumt slllfllltmlr or seafllltmlr IiMilGtitnu. Such standards specify the maximum permissible concentration of pollutants in cmuentl &om municipal. indUllrial and
apicultunil punuitl, and discharging into the surface water sink. It may ~ noted that
the control of diffused not-point source of pollutants (primarilyapicultural return
waten) is in a primitive stage. however. the poinllOurcea comprising the municipal and
industrial waste water outfalla are amenable to control. The wk of letting dTluent
_tations for point-lOurces and be approach in two ways U Slated below:
a) Uniform emue~t standards - Such uniform ltandarda may be Kl for ~
eftluenta, industrial effluents in general, alao for individual emuen ... indUlUieL
The relevant Indian Standards as publiah~d by the Ind~ Standards IDllitution
are listed in Appendix -I. Uniform emuenlstandarda for any type of emuent ana
invariab1t baaed on Guality that can be attained by employing the belt practicable
wasted treatment technology currently available. Though. there are many
advantages of uniform emuent limitations. nevertheless. me I)'Item definitely
lacks adequate flexibility and does not provide much scope for equicable allocation
of the self-purification capacity of the surface water sink.
b) Situation - This system baaed on maintaining the ItipUlated quality laandarda of
receiving water presupposes the technological ability lO predict thr effect of waste
discharges on the quality of water undt:r varying conditions. It impUes that
discharge limitations should be based on local receivinl water IWldarda takinl
into account the self-purifying capacity of natural water bodiea. Such capacity
mould be allocated, with appropriate safety facton. to existing dilchUFI. con-
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servation and recreation reserves, and a reserve for future discharges in accordance
with applicable lahd use and comprehensive water quality plans. This requires a
knowledge of physical, chemical and biological phenomena in the water environment
and expression thereof mathematical in models. Specific models are needed for a
specific pollutaJl. ts and specific locations.
It is felt that both the policies for effluent limitations cited above are workable and, in
practice, unanimous superiority of any' one over the other at all places and at all times can
neither be claimed nor established. Thus, one should not be dogmatic in recommending
effluent limitations either 'on a uniform basis or on situation-specific theory, and such
decision making should read with the level of the government nearest to the problem.
Other essential facets of the plan of implementation of water quality policy ser\ting
simultaneous atten tion and consideration are:
1. Introduction of waste discharge permit system;
2. Imposing a cost of polluter;
3. Information collection pertaining to water quality and effluent quality through
vigorous monitoring and inspection programs;
4 Promotion of research and development, and training of environmeptal man
power:
5. Fea'sibility of providing partial subsidies for pollution control measures;
6. Initiation of attack on problems from non-point sources;
7. Creation of interstate agency to settle problems arising from interstate pollution
endangering the health or welfare of per~ons in a state other than the state where
from pollution stems;
~
8. Providing adequate means at interstate levels so that enforcement reaches 'its full
potential.
.
The Concept of Water Quality Criteria Since 1950
Use-Specific Criteria and Standards: Determining water quality criteria for var~us
uses is an important step in solving water pollution probiems. This concept recew.ed
overwhelming recognition after publication of "Water Quality Criteria" by the California
State Water Pollution Control Board in 1952 (8) prepared under the direction of Professor
J.E. McKee of California Institute of Technology. The 1952 publication includes among
many other things:

A thorough consideration of dilution, mixing, self-purification, synergism,
and other such factors in the disposal of pollutan ts.
Water quality criteria promulgated by state and interstate agencies.
Quality criteria for the major beneficial uses of water embracing domestic
water supply; industrial water supply; agricultural water supply (irrigation);
and swimming and bathing waters. Potential pollutants and their effects on
the major beneficial uses.
In addition, some coverage on the survey of judicial aspects of water quality criteria
was provided in the original publication. Recognizing that any fiterature survey is
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outdated monlyafter ita publications and that it becomes lea uaefuI with each puling )Uf
II Ilgnificant
data become awilable, the California State WPC Board raoh~ to lUDin
the UIefulnell of "Water Quality Criteria" by the preparation of an addendum comprilinl a
reaume of the Iitel"Pture that appeared in the two yean since the original wlwne wu
publiabed. Accordingly, an addendum wu brought out in 1954(9). In the IUbiequent
the original compendium 'underwent further updating and the total outcome was the
valua))le and monumental publication entided 'Water Quality Criteria- by M~ and
WoJr·' published by the California State WPC Board in 1965 with a subsequent reprint
inJune 1976. In 1976 the fint National Technical Advisory Committee of Water Quality
CritMia was established in U.S.A. The Committee's principal function wu r.o coUect in
one volume a basic foundation of water quality criteria. The Committee identified and
developed criteria for five general areas of water uae:
i) Recreation and aesthetic;
ii) Public water supply;
iii) Fish, other aquatic life and wildlife;
iv) Agriculture;
v) IndUitry.
The final venion of the NTAC Report came out in 1968(5; under the tide -water Quality
C1it8ia". Subsequently. the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was aated in U.s.A.,
the famous "Blue Book- which is more correctly titled -Waler Quality Criteria - 1972Almolt concurrently came out -ouidelinel for Water QualityObjectha and Scandarda
-Invironment Canada-(S), which is essentially a compilation of technical and lCienliftc
eIata. The Canadian working group has at the outlet emphasized that in the development
efany comprehensive plan to control the present and future UIe of quality ofwaler, the
fallowing facts must be known:
i) the existing water Usel;
ii) future water .\lIeS;
iii) what must be dene to provide both the quantity and qualityofwtater for theIe UIeI.
including recn'.abonal \lie and the maintenance of aesahclic ~
iv) the level of environmental quality to be maintained.
The U.S.A. IPAof 1975, the Agency, punuant to the provisionl in the Federal Waler
PoUution Act Amendmentl of 1972 pre~red and circulated -Proposed Criteria for Water
Quality" in October 1975 for comment. (5) The compendium is mOldy baled on the NAS
recommendations in the "Blue Book" with minor modifications. and iI probably the lalal
of the water quality criteria series. The volume encompaue. numerical criteria lOIemer
with lICientific rationale thereof for:

new

,an

i)

ill)

Agricultural Collllituenil

il)

Frah Water ConMilUCftll

Aquatic life

a) General

a)

b).lmpuon

b) WUdlife

c) UWIlOCk

c) Public water tuppIy 'n~

Marine Waler Consdluenll

iv)

Recreational ~

a) Aquatic life

a)

Anlhedc conliderauona

b) Wildlife

b)

Ilrcrntional walrn
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In India, Indian Standards Institution published the "Tolerance limits for Inland
Surface Water Subject to Pollution - IS 2296", for the first time in 1963 which has so far
undergone its first revision in 1974 (7). This Indian Standard is a praiseworthy document
compiled by the Indian Standards Institution and encompasses tolerance limits for:
i) Raw water for public water supply and bathing ghats - 17 constituents;
ii) Fish culture - 8 constituents;
iii) Irrigation - 9 constituents.
The identified best usages as mentioned above are traditional, although industrial
water use has not been included. In fact, most varied spectrum of quality requirements
is found in industrial water needs and this leads to the conclusion that the requirements
of industry cannot possibly become the criteria by which quality of the fresh water
resource is managed. Therefore, it would seem axiomatic that industry will have to
continue to treat water in accordance with its own needs for processed water, and to
locate its plants where the local source can be suited for i~ processing and water cooling
requiremen ts.
The details of the Indian Standards for various beneficial uses have been presented
in Annexure I. However, for the present it is expressed that the water quality constituents
considered in specifying the tolerance limits. are well chosen and fall under the four
categories such as physical, chemical, microbiological and radiological. Nevertheless, it
i3 felt that in consideration of the continuing lengthening of the spectrum of pollutants
stemming mainly from increasing extractive and processing industries on the one hand,
and consumption activities on the other, further widening of the spectr urn of quality
constituents to be controlled for effective water quality management needs serious
probing. Such enhancement must, however, be compatible with our needs, analytical
facilities, and financial ability in the foreseeable future.
Public Water Supply:
i) Relevant Aspects: Domestic water supply, being most necessary for the. sustenance of human life, is generally considered the highest beneficial of water. Therefore,
municipal use seems worthy of first consideration. In fact, surface water bodies completely free from the deleteric influences of modern civilization are rarely available in
this last quarter of the twentieth century. Thus surface waters invariably need some
treatment to meet drinking water quality standards. In many occasions surface water are
used for public water supply without treatment ot~er than disinfection. Such waters at
the point of withdrawal should meet Drinking Water Standards as prescribed by Central
Public Health and Environmental Engineering Organization (CPHEEO), India, in all
respects barring bacterial quality only(10).
It is true that treatment processes exist which can, at a price convert almost any water
including sea water and grossly polluted fresh water into a potable product, nevertheless,
the large scale feasibility of such an approach is very limited because of economic
constraint. Hence, the management should seek to protect the quality of the resource
pool at such a level that it can be upgraded to conform to the drinking water standards
by the conventional treatment or even lesser.
ii) Drinking Water Standards: In the context 'Of the preceding discussion, the
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CPHIEO Drinking Water Standards. which have been mOld, takeD &om .abe WHO
International Drinking Water Standards (11) are preaenteci in Table 1. Undairable effecll
that may be produced by the constituents if preaent at higher concentrations have also
been indicated in the table.
JU) Quilty Criteria for PubUc Water Supply ........ In our COUDtry. Indian Standards Institute has prescribed the tolerance limits for inland IW"face water for UIe . . nw
water for public water supply as illustrated in Table!.
Ae8tbetlca aad Recreation:
i) Aeetbedea: Aesthetically pleuing water adds to the quality of human experience. Water may be pleasant to look upon, to walk or rest beaide. It may provide a variety
of recreation experience. It enhances the viauallCene wherever it appean - in cit.iea or
'fIilclernelS. It may enhance values of adjoining properties. and alto provide a focal point
of pride in the community. The appearance of poUubon or fear of pollution mluca
. .the tic value. whereas. the knowledge that water is dean enhance both direct and
iadirect aesthetic appreciation. The recognition. identification. and praervation of the
aesthetic values and quaUties of water .howd be an objective of all wuer quality
management programme••
GeaenI CrIteria
A. All surface water should be capable of supporting life form of aesthetic value.
B. Surface waren should be free of substances attribulable of dilcharp of walle

u follows:(!)

(I) Minerals that wiD setde to form objectionable deposits.
(ii) Floating debril, oilacum. and other matter.
(iii) Substances producing objectionable colour. odour. tute or turbidity.
(iv) Materials including radio nuclides in concenttadonJ or combbwiORl
which are toxic or which produce undesinble physiolOlPcal relponlel
in human. fish and other animal life and plan ...
(v) Substances and conditions or combinations thereof in concentration.
· which produce undesirable aquatic life.
De.irable Addldoul CrIteria
A. The positive aesthetic values of \ftter should be attained through continuous
enhancement of water quality.
B. The aesthetic values of unique or outatanmng walen should be recogniled and
protected by development of appropriate criteria for each individual UR•

• ) 8eaeacioa
A. Pri".,.., ConkJd Rlt:rwt.ltion- is defined as activities in which there is proloqed
and intimate control with water involving considerable rialt of inpslinl
water in quantitiel sufficient to pose a aignifianl health hklUd. Examples
are wading and dabbling by children. swimming. diving. water wing. and
surfing.

• - r~... M/. E a'FIt!
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B. Secondary Contact Recreation - includes those in which contact with the welter
is either incidental or accidental and the probability of ingesting appreciable
quantities of water is minimal, such as boating.
Fishing is, of course, a secondary contact recreational use of water, hov~ever,
the quality consideration in this case are required for protection and
propagation of fish discussed subsequently.
General Criteria

The general criteria of quality for recreational use of water are obvious:
"freedom from obnoxious suspended or floating material, objectionable colour
or foul odours. Accordingly, the general criteria for aesthetics as listed earlier
are applicable in recreational uses also ".
Other Essential Criteria

Furthermore, recreational waters should also meet the following quality crite..
ria:
(i) Clarity - For Bathing and swimming water, clarity should be such that
a Sacchi disc is visi~le at a minimum depth of 4 feet.
(ii) Microbiological - None would question the necessity of including
microbiological criteria in a mandatory category, thus, the question of
what indicators and what limits should apply remains to be decided.
The current American. trend is toward utilizing fecal califorrns as
indicators for use in criteria for contact recreation. Indian Standard
Tolerance Limits for Inland Surface Waters for Bathing Ghats are
presen ted in Table 3. (7)
Agricultural Uses:
. i) General Consideration: Agricultural uses of water encompass:

Farmstead waters, which primarily include the water used by the human
farm population for drinking, culinary and laundry. The other important
use is washing of ~ruits and vegetables in preparation for sale.
B. Livestock watering.
C. Irrigation.
Thus, concern for quality of water is important to modern agriculture not only in
determining the productivity of plant and animals, but also because it affects the health
and welfare of the farmers.
ii) Irrigation Water: Of the three uses delineated, irrigation is the largest, 'singlepurpose beneficial use of water in agriculture. Crop sensitivity to salinity and toxic
substances necessitates the need for water quality criteria for irrigation purposes. The
quality of water consumed by livestock has far-reaching implications; polluted water can
cause death or disease o~ livestock and contaminate animal products. A dependable
3- :urce of livestock water of requisite quality is indispensable for the profitable production
of (~"imal. Furthermore good water quality is an important factor for the health and
well-bt ~ng of human farm population, and to enhance production by reducing man-days
lost in Sh ~'ness.
A.
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W) Intpdon Water SuppUes: Among the multipurpose for which resourc~. ar~
developed and used, irrigation is the largest single-purpose ben~ficial conNmpdYe~.
Therefore, water quality criteria for irrigation becomes more and mor~ significant as
water resource developments increase within each river buin. Evaluation of water quality
criteria for irrigation uses musl take into cognizance th~ interactive ~ff~C!ts of salt. plant.
and climate. Each of these facton is highly variable. nevertheleu. they are important in
determining the quality of water that can be \lied for irrigation under a specific ~t of
conditions. ,The physicochemical properties of a soil determine the rool environm~nt
that a plantencounten subsequent to an irrigation. The lOil comprises and organo-minera) complex which has the ability to react both physically and chemically with conSUIUenta carried by the irrigation water. The extent to which th~se added conlUtuenli will
leach out of a soil, remain available to plants in the soil. or become flXed and unavoidable
to plants depends largely on the soil characteri.tiCl.
It is axiomatic that favourable salt balance in the root zone is essential for plant growth.
which in turn, depends on drainage capacity of the soil. In fact. good drainag~ it euential
to prevent a rising water table, salt accumulation in the lOillurfacc. and to maintain
adequate soil aeration. Plantl vary considerably in their tolerance oC water quality
conatituenCl, especially salinity and trace elements. Again. in a saline lOil at a gi~n water
content, a plant will suffer more in a hOI dry climate thaI in a cool humid one.
Owing to the many Jariable facton as hinted above. lelting ofwaler quality criteria for
irrilalion Ulel baa become highly complex. neverthelesa, McKee and Wolf (.. ). National
Technical Advilory Committee (5) and U .SA EPA( 5) have made praiseworthy con tribt.·
tionl towards developmen t of rational water quality criteria for irrigation UIe. The (acton
that limit the usefulness of a water for agriculture and lhe concentration. al which th~ir
effects are felt either in a minimal or a catastrophic way. have been the ObjeCI of much
reaearch and many publications.
The quality factors the invariable come up during evaluating the lUitability of watrr
for irrigation often include:
1. Inorganic (ions and free elements/compounds)
2. Solids
(a) Diuolved
(b) Suspended
8. Pathogens
4. Pesticides
5. Radioactivity
6. Temperature
The Indian Standard tolerance limits for inland surface walen for irrj,alion walrr (7 I
and for industrial effluents discharged on land for irrigation purpoK-s( J arc;" pr("~nt~d
in Tables 4 and 5 respectively.
Iv) Farmstead Water SuppUa: Farmstead water supplies for usc b)' th~ hunlan farnl
population should conform to the drinking water standards already discusS('d c-arlic-r
under public water supplies as far as practicable. farm waler supplit's can be of Rround
ore surface origin. Ground sources are generally regarded as providing a Inurco rlt"p<'nd-
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able supply as being less variable in composition than surface water. However, it should
be recognized that all supplies are subject to pollution and care must be exercised ·in .
both the installation and maintenance of water system. In general terms, raw WC\ten
should be free of impurities which are offensive to sight~ smell and taste. They should be
free of any significant concentrations of toxic substances, and should be free also of
bacteria and other living forms which can not be controlled or eliminated by simple
processing techniques such as chlorination.
v) Livestock Water Supplies: ,Since the total quantities of substances ingested daily
are critical values for animal metabolism, the permissible concentrations of such substances in water will depend, to some extent, on the daily water consumption of the
animals. The daily water requirements of animals vary with a number of factors, such as
the temperature and humidity of the atmosphere, the water content of the diet, the
degree of exertion by the individual with a resulting loss 9fwater as sweat, and the salinity
of the available supply.
Industry:
i) Preamble: Modern industry is a, dynamic enterprise, ever expanding, constan tly changing and an in tense water user. In our coun try, we do not, as yet have adequate
information pertaining to water intake -and gross water use (intake plus water recycled)
in the industry. Nation-wide survey on the use of water in Indian Industry has not been
organized so far. However, the estimate (excluding power plants) stands at 11000 million
cubic metre (2,42.000 million gallons) per year which is little higher than the estimated
industrial water use as mentioned earlier probably lies in between the water withdrawn
from resources pool and the gross water use.
Again, generation of 116 x 10(9) kwhrwas envisioned in the year 1978-79 out of which
one-half might be the share of the steam-electric power plants. A liberal estimate for
water use based on once-through cooling system and water'requirements of 300 litres
per kwhr works out to be 17,400 million cum (3828000 million gallons) per year. With a
conservative outlook if we consider the estimates to present the water intake then the
total intake for industry and thermal power plants is nearly 3 pf!r cent of the Nation's
annual utilisable fresh water resource of 93.5 million hectare metre (MHW). Water
quality requirements differ so widely for the hundreds of uses to which water is put
industrially that no meaningful criteria for surface water supplies can encompass a
majority of such cases. Therefore, it would seem axiomatic that industry will have to
continue to treat water in 'accord with its own needs for process water, and to locate its
plants where the local resource can be suited to its process and cooling water requirements.
ii) Industrial Water Use: The manufacturing industry uses water for:
1. Cooling and condensing

2. Steam generation

May be-once-through system, or a recirculating system with cooling towers
or ponds.
Boiler feed and make-up.
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Conveying other materialJ; washing
of production materialJ; at raw material itself; and numeroUJ UJeI which
may be peculiar to only one industry.
etc.

4. Cleaning of equipment and
General \lie of water
floors and sanitary service.
Consumptive use of water has been defined as ".. the quantity of water dilChargfil (0
the atmosphere (evaporated) or incorporated in the products of the procell in connection with vegetative growth. food processing or incidental to an industrial procca-.
Industry consumes only about 7 percent of the water it withdraws(lS). This u di\~ded
principally between water evaporated a,nd water incorporated in products of m~nufac
lUre. Table 6 provides information on water consumption in selected U .S. indUltri~l.
W) C001iag Use: A signific~nt pro~ortion of all industrial water withdrawal is ~
in cooling system as showed in Table 7. 05 )
Fish and other Aquatic Ufe:
i) Geoenl Approach: In determining water quality requiremenu for aquatic life
and wildlife. it is essential to recognize that there are not only acutr and chronic toxic
levels but allo tolerable. favourable, and essential levels of diuolvfil malrrial•. Hence.
lethal. tolerable and favourable levels and conditions should be ascertained through field
investigations. laboratory studies, together with testing laboratory findinlP in the field
to determine their adequacy for the protection of aquatic and wild life relOurc~s.
ii) Key Criteria: Criteria for the quality of fresh water that will suppo"" a good fish
fauna were first presented by Ellis (16) who proposed the following limits (quot~d from
Mckee and WoW 4 )] 1. Dissolved oxygen, not less than 5 mg/I:
2. pH, approximately 6.7 to 8.6, with an extreme range of 6.!\ to 9.0;
3. Specific conductance at 25°C; 150 x l0-6mhos with a maximum of 1()()()"2000
x l0-6mhos permissible for stream in .. alkaline areas;
4. Free carbon dioxide not over 3 c.e. per litre;
5. Ammonia. not over 1.5 mg/l;
6. Suspended solids such that millionth intensity level for light ~netration will
not be less than 5 metres.
Subsequently, Doudoroff and Katz presented an excellent literature revit-Won toxicir,'
of industrial wastes and their components to fish (17.18). While discussing the efT~cu of
alkalies, acids and inorganic gases, the reviewen summarized:
1. Under otherwise favourable conditions. pH values above 5.0 and ranKing upward
to pH 9.0, at least, are not lethal for most fully developed fresh-water fishes;
2. None of the strong alkalies which are important as indu~llriaJ wast~s (i.e, Na()li.
Ca(OH)2 and KOH] has been clearly ~hown to ~ lethal 10 fully develupNi filh
in natural fresh-waters when its coneentrcuion is insufficient to raise the pl-i well
above 9.0.
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3. A concentration of the non-ionic free ammonia or ammonium base, of 1.2 to 3
ppm (as NH3) has been reported to be quite rapidly and uniformly toxic to a
relatively hardy species in solutions of varying pH and ammonia ion content.
4. The strong mineral acids (i.e. H2S04, Hcl and HN03) and also phosphoric acid
(H3P04) and some moderately weak organic acids (e.g. lactic, citric, tartaric, and
oxalic acids), apparently can be directly lethal to fully developed fish in most
natural fresh-waters only when the pH is reduced thereby to about 5.0 or lower.
5. A number of weak organic and inorganic acids can impart to some waters
pronounced toxicity for fresh-water fish without lowing the pH to a value as low
as 5.0.
6. The susceptibility of different species of fish to the lethal action of free carbon
dioxide varies greatly;
7. Solution of hydrogen sulfide (as well as oth~r sulfides), free chlorine, cyanogen
chloride, carbon m<?noxide and ozone all are extremely toxic to fish.
iii) Aquatic Life: Table 8 indicating the Indian Standard tolerance limits for inland
surface waters for fish culture, may serve to indicate the general criteria by which water
can be judged as to its suitability for aquatic life. The characteristics and corresponding
tolerance limits prescribed above are likely to function well for the present. However, in
near future lengthening of the list may become necessary for incorporating constituents
such as pesticides, detergent, phenolic compounds and other tainting substances, cyanides, toxic heavy metals, etc., and we should think in this perspective right from now.
For pesticides, while we can have information from Western experiences even then, it is
obligatory that the TLm values i.e. Median Tolerance Limit [TLm - The concentration
of the tested material in a suitable dilutent (experimental water) at which just 50 percent
of the test animals are able to survive for specified period of exposure] for specifi~d
period of exposure be determined in our country using the receiving water and the most
sensitive important species.
iv) Aquatic Wildlife: Wildlife is defined herein as all species of mammals, birds,
reptiles and amphibians. Because of the dependence of waterfowl on aquatic hab.itats,
their ~eeds form primary basis for definition of water quality requirements for wildlife.
The water quality criteria for aquatic wildlife are discussed in detail in the reverent
literature.
v) Aquatic Life in Marine/Estuarine Environment: Although, detailed coverage of
estuarine and marine water quality criteria for aquatic life transcends the scope of the
present section, nevertheless, it is worthwhile to mention that the quality management
of such water bodies must take careful cognizance of the vari.ous constituents of significance in relevant to the numerous aquatic life species, and their favourable levels. The
quality factors deserving attention are (3): Salinity, pH, temperature, D.O., crude oil and
petroleum products, turbidity and colour, settleable/floating substances, tainting substances, nutrients, nuisance organisms and toxic substances (e.g. pesticides, heavy metals
and other toxicants), pathogenic bacteria and viruses an~ radio activity. Table 9 may serve
as a good guide for water quality requirement of marine and estuarine aquatic life.
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Residual GeDeradoD aad Impac:c
Residual GenendoD/EmlMioD 'acton:
a) In order to analyse the factor underlying residual/wast~ g~neration. thtir l)~
and extent, it is useful to classify the industrial activities as production or consumption.
In the most general way one can say that a residual is a function of th~ economics and
technology of production. Indeed. the volum~ and characteristics of residuals ~nerat~d
are functions of not only the amount of product, but also, for example, the raw materials
used, the production technology and to 5Om~ extent. the type of contain~n usc-d. for
marketing of products. Technological chang~s can play an important role. N~ productions processes can transform what was residual/waste into a u~ful production input.
Some residuals may be recycled as inputs into the same production proc~ls or into IOm«.productio.n processes. Other residuals may be treated 10 as to chan~ their form or
weight. A relatively small projection of residuals is being currentl)' recycled into somt"
productive process, the remainder being discharged directly into one or anoth~r of tht'
environ men tal media - air, water and land.
b) For a given production technology, the driving (orce ~hind residuals/w.utt's
generated is the quantity of production itself i.e. the society's final demand for lh«.product. Given any final demand t the nature, quantity and th~ time rate of r~sidu
als/wastes generated are determined as functions of th~ nature of raw matt-rials llH'd.
the nature of the production, the operating lev~l. the product output mix, and th«.control of gaseous, liquid and solid residuals/waites. Final d~mand. u-nt-ctt"d in tht'"
volume and variety of products consumed. i5 a function of population siz(t. standArd of
living, and social tastes and values. The complex inter relationships belWeen production
technology, consumen choices/limitations, and residuals generation can ll<' illustr.tt(~
by the simple example of the residualS/WaileS generated by hOUK'hold.
c) Obviously, then, there is a wide range in the quantity and charact~r of I'rsiduals/wastes generation even in a single type of activity. For example. gen~r.uion of ga~()u~
residuals varies with time - daily, weekly seasonally and from )'~ar to ~·t"ar - according tu
the type of activity. These time variations can be linked to \'3riations in d~mand fo. A
specific product, variations in the quality and quantity of raw mat(tria15 input 5uitt'"d lu
the production process etc. Variations al50 exist among areas, d(tpending on l.h~ max and
spatial pattern of economic activity. Of cour~, a r~gion where ht'a,",\' industnrs art'"
concentrated is likely to bear a higher impact from r(tliduals/wa5t~~ g«.-nt'r.ltion than .tn
area devoted to tourism or administrative.acli\ilit"s. Such a variahilil)' in hoth tinu· and
space implies that, to be operational, the analyses for r~siduaI5/wast«'-5 Rt'nrr.uion lhould
be made at a higher disaggregated level. Howt'v~r. it is important to ix-ar in mind that
information at a micro;level can still be highly valuabh', from both a mt'lhodulo({icaJ and
practical point of view.
Residual GeneradoD Meuuremenbl:
a) Standard economic theory (or onc-dim('n~iollal nlocit"1) has hrrn concc-rnrci
mainly with services that yield nows of positive \Hiliti('~, not with ph~"5ical suh't~'nfrs
Residuals/wastes generation ~uch as, which OO("S not Y1~lct an~' utility t(} '<)Cit'l\', n()("\ not
appear in the traditional theoretical and applit;d mud~11 of tht' t'l.nl\on\lc. !\r!'llC'III
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Recently attempts have been made to include residuals/waste generation in the traditional framework of the economic system *. Leon tiefhas extended his basic in put - output
economic model to include pollutants as outputs of the production sector, and pollution'
control activities among the various usual production sectors. For this purpose, Leontier
assumes the availability or'pollutant generation coefficient (i.e. emission factors) as wen
as of input-output coefficient for the pollution treatment activities. The usual final
demand vector is supplemented by the vectors of residuals/waste discharged, and the
resulting total vector expresses simultaneously the final demand for usual goods and the
final demand for a clean environment, through the explicit limitation of the amounts of
the various pollutants produced.
b) The following matrices and sectors are defined:
All

= [aij]

input of good i per unit output of goodj

A21 = [agi]

output of pollutant gper unit output of good i

Al2 = [aig]

input of good i per unit of eliminated pollutant g (pollutant ,eliminated by sector tJ

A22 = [agk]

output of pollutant g per unit of eliminated pollutant A (eliminated by sector A)

Xl = [xi]

total output of good i

X2 = [xg]

total amount of pollutant eliminated

Yl = [yi]

output of good i delivered to the final demand sector

\'2= [yg]

amount of residual pollution (delivered to the final d«;mand sector)

The following balance conditions are delivered:
Yl = Xl-All XI-AI2 X2 i.e. The final demand for goods (Yl) equals the total output of goods (XI)
minus the intermediate of the economic se~tor (All Xl) minus the
intermediate demand of the treatment sector (A12 X2) .. (4.1)
\'2 = A21 XI- X2 +A22 X2 i.e. The total amount of pollutant residuals ~) equals the output of
pollutants from the production of goods (A21 Xl) minus the total amount
of pollutants eliminated (X2) plus the output of pollutants from treatment
activities... (4.2)

These. conditions are expressed in matrix form as:

[~:]

=

[1- ~:~ -1 +~::] -{~:]

The usual input-output computations reveal the amount of various usual goods and
of the pollution treatment goods that must be produced to meet the exogenously given
final demand. The above model is adequate to assess the effects of technological changes
in the production processes or changes in the final demands and to point out the possible
incompatibility between demand for usual goods and demand for environmental quality
under given production possibilities and resources availability. Its main limitations are
the data requirements, the high level of sector aggregation, and the lack of input
• W. Leontief, "Environm,ental Repercussions and the Economic Structure: An Input-OutputApproach-,
Review of Economics and Statistics, 70, August, 1970.
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IUbatitutability inherent to input-output analyail. However, ita formallimplidty can make
it a valuable tool in macro-analysis.
c) A uaefuI way to look at the residuaia generation is to consider the difference in
weight (and energy) between the input of fuel, food. and ... materials to production
and consumption activities and the output of these activities. In terms or -material
balance', the weight of residuals discharged into air, water and land mUit be approximately equal to the basis fuels, food and raw materials entering the procellel of
production land consumption, including the weight of the oxypn drawn &om the
atmosphere. Therefore, the weight of residua1s requiring diJposaI is larger than the
weight of basic materials produced. Provided below is a methodology to apply material
balance concepts formally which assumes a hypothetical region with no impon - expon
movements, and to connect the economic exchange system to the physical Oow of
materiala, they add two new seeton to the ones generally in input-output models:
i) An environmental sector whose output Xo provides·physical inPUIl to the
production processes and which receives the waste Oowa from the production
and cQDsumption secton;
ti) AJinal consumption sector, which emits ph,wcal output to abe environmental
leCtor, in amount Xi.
.
There are N producti\'e procellel and Xl is the output of procell k. The
production functions are of the Leantief lJpe. and Cij is defined u the amount
of produce k to produce one unit of product j. All BOWl and outpu.. are
meuured in physical unitt, that is elf} Xj is then the physical quantity or product
k transferred as input to productj. Fmal demand and total output of prodUCI
k are respectively noted as \\ and Xk. They are linked by the claaical in\4el"le
matrix coefficients 10 that:
N

Xj=

IAjk Y.

..(4.4)

&-1

FUrthermore, Xl is defined as the total aggregate final demand:

N

Xi = IYj

.. (4.5)

j=1
Then. since mau is consened, the Oowa il weight ftom and to the environmentaisector mUit be equal:

ICek .Xk

=

lWIIof all rtJwflllJUritJl

flows (inputs

from'' '

mvmmfUflt)

ICka .x. + G-a Xe
sum of aU ""'nulD
1M",vmmtMII
(".,11 jIDuJI)

.. (4.6)
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Furthermore, material flows to and from the final sector must also balance:
N

Lc k1· X·. 1

N

= {LCrk X k } +

Cre Xe

k=l

k=l

waste
sum o/all
materials recycled residuals

sum o/all
final goods

(4.7)

Substituting relationship (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) in (4.7), we get:
N

N

L

L(C ji -Cfj A jk ) Yk

j=1

k=l

.. (4.8)

The equation (4.8) relates the bundles of final demands Yk to the weight of
waste residuals.
This model is larger in scope than Leontiefs model. In fact, it includes the
better, and, although it does not deal explicitly with various pollutants, the
weight approach permits, at least conceptually, specific·residual measurements
and a better treatment of the Assimilative capacity of the Environment.
Impacts of Residuals and Environmental Feedback: The generation of residuals/waste
affects environmental health in many ways, both through direct exposure and through
various indirect effects. The ·extent of the impacts will vary in relation to many factors,
such as the type of the residuals/waste and the time-spatial con text of their generation.
It is important to see that people's welfare is not only affected directly by the impacts
of economic activities upon the environment (e.g. the impact of air pollution on chronic
diseases), but also by the feed-back from the environment into the economy. The latter
consideration led researchers to integrate the economic and ecological systems into a
type of generalized input-output model that would allow fot exploration of th.e effects
of resources utilization and waste generation on the ecological system of natural environment and for establishment of feed-back linkages from ecological to economic
system. In its fo:mal structure it is an accounting frame work similar to an inter-regional
in put-output model, where the two regions are the economic and ecological systems.
The ecological system is considered as a very large set of inter-dependent activities,
involving as inputs and outputs of many commodities, only a few of which correspond
to those of the social system. Not only do these activities feed on each other, i.e. provide
each other with inputs, but they also furnish final outputs to the exogenous'social system,
on which, in turn, they are dependent for various commodities to be used as inputs. From
conceptual view point, such an integrated approach seems to be the most rational and
comprehensive way to sustainable development i.e. development through conservation
of the environment. Presently there are some difficulties uniformly extending the linear
analyses to ecological systems as also to build a table or an inventory that includes all the
economic-ecological linkages on a regional or national scale. Nevertheless, the approach
holds out though promise for further work and advancement.
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Appeadbrl

18:201-1964

Quality tolerance. for wala' lor ~liIe indUlb'y.

18:2296-1974

Tolerance IimitJ for inland lW'fatt waa.en1Ubjut co pollution (fine rnilion).

18:2490-1974

Tolerance IImli. for.indUltriai emuenll dilChal'pd into land IUrfacr wacrn. pan I-V. Car.
reviJion).

18:2724-1964

Quality tolerance for water for pulp and paper indUlU')t.

18:2725-1964

Quality tolerance for water for ra)'On-manufaclUrinl indUllry.

18:5506-1974

Tolerance limill for indUlCriaJ emurnll dilCh ....ed into public Inft'ft.

18:5507-1965

Tolerance limill for indUltriai .emuenta dilChult'Ci on land for lrripbon purpow.

18: 5528-1965

Quality tolerance for water for awimminl pool..

IS: 5957-1966

Quality tolerance for water

15:4221-1967

Quality tolerance for water for lannanl induatry.

IS~4251-1967

Quality tolerance for water for pl'OCftWd food indullry.

15:4700-1965

Quality tolerance ror water for fermentation indwo-y.

18:4764-1975

Tolerance IiqUll for eewale emuenll dilCh....ftI into land lWfacr wa&rn (ftf. m;.on,.

ror ice manufacbJ~.
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Table 1
CPHEEO DriDkiDg Water Standards(IO)

Sl.
No.

1.

Chancteristics

~urbidity

*.

Concentrations
acceptable *

Causes for
rejection

Undesirables
that may be produced

2.5

10

Aesthetically pleasing; possible gastrointestinal irrigation.

5.0

25

Discoloration

Unobjectionable

U nobjectionable

Taste and odour

7.0 to 8.5

6.5 to 9.2

Taste, corro~ion

(Units onJ.T.U. Scale)

2.

Colour (Units on
platinum cobalt scale)

3.

Taste and odour

4.

pH

5.

Total dissolved solids
(mg/I)

500

1500

Taste, gastrointestinal irrigation.

6.

Total hardness (mg/ I as
CaCo3)

200

1000

Excessive scale formation

7.

Chlorides (asCI) (mg/I)

200

-600

Taste; corrosion in hot water system

8.

Sulphates (as S04)
(mg/I)

200

400

Gastrointestinal irritation when
magnesium or sodium are present

9.

F1uorides (as F) (mg/I)

1.0

1.5

Cumulative fluorosis with resulting skeletal
damage of both children and acIUlts.

10.

Nit rat e s (a s N 03)
(mg/1)

45

45

Methemoglobine largely confined infants

II.

Calcium (as Ca) (mg/I)

75

200

Excessive scale of formation

12.

Magnesium (as Mg)
(mg/1)

Not greater
than 30

150

Hardness, Taste, Gastrointestinal irritation
in presence of sulphates.

13.

Iron (as Fe) (mg/1)

0.1

1.0

Taste, discoloration, deposits growth of
iron, bacteria, turbidity

14.

Manganese (as Mn)

0.05

0.5

Taste

15.

Copper (as Cu) (mg/1)

0.05

1.5

Astringent taste

16.

Zinc (as Zn) (mg/1)

5.0

15.0

Astringent taste opalescence and sand-like
deposits

17.

Phenolic compounds (as
phenol) (mg/1)

0.001

0.002

18.

Anionic detergents
(mg/l) (as MB AS)

0.20

1.0

Taste, particularly in chlorinated water

Taste and foaming
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Table I (.......,
CPIIIIO .......... III d ....WI

•
*o.

fIitI_.....

.........
.....
.........
eo.-

U ••

C-•• "

Cadmium (uCd)
(ml/l/)

0.01

0.01

Chromium(u

0.05

O.GI

T~to'"

Minerai 011 (mill)

10.

Anenb: (u AI) (l1li/1)

11.

It.

0.01

0.05

II

..........

8.

O.so

19.

* 'T

_.., ..... t

,...andodour .... ~

CIa praduce ........... ,..... . ce• •
e&ct; ....... dI.......... lMriewJ
wi... iDle.dOD oIcwhnhee

h.~ntcr) (~I)

IS.

Cyanide (II CN) (l1li/1)

O.OJ

0.05

To.to ....

24.

Lad (u JIb) (II1II1)

0.1

0.1

ToDt eo hu.aaa

15.

"mumu'.) . 1 )

~.ol

0.01

"Mild .,..,10_

Ie.

MeJQU1 (TCMII • ",)

_ill __

lelealwDln. . . . . . _ _ ..........

cIaftaecI

IMu

caD cauIe ....

h

euaa...........

0.Gf)1

O.GOI

Ct.1

,0"

I

I

deIrimeDIII t6a _ ......

SO

10

cIetrbDea" t6a _ ......

'1UII1)
17.

Polynuclear .rolft.tlc
hydrocarbon. (PAR)

=. DIe

.... MH ................

(mlcroanm/1)

U.

Grol, alpha activity
(pioocurie/1)

29.

Gro •• beta actlYI',
(plGocurIe/l)

NotII:

•
••

Umill up to which the WIlIer II pneraUy KCepcabie to the CODIUIDeI'•

"para in exceII of thole mendonecl under -.ccepcabIe. the not IICCIIpcabIe. bulldl .., be . . . . d ..
the ablence of altematne and better eource but up 10 the UmlIa indkawd under &he col......... , .
rejecdonWabowe which the ..ppl)' wW hM'e to be rejected.

• - Compiled from reference II and IS.
b - If du:re are 150 mill of IUIphate. Ma content can be increued to. muimwn ollIS -.II ......
reducdoft of IUIphale at the rate of 1 unit per every 1.5 unill ollUlph.....
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Table 1 (Notes, eontd.)
AdditioMl Nota:
It is possible that some mine and spring. waters may exceed ·these radioactivity limits and in such cases it
is necessary to analYle the individual radionuclides in order to assess acceptability or otherwise for public
consumption.

(i)

.(ii)

Water entering the distribution system - Coliform count if any sample of 100 ml should be aero. A sample
of the water entering the distribution system that does not conform to this standard calls for an immediate
investigation into boost the efficacy of the purification process and the method of sampling.
Water in the distribution system shall satisfy all the three criteria indicated below:
E. Coli count in 100 ml of any sample should be zero.
Coliform organisms not more that 10 per 100 ml shall be present in any sample.
Coliform organisms should not be detectable in 100 'ml of any two consecutive samples or more than 50
percent of the samples collected per year.
If coliform organisms are found. re-sampling should be done. The repeated finding of 1 to 10 coliform
organisms in 100 or the appearance of higher number in any sample should necessitate the investigation
and removal of the source of pollution.

(iii)

Individual or small commtmity supplies - E. Coli count should be zero in any sample lOO ml and coliform
organisms should not be more than 3 per 100 mt (if repeated sample show the presence -of coliform
organisms. steps should be to discover and remove the source of pollution. If coliforms exceed 3 per 100
ml. the supply should be disinfected).

Virological ~pecb:

0.5 ml/l of free chlorine residual for one hour is sufficient to inactivate virus. even in water that was
originally polluted. The free chlorine residual is to be insisted on in all disinfected supplies in areas
suspected to endemicity of infectious hepatitis to take care of the safety from the bacteriological point of
view as well. For other areas 0.2 mg/l of free 'Chlorine residual for halfan hour should be insisted upon.
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Tablet
To. .-.ce ..... ' .......... ' . . WIIIn
for u......... ror .....w.e.rl....,"· .15-l1li-74

II.
No.

1.

Coliform orpniama (monthly Iftrap Noc more than 5000. with Ie. than 5 ~lftnt of 'he' .........
MPH 100 mil
with wIue I"ealrr than or equal to 10.000 and IftI dian 20 p"
cent of the tampln with value pntrr than or rquallo S.OOO.

~

pH value

S.

F1uoridea (u F) mill. Max

I.S

4.

Chloride (ua), ml/I, Max

600

5.

Cyanidel (uCN). ml/I. Max

0.01

6.

Selenium (u Se), mill. Max

0.05

7.

Tow Chromium (u Cr), ml/I. Max

0.05

8.

Lead (u Pb), ml/l, Max

0.10

9.

Anenic (uAl), mill, Max

0."

10.

DiIIoIYed Oxysen, Minimum

6.0109.0

40 prrcml oIahinbon valUe'
or 5 mall whidwwr

11.

Biochemical Oxypn demand
(5 days at !O'c) mill, Max

12.

Phenolic compounds
(M Ce H5 OH). mgll. Max

15.

Alpha emitten. micro curies/mi. Max

14.

Beta emitten, micro curiel/mi. Max

15.

Nitratel ('II NO,), ml/I. Max

16.

Oil. and veale, mg/I, Max

17.

Inaecticide.

'I h6prr

O.OOS

1M

0.1

.bwru

'----------------------------------------
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Table 3
Tolerance limits for Inland Surface Waten for use as Raw water for Public Water Supply and for Bathing Ghats
(IS: 2296-1974, Fmt Revision)

51.

Characteristic

Tolerance Limit

No.
1.

Coliform organisms
(monthly average MPN 100 ml)

2.

pUvalue

3.

Fluorides (as F) mg/I, Max,

1.5

4.

Chloride (as Cl), mg/I, Max

600

5.

Cyanides (as CN), mg/I, Max

0.01

6.

Selenium (as Se), mg/I, Max

0.05

7.

Lead (as Pb), mg/I, Max

0.10

8.

Total Chromium (as Cr), mg/I, Max

0.05

9.

Arsenic (as As), mg/I, Max

0.20

Not more than 5000, with less than 5 percent of the samples
with value greater than or equal to 20.000 and less than
20 per cent of the samples with value greater than or equal,
to 5,000
6.0 to 9.0

10.

Dissolved Oxygen, Minimum

40 perccrnt of saturation value
or 3 mg/I, whichever is higher

11.

Biochemical Oxygen demand
(5 days at 20tlC) mg/I, Max

3

12.

Phenolic compounds
(as Q; Us OU), mg/I, Max

0.005

13.

Alpha emitters" micro curies per ml, Max,

10-9

14.

Beta emitters, micro curies/ml, Max

10-8

15

Nitrates (as NOs), mg/I, Max

50

16.

Oils and grease, mg/I, Max

0.1

17.

Insecticides

absent
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...........

.

Table 4

~

0aancIIIIJdc

No.

.... ,_........__ Ior..,..,...m
,....ee .....

1.

pH

2.

IIeartcal conductance at uec Max, mhoe

S.

Total cIiIIoMcllOUdI (inorpnic) (l1li11). Max

1.100

4:

Sulphara (II SCM).msII

1.000

&.

CblarIdeI (u Q) (tnsII). Max

100

8.

Bonm .(11 B)4(Jng11). Max

u

7.

Percent 1OdIbih.....

eo

8.

Alpha enduen. microc:urie/mi. Max

1M

I.

. . . emf..... mIcrocurie/ml. Max

IN

5.5 -9.0

',000 x IN

Table I

.

........d.... ToIIrM...... for I. dill .... BtII

a-

r.....JIIIc

No.

.....

I.d _ .... , . .... 11 . . . .p.u.u"I'

"'II~"""

I.

BOD III., IOtC. ..II

t.

pH.

••

To... .u.ohed IDIIda, Inorpnic, msII

4-

ou. uuI arelle, msll

SO

I.

Chloridea; mill

lOG

8.

Bonm,ml/l

7.

Sulphalea, ms/l

1,000

8•

Sodium, percent

10

• -11f/fM/o E .. PI"

100

1.1·9.0

!.IOO

I
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Table 6
Water Co
SI. No.

don in selected industriea(ll)
Water ColllUlDption (percent of iDtUe)

Industry

1.

Automobile

6.2

2.

Beet sugar

10.5

3.

Chemicals

5.9

4.
5.

Coal preparation

6.

Distillery

10.4

7.
8.

Food processing

8S.6
21.4

9.

Meat

5.2

10.

Petroleum

7.2

11.

Poultry processing

5.5

12.

Pulp and paper

4.5

15.
14.

Salt

27.6
8.5

15.

Steel

16.

Sugarcane

17.

Textiles

I

18.2
.20,6

Com and wheat milling

Machinery

Soaps and detergents

7.5
15.9

6.7

Table 7
IDdut;:rial Use. of Water(ll)

51.

Industry

No.

Cooling
(%)

NOJloCOolillg
(process and other uses) (I»)

1.

All reporting industries

66

34

2.

Automobile

21

79

S.

Beet sugar

95

5

4.

Chemical

65

85

5.

Distillery

84

16

6.

Wheat

25

75

7.

Petroleum

82

18

8.

Soaps and detergents

66

84

9.

Steel

66

84

10.

Sugar

69

51

11.

Textiles

10

90
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Table 8
ToIeI'llllCle UmltI for ....... . . ,. .
(IS

SLNo.

w... ,or ..... o.IIIn

l1li-1""' ............)

T. . . . . . . . .

a..na.t.dc

1.

pH value

I.

llectrical conductance, at 25IC. Max.

&.0109.0

1000.

I~

I .. Free carbon dioxide (as CO2). ml/I.. Max.

-

4.

Free ammonia (uN). l1li11

1.2

5.

Diuohed <>xypn. Min.

6.

Alpha emiaen. micro curiea/ml. Max.

10"

7.

Beta emitteR, micro curies/mi. Max.

la'

8.

0iIa and p-eua. milL Max.

0.1

mhOi

40 percent aaura&ion ...~
or 5 ma!I which"" illUcha

...- .,....,.

Tablet

'IL.I..Ihe GaIdeI

aN•.

'or - .

...

....

_

..

... We

...... ...JL.ldee.:

DI... ' . ' .

PI . . . . .

I

II ••

.....

1

-

-

1.

1btaI cn.otved IOIld (TDS). mall

1000-

2.

PJectricll conducdvity. micro mbot/ em • B'C

3000-

s.

Temperaawe. maximum 'C

54

S4

4.

Maximum far ealmonold flIh .

I!

IS

5.

llanpofpH

6.

DiIIohed Ox)wen (DO). Minimum "'III

7.

flotab1e oU and sreue. mill

8.

6.5-1.5

ti.~·

9.0

5.0-·

S.oee

0

o·

lmulllSed oU and sreue. mill

10-

10·

9.

DelelJent. ABS. 111111

1.0

1.0

10.

Ammonia (free). mall

O.S-

11.

Anenic. mill

1.0·

12.

Barium. mill

S.O·

15.

Cadmium. ml/I

0.0.·

14.

Carbon dioxide (free). mill

1&.

Chlorine (free) mill

-

1.0·

-

•.0

-

0.01

-

i
I
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Tentative Guides for EvaluadDg the r"ftlI.U_ of Water for Aquadc lJfe

SI. No.

• Threshold concentratioDl

Determination

Freshwater

Saltwater

16.

Chromium, hexavalent, mgll

0.05+

0.05+

17.

Copper, mg/l

0.02+

0.02+

18.

Cyanide, mg/l

0.02+

0.02+

19.

Fluoride, mg/l

1.5+

1.5+

20.

Lead, mg/l

0.1+

0.1+

21.

Mercury, mgll

Q.Ol+

0.01+

22.

Nickel, mgll

0.05+

0.0

23.

Phenolic compounds as phenol, mg/l

1.0

-

24.

Silver mg/l

0.01

0.01

25.

Sulphide, dissolved, mg/l

0.5+

0.5+

26.

Zinc, mg/l

0.1

Sour,,: McKa and Wolf (1963) and tompilMl by McGauhey(2)

-

+

•

Threshold concentration is value that normally might not be deleterious of fish life. Waters that do not
exceed these values should be suitable habitats for mixed fauna and flora.

••

Values not to be exceeded by more than 20 percent of any 20'consecutive sample~, nor in any 3 consecutive
samples. Other values should never be exceeded. Frequency sampling should be specified.

•••

Dissolved oxygen concentrations should not fall below 5.0 mgll more than 20 percent of the time and
never below 2.0 mg/l. (Note: Recent data indicate also that rate of change of oxygen tension is an
important factor, and that diurnal changes in D.O. may in seWage-poll~ted water render the value of 5.0
of questionable meri\.)
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SURFACE WATER QUALITY MONITORING

ItJ. NATH*
Introduction

Man's activities on earth are degrading the natUfal healthy quality of water bodies.
The surface water sources are getting polluted due to urbanization, industrialization,
agriculture etc. These water bodies have thus ~ecome unsuitable for many beneficial
users for which they were utilized earlier. The eco-system of the water bodies are getting
disturbed due to rapid degradation of the wate~ quality. It is thus now essential to protect
as well as to conserve the surface water sources not only as a resource for their present
use but for future generation as well. It is imperative to restore and maintain naq.tral
water bodies at various stretches to such quality levels as are needed for their designated
best uses rather than aiming for a pristine quality which may be ambitious, cost prohibitive and hence impractical.
.
Source of River Pollution

The following are the general sources of river pollu'tion in our country.
a) Discharge of sewage/sullage from urban areas.
b) Discharge of waste water from industries.
c) Surface run off from agricultural areas .
d) Dumping of solid wastes in river or from leachate through nearby solid waste
dumps.
e) Wallowing and bathing of cattle.
£) Dumping of dead bodies.
Use of Surface Water

The surface water is extensively used in our country for various pnrposes. These are
briefed below:
.
a) Bathing
b) Fishing
c) Recreation
d) Industrial process
e) Agriculture
£) Public water supply.

• Director, All India Institute of Hygiene & Public Health, Calcutta..70007!
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Water PoDudoa

CoaIroI.....,

I'

Water pollution cOntrol programmel are deaiped c:-ntially to maiD..../rellOIe the
natural water bodlea to variOUl designated beat \lie. It can be Khie¥ed by Ihe EoIlowiDs

action plan:
a) Control of poHudon of the lOurce to the extent poIIible, Pin. due repnI 10
tachno-economic feaaibiUty and social expectations.
11) Optimal utllizadon of self purification capacity of natural water bodiea keeping
eco-.yatem undisturbed.
c) Providing appropriate treatment technology to upgrade the quality of wute wacer
and to take adequate and meticulOUI meuure to utilize the treated wute water for
ftah-c:ulture/agriculture/indUitrial purpoael etc.
d) MlnimizadoD ofpoHudon control requiremelUl byjudidoUilocadon of indualria
and relocation of indUitriel whenever necaaary.
e) RIver flow regulation,
f) Orpnizing motivation and JIWI awarene. campaip.
The Itrategic administration mechanisma for control of polludon at 1Oun:e are:
- Water quaUty criteria aa ucertained by the scheme of clalli8cation aDd zoning
and evolving water quaUty ltandarda from thete aiteria.
- Radonal evolution of emuent quality critftiafor anydiK:barae iDto one oIthoee
dau.i&ed water bodies and specifying eftluent ItaDdan:Ia.
The eprcile of river claui6eation acheme and IOnia, baled on the lCheme ia
.plaiDed ill the flow Iheets (Fig. I, on foUowing page) whlch aene u the UlI.eMink
"tween the COD~ptl of Itream ltandan:la and emDent llaDdan:Ia.
Water QualIty M·.........

In order to initiate a water quality management programme the roUowin, information

II~DtIa1:
a) Cau:hment characterilua and activities.
b) Existing water quality parameten.
c) Criteria for present and planned uses of the water u weD u cardlment development.
Data pertaining to (a> and (c) above may be collected from relnanlapnclea. whereu
appropriate data on water quality 81 mentioned in (b) can be oblained by arabllahinl a
rational water quality monitoring network.
Water QuaIlt)' Moat..... NetwoIIl
Objective: The data on water quality mUll represent the actuallituation of the waler
bodies in defined locationse Accuracy in collection and analysis need to ~ liven due
Importance by all concerned. Such network mUll conform to the pretenl objectMa of
the performance, neceslitating an acute need for visualizing the objecti~1 wry clearty.
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Location of Sampling Points: It is most critical factor in the collection of water quality
data. The selection of location of sampling poin ts should represen t the waste water body
and if it is not done judiciously the whole exercise may become useless. Various factors
e.g. existence of urban set up, industries, potential growth rate, land uSe plaJ)ning,
climate, accessibility, flow condition etc. have to be taken into consideration while making
surveys to establish the sampling stations.
a) Macro-location: Refers to a sampling location relative to an entire river.
b) Micro-location: Refers to the nearest outfalls
WHO GuideHnes

To be operated independently/permanent.
Related to each other/may be temporary.

Basic stations:
Auxiliary stations:

Concept of Classification and Zoning
as an Aid to Pollution Control
DMDE TIlE RIVERINE SYS'l'EM
INTO REQUISITE NUMBER OF REACHES

!
IDENTIFY TIlE PRESENT ORGANISED USES
TO INDICATE TIlE DESIGNATED BEST USE
(DBU) RFACH BY REACH

ORGANISE
WATER Q,UAUlY MONITORING
FOR THE REACHES

.~

J.

CLASSIFY AND ZONE
TIlE REACHES

RECORD WATER QUAlJ1Y
MEASUREMENTS (WQ,M)

1

1

PREPARE WATER QlJAlJ1Y~
OF INDIA

PREPARE WATER USE MAP
OF INDIA

~

1
SUPERIMPOSE THE MAPS TO IDENTIFY '"'
THE GAP BETWEEN WQC AND WQM
REACH BY REACH

INPUT WATER QUAlJ1Y CRITERIA .
(WQC)-

r
TAKE ANY REACH, COMPARE WQM WITH WQC
CORRESPONDING TO THE DBU

~
CHECK IF WQM

r.....,O~(---BETIEL THAN WQC

,....--_ _ _ _ _ _ _....

IMPROVEWQC
BY POLLUTION CONTROL

1

EQUAL

Figure 1

MAINTAIN WATER QUAlJ1Y
LEVE~

(WQL)
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Samplini ltatiODlln a river may be selected from foUowingloc.doH
Undiaturbed zone.
Ghat locations.
Down stream of major bathing and bumiDllhati.
Down stream of outfalls and in recovery zone.
At each atation crolHectionai and depth of the river need to be examined uut
aampUog points are to be selected according to the local condition•
......... 1'requetM.y. It depends on:
- Examining seasonal variation.
Flow of river.
ProfessionaljudgemenL
Variability of data.
- Cost constrainL
Water QtWIty P.......eten: The ~lection of various physical, chemical and bioJosical
parameten should be 10 made that the objectives of the monitoring network are .dIfted
and their analyses reveal a correct interpretation of water quality.
Reco..... mel !'rae! It,. of Data: Data coUected mould be aitically evaluated simulapedaIIr
taneously to make sure that the data conforms to the requirementl of the
. in terms of :
a) Detection limits that should meet the study needa.
b) Correlation ofvarioUi parameten amongst each other at p D IlatiODL
c) Net information content of the data from the pointl of ill further meanin&fW
utilization in quantitative studies.

stud"
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WATER QUAUTY MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT METHODS
FOR INDIAN RIVERS
rm2 AND D. De ZWART2
Re. TRIVEDI 1,H.A.M. De KRUIJ.l'

Introduction

In India, at present, the water quality monitoring and management is performed
through physico<hemical evaluation only, which is not sufficient in many cases to justify
the need and priority 'of various pollution control programmes to be implemented in
the country. Under the Indo-Dutch collaboration on Environment possibility of introducing biomonitoring methodology in Indian water quality evaluation and management
through a three years pilot study was accepted by the Indian and Dutch Governments in
1988. Since the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB, a central level pollution control
authority in India) is responsible for providing national standards according to which
water quality management should be performed by the State Pollution Control Boards
(SpeBs, state level authorities), it was thought appropriate that the CPCB should
perform the pilot study. Yamuna River was selected for this study as it is representative
of many rivers in India and is nearer to CPCB' s Laboratory. Also the CPCB is monitoring
its water quality for the last 15 years. The study was started in October, 1988. With monthly
intervals a large variety of biological and chemical parameters were observed at 15
stations along the river from upstream Delhi to downstream Etawah. The main, objective
for this study was to formulate and test technica~ and strategic methods which can be
acceptable in scientific and legislative framework for water quality evaluation. The
outcome of the study was generally applicablf yardsticK for indication of actual water
quality and can be used in water quality management programme,in the country.
The Yardstick

The proposed yardstick consists of an "AMOEBA" (A Method of Ecological and I
Biological Assessment) presentation of8 different indices:
Pollution Indices:
Bacterial Pollution Index (BPI)
The Nutrient ~ollution Index (NPI)
The Organic ~ollution In~ex (OPI)
The Industrial Pollution Index (IPI)
The Pesticide Pollution Index (PPI)
Effect Indices:
The Benthic Saprobity Index (BSI)
- The Biological Diversity Index (BDI)
- The Production Respiration Index (PRI)
1 Sr. Scientist, Central Pollution Control Board, Parivesh Bhavan, East Aljun Nagar, Delhi -110052.
2 Scientists, National Institute of Public Health and Environmental Protection, PO Box 1. 5720 BA
Bilthoven, The Netherlands.
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Each of the.. indlce. are derived &om a let of ODe or more moDirDriDB parameten
which may vary according to regional requirements.
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The relationlhlp between anthropogenic activities. their bJa-prodUCIl and correaponding,train and streu indicaton are visualized in the Fagure 1(on fo1lowins pile).
Iadn CelmhdOD

The CoaceatndoD :a-d IadICIIJ From the oblerved values or the parameten In·
cluded in Table 1 corresponding indices can be calculated u £oDowa:
BIIcterW PoDudoa IDdat The number of Thermo-tolerant bacteria is monthly evaluated according to the MPN or membrane filtration technique. The number counted are
traDlformed to a quality index on a acale or 0 to 100 by comparilOn with • pretet quall"
function where 100 repreaentl perfect conditions and 0 ltanda for totally unacceptable
conditions. The luggelted quality function is baaed on the primary water quaUty criteria
adopted by the Central.Pollution Control Board, Delhi, India for -Deaipated Beat UIeuncleI' bathing water quality, as the outdoor bathing is one of the mOlt important UIe of
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ACTIVITIES SOURCES

PARAMETERS

DIRECT EFFECT INDICES
INDICES

••
",.

.....

.1

a.ct... lal Pollution
MJtrlant Pollution
Product lonI A.p I...t.lan

Benthic SlPrablt.~
a,anlc Pol hAron
ID' BiOlogical D'ver.'~
IPI 1nduftr"lal Pollution
FWetlclda Pollution

ell.

".
Fig. ,I. Cause and effect chain.
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Fig.2. Suggested quality curve for bacterial pollution.
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riven in India. It illUggelted to take a Bacterial Pollution Index value of90 u the carpt
value in the yardstick "AMOEBA"
The luggested quality function is presented in Figure 2 (on previoUi pile).
Nutrient PoDudoa IDdn, Orpalc PoDudoa ................... PoIIudoD ' .... ADd ......
dele PoUudoa lades: These indices can be calculated by integrating the corrapondinl
parameten using the following formula:

PI =eI Ln (PQI}n X Wn
Where:
- PI. NPI or OPI or IPI or PPI
- PQ.ln is the quality index for the nth parameten, a dimensionletl number
between 0 to 100 standing for very poor and excellent quality with respect
to the parameter under consideration. These quality indices can be deriwed
from target values and dose-response curve available in the literature or can
be constructed by conducting such studies. Suggelted cunea for the parameters included in the yardstick are presented in Fagures S-6 (on followinB
pagel).
Wn, is the weightage factor for the nth parameter. which it adopted equal
for all, for the time being and can be changed in due coone baaed on
gathered knowledge on the relative importance of the parameten. In cue
of missing values. Wn should be calculated accordinlto remalnlnl parame-

ten.
In IPI and PPI. the parameters are to be locally or regionaU)' lelecled. on the buia of
industrial and/or contaminant survey. Hence the Table 1 doel Dot lpecify the complete
set of parameten.
Effect-aMid ladlcea

Beatblc Saproblty lades: The BSI can be evaluated accordinl to lite method prescribed by the Biological Monitoring Working Party (BMWP). (UK-NWC. 1981). The lite
score 10 derived is averaged, which will be in the range of 0 to 10. ThillCOfe II th~
transformed into the 851 by multiplying it with a factor of 10 to produce a ecale &om
o to 100.
Blolopal Dhealty IDda: The BDI is evaluated for the same period Cor which BSlla
evaluated. The BDI is baaed on Sequential Comparilon Index (SCI) methodolOlY
(Cairn., et al, 1968). Since the methodology involves a pai~ comparilon of tequendaDy encountered individuals, no taxonomic skill is required.
The diversity index 10 obtained has a value between 0 and 1 and can be tranICormed
into the BDI by multiplying with a factor or 100.
ProductlOD Relplradoa 1acIa: The river production - respiration meuured according to the method developed by Odum (1957) which il recendy adopted by the Standard
Methods. (APHA 1986). The method involves2f-hour meuurement of disIolved oxypn
changes, which can be transformed into photosynthesil and respiration (APHA 1986).
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ChemIcal Okygen Demand
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The P /R ratio ranging from near 0 under extreme saprobic conditions to 3-4 under
extreme eutrophic conditions. A P /R ratio of 1 implies a balanced ecosystem. The P /R
ratio can be converted into the PRI by comparing with the quality function curve. A
suggested quality function curve is given in Figure 7, with optimum (targeted) quality at
centre and 0 on extreme left side and 4 on extreme right side.

QUALITY FUNCTION
P/R rat to
100~--------------------~~--------------------------'

90
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o ~-8--~--~--~----~--~--~------~--~------~--a 0.2 0.4 O.S O.B
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
~
Observed P/R

r~tfo

Fig. 7. Suggested quality function curve for P/R ratio.

Amoeba Presentation

All the eight individual indices as explained earlier are expressed on a scale from 0 to
100, where 0 indicates the worst imaginable condition and 100 stands for a totally natural
environment. The target level does not necessarily be 100 since compromise between
development and environmental protection leads to the acceptance of some degree of
deterioration. For each index a different target value may be selected, depending on
local conditions. The targeted values of each individual indices is rescaled so as to fallon
a circle, "AMOEBA" (Ten Brink et alI991). Thus one can immediately see which index
is falling short of or exceeding the target as demonstrated in Figure 8.
The sector size can also vary according to the weightage of the corresponding index,
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and may depend on the local regional or national values and viewI. For the time being
the weigbtage of the indicel are kept equal.

Rational formuladoa DE any poUution cbntrol PIOJlfllD for a water body aeecia CO
detine water quality oIdective (target) for that water body in a aound lCientUic maDDer.
These objectives are 0Ieclas yardstick to identify the area in need of restoration. ateDi
of poUution control needed, prioritizadon of poUUdOD control propamme and effec..
tiveneu of pollution control efl'ortl.
In case the respective indices are faDing abort of the index target value, the foUowinI
actions can be taken:
Using the Yamuna River·, 5 yean data on the water quality the iDdlcea are calculated
and presented in the "AMOEBA· form in rapre 9 (on followiD•
The lUIIaIed
target value. for NPI. OPI, IPI. PPI, 851, BDI, and PRJ are 90, 80, 60, BO. 80, 70, 70. and
80 relpectively. These targeta are augeated baled Oft varioUa water quality objectiwel
identified by the CPCB under ita various poUUdOD control pIOIaammea. An epmp1e 01
how the proposed. yardatick can be applied in the &eld poUudOD control is pen in
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FRESHWATER ECO-SYSTEM WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO FISHERIES
AJOYKUMAR GHOSH l AND KUMUDRANJAN NASKAR2
Introduction

Ecosystem is a vast t~rm, which signifies the in timat~ relationship and coexistence
between the living and nOI1-livi~g components along with the natural consequence
(Ashby, 1973). No individual organism can survive without interfering the surrounding
biotic an'd abiotic factors. A balance ecosystem is a functional one, self-sufficient and
self-regulated (Ambasht, 1970). The primary consumers only depend on this primarily
produced organisms on the one hand and simultaneoll:sly, provide food and shelter for
the secondary, tertiary, quate~nary and top consumers (Naskar, 1990). This is the normal
route of ecolog~cal chain or rather food-chain.
Depending on the 'nature and surrounding natural consequence, these overall ecosystems can be grouped in several minor ecosystems like grass-land ecosystem crop-land
ecosystem forest ecosystem, desert ecosystem freshwater ecosystem, brackish water ecosystem mangrove ecosystem and marine ecosystem etc. (Naskar, 1993).
In a freshwater pond the first life initiated as microscopic algae. These algal for~s may
be unicellular or multi-cellular and would convert the solar energy'in the form of
chemical en~rgy through photosynthesis or chemosynthesis (Nas'kar, 1990). By trapping
these solar energy, this micro flora provides food and energy to zooplankters and other
animalcules., Then macro flora and macro fauna came into existence one after another.
Fishes, frogs, snakes and other aquatic lives depend solely on each other in this closed
aquatic ecosystem and then directly provide foods for the top consumet;s, like human
beings, eagles and other carnivores (N askar, 1990) . All these biological stepping are also
dependent or correlated with the availability of both organi~ and inorganic sources of
carbon, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus and other minerals. Therefore, the ideal ecosystem only can maintain the productivity of that enviroIVDent, which is also essential for
the human beings as they get benefit from them (Sharma, 1995). The natural tendency
of any particular ecosystem is to resist th~ chilins and remain in a state of equilibrium
(Oostina, 1956). The science of cybernetics is largely depend on the feed back system
and has its application in understanding homeostasis (90stina, 1956). The control o(
these ecological fa~tors in any stage by artificial means may damage the equilibrium
abruptly and affect the human life (Naskar, 1990).
Fisheries Potentialities

The fisheries potentialities in the different inland ecosystems can be grouped under
i) l~ iverine fisheries, ii) Lake and Reservoir fisheries, iii) Pond culture (human manipulated/ and iv) Wetland fisheries etc. (Jhingran, 1986).
1 Print. at Scientist, Central Inland Capture Fisheries Research Station, MSO Building, DF-Block, Salt
, Lake, Ca '~utta 700064.
2 National :h~ ·'ow, Central Inland Capture Fisheries Research Station, MSO Building, DF-Block,
Salt take, Cal\. tlt.ta 700 064.
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Most of the inland water bodies are captive ecosystems. leaVing room for intenlive
human intervention in the biological. production proceuel and thereby holding
enormOlll potential for manifold increase in fuh output. In fact, inland filb production in the country registered a phenomenal increase during the lut four ctecadn
,,(J.bin.ra~. 1~86). But. due to ever increasing population preuure and indilcriminale
pollutant diacharge in these open water I)'Item 1Iiz.. over exploitation. poUutant from
paper indUitries, breweries factories. lanneriel. oil-refmeriel. thermal power I ..donl
."d mining etc. must affect very adversely on the inland fish production. Tbele
pollutant also affect fish grewth. natural breeding. migration and alarmiDs the
environmental condition also threatened the indigenous fish population (Jhlngraa.

1989).
~ilh yield potential of water bodies variet according to the buic productivity ollbe
ecotYItelDl. the efficacy of energy flow in difTerent-tropic levels and the dqree ofhum-"
iaterVention in monitoring the biotic communitiel (Ambuht Be Ram, 1976). All tbae
above facton are closely auociated with the environmental variables. The major inland
fisheries resources, comprise <a) the captllre fisheries of river, canal., lakeI and abe
estuaries and (b) the capture mheriea in ponds.
hills and anaIl raenoin where
the management Itrategy comprises a combination of both capture and culture fisheries

laDu.

(Jhingran. 1982).
'RheriDe Capture ........

The different river systems of the country having a combine length 01 29.000 Un
provided the means of livelihood to the fiaheriea communities (Jhingran. 1989). SinCe'
time immemorial these riven suU contribute lion'l share of the total inland fash production in the country. They bear one 'of the rich fish genetic resources in the world.
comprising Indian major carps, minor carpI, catfishes, prawns and an UTa)' of anadr&moUi fishes and prawns (Jhingran. 19S!).
The Ganga river system with iu main tributaries like Yamuna. Ganp. Rampnp.
Ghagra, Gomati. Kosi. Gandak. Chambal. Sone. etc. have a combined length of 12.000
.km and the Brahmaputra 4025 krn (Jhingran. 1989). The peninsular riftn like
Mah,nadi. Godavari. Kri.bna and Cauvery have length of 6457 kin. River Narmada
and Tapti and the West-flowing drainage of Western Ghats have a combined length
'of 5580 km. The Ganga river system is the original habitat of the three major ftah
species of the sub-continent viz .• Catla. Rohu and Mrigal, better known u the Indian
major carps. Major part of the river Ganga and ill tributaries pall through the plains
and this river system continues to be the most tmporlADt from the point of view of
the fisheries (Table 1).
The Ganga is also the major source (or riverine spawn which still meell requiremen ..
offish seed to the extent of S()% (Jhingran. 198!).
Data presented in following table compares the water quality of the Ganga durinlme
Sixties to that of 87-88.
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Tablti
Water Quality in the River Ganga Over The Years (According to jhingran, 1989)
NIT~ S~

148.5
195.9

328
565

170
278

10.0
15.0

0.14
0.15

0.14
0.16

11.3
21.8

1.5
2.4
0.68

142.0
167.5
171.0

285
375
398

148
188
198

12.1
7.43
19.0

0.15
0.13
0.18

0:17
0.18
0.22

11.9
14.8
18.1

8.0
8.1

3.1
0.6

127.5
178.6

257
436

130
216

21.0
25.0

0.04
0.22

0.10
0.17

8.3
12.8

7.0
7.8

7.9
7.9

5.0
2.0

141.7
139.6

300
283

148
138

10.7
20.2

0.10
0.21

0.14
0.20

10.2
25.~

6.9
7.2

8.2
8.1

2.3
2.5

131.4
142.2

268
310

134
158

11.2
28.3

0.09
0.12

0.14
0.18

9.3
13.5

7.4
7.7

8.2
8.3

124.1
113.3

286
339

151
175

14.1 (.03)
12.9 (0.02)

0.10
0.196

0.07
0.04

10.0
12.1

5.6
6.8
6.4

8.2
8.2
8.3

166.0
123.0
115.0

939
947

390
500

60 (0.11)
138.7 (0.25)
162.2 (0.29)

0.09
0.05

9.8
12.1

O.O3-{).1
10.09
0.02

2.7-9.1
2.8
6.2

CO2
mgrl

7.8
2.7

7.9
7.2

2.2
8.2

Allahabad
1960
1974
87-88

8.4
7.6
8.0

8.1
8.0
8.12

Varanasi
1960
87-88

7.0
7.6

Patna
1960
87-88
Bhagalpur
1960
87-88

Kanpur
1960
87-88

PROmgl-

TDSm
gl-I

pR
mgl-I

Year

SC
J1IDhos

DO
mgrl

TA

mgl-I

CHLqr
1

1

rl

rl

c

Es~ary

Zone-I
75-77
1987
Esnlary
Zone-II
53-54
75-78
82-87
Estuary
Zone-III
53-54
75-78
82-87

3.4-5.1 7.9-8.4
7.8
8.4
6.8
8.3
DO:
SC:
CHL:
NIT:

102-357
25301
105.3
21596
101.6

10545
10830

0.11
0.28

0.2-12 0.07~.140.1
2
8270 (14.9)
0.13
8986 (16.2)

TA:
dissolved oxygen
total alkalinity
specific conductivity
TDS: total'dissolved solids
chlorides
PHO: phosphates
nitrates
SIL:
silicates
(values in parentheses indirate salinity in /JIJtJ
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Reservoir Flaberiea

A large number of artificial impoundents have been created in different river basin
of the country for irrigation, power generation, flood control and other water reJOurce
development projects. According to one estimate, 5 miUion hectare. areas were manmade lakes in the early seventies and these areas were estimated to double by the turn
of the century. Recently. the 11M has identified 975 major reservoin in the country in a
size ranges between 1,000 to 10,000 ha, under a total water speed of 1.? million ha
(Jhingran, 1989).
The fish yield from the reservoir is very poor. At the present level of management.
they yield 14.5 kg/ha, whereas a production of 50 kg/ha can euily be realized from Iarg~
and medium reservoir. The small reservoin have the potential to yield more than
100 kg/ha (Jhingran, 1986).
Reservoin being a unique man made ecosystem, ill fisheries management is of a
complex nature. In many cases, the poor )'leld is a result of inadequate undemanding
of the ecosystem. Each class of the reservoir depends a well evolved package of practices.
depending on the morphometric, hydrographic and biological characteristic. of thr
reservoir,
CIFRI has evolved separate packages for small. as well as medium and large ~lCrvolr~.
Small reservoirs management is very much akin to culture fisheries. Proprr stocking and
harvesting schedules, selection of right species for stocking and employing the appropriate gears are the keys to the successful management of such water bodie•. A production
level up to 100 kg/ha/yr. has been demonstrated in small reservoin Uhingran. 1986).
The medium and large reservoirs are predominantly capture systems and the management norms centre round the principal of stock manipulation. This il donr ~.
adjusting the fishing efforts. observance of closed sellions and gear selectivity. St-Ircliv("
stocking is resorted to for correcting the imbalances in species spectrum and to fulfill
the ecological gaps created due to unshared food niches. CIFRI has demonstrated that
a three-pronged strategy comprising enlargement of mesh size. increased fIShing ("fCort
and stocking support, paid rich dividends in Bhavanisagar and Gobindasagar ~~rvuir~.
where the fish production increased from 90t to SOOt and 200t to 1000, respccti\·..-,,·
(Jhingran, 1986).
Development of infrastructure facilities for raising adequate stocking matrrial. ic«plants, quick transport facilities by road and watrr. tenurial security and r~mun~rati\·~
prices to fishermel) are sin qua non for reservoir fisheries development tJhingran. 1986).
Since ownenhip of reservoirs vests in the state, it is the duty of the Gover nmenlta dnelo!)
these facilities, The cooperative societies should be encouraged in ordrr to eliminate th(t
middlemen and private money lenden. who exploit the fishermen.
By adopting the available package of practices, de\'('luping th~ necessary infnutrul-t\... ~
facilities and providing a conductive sncio-cconolnir ttnvironment. it i~ po~~ihle to
achieve a production level of at lea~t l.ti 1 lakh l fronl tht" rescrvoil"! during the 8th pl.. n
period, i.e., 1.41akh to more than the preSt'lll )i("ld. T&\king the increast' in ~w-r\'Oir a"("~t
into consideration, a production of 3.~2 lilkh I i~ pos5ihle by the turn uf tht' ('cnnar\
(lhingran, 1986).
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Pond Culture

The country has 7.531akh ha of ponds and tanks that can be used for freshwater aqua
culture, though only 1.50 lakh ha are being utilized at present (Jhingran, 1989). The
remaining 6 lakh hectares either remain fallow or produce fish at the subsistence level.
The yield from the pond culture is at a miserably low level of 50-500 kg/ha though the
present level of technology assures a higher production level ranging from 3-10 t offish
from one ha pond area. Constraints like non:availability of crucial inputs such as fish
seed, feed material and chemical fertilizers often retard the productivity. Further,
inadequate infrastructural and policy support in re~pect of market regulation, liberalized
fun dings and suitable tenancy legislation have slowed the rate of progress (Jhingran,
1989).
CIFRI has evolved a carp culture technology as early as in sixties, employing a six
species combination based on the principle of optimum utilization of tropliic niches in
the pond (Jhingran, 1983). The technology has since been tested successfully in different
geoclimatic regions of the country. The technology comprises, pond preparation, stocking with three Indian and three exotic species of carps, pond fertilization, intensive
feeding and proper fish health protection. A production of 10 t/ha has been demonstrated in different regions of the country. However, the technology gives room for
modifications depending upon the local emergent situations faced by the farmers
(Jhingran, 1983).
The technology is not uniformly rigid with regard to application rates of material
inputs. It may give corresponding results at different level of input. Even under the low
input package, wherein only organic fertilizers are used, a minimum production rate of
3 t/ha is ensured. Any technology in its adoption seeks its own level keeping in vi'ew the
economic resource level of users and availability of monetized and non-monetized inputs
at a particular point of time.
There is an urgent need to bring the remaining 61akh'ha under aquacl:1lture and to
extend the scientific culture practices to more and more of the water bodies presently
under culture. At present 45,000 ha areas are under ili:e FFDA. It has been proposed to
bring an additional 3 lakh ha under new FFDAs proposed during the 8th Five Year Plan.
By raising the productivity of the ponds to the tune of 1500 to 3000 kg/ha, an additional
1.2 lakh ton of fish can be raised 'from the 1.5 lakh ·ha presently under stocking. It is
possible to bring all the 6 lakh ha of ponds under aquaculture by 2000 AD and at a
production rate of about 2 t per ha, these ponds can yield 12lakh t of fish by the turn of
the century. Concerted efforts by the development, extension and financing agencies
are required to meet this target.
Fish Seed Production

Quality fish seed is the most crucial input in the aquaculture enterprise and its timely
availability is an essential prelude to any ambitious aquaculture development project.
Though CIFRI had developed induced breeding techniques through hypophysation as
early as 1957, it took two decades before the practice made any impact on the country's
seed production. The riverine seed still constitutes 30% crore fish seed used in the
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country during 1984-85. The breeding and seed raising technolOl)' developed by CIFRI
ensures a survival rate of 60-70% in nunery phase and 80~ in rearing phue. Succell baa
also been achieved in recent yean to innovate the seed raising technology through the
UIe of synthetic analogs of LHRH and HeG for induced maturation and lpawning. by
breeding carps during the off season months and by high density rearing. However, the
exiating'technology is sound enough in ~g care of the alP aeed requirement of die
GOUIltry. The revised 6th Plan target of 1200 crore of fmgerlinp was achieved thro"'lh
mauive developmental and extension programmes by the agenciel like FFDA. National
I'iIh Seed Programme and the World Bank Programme. Entry of private entrepreneun
in fish seed production will be a long way in bridging the gap between requirement and
, availability of fish seed. Banks and other financinl agencies haft a vital role to pia, in
providing necessary incentives to such entrepreneun.

Though carps account for most of the freshwater fish produced in the countr,. there
are many other areas where the technologies are readily available for adoption. For
example the giant freshwater prawn which atttactl a lucrative overseas market can be
grown in ponda ensuring a production rate of 700 "alba. The availability of aeed was the
~ constraint that retarded the popularization or this culture practices (Ghoah. 1995).
Thil constraint has now been overcome as Central Inland Capture Faaheries Research
Institute has developed.a technology for hatchery management of the prized frnhwatrr
prawn, M. RDlmburgii (Ghosh. "tJl. 1986)
.Pond fertilizen and fish feed are the main components of input COItI in aquaculture.
By integrating fish culture with livestock farming. it has been found that a sizable fish
crop can be harvested while fertilizing the ponds with the animal wastea. like duck
dropping and pig dung. This practice of integrated filb-cum-livestock farminl conforms
to the maxim of recycling the organic wastes. CIFRI has developed a t"ish-cum-duck
rep, technology with a production potential of 1480 kg fub. 200 kg of duck meal and
6584 eggs from .().4 ha (1 acre) farm. Similarly. in fllh-cum-pig farming. 2400 kg of rub
and 1980 kg of pig meat can be produced &om a 0.4 ha farm. Under the integrated
rice-cum-fish farming system. paddy fields and a crop of fuh is harvested along with the
kharif crop of paddy. Under this system, 5500 kg of paddy and 700 kg of rllh are obtained
(Ghosh Be Datta, 1986).
Technologies are also available for fuh culture in water bodies created widt ~
eftluents. Sewage acta as a pond fenilizer and substantially brings down the operational
coast. Under a six species combiqation of Indian and exotic carps. a rllh production of
7200 kg/ha is possible. ensuring hiBh return on capital COSII (Ghosh. " Ill. 1986). Al
present only 12000 ha are utilized for sewage-fed fish culture. whereu vaal tnt... of
suburban we~ands adjoining the cities and towns of the country can be utilized for the
l)'ltem. Integrated aquaculture is highly location-specific and I'ftlricl~ 10 certain pocketa. For example, the poultry-cum-fish farming has bright prospects in the North Eastern
. .on where piggeries and duck farming are in vogue. Rice<um.fish farming it Umiled
~it't;w..lying paddy plots where deep water varieties of paddt are cultivated. Similarly.
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sewage in an urban phenomenon and, naturally, sewage-fed fish culture is restricte,d to
low-lying wetlands adjoining cities and towns.
Stress and Strain of Inland Fisheries

Effect of dams, barrages, weirs and other hydraulic -structures on riverine ecosystem
can be summarized as:
i) reduced discharge downstream,
ii) habitat destruction due to impoundment and
iii) obstruction of migratory pathways of fishes.
As the impacts of diminutive flow rates have already been dealt with the other-two
aspects are conside'red below:
I

Effect on Migration of Fishes

One of the direct effects of dams on fishes is obstruction of migratory pathways. Hilsa
is classical example of anadromous fishes being affected due to obstruction of their
migratory path in river Ganga. Freshwater eels and other catadromous fishes are known
to undertake long migration into dee-p sea for bre~ding and their offspring, at the elver
stage, ascend the river to return hQme. Barrages prevent adult eels to migrate to the sea
for breeding and the elvers fail to negotiate the home ward route (Das, et al. 1980). Apart
from these fishes the freshwater prawn. Macrobrachium rosenbergii lives in the river and
migrates down the estuaries for breeding. Dams and barrages threaten to obliterate these
freshwater prawn populations due to constant recruitment failures.
l

Impact of Farakka Barrage
No other hydraulic structures erected by man across a river in India can perhaps be a
better example then Farakka barrage to illustrate what a dam can do to the tiverin'e
environment and its fisheries. It also brings to sharp focus, the conflicts of interests in
multiple use of riverine respurces.
Before construction of the Farakka barrage in 1975, the tongue of the estuary used to
extend 290 km into the river i.e., up to Nabadwip which has now been pushed down to
Kuntighat-Medgachi area about 20 km downstream. The table given below depictS'a
sharp decline in salinity during the post-Farakka years in zones I and II due' to extra
discharge of freshwater.
Industrial Effluents

Survey of Central Pollution Control Board in 1981, showed that 317 major industrial
units operated all along the banks of Ganga and its tributaries· and only 30% of the units
followed some control measures or other to contain the pollutional hazards. More often
than not, mixed discharge of industrial and domestic effluents expressed in terms of
BOD has been estimated at 1,166,240 ppm for Ganga basin with U .P. accounting for more
than three fourth of the load, follow~d by West Bengal and Bihar (Ghosh. et al. 1992).
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Fig. 1. Location of Industrial Establishments afTectl"llhe Plahery ReIourcea
of the Granga River System (Source: jhingran. 1989)

Location of some of the major industrial units along the river Ganga and ililribularies
has been depicted in Fig.l. The mountainoUi sttetch of the river above Rishlknh is
almost free from industrial pollution and the upper plain is mildly polluted due to
emuents received from antibiotic and heaVy electrical factories at Riahikeah. tanneriel,
wooled units, textiles,jute mills at Kanpur and fertilizer plants at Allahabad. Contribution
on industrial emuents to the pollution in main river at the non-tidal deltaic plain stretch
is negligible. However. there is a burgeoning growth of industries along the lower estuary
betw.een Nabadwip and the bar mouth. The deltaic tidal stretch receives heavy disch~
of industrial effluents to the tune of 450 mid from more than 96 factories luch u pulp
and paper, distillery, yeast, viscose rayon, cotton textiles, tannery, painll and varnishes.
rubber and cycle rims, metal and steel, safety matches, chemicals, thermal power plants.
pesticide manufacturing plants, hy~rogenated vegetable oil and soap. phosphate (e..-tilizer. oilltorage, chloralkali plant, antibiotic•• etc. The organic compounds of induauial
wates in the tidal stretch make a total BOD of 55.1 day of which pulp and paper mill
emuenfi contribute to 18.8 t d ·1 of 1ignoc~llulole matter equivalent to a 800 demand
0111.6 t day·l.

lQI
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The Jllato sources of industrial pollution in Yamuna are at Delhi, Mathura and Agra.
Cbamb~, Son, Gom~, Suvaon, Kali and Daha receive heavy loads of industrial effiuents.
The D1in,)r tributaries of the lower Ganga are drained hy the Asansol-Durgapur industrial
b~ in the Damodar region and add to the acute problem of pollution in the stretch.
Apart from 70 industrial establish men ts in the region, the upper stretch of ~amodar
between Bokaro and Panchet also gets wastes from chemical fertilizer plants and thermal
pow~r plants besides pollution from washings of coal mines.
Biological Impact 0.£ Industrial Pollution

In addition to the sub-lethal chronic effects on the environment, industrial effluents
cause direct fish kills, destructi~ of habitat for ben thic and planktonic communities and
toxicity to organisms. Tannery, textiles and other mixed organic wastes cause depletion
of dissolved oxygen and high BOD load at Kanpur. Plankton benthic fauna are known
to disappear up to a stretch of 300 km downstream due to high pH and ammonia toxicity.
The oil bearing wastes at Barauni affect the major and minor' carp populations and cause
periodic mortalities. Free chlorine washed down to SOn at Amla causes total depletion'
of d~ssolved oxygen. Industrial effiuent load in Gomti detected at Lucknow to, the extent
of 95.670 m 3 per day contain toxic chemicals causing depletion of dissolved oxygen andhigh BOD load. Extensive fish kills due to inQustrial waste washings are common in
Gomti.
Pollutants in the Asansol-Durgapur belt include alkalies, chromates, ammonia, cyanide, phenols, naphthalene and fine coal particles. Toxicity tests with industrial e,ffluents
revealed that cot~on textiles effluent is ,most toxic to Macrollrachium sp. under continttous
exposure followed by paints and varnishes wastes; rubber and rayons. Distillery wastes
were toxic to Puntius sophore and Mystw vitiatus. Cycle rim factory. wastes were fouttd to
be highly toxic to Catla catla and Labeo rohita.
Municipal Effluents

The sewage generated in the 692 cities and large towns all along the Ganga basin is
estimated 1,528.1 million cu metre. The total BOD load in Ganga basin from the urban
centres is 2.504 million kg/day-l of which, the share of domestic sewage is 1.338million.
Uttar Pradesh having 256 urban centres contributed 31 % of the total BOD load, followed
by 152 towns in West Bengal, Delhi and its suburbs generate a BOD load equivaJent to
250,500/kg day -1 which is 19% of the total BOD.
The magnitude of pollution from domestic sewage is better understood from Figs. 2
and 3 (on following pages). Out of the 692 urban centres in the Ganga basin, at least 100
of them discharge untre.ated sewage into the river. Sewage effluents received by Ganga
at Hardwar, Farukhabad, Mirzapur and Bhagalpur are 16 million liters per day. While
Allahabad and Varanasi receive 100 mId, the load increases to 154 mid at Patna and 275
mId at Kan pur. The Calcutta city agglomeration comprising three cities and 44 municipalities is inhabited by about 9 million people and it produces an unprecedented sewage
pollution load of 850 mid.
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The major advene impacts of .....e pollution are deoJtY1leneration. hiBh BOD load.
rapid eutrophication and acCUlD~OD of beavy metals in the envlronmenL Sharp

ran

in dissolved oXJIen.io"water putt the biotic communities under severe stress. While lOme
specie. can tole~te a "wide ~ge of diIIolved oxygen. many communi tiel are highly
sensldve/to this parameter. For instance. complete absence of zooplankton during
JanUatF .~ August and its reappearance in September represented by /CmJ".". ap. have
been:.obterved in the dow~stream if sewage emuent out fall on the Ganga and YamunL
Bacterial'population in river water and river bed gives a direct indication of the orpnic
w~ load'.The mean contentration of total coliform orpnism. in Ganga wa~r moan
conliderable seasonal and sectoral variations. The count is low in the seeton from
Rishikesh to Kanauj (normany less than 2.400 MPN/lOO ml) and higher concentration.
are noticed at Uluberia. Dakshineswar. Palta, Kalyani and Darbhanp Ghat (PalOa). It is
e.tim~ted that dome.tic waite water contains 100 mi. Synthetic detergenll heinl absorbed into the body system of fish impair their growth and reproduction capacity.
Detergents mixed with oil may be 60 times more toxic than oil alone. Synel"lildc action
.of detergent with insecticides has been recorded. Its sub-lethal concentration cauaet
thillning and elongation of respiratory epithelial cells.
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Wate and Cbemica1lDputa
Agricultural Watea: The agricultural sector in Ganga basin draws freshwater to the
tune of 134,484 million cu. m. and generates waite discharge to the exten t of 26. 896
million cU.m. Agricultural runoff affects the riverine environment mainly in four ways.
viz., increase in salt and alkali levels in water. increasing the nutrient load due to the
residual effects of chemical fertilizen and the accumulation of ~sticides in environment.
Salt Load: Excess salt coming from irrigation waters is largely relponsible for raising
the salinity level in the Yamuna especiaUy near Agra. In the main Ganga too, a similar
trend of rising salinity is observed from Hardwar to Kachla bridge. There is also a
consistent upward trend in the alkalinity statui in Ganga from Hardwar to Kachla brid~.
~pact of AgrIcultural Wutea:

Increased salt load and alkali status of the watt. r coming
from the extensively irrigated basin area due to leaching in excels affect th~ biotic
communities affects fish populations tempting them to migrate away from such areas or
causing decline due to breeding failure.
CbemicallDpuu

Nutrientl: Nitrogen content of the fertilizers used in the Ganga basin is estimatrd at
8,87,133 t followed by phosphorus at 173,445 t and potassium at 91.427 L It is generally
estimated that 10 to 15% of the nutrients added to the soils eventually find their W3)' to
the surface flow.
Pesdddea: About 2.573 t of pesticides are used in an year in the Ganga basin.
Incidence and magnitude of DDT and BHCY residues in fishes of the tidal suetch of the
Ganga were of higher order in the industrial lone, compared to the ri\'erine and
estuarine zone•. Greater accumulation of DDT was 65-150 ppm recorded in molluscs.
followed byfilh 51-460 ppb, plankton (15-150) and sedimenlJ (17-80ppb). 8HCYin fish
was 46-210 ppb, in molluscs 40-86 ppb and in sedimen1l21-70 ppb (Fig. 4). On th~ basis
of ambient water, the biomagnification values were 2,500 in plankton, 3,600 in gastropod
molluscs. 7.500 in fish and 15,800 in bivalve molluscs. (Fig. 5).
Among the pollutional hazards from the agricultural sector, th~ damagt' (3UK'd In'lhl''
pesticides is the most lethal and interminable to the environment. The organo(-hlorinl"
pesticides are lipophilic, extremely toxic and non-biodegradabl~. Like h~a\")' m~t;ll§. lhl"'·
assume alarming proportions as they are prone to be biologically magnifil"d and 3((·Umulated in fiah, posing serious threat to the fish eating public. MOSI of lhl" c()lnlnonl~'
used pelticides in India like DDT, 8HC, endosulfun, ethyl parathion, 111(Olh)'1 p~lfalhion,
dimethorate. phosphamidon. carbaryl and 2.4-D have be~n scrl"l"Ill"d to C\~~lIU31l" lhl"ir
toxicity. All of these have been found to be toxic to fish food organisln~ .tnet fish
population (Ghosh, Be Naskar 1985).
Sub-lethal concentrations of DDT and BHe adversely affect gro\tt1h RB(: (ount. llh
and PVC level has been noticed in Oreochromi~ mossambicu§. Sinlilar t·fT~(·t~ ha\'t' I~l"n
noticed in L. rohita and C. mrigala.
Heavy Metals: Instances of heavy metal accunlulation h,l\'e 1)(·t·1\ f(·portl"ci fnun IllUal"
and more stretches of the river Ganga and it! tributarics. Tht" main !\()Url'CS of h(,"'l\~· nl(·I~,1
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is the industrial effluents. However, municipal sewage is very often accompani~d by trade
wastes containing heavy metals. The tidal waters in the lower Ganga have registered me~J
contamination (Zn, Cll. ·Cr, Cd, and Pb) in the upper non-indu5trial lone around
Nabadwip, industrial zone between Kuntighat and Batanagar and the lower non-industrial zone at Nurpur and Kakdwip. The tidal stretch of the Ganga recorded hea\')' metals
in lediments, too.
Bio-accumulation of heavy metals is ramparu in the Hooghly e5luary. Heavy mew
residues have been detected in the tissues of fishes, molluscs and the crabs. Highest
bioaccumulation detected in Hooghly estuary is that of Zn in the kidney of fish (~95.1
ppm) followed by gonad (146.8 ppm). Biomagnification of heavy metals have ~t'n
reported from the Hooghly.
Ambient water in the main Ganga around Kanpur has shown higher metal contamination (Fig.6). Yamuna registered the presence of Zn, Cu, Cr, Cd, and Pb in water phur
at Agra and downstream of Delhi. Heavy metal in sedimen t pha~ in Yamuna i, depiclt'd
in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows the bioaccumulation of Zn, Cu. Cr, Cd, Pb and Hg in fish tiI5UC'S in
Yamuna. Zn had the maximum bioaccumulation of ~ HgI-2 dry weight in Iklhi.
Incidence of the Cr was high in Agra, heavy metals were found in molluscs tissue, in river
Ganga as well (Fig. 9).
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IIIoIopaIlmpact of Heavy Mea.Ia PoDudoa: Accumulation of Zn in lOud at • hip
level (148.8 ppm) was found to be debimentailO ftah health affecting ill reproductift
j»OteDdai In the 10Dg run. Flab food orpniams auch as a,do/M and o.,AnitJ are more
..nlldve to metab like Z. Presence of sucb peniltent pollutanll in the water coune not
only createa unfavourable environment for fiIh. but abo caUJe paucity of fiIh food
•
CIJ1IIDIIIDI.
TbenaaI PoUudoa: Since Ganga basin provides ideal conditions like large coal ~
serves and waterfront, a large number of thermal plants sprang up along the ri~r courx
and ill tributaries. Riband reservoir is a man made lake of 46. 500 hat into which con~rx~
wate. from four super thermal power stations in the public sector and one in the privat~
sector. All these power plants are located within a small area of SO km!. Two more thermal
power stations have been set up viz., Barauni and Farakka in the lower Ganga basin
beside. numerous othen on the small tributaries.
Recommeadadoa. With regard to the programmes aimed at restoring th~ quality of
river water and abating pollution. urgent action needs to be taken to evolve \;abl~
standards for various parameten. stretch-wise. and to ensure that standards are strictly
adhered to by the agencies concerned, viz., industries. municipaliti~s. etc. Th~r~ is also
a need for direct monitoring of the ecosystem by the enforcing agency.
At present, diverse agencies are empowered to take action against ag~nciel violating
water quality standards. It is highly necessary to remove such overlapping and to entrust
clear-cut responsibilities to specific agencies.
It should be mandatory on the part of municipalities concerned to treat th~ domrstic
sewage invariably before it is discharged into the river. The wat~r 50 treated can also t~
used for sewage-fed aquaculture based on the technology developed by CIFRI. powrr
plants with effective cooling towen or similar cooling systems should only M pttrmiuffl
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to avoid adverse effects on the river ecology. The future power plants must reduce their
heat waste at critical times. The non-point pollution from agriculture fields and storm
water pollution need be minimized. This requires retention basins or grids and treatmen t
facilities to handle urban rainwater.
The systematic charting of the deep pools and the fish shelters in the'river Ganga and
prohibition of 'fish exploitation from the area during summer is to be strictly implemented.
To. prevent juvenile mortality, there should be a total ban on the juvenile exploitation
from the whole river system. Juveniles trapped in the water bodies like creeks, and gullies
which become severed off from the main river with the recession of flood level may be
salvaged and restocked in thl: river.
Rehabilitation of the Hilsa fisheries in the upstream areas of Farakka barrage through
artificial propagation and restocking is an urgent need. Attempts to raise the Hilsa
progeny in fish hatchery are being made of CIFRI. Similarly, for fostering recovery of
dwindling mahseer fisheries in upland waters of the country, setting Vp of hatcheries for
subsequent restocking of depleted river/lake stretches needs priority attention. A proper pre-impoundment survey of the river emphasizing the fish fauna and their
biological requirements is to be made· mandatory before any future river valley project
is taken up in the system.
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RESERVOIR FISHERIES
N.e.DAllA*

.Introduction
The Biosphere comprises. four major habitats: marine, estuarine, freshwater and
terrestrial. Marine, estuarine and freshwater habitats are the components of hydrosphere
which from ecological view point constitute the aquatic ecosystem.
Although ecology and ecosystem have recen tly"become a kind of custom~ryvpcabulary
for the politicians, planners and administrators perhaps it is necessary to explicitly define
the terms as a background information. Ecology has been defined as the study of any
and all kinds of relationships be~een organisms and their environment, physical and
biological. This classical definition of ecology does not necessarily recognized ~e ~()le
of man as if man is apart from nature and obviously therefore does not fulfill the demand
of present <l:ay ecology. The present author (Datta, 1990) defined ecology as a branch of
science or rather a discipline of ~uman knowledge dealing with the strategies of survival
of man biosphere in space and time. This definition integrates ecolqgy with economics,
sociology and development and incorpo~tes the part played by man as an ecological
component. Ecosystem is a compound word formed by the two basic vocables "eco =
ecological" and "system".: The term "ecology" has already been defined and therefore,
the term "system" needs an expressive definition. "System" may be defined as a set of
different interacting elements or compartments or units. The connectedness of the·
compartments -constituting a system exhibits an 'orderly working totality' and this
conceptual outlook is philosophically known as holism. One ot the principal objectives
of environmental impact assessment is to identify the structural and functional links of
the various compartments of the system. so that precise appraisal 6f any impact
environment could gainfully be made.
What are reservoirs? Geographically reservoirs are receptacles for holding water at the
dam sites. Ecologically reservoir is a kind of unique aquatic ecosystem which possesses
the combined attributes of lotic and lentic environment. Reservoirs and lakes are very
similar aquatic bodies but the former as a rule are man made whereas the latter are
natural. However, reservoirs and dams are constructed simultaneously and ~erefore,
environmental impact assessment studies of both the components are to be tackled
concurrently. Although most of the reservoirs of the world were built in the present
century but the evidence of construction of reservoirs in Egypt dates back to 3200 B.C.
Purpose of construction of reservoirs: Reservoirs are multipurpose units of ecosystem.
The main uses are irrigation, flood control, power generation, fisheries production;
water supply for drinking and industrial purposes, water transpprt and sport and tourist
attraction. Reservoirs play an important role in landscape beautification and in conservation of aquatic resources.
Reservoirs in India: In pre-Independence India reservoirs were very few in number.
But after Independence quite a large number of reservoirs are being built" in keeping
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with the India', stride for industrial, agricultural and power developmenL Multipurpoae
river vaDey proJects are planned and installed to boo.t up the level of quality of life.
According to one estimate there are about 60 large, 152 medium and 2,155 amall Iize
re.rvoin making a total of 2857. Indian reaervoin cover more than 5 million hectares
of land awface. Recendy there is a combative controversy over Tehri and Narmada valley
proJ.Ctl. Developen are in favour and environmentaliatl are against the IarJe Kale
dIOdlftcadon of our ever.f1owing river I)'Iteml. Major reservoin are Covin.......
If&abanilagar, NagarjunuagBr. GandhiJapr, Stanley reservoir, Shivajiupr, Kinkud.
lana Pratapsagar, etc.

....lIDpouadmeat ......,

Before ~oDltrucdoD of dams and reservoin necalaf)'
Nn'ey) mould be done to consider the foDowiD, upecta.

...,...

IUIW)' (Pre-impouaclment

1. Suitable site selection is the fint step.
2. Nature of landscape with lpecial reference to pomorphoJoay of the ua.
5. Water holding capacity of the soil.
4. River drainage l)'ltem.
5. Mapping of the area.

"oIopell
1. Flora, fauna, foresta, wildlife of the relervoir site should be explored. Invrntory
ofall kinds of biota should also be made.

8oclocuItunI
Human settlements with special reference 10 their economic dependence on the area of
reservoir construction should be "Jdied. If the required informalion could be procured
before construction of dams and reservoirs, real impact UIeIIIIlent could be poIIible. Mter
the construction of reservoirs the biotic communities are to be llUdied quaUtadvel). u M'U
as quantitatively. Limnologically the organimll are grouped as follows:
1. Plankton
These are floating organisms. mOldy microlCopic which are drir~
by currents. Although these have feeble mobility. lOme plankton
serve 81 good bioiDdicaton.
2. Periphyton Organisms remaining attached to submerged IUbltnla.
8. Nekton
OrganillDl of larger size having potential power oflocomolion which
enable them to move against currenL Fish are typical nekton.
4. Neuston
Organisms relting or swimming on IUl'face layer of water bodies.
5. Pleuston
Large size floating plan II driftrd by wind or water currenl.
6. Benthos
Organisms living on or in the bottom aedimen tI.
Besides the above, there are submerged and emel1ent vqetation. Reeervoin like
those of the lakes have three district zones.
1. Littoral; 2. Limnetic and S. ProCundalzones.
Each of the zones is characterized by its own biotic communities.
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On the basis of light penetration the zones of the reservoirs are euphotic and aphotic.
According to nutrient status the reservoirs may be classified as eutrophic, mesotrophic
'and oligotrophic. In deep reservoirs, thermal and chemical stratification may occur.
Reservoin and FISheries

Since reservoirs are large water bodies and give shelter to a good number of commercially important fish, therefore fishery constitutes 'a very valuable component which
deserves special attention. But Wifortunately fishery occupies the fourth position in the
prioritY Ilst (irrigation, power generaHoq~ flood control and then fishery).
The fish yield from Indian reservoirs is ·illdeed yery poor. It is about 14 kg/ha/yr.
Whereas China produces 60 kg to 1,000 kg/ha/~, from big to small reservoirs. With
proper management fish production can be incre~d to ~ great extent.
Impact assessment studies on reservoirs: As a result of. larg~ scale ecodegradation
caused by industrialization, urbani%ation and agricultural deve~QP~~Pf. (specially indiscriminate use of fertilizers and pesticides) the question of environmen~ impact assessment has come in a big way. We need to know:
1. What is meant by environmental impact? and
2. Impact of what or whom? The meani~g of the term imp!lct is very comprehensive.,
It may be ecological, economical, social as well as cultural. Keeping these view
poin ts in mind it has now become--obligatory to make a precise prognosis of the
possible adverse impacts which might incur in case any large scale developmental
plan. like the construction of dams and reservoirs is mooted. Environmental
impact assessment studies will immensely help in promulgating proper precautionary m~asures in order, to circumvent large scale disastrous changes in the
environment. It is likely to provide a judicious outlook to the planners and
environm(.ntal managers about all round impact of the proposed plan on th~
status of environment taking into account the aspects of cost benefit analysis.
Problems of reservoirs and RecommendatioDS for Reservoir rlSheries

Reservoirs like lakes are not permanent features of the landscape because eutrophication may bring death to them.Allochthonous and autochthonous ~utrophication may
reduce the carrying capacity of ,the reservoirs. Cultural eutrophication is a ,matter of
serious concern. Incoming pollutants to the reservoirs from the catchment receiving
industrial effluents and ~ricultural wastes lower the quality of soil and water adversely
affect the aquatic biota including fish. The life of the reservoirs depends on the rate of
silt loading.
In order to augment fish production following steps may be taken:
1. Abatement of pollution,
2. Replenishment of depleted stock,
3. Construction of s~itable fish passes,
4. Proper management of watersheds.,
5. Prohibition on juvenile fishing,
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8. lltabliahment of balance between harvelt and .tock renewal.
7. Introduction of surveillance programme to examine the water quality and IIOCk
posidon.
8. Development of proper craft and gear for &ahinl.
9. Suitable steps for cage and pen culture.
10. Betterment of socio-economic condition of the ftaherman community.
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Concept of ModelliDg

Environmental system are often delicately balanced, and perturbations imposed on
them may produce either positive or negat~ve effects. An understanding of the reaction
of these system under stress is fundamental to souna planning. Quantitative models can
provide valuable insights to systems performance and, if used in the proper context, can
be effective tools in the hands of wa~er resources planners.
The use of models to guide the decision-making process is not new but is of a different,
more sophisticated and more encompassing form than. in the past. Models are representations of actual .or proposed systems and their use permits manipulation over real
times of seconds which would take years for the prototype. This is the feature which makes
use of these tools so attractive and which holds such potential for the analysis of even the
largest, most complex systems. It is also the feature that makes this approach so well suited
to water resources planning.
Models can be used to determine end ~esults of various courses of action and translate
questions being asked into predictive answers. Questions sucl) as - What will be the net
effect of a given level of treatment on the water quality of a stream? or, How will a
particular watershed management practice affect water quality? - can be answered
Quantitative predictions of short-and long-term effects of conceived plans can be made
with a higher level certainty than before and this enables decisions maker to chart more
rational courses of action.
Water Quality Models

A water quality models is a mathematical statement or set of statements that equate
water quality at a point of interest. to causative factors. Mathematical modelling is an
effective way to approach quantitative proble~ solving. Models may be simple or
complex, the degree of sophistication depending on the complexity of the problem, the
na'ture of objectives, and th~ ability to describe the system in mathematical terms.
Water quality models should provide for·( 1) the determination of constituent concentration versus time at points of entry to the system, (2) the determination of the mixing
and reaction kinetics of the system, and (3) the synthesis of the time-distributed output
at the system outlet.
Either stochastic (containing probabilistic elements) or de~erministic approache~ may
be taken in developing methods for predicting pollution loads. The former techrHque
is based upon determining the likelihood (frequency) of a particular output quality
resource by statistical means. This is similar to frequency analysis of floods or low flows.
Water-quality records should be available for at least 5 years (preferably much longer)
for this approach to have great fidelity.
The deterministic approach (output explicitly determined for a given input) requires
• Director, Gh,)sh, Bose Be Associates, Calcutta 700 071.
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that a model be degeloped to relate the water quality loading to a known or UIUIIled
hydrologic input. Such a model may vary from and empirical concenttadon - dilcharge
reladonlhlp to a soundly based physical equation representing the hydrochemical CJde.
The ultimate modelling technique is that which beat defines the actual mechaniam
trigering the water quality resource. The caUJe of a given state of pollution can then be
lpecifically identified.
Water QuIll)' CoaIIitueDll
Water quality constituents may be claaaified 81 conservative or non-conRrvative:
10m_hat ~re ,narrowly as organic. inorganic. radiological. thermal. and biological;
aadlnallyfurther IUbdivided into specific forms. IUcb . . BOD. nitropn. phosphorous
ad to 00. Pollutantl of interelt include fecal organism. salt, pesticides. fertilizen. lOUd
WllltAI, niqatel and phOlphateL
HJdrologic data necessary to compute pollution loadings offtrioUi conllilUenl mUll
be ob,tained concurrendy with water quality data to enlUre proper calibration and
verification of models. A knowledge of the frequency and time distribution of Ioadinl.
Thil is particularly true in case where the objective is to determine the impact of a WUIr
flow on a receiving stream. For example. a short, high-peaked surface runoff hydrograph
of IUlpended matter could be expected to more seriously affect a stream that a hydrogl aph which released the aame volume of suspended matter over an extended period
of time. On the other hand. when waite flows enter a lake. the annual volume of
contaminants takes on special importance. In general. it is desirable that water quality
data be recorded in a continuous manner so that the time rate of deliftry of th~
co~tituent loading can be determined. If this ia not done. only very grou estimates of
the impact of water quality inputs on receiving water can be obtained.

0rpaIc ~ GIls.......
The discharge ofwaates into a body of water presents a problem of primary importanc~
in the field of water-pollution conttol. The reduction of this organic matter by bacteria
remits in the utilization of dissolved oxygen. The primary replacement of thil diuolved
oxygen occurs through the water surface exposed to the atmosphere. An increase in th~
pollution load stimulates the growth of bacteria, and oxidation proceedl at an accelerated rate. The concentration of the organic load can be 10 great that all the dissolved
oxygen in a receiving water is utilized by the baCleria. Thia lack of OX)Fn inhabill the
higher forms ofbiologicalllfe. and conditions develop that are detrimenw 10 man. The
concentration of diuolved oxygen is one of the mOlt aiplificant crheria in lUeam
unitadon.
Ivery stream is limited in ill capacity to auimilate organic waste•• Aa lonl u Ibil limit
ia Dot exceeded. the disposal of organic waite. in Itream repreleDIi the IDO.t economical
methods ofwaate disposal. The evaluadon of the natural purification capacity or a Icream
is of fundamental engineering values. Streaml are uaed u natural treatment plan.... and
it II necessary to determine their capacity in order not to dntroy their UIIp for other
purpolel.
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The simultaneQus action of deoxygenation and reaeration produces a p~ttern in the
dissolved-oxygen concentration of river water. This pattern, known as "the dissolved-oxygen sag", was first described by Streeter and Phelps in 1925. The equation describing the
simultaneous action of deoxygenation and reaeration is :
dD'
,
dl=K1L -K2 D

Where

D
L,

(1.1)·

Dissolved Oxygen deficit
Concentrati~n of the Organic Matter
Kl
Coefficient of deoxygenation
K2
Coefficien t of reaeration
The rate of change in the dissolved oxygen deficit D is the result of oxygen utilizat~on
in the oxidation of organic matter and the reaeration which replenishes oxygen from
the atmosphere. The concentration of the organic matter L must be expressed in terms
of the initial concentration 4 at the point of waste discharge before integrating (Fig. 1).
=
=
=
=

Location of waste discharge
BOD of strea m = Lo ,
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Fig. 1 Dissolved oxygen - sag curve _
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where L is the initial concentration of the organic matter the stream (BOD in
mg/l). The substitution of Eq. 1.2 for the value Lin Eq. 1.1 and integration gives

J

- ,
Ki Lo, e
( -kit _ e -k2l Doe
DK2 -Kl

Where

D
Do

=

=

-k2t

oxygen deficit in time, t mg/l
initial oxygen deficit at the point of waste discharge,mg/l.

(1.3)
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z,uadon 1.811 ftermaUy wed with common Iopritluna.

-..ce •

-kit _lO-kt. where It • 0.4B4k
(1.4)

D- kl La (to-kit 10 -ktt) D to-ttl
" 12 ;...1.1
0

11Ie proportionality factor kl II a temperature function. The proportionality factor kt
Ja abo a temperature function but. more important. it 11 funcdon of the turbulence of
cb.e Itftam.
A general approximate formula for the reaeradon coeftldent of natunl riven is p n
by O'Connor and Dobbins.

(Dt.U)l/2.
It!H S/2

tt.!l)

reaeration coeflicieDt (bue e) per hour
diffiuivity of oxygen in water
• 0.000081 ft 2/hn at moc.
U
• Velocity of flow. ft/hr
H • depth of flow. fL
The effec~ of temperature on the reaeradon coefficient b II u followI:

Where , k2 •
IlL •

kZT

= kz-JO

)( 1.041T-»

(1.6)

reaeration coefficient at tempenture T and
reaeratioD coefficient at 201C
•
The Value of It! ranges from 0.20 to to.o per day. the lower values reprneaq deep
.JGw-moving, riven. and the higher value•• aha110w Itreama with ateep dopeL
From an engineering design viewpoint. the diIIolved -oxypn . . cune iDcticare. the
point of minimum Do. Thit critical point it the place in the stream where the raIe 01
change of the deficit is zero and the demand race equaIa the reaeradon raIe •
where

kIT ==

kt-20 •

tIDe - tiL •

•
kllc
tiLoe-

(1.7)

Solving for the critical time te.
tc·

In[~

(

It! Iti J1

(1.8)
•
1 ••
1- D0 .....-. ....
1t2 - Itl
Itl
Itl Lo
Thele equation. have conltanta which mUlt be carefully evaluated. The ILl tenn
reflecta the rate at which bacteria demanfl oxypn and it caJculated from the BOD tell
by running BOD determinations. The It! term II the reaeration cbaracterildc 01 the
stream and varies from reach to reach in most .treaDl. CoUlant Ita can be evaluated in
the laboratory while k2 mUit be determined from field IbIdi•. In the deftlopmeat 01
thae equations, it it Ulumed- that kl aDd kt are coutant and that only ODe IOUrCe of
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pollution exists and that the only oxygen demand is the BOD. Variations from these
assumptions may be taken into account in any practical case. Some of the following
processes, in addition, may be taking place to significant effect in any given river stretch:
1. Removal of BOD by absorption or sedimentation.
2. The addition of BOD along the river stretch by tributary inflow.
3. The addition of BOD or the removal of oxygen from the water by the Benthal
layer.
4. The addition of oxygen by the !photosynthetic action of plankton.
5. The removal 6f oxygen by plankton respiration.
Temperature Dispersion ModeUing in Streams
A very simple from of a temperature dispersion model applicable for rivers or streams
assumes that the dispersion is one -dimensional in nature, ignoring the vertical effects.
It assumes that the temperature decreases exponentially with time or distance along the
length of the stream, from ·the mixing temperature attained at the point of discharge of
the thermal effluent. The phenomena is mathema~cally expressed as
T

Where, T
Tn
To
k

= Tn

+ (To -Tn) e-kpch(t-to )

(1.9)

temperature at time of travel t
ambient temperature of the stream
initial temperature after mixing
coefficient dependent on wind speed
p
density of water
-·c
= mechanical equivalent of heat and
h
= m~an depth of the stream.
The model can be adequately used to describe the affected stretch of the river, due_ to
receipt of thermal discharge.
=
=
=
=
=

Complex Water Quality Models for Rivers

The more complex water quality models -are used to simulate the dissolved oxygen
balance as well as other interrelated and interdependent parameters as phytoplankton
biomass represented by the chlorophyll - a content, nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) and first stage BOD.
The models are generally one-diinensional; it assumes that the water quality calculated
at one point represents the average over the corresponding transversal section. Longitudinal dispersion is neglected. The water columns thus move upstream to downstream
by advection associated with the rate of flow of the river.
The models which are fundamentally unsteady take account of the rate of flow and
very importantly, the meteorological parameters. The computations are made adopting
a 3-hour or I-hour time-step, depending on the availability of data as well as its variability.
One of the disadvantages of these simulation models is that it requires a considerable
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length of dme for a. given ecol)'ltem; it would be appreciated that validation forma one
of the mOlt importal'lt exercise in modeling applications.

Water Quality Model"nl For

,.Ire ADd ae••noan

Lake. and Reaervoir models assume further complex forma than the river models. In
order to .rel~er them applicable, they are normally one-dimenaionaJ vertical mode".
Such models are perfectly adaptable to deep and small reservoin. where the Ulumption
of horizontal homogeneity is reasonable. The models are uaeful for ·predictive and
CCJBrlldve purposes and also enables the simulation of a perturbation of a I)'IIem. For
more complex situations. they fail to represent adequately the advective pl'OCftl and two
or three dimensional models are therefore developed. Undentandably. thete models are
computationally heavy.
In the one-dimensional models, the energy tramfer at the air-water interface it
auumed to be constant at a given time, over the entire surface area of the waterbody. but
is allowed to vary in time. Thus, the model is time-dependent and akih;o the river modell,
,a !-hour or I-hour computational timHtep is generally adopted. depending on
suitability.
The lake or reservoir is assumed to be composed ofa certain number (N) ofhorizonw
layers. Each layer has a thickness 4Z and a horizontal CJ'OIHeCbOn area A( i), and is
aasumed to be homogenous and isothermal. The model is run for each individua1la~r
over the corresponding time steps to generate information over the entire volume of the
water body.
It would be recognized that temperature is the primae)' controlling parameaer in cue
of a lake and thus the model consists of a thermalsub-model coupled with a water quality
parameter submodelu dissolved oxygen, BOD, nubientl or phytoplankton biomaa The
thez:mal model deal. with all the heat traJUfer and mechanical mixing procell in the
water body due to local meteorological conditions. Heal transfer by advection is
considered in the model. Most of the heal transfer mechaniaml occur at the surface of

me

JIle waterbody.

Cc»"~pondingly. each water quality parameter is repraenled by a forcing function.
deacrlblng,the inteM"elationihip between each other and other affecliDs variabieL

1. ·DICKSON, ILL, MAKI. A.W. and CAIRNS Jr. J. 1982. ModeUlnl the fate of Chemlcala in

Aquatic EmiromenL Ann Arbor Science.
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AIR POLLUTION
A. K. SARA*
Introduction

Any constitueJ)t of the air which is present in excess so as to cause iDjury to human
beings or to animals and plants constitutes air pollution.
Air is something which is essential for the survival of man and most plancs aDd animals.
Pure "healthy" air should contain 20-21 % volume oxygen, 0.9% argon, 0.08-0.04%
carbon dioxide and traces of ozone, water vapour, apart from nitrogentllbout 78%). It
is not often realized that air is a most important resource for mankind. The gases of th~
atmosphere provide the four principal ele!Dents of all living matter, viz., o~en, carbon,
hydrogen and nitrogen. The importance of air for the support of life on the. earth is
undisputed. The atmosphere shields, intercepts, reflects, diffuses and absorbs particular
wavelengths of solar radiation, prevents excessive loss of heat energy transmitted from
the earth, provides pathways for energy and nutrient cycling. Also, existence and
distribution of atmospheric water vapour is of fundamental importance to weather and
climate.
In practice, the composition of air deviates from its ideal composition mainly in two
ways: (a) presence of excessiye carbon dioxide and relatively low oxygen contents, and
(b) presence of pollutants in varying proportions; these are of three kinds: (i) particulate
pollution, which includes suspended matter (SPM), i.e., fine dust and smoke which float
about in the air, and dustfall i.e., the relatively smaller particles «10 microns) which setde
down; (ii) gaseous pollutants which are given off principal1y by industrial plants and
motor vehicles - sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, hydro<arbons,
photochemical oxidants, vapours of lead compounds, chlorine, methane, etc. (iii) In
addition, we have some natur~ pollutants, e.g., pollens of trees which cause allergies,
methane which is generated in marshy lands and rice fields.
There are two other parameters of air, which, though not strictly consider~d as
pollutants, nevertheless constitute important environmental hazards, viz., (a) increasing
level of C02 in the atmosphere, and (b) the problem of acid rain.
Before going into some details of the different parameters of air pollution, it will be
useful to have an idea about prescribed upper limits of the major pollutants in ambient
air. The World Health Organization (WHO), United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) and statutory bodies of many countries have prescribed upper limiu fer many
of the pollutants for ambient air. Such ceilings have been decided on two considerations(a) maximum limits of such pollutants as would not cause health problems, and (b) most
industries and vehicles would generate pollutants in variable quantities which might
cause some health problems but would not cause incurable and deadl, diseases - the point
is that industrialization is essential for maintaining a certain standard of living; the people
will have to pay a price for this even by agreeing to certain lowering of health standards;
but s\lch lowering must not be such as to cause incurable apd deadly diseases. The
• Professor, Centre for Study 01 MaD and Environment. Calcutta 700 091
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permillible UIDi" of Annual Mean and 24-hour meuurementl of the major poUUlanlJ
in ambient air as prelCribed by WHO, USEPA and the Central PoiludOD Control Board.
India are u follOWl:
Table I
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In addition, different counttiel have permilaible Umitl of emillioftl from different
typel of industriel, IUch as cement, iron and steel, thermal power plaDta, etc.
The SaIIeaI AiJ..QuaBty ...........
~ already stated,

the air-quality parameten faU into two physical grou... 1IiL, particulate poUutants and gaseous poUutanta. The particulalel in turn are clallified into
(a) auapended particulate matter, usually fmet than 10 microns in me, which float about
in the ambient air; parll of such matter are inhaled by human belnp. and (b) ~I.
i.I., the free-falling dUit particles which settle down by gravity. Source-wile, • pan of the
particulates represents ground-blown dUSl, another major pan repreten .. emiaion.
from industries, which travel far and wide (over hundreds of kilomeU'es downwind), still
another part is derived from emission. from mOlor vehicle•• railway enpna. etc .• still
another part is derived from the burning of firewood/coal for cooking purpoea. A
natural source of air pollution is provided by volcanic eruption., enormous quantitir. or
fine dust and ,81 (including S02) 10 generated might cover the entire globe for several
year., as wu the case with the famous Krakatoa eruption in 188!. Cipreue smoking
constitutes another ~urce of air pollution. because the air whose quality is important 10
your health is th~ air you breathe and not the entire global atmmphere (Turk, 1905).
Smokers inhale several times more particulates than the average non....'okinl citydwellers. US scientists have -found that smoken are six times more likely to die from
pulmonary diseases than non-smokers.
The gaseous pollutants again are partly of natural origin but predominantly anth~
pogenic. Emission of methane produced by bacterial decomposition of organic mailer.
particularly in rice fields and also from natural gas leakage has be~n considrrt'd within
.~f"4 M/o El

FI"
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recent years to be an important contributor to the "green.house effect" Methane is also
produced naturally in marshy wetlands. We shall discuss the greenhouse effect in more
detail later. The main sources of anthroPQgenic ·gaseous pollutants are industries primarily the chemical plants and thermal pOW~f plants, followed closely by emissions
from automobile exhausts, while burning of firewood and coal for cooking purposes also
contributes considerably to gaseous pollution. Excessive use of nitrogenous fertilisers
and their oxidation, particularly when there are no crops in the fields, produce N20 and
NO.
Carbon compounds: These include a large number of chemicals, most of which are
toxic even in minute concentrations. These compounds are classifi~d as:
(a) Hydrocarbons in gaseous form; usually compounds ranging from CI - C5 are
present in ambient air. The'ranges of values for several hydrocarbons in urban ambien~.
atmosphere (in ppm by volume) are as follows:
Min
Max
15
Methane
1.2
.5
.005
Ethane
.3
.003
Propane
.1
Isobutane
.001
.3
.004
Ethylene
Concentration of various hydrocarbons can be measured accurately by gas chromatography, with lower limit ofO.Ol ppm by volume; using special techniques, the detection
limit can be lowered to ppb level.
(b) Benzo(a)pyrene (Ba P) present in airborne particulates of urban and industrial
areas, is highly carcinogenic; it is generated mostly in auto-exhausts and it has been
detected in Calcutta's air.
(c) Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAR) constitute a group of about 20 compounds (present both in particulates and in gas) of which the prominent ones are
anthracene, phenanthrene, fluoranthrene, pyrene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzanthracene.
These are found in auto-exhaust, exhausts of industrial and domestic heating plants, coal
tar pitch, etc. These compounds are measured by column chromatography or by UV Visible absorption spectrography.
(d) Aliphatic hydrocarbons include alkenes, naphthalenes, squalin, olefins, etc.,
and are highly toxic, though they are usually not as abundant as the PAH.
(e) Other carbon compounds include several hazardous chemicals, such as Mercaptans, phenolic compounds, PAN (peroxyacetyl nitrate), benzene and'lastly (but not
the least) carbon monoxide. PAN is particularly injurious to leaves of plants. Carbon
monoxide is generated in the exhausts of incompletely burning petrol engines, but its
incidence is less in diesel exhausts. In this respect, auto-exhausts of petrol vehicles are
more toxic than diesel vehicles.
Halogen and Halogen compounds: These incluQe free chlorine, chlorides and fluorides, which are emitted by chemical plants. Also chloride vapour, which is highly
corrosive. is a natural haz~rd in coastal areas, such as at Digha.
Metals: These include elemental mercury, arsenic and lead cOInpounds in a gase-
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state and they are toxic even in minute proportion •. Arsenic in ambient air Ii"
between <0.1 • 1.0 J.l.g/m S• Lead compoundJ occur in appreciable quantities in the
ambient air within SO metres of the highwaya and busy roads. being primarily generau-d
fl'om the automobile exhausts; ~ and foliage in that zone allO carry Ph.
In addidoD, fine dusts of the compounds of iron, manganese. cadmium. chromium.
copper, nickel and vanadium are common in ambient air close to the respective metall~ IndUitrie., 81 well as in the mining areas. Fine dUllS of iron ore occur around ahe
iran ore mines and some of the dusts settle in agriculruralland several ulonu:lres aW3)'
flom the mines, causing loss of soil fertility and land degradation: however, iron ore dust
i. Dot particularly toaic, but dusts with Mn, Cd, Cr. Ni and V are highly toxic. Trace nlctals
in th~ atmosphere can be detected up to ppb level using lep and AAS t(lchniqu("s.
Enormous quantities of toxic metals are being emitted into the almosphe're lhroURh
anduopopnic I!lurces. Some of these are as follows (Nriagu. 1988): Alwnic IK.M.
Cadnrium 7.6. Chromium SO, Copper S5, Nickel 56, Lead S!i2. Selenium 3.". Tin 6.-1.
Vanadium 86, Zinc IS2. (M,I4I""iuion in 1000 Ionna/,.r)
NltropD compounds: These include ammonia. nibiln. NO. Nt<> and N()2. The
main lOurces of these pollutants are auto-exhausts and industrial emissions, but oxidadon of fertilisen and bio-mall burning also contribute considerably to NOx pollution.
There is a general global trend of increasing NOx pollution.
luIpb_ compouada: These include HIS. S02 and SOs. These parameten. particularly SOl, are monitored individually. but an indication of the general level of sulphur
compounds in ambient air iI given by month-wiJe meuuremenll of sulphation ral .. ,
where IUlphur compounds in the air are made to oxidise and combine with Pb02to form
lead IUIphate.
o.Id .t8: These include ozone an" organic peroxides. Apan from being toxic. th~
GOmpounds are responsible for photochemical smog. the greyish-brownish haR which
develops when sunlight (particularly ultra-Yiolet component) falls on air-carrying oxidanll.
Though the ozone content in the upper atmosphere is decreasing (ozone hole) largt-l,· duC'
to the effects of the CFC's! the tropospheric ozone (i.e .• ozone up to 1 kin a~ ground
aurface) is on the increase. thanks to industrial emissions. At all places. ozone conlrnl is
minimum at night and increases to a maximum in mid-aftemoon (2 to S p.m.) owing to
oxidadon of oxygen in air to ozone in the presence of sunlighL In non-pollutrd mid-latilud~
arell, the mid-aftemoon 05 is c. 72 ppb but less than 20 ppb at night. In polluted art-as.
however, mickfternoon ozone concentration may rise to SOO ppb (Krupa It Manning. 198M).
In general. there il a steady-etate relationship between NO. NOt and OlUIl(' in lht'

OUi

aUDOIphere Not + hy(A ~4SO nm) .... NO+O
O+ot .... OS
NO+OS .... +<l2

Human activity contributes to formation oros and photochemical oxidants thruUKh
Introduction ofVOe (Volatile Organic Carbon) compounds and NOX.
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A Review of the Status of Air Pollution

It has been noticed that at many places in the world, particularly in urban and
industrial areas, the levels of SPM, S02 and ~Ox in ambient air exceed the permissible
limits. Thus, in the city of Calcutta, the annual mean SPM exceeds the WHO-prescribed
annual mean by about 600%, the S02 95-percentile ··values too exceed the CPCBprescribed limits (Table 2). An alarming aspect of the SPM is that 15-30% of the SPM
consists of benzene-soluble organic matter (BSOM) while 25-30% of the BSOM, or 7-12%
of the total SPM is made up of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), which are
known to be carcinogenic. It has been found that the levels of air pollution at Durgapur,
Kalyani, and Haldia are also alarming (Table 3); in particular, the level ofSPM far exceeds
the norm for residential areas at all these towns, and at Durgapur and Kalyani, the SPM
level exceeds even the norm for industrial areas, though marginally; at these places, too,
the proportions of BSOM and PAH are substantial. Even in the rural/near-rural places
in Gangetic West Bengal, viz., Debagram (Nadia), Jhalda (Purulia), Debagram (Midnapur) and Digha (Midnapur), the annual mean level of SPM exceeds the prescribed
annual mean and the major part of the SPM consists o~ organic matter (Table 4), and
the PAH content varies from 2 to 30%. of the total SPM.
Table 2
Annual Mean and Monthly Maximum Values for SPM, SOt, NOx and Sulphation Rate for six Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Stadons ill Calcutta Industrial Area during 1978 and 1979
(unit for SPM~ SO 2J NOx i.r in'
mll"?i unitLor Sw.... L • B4te i.r in fIIIl S03/100 /dtIy)

mi

.SPM

SuiphadoD Rate

NOx

SOt

Annual
Mean

Monthly
Max

Annual
Mean

Monthly
Max

Annual
Mean

Monthly
Ma

Annual
Mean

Mondily
Max

Bhowanipur

292

546

20

51

17

32

0.37

0.93

Dalhousie

393

692

23

75

21

45

0.43

0.91

Cossipore

353

591

54

136

20

37

0.70

1.10

Maniktala

405

741

42

134

17

31

0.60

1.06

Howrah

415

722

4P

127

20

30

0.45

O.O~

Tollyganj

506

981

36

194

15

33

0.65

1.18

Bhowanipur

440

1111

28

79

78

0.44

0.73

Dalhousie

483

917

50

112

55

0.54

1.16

Cossipore

413

897

48

146

43

0.60,

1.04

Maniktala

519

1525

42

122

58

0.52

1.02

Howrah

578

1090

85

310

62

0.67

1.10

......ollyganj

558

1484

53

124

58

0.56

0.99

198Ct

404

36

554

87.5

225

19.5

Year 1978

Year 1979

1989 -

h .

Calcutta

1992 - Mar-i' :c
(10 months)

99

0.28
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0IIIde
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)
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Debap1U1l

Winter

125.5

Summer

190.1

5.•

10.1

St.7

45.9

6.5

9.5

51.6

Winter

191.0

10.8

17.4

40.9

Summer

190.5

5.7

7.1

46.8

94.7

6.6

10.7

47.9

105.8

5.0

10.5

55.1

Summer

95.6

4.1

5.9

46.8

Rainyaeuon

4!.S

".8

4.4

67.2

109.7

9.5

15.2

14.8

Summer

88.S

5.1

4.7

58.7

Rainy aeason

62.2

8.0

9.6

57.0

Rainy teuon
Jhalda

Rainyseuon
Jh......am

Digha

Winter

Winter

j
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The fact that a substantial portion of the SPM consists of benzene-soluble organic
matter indicates that a major part of it is of industrial and vehicular origin. Now in
Gangetic West Bengal the industries and vehicles are clu~tered in two zones only - the
Calcutta Metropolitan area and the Durgapur-Asansol region, where the industries are
coal-burning. Thus the entire emissions from these two regions are spreading over the
en tire Gangetic West Bengal, even to the sea-coast health resort of Digha. This is not
surprising, because it is known from the experience of othe~ countries that the emissions
from industries, particularly the gaseous pollutants travel far and wide and pollute the
rural atmosphere far away from the industrial areas. For example. S02 emitted from the_
factories in the UK is known to have travelled to Norway, where the pH of the water of
some lakes has been lowered appreciably owing to the S02 being dissolved with rain.
An analysis of the II-year annual data (1978-87) on SPM, S02 and NOxfor 10 large
Indian cities was carried out by Sundaresan (1991). Annual mean values indicated
positive trends in Bombay, Cochin and Jaipur; S02leveis also showed a positive trend in
Cochin, Delhi and Nagpur, while NOx levels showed a positive trend in as many as .seven
cities - Bombay, Calcutta, Cochin, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kanpur and Nagpur; increased
trends in NOx levels indicate higher levels of automobile pollution (Table 5). Studies
carried out by CSME over the lO-month period March-December 1992 (Table 2) suggest
that the trends indicated for Calcutta by Sundaresan, of decreasing SPM and S02 and
increasing NOx appear to be continuing, but the sharp increase of NOx during 1992 is
alarming - the most probable cause of such an upward trend of NOx appears to be the
sharp increase in the number of vehicles on the road with no worthwhile emission control
measures.
Table 5
Long-term trends of ambient air: SPM, S02 and NOx values (1978-87)
Annual Mean 1rends

City

SPM

S02

NOx

Ahmedabad

-

-

-

Bombay

+

+

Calcutta

-

-

+

Cochin

+

+

+

Delhi

-

+

+

+

-+

-

+

+

Hyderabad
Jaipur
Kanpur

-

Madras

-

-

Nagpur

-

+
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The problem of Add Rain: Precipitation (rainfall and snowfall) is naturall~'
acidic because of iu equilibrium with atmospheric carbon dioxide as well as natural
emissions of NOx and S02. In the absence of human activity, natural long-term mean
acidity in remote regions is of the order of pH 5.0, with range ~tw~en pH 4.0 to 6.0.
Hence a strict definition of acid rain is difficult. However, in recent yean. industrial and
vehicular emissions of S02 and NOx have gone up sharpl)' and the~ are causing
increased precipitation acidity in certain parts of the globe, to pH 2.0 to g.O. In areas of
acid rain the soil gets severely degraded and the drainage in luch areas is highly distur~d
ecologically.
Global natural emissions of sulphur have been estimated to be in the range of
50-100 Tg Sy-I (1 Tg - 1012g) while man-made emissions are calculated to have ~en Me)
Tg Sy-} in 1979 (Twin & Williams. 1988); 90% of man-made emissions originate in lht"
developed countries of North America and W. Europe. Emission of NO and N02 al~()
play an important role in acid rain deposition, both'directly and through photochrrnic.al
production of ozone and OH radicals. A probable estimate of global NOx enlission i~
60Tg N rl. While S02 emissions in many countries began to decrease sJightJ)· sincC' the
1970s, NOx emissions have continued to increase. It is possible thaI o\'C'r the next :~1()
years NOx emissions may become proportionately more important than S02 f"mis5ions.
AIr PoDudoD aDd the GneabOUle Ift'ect

In recent year•• one important aspect of air pollution has auumed globalaignificance.
liecauae of the increasing emiuion of carbon dioxide from industries and vehiclrs and
IUWn. down of trees (which inhale a part of carbon dioxide). the level of C02 in the
aanOlphere has been going up sharply. From an estimated COt content of 250 ppm
about three hundred yean ago. the present level of CO! (global average) has come up
to 150 ppm. Along with some other gases as nitrous oxide. methane and chloro-fluorocarboni (CFC's). C02 has the property of absorbing heat which normany radiates ou, of
the earth; as a result the global air temperature is slowly going up (gre~nhouse effect).
If IUch global warming continues. parts of glacien and ice on high mounwns and the
. polar regions will melt; also sea water will undergo thermal expansion. leading 10 rise in
the sea level. It has been estimated that if emission. of CO! and other greenhou~ ~s
SO on increasing, by 2050 AD. the sea level might rise by 1 metre, cauling noodil"g of
densely populated coastal areas of many countries and various other hazards. The CF(~·I
contribute another serious hazard - they destroy ozone in the upper BlmOlpherr which
lerves as a shield against ultraviolet radiation - already large holes have formed in the
ozone layer over Antarctica and over the Arctic. Excessive ultraviolet radiation is deadly
for man; allo excess ultraviolet radiation may kill the plankton in the oceans (which
absorb CO2 from the atmosphere). then the C02 content of the atmosphere will go up
further. Therefore there is a move to ban manufacture of CFC's all ofttr the world. But
unless consumption of coal and petroleum is drastically r~duc~d. C02 conc~ntration will
10 up (Leggett. 1990). Therefore, economic alternativft lources of t-nergy (such as solar
energy) must be developed within the next few years in the int~rest of human survival.
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Air pollutants emitted from anthropogenic sources must fint be tranlported and.
diluted in the atmosphere before these undergo varioUi physical and photochemical
traDcfOrmatioDI and ultimately reach their recepton. OtherwiJe. the pollutant concenlD&40na reach dangeroullevels near the source of emission. Hence. it is important that
we undentand the natural proceues that are responaible for their dispersion. Effecdve
diapenion of pollutanb in the atmosphere depends primarily on the dqree of I ..bility
of ~e atmosphere and on ill turbulent structure. In the broadelt seRle. cliapeniOD is
controlled by meteorological conditions prevailing in the atmOlphere.
Meteorolopcal Aspecta 01 AIr PoUutaat DIIpenIoa
'Danperature tap. ntee aDd StaNUty: The degree of stability in the aanOlphere. in

turn, depends on the rate of change of ambient te'mperature with altitude. The relationship between temperature and altitude can be obtained by considering air to be an ideal
gas. The cbange of pressure in the vertical direction may be repreaenred u:

!--PI

(1.1)

where p is the atmolpheric preuure, z is the altitude and p is the atmOlpheric density.
Also, the perfect gas relation.

p.pRT

(1.2)

holds at any point in the atmosphere where R is the pi cODltant for air. and T ia the
absol~te temperature. Subltitution of Eq. (1.2) into (1.1) give. the general exprnaion
for the variation of pressure with altitude:

~=_.2l

(1.5)

Ifwe consider'lfte sim~e case of iJotbermai atmosphere. Eq. (l.S) could be intqnted
direcdy to give

P.Poexp(-~z)

(1.4)

where p is the pressure at ground level (1.015 ban).
The above equation gives an exponentially decreuing pretlUl'e with altitude which iJ
a typical characteristic of compressible Ouilia such u air. Comparilon of thil exponential
behaviour with observed profilesshoWl a slight quantitative dilCrepancy and this diJcre~
aney may be attributed to the fact that in the troposphere. the temperature decreuea
with altitude and is not a constant as wu assumed in the model. However. this model 0(
the atmosphere may still be used by assuming a series of air layen. each layer havana •
uniform but different temperature.
• Director, Ghosh, Bole Ie Alaoclatel, Calcutta 700 071
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A better model for the atmospheric dependence of p and T is the polytropic atmosphere which obeys the(r:!~~~o)n
T=To

-=-Po

\

Substituting Eq. (1.5) for. p i9 Eq. (1.3) and differentiating, we get
dT
n-l·g
-=--dz
n R

(1.6)

Thus, Eq. (1.6) represents the variation of temperature with altitude for a polytropic
model where the temperature decreases ~i.th altitud~ linearly with a slope of - (n-1)
g/nR. The decrease in temperature (Fig. 1) with altitude is known as the lapse rate. Based
on meteorological data in the troposphere up to about 10 km, where the temperature
decreases linearl}' with altitude, the environmental lapse rate is found to be about

----------' " 25 krn

I

------- .. - .....
isothermal
n =1

---.-,--_
... _- --------- .. --",,2 km
~.

Troposph.r.

polytropic
n= 1.23
I.

221) K
I

TENPERATURE
Fig. 1. Temperature-Altitude Profile~

6.5 °C/ 1000 metres. Putting this value for dT/ dz in the equation for polytropic model,
we have
dT )
( dz
env

6.S0 C
=- 1000 metres

n - 1 g
- n
R

(1.7)

From the above equation, the value of n works out to 1.23. The lower atmosphere ends
at the tropopause which is at an altitude of about 12~km. Above the tropopause is the
stratosphere. In the stratosphere there are two distinct regions of temperature variation.
The lower region, extending up to 25 km, has a temperature which.is essentially constant,
and in the upper regipn the temperature increases with altitud~ as a result of ozone
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formation. In the lower region of the stratosphere. the isothermal model baled on n-I
i. applicable. The temperature profiles based on these mode" are reprelenled in FII. 5.
The environnientallapse rate, however, is not always constant particularly in the lower
troposphere, a zone from ground level up to an altitude of about 2 km where there is a
c~n.iderable variation from the normal rate of 6.5°C/lOOO metres. Thil i. due to the
character of the underlying surface and the rate or radiation emanating from iL On
IUDny days, because of 8~ong solar heating from the ground. the environmenaal lapse
nte often exceeds 1O°C/ 1000 metres. although this is usuaUy confined to the lowest 200
metre. of the atmosphere. Extreme cases of atmolphere are characterized by a negative
lapse rate~ where the temperature increases with altitude.
Ad'·bade Lapse Rate: The adiabatic decrease in temperature with altitude is especially
important in the vertical movement of air pollutants and can be explained by utilizing
the concept of an air parcel. which is pictured as a little Iphere of air. AI the air parcel
rile, in the atmosphere. it goes through a region of decreasing pressure and expands to
acc~mmodate the decreasing pressure. & it expands. it does work on the lurroundings.
Since the process is usually rapid. there is no heat transfer between the air parcel and
the I1:lrrounding air. Hence. for the case of an adiabatic proceu. the fint law of
thermodynamics yields -dW=dU

(1.8)

. Thil means that the internal energy decreases. thereby decreasing the tem~rature.
The decrease in temperature of a rising. expanding air parcel is an important fealu~ of
vertical air moti9n. Now. the work done on the surroundings il equal to CVdT, where
CV is the Ipec~c heat at constant volume. Substituting these terms in Eq. (1.8). we get
pdV+CvdT=O
Eq. (1.9) may be written for unit mass of the air parcel ...

(1.9)

pdv+Cydt -0
(1.10)
wher~ V is the specific volume and CV is the specific heat per unit mass. For a perfect
gas, Eq. (1.10) becomes,

(Cv + R)dT= vdp

(1.11)
The variation of temperature with altitude can be written u a product of two terms:

~.~.~
dz

dp

dz

(1.12)

Rearranging Eq. (1.11). we obtain
dT
v
dp Cy+R

( 1.13)

Substituting Eqs. (1.13) and (I.S) into Eq. (1.12). we get
dT
g
dz Cv +R

( 1.14)

-=-- =--...;;;---
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Noting that CV + R = Cp, the specific heat at constant pressure per uni~ mass of air
parcel, we can write Eq. (1.14) as
dT
g
-=-dz
C

(1.15)

p

The above expression gives the temperatur~ lapse rate For a dry parcel of air moving
upwards adiabatically and is known as the 'dry adiabatic rate' When Eq. (1.15) is
evaluated for dry air, the lapse rate is found to be
dT =-9.860 C/IOOO metres
dz adia

Thus, the dry adiabatic lapse rate, which is denoted by r, is given

r=(

dT )-I00C/lkm

dzadia

~y

(1.16)

Comparing Eqs. (1.15) and (1.16), we see that for the adiabatic case n = 1= Cp/Cv,
and is equal to 1.4 for dry air.
In the pre~enc~ of moisture in the atmosphere, the lapse'rate applicable is termed
'wet adiabatic lapse rate' , which for warm tropical air is approximately equal to one-third
of the dry adiabatic lapse rate.
.
Atmospheric Stability: The ability of the atmosphere to disperse the poll':ltants emitted
into it depends to a large extent on the degree of its stability. A comparisot:l of the
adiabatic lapse rate with .the environmental lapse rate gives an idea of the stability 9f the
atmosphere. Fig. 2 (on following page) illustrates the temperature profiles for various
cases of stability. When ~e environmental lapse rate and the dry adiabatic lapse rate are
exactly the same, a rising parcel of air ~ill have the same pressure, temperature and
density as the surroundings and would experience no buoyant force. Such'an atmosphere
is said to be neutrally ~table, where a displaced mass of air neither tends to return to its
original position nor tends to continue its displacement.
When the environmental lapse rate (-dT/dz)env is greater than the dry adiabatic
lapse rate, r, the atmosphere is said to be super-adiabatic. Hence a rising parcel of air,
cooling at the adiabatic rate, will be warmer and less'dense than the surrounding
environment. As a result it becomes more buoyant and tends to continue its upward
motion. Since vertical motion is enhanced by buoyancy, such an atmosphere is called
unstable. In the unstable atmosphere the air from different altitudes mixes thoroughly.
On the other hand, when the environmental lapse rate is less than the dry adiabatic
lapse rate, r, a rising air parcel becomes cooler and more dense than its surroundings
and tends to fall back to its original position. Such an atmospheric condition is called
stable and the lapse rate is said to be sub-adiabatic. Under stable conditions there is very
little vertical mixing and pollutants can only disperse very slowly (Fig. 2).
A similar reasoning may be applied to the case of a saturated atmosphere~ Thus,
instability ~nd sta?ility may be defined with r~ferertce to a neutrally stable atmosphere
where the environmental lapse rate is equal to the dry adiabatic lapse rate for dry or
unsaturated air, and wet adiabatic lapse rate for saturated air. Strictly speaking, however,
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an absolute instability exists if the environmental lapse rate is greater than the dry
adiabatic lapse rate, and an absolute stability exists if the environmenwlapee rate is lell
than the wet adiabatic lapse rate. Conditionalltability occun if the environmental lapse
rate il between these two val~es.
The extreme case of a stable atmosphere. caned an 'invenion'. occun when temperature increases with altitude. Such a lapse rate is known u the 'negative lapee rate' Under
these conditions, the atmosphere is very stable and practically no mixing of poUutants
takes place.
JmenloDl: Atmospheric invenionl influence the dilpenion of poUUlanli by rauicdn,
vertical mixing. There are several ways by which inversion layen can be formed. One of the
mOlt common types is the 'elevated subsidence in\'enion' Thil is usually aaocialed with
IUbtropical anticyclones where the air is warmed by compression u it detcendl in a hiBh
. -preuure system and achieves temperatures higher than that of the air underneath. If abe
temperature increase is sufficient, an invenion will relulL Fig. S illUlt.ralel thit condition
and temperature profile for the subsidence invenion. The subsidence is caUJed by air
flowing down to replace air which has flowed out of the high prellure region.
The second common form of inversion is the 'radiation invenion' Thil resuJu from
the normal diurnal cooling cycle. After lunset, the ground cooll quickly by radiation heat
transfer and the lowest layer of air in contact with the surface IOlellenaible heat throUlh
conduction and small-scale mixing. Consequently, a temperature invenion il tet up
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between the cool low-level air and the warmer air above, in the first hundred metres
above the surface. Valleys and low-lying areas are particularly affected by this type of
nocturnal inversion because denser, colder air tends to sink beneath the warmer air. The
next day sunlight destroys the inversion and the air previously stratified by inversion is
overturned by convective currents. The temperature profile for a combined radiation
inversion and subsidence inversion is illustrated in Fig. 4 (on the following pag.e). T~e
subsidence inversion is potentially more serious than radiation inversioIJ because the
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Inversion layer

..,•
::l

- - - - - - - -- - - ...... - -- - ... - - - - .. - - Base ~
~

~

Temperature

..

Fig. 3: Formation of subsidence inversion and the temperature profile

latter usually dissipates quite rapidly after sunrise.
The third type of inversion, known as 'advective inversion', is formed when warm air
moves over a cold surface or cold air. The inversion can be ground-based in the former
case, or elevated in the latter case. An example of an elevated advective inversion occurs
when a hill range forces a warm land breeze to flow at high levels and a cool sea breeze
flows at low levels in the opposite direction. This is shown in Fig. 5.
As mentioned earlier, during an inversion, the vertical mixing of air is practically absent
as the atmosphere is very stable, but this condition does not preclude horizontal motion of
air currents. It is quite possible that strong winds may be encountered within an inversion.
Wind Velocity and Turbulence: Differential solar heating of the earth's surface produces pressure and temperature gradients. As a result, the atmosphere is practically in
continuous motion wjth air movements being always turbulent. The motion of air near
the surface of the earth is retarded by friction, which varies with surface roughness. The
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boundary .yer, in which friction is significant, extends to about 1 km above
tkeeartb'llUrface. The"wind velocity profile within the layer is not only inflUenced by
th." ....ke roulhneu but also by the time of the day. During the day, IOlar heating QUIet
tIItH-IDi1'turbulence or eddies and these eddies set up convective currents. 10 that
turbulent mixinl is increased. This results in a more Oat velocity proftie in the day than
It UWat. Typical proftles during the day and bight are mown in Fig. 6. Thermal
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Fig. 5: Elevated adveclive 'nventon

n,rb¥tence also depends on the thermal stabiUty of the atmosphere. It is maximum on

a'dear lunny day in the afternoon and minimum at night or in the early morning.
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Fig. 6: Wind velocity profiles during the day and night

The second type of turbulence is the 'mechanical turbulence' which is produced by
the shearing stress generated by air movements over the earth's surface - the greater tne
surface roughness, the greater the turbulence. The effect of terrain on the wind velocity
profiles is shown in Fig. 7. For smooth surfaces, the-air velocity profile becomes very steep
near the ground. For rougher surfaces, such as those in urban areas, more mechanical
turbulence is generated and the velocity profile becomes less steep and reaches deeper
into th~ atmosphere.
The mean wind speed variation with altitude in the planetary boundary layer can be
represented by a simple empirical power law such as:

~ =(z~r

(1.17)

where u is the wind speed at altitude z, Ul is the wind speed at altitude ZI and exponent
a varies between 0.14 and 0.40, depending on the roughness of the gtound sUrface, as
well as on the temperature stability of the atmosphere. If the environmental lapse rate is
dry adiabatic and the terrain is fairly smooth, a is approximately 1/7. The exponent is
observed to increase with increasing stability or with increasing surface roughness. The
recommended values of a for a range of conditions are given in Table 1. In practice,
because of the appreciable change in wind speed with altitude, a wind speed value must
be quoted with respect to the elevation at which it is measured. This reference height for
surface wind measurement is usually io metres.
Plume behaviour: The behaviour of a plume emitted from an elevated source such as
a tall stack depends on the degree of instability of the atmosphere and the prevailing
wind turbulence. Typical situations, as generally e~countered, are shown in Fig. 7.
A common type of plume behaviour is 'looping' It occurs under super-adiabatic
conditions with light to moderate wind speed on a hot summer afternoon, when
large-scale thermal eddies are present. These eddies carry portions of the plume to the
ground level for short time-periods, causing momentary high surface concentration of
pollutants near the stacks.
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Table I'
Value. of Expo_at lD Eq. (1.17)·
Surface coDfl......doa

Smooth Open country

Flat Open councry

StabW.

Re'

Unatable

0.11

Neutral

0.14

Moderate atability

0.20

Large stability

0.88
0.16

Neutral

(1)

(2)

\

Suburbs

Neutral

0.28

Urban Areaa

Neutral

0.40

• fum G.H. Strom, Air Pollution, Itlilld", A.C. SIma, Vol. J. 3rt1 Edilion (ActJtlmai.c Pral,

NIW Yon\) 1976

'Coning plume' can occur under cloudy skies both during ,day and night, when the lapse
rate is essentially neutral. The plume shape is vertically symmetrical about the plume line
and a major par:t of the pollutant concentration is carried fairly downwind before reaching
the ground level. Coning is often associated with moderate to high wind speeds.
'Fanning' occurs when the plume is dispersed in the presence of very light winds u a
result of strong atmospheric inversions. The stable lapse rate suppresses the vertical
mixing, but not entirely the .horizontal mixing. If the density of the plume is not
significantly different from that of the surrounding atmosphere, the plume travels
parallel to the ground in a flat, straight ribbon downwind and, on occasions, plumes in
a stable layer may be observed for 10 to 20 km downwind. For high stacks, fanning is.
considered a favourable meteorological condition because the plume does not contribute to ground pollution. A fanning plume is often observed at a certain height and in
the early mornings.
The preceding three types of 'plume behaviour are observed under conditions of
uniform lapse rate, but when the lapse rate changes from stable to unstable - a situation
usually a~ising when an inversion is breaking up in the early morning when the sun comes
up - a condition known as 'fumigation' takes place. Here a stable layer of air lies a short
diltance above the release poin t of the plume and an unstable air layer H,es below the
plume. This unstable layer of air causes the pollutants to mix downwards tow~ds the
ground in large l~mps, but fortunately this condition is usually of short duration, lasting
for about 30 minutes. Fumigation is favoured by clean skies and light winds, and is more
common in the summer season.
The conditions for the 'lofting plume' are the inverse of those for fumigation; the
lapse rate in the upper portion of the plume is unstable and in the lower portion, stable.
When the pollutants are emitted above the inversion layer, they are dispersed vigorously
in the upward direction since the top of the inversion layer acts as a barrier to the
movement of pollutants towards the ground. Lofting is the most favourable plume type
are far as ground level concentrations are concerned and is one of the major goals of
tall-stack operation.
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The -trapped plume' OCCUR when the plume it caught between two invenion layen.
'11te dlffu.lon il aeverely relbicted to the umtable layer between the two .table resion •.
Trapping mayallO be ulOclated with lublidence Invenionlludng for several cia,., where
almolt all emluions are trapped below the invenion layer. thUi creating one of the wont
polludon lituadonl.
'I'eInID Iftectll Deflecdon and dllturbance of the wind field by a ItruCture hu. major
Influence on the diltribution ofpollutantl from a stack on or clole to the Itructure.The
tlow around an ilOlated building il characterized by the formation of. cavity behind the
building and a wake further downstream. A limplified and idealized repreaenlation for
• aharp-edged building is Ihown in Fig. 8. When the chimney llack is lituated on or
adjacent to the building. the plume may be entnined in the characteriltic flow pattern.
An. empirical rule-of-thumb for luch ltaco il that the height of the ltack mould be at
leut two-and....half times the height of the surrounding building(Figo 9). If the llack

Undllturtald
fllW.

FlI. 8.
Win"

....

WInd flow fteld around a 'hupedpd bullcllnl'

Win"

Fig. 9. Effect of buildinp on plume behaviour.
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height is much below this value, the plume is trapped in the wake zone of the building.
Pollutants remain in the wake because of very poor mixing bet.\veen the cavity and the
mainstream.
Similarly, an irregular terrain surrdunding a stack can have a marked influence upon
the behaviour of a plume. A plume emitting from a stack located in a deep valley can be
carried to the ground \,-'hen the \vind blovvs over a cliff, as shown in Fig. 10. This condition,
known as 'downwash' occurs unless the stack extends well above the rim of the valley.
'--'"

-

---.-.

-- -..... ---

----

Cliff

Fig. 10. Behaviour of the plume in a valley.

Separation behind a cylinder or a chimney will also result in downwash of the
pollutants trapped in the separated regions of flow. If the velocity of the plume through
the stack is about equal to or less than the wind velocity, the plume may not rise above
the stack level and may even be carried downward on the backside 01 the stack (Fig. 11).
The behaviour of the plume in the presence of aerodynamic disturbances is difficult to
estimate and most of the design information is obtained through wind tunnel testing.
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Fig. 11. Downwash of pollutants in the separated region
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Gaussian Plume Model: Many types of air quality dispersion models are in ~xi!n~nc~.
t.g., statistical models, diagnostic models, eulerian dispersion models, etc., of both simpl~
and complex forms. However, the Gaussian plume model renlains the most common'"
used air pollution dispersion model due to its easy applicability.
The dispersion estimates are made following the assumption that the plunle spread
has a Gaussian distribution in both horizontal and vertical planes v.·ith standard dn'ia·
tions of plume concentration distribution in the horizontal and \'("rtical plan("~ of ay and
az respectively. The model is represented by equation 1.18:
.
(l.IM)

where

c

=
=

Q

the ground level concerllratio 1 of the: pollutant
the emission concentration of tht: pollutant
tht> standard deviations of fJluou' ()n({~ntratioll rlislrihulJon
in the horizon tal and v{'rucal plancs
the wind speed at stack heighi
the cff('cti\'{· stack hei)(hl.

a)',O'l =

u

=

H

=

The concentration C is nonnally (~xpr ess('d in Ini(rogranls/ .ubi<- nlt'ln' of air.
The algorithm provid(·s \'alues 1"01 I O-minut(1 fon(t'ntrati()n~. fron) whi( h lhe I-bour
R-hour or 24-hour \'alues rnay btl oedul'ed. as required. l..on~-tc .. m s(·dson~,1 «. on( l'ntl ",:
tions ma~ al.so be d~l~nnin{·d using the (~alls«tian "ersi'.,n. aft('r ac(ounlin~ 'or "'Illd
frequencies In the dIfferent carnina) nirections.
The stability classes are detenninecl fro 01 1- aSfluilr~ displersion (. IdS~CS. ha~("d l I n "II L,. (.
wind speed and incoming solar radiation in arcordance with Tahlt' ~.
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The power law function is used to compute or and oz. The variation of Of and az with
downWind distance and stability class is presented in the homographs (Figs. 12 and 13).,

Distance, x metres
Fig. 12:

Oyas

a function of down wind distance

The model is widely used to predict,incremental increase of pollutants from future
projects, as well as to determine the contribution of exitin,g ones in operation, to the
baseline ambient air quality, thus leading -to a validation of the monitoring data.
Plume rise: An important consideration in the methodology is that the dispersion
starts from the topmost point in the vertical line of the plume, thus rendering the plume
rise computation, a very important 'aspect of the model. The effective stack height,
represented in algorithm 1.19, is thus the sum of the stack height and the plume rise,
viz.,

H=H'+Ah

(1.19)

where,
H'
=
the physical stack height
db
=
the plume rise.
Likewise, there are many versions for computing plume rise presented by Holland's,
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• etzell

Pig. 15: 01 u a function or down wind distance

Luca' or Briggs' , etc.; the latter is however. accepted to be mOlt apt for hot plumes. The
plume rile in Briggs' equation is a function of the buoyancy Oux parameter.

s...............
i. GIPFORD. PA 1960. Atmospheric Dispenion Calculation. Uling the generaliled Gaapaian plum~
. model. Nuclear Safety. 2. 2. 56-59. 67-68.
2. U.S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare. PHS. 1965. WO....boo.. of AImoIphrric
Diapenion Eatimatea: 1-59.
S. DICKSON. ilL, BUKI. A.W.• and CAIRNS. J. Jr. 1982. Modeling the fate of Ch~micala in
Aquatic Environment. Ann Arbor Science. p. 407.
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VEGETATION·AND FLORA
L. K. ·-BANERJEE *
IDtrodbction

At the very beginning it is important to provide an idea regarding the Ecology and
Ecosystem for understanding various natural processes of Environment. The term
Ecology may be defined as a study comprising the inter-relationship between the living
organisms and the surrounding environmental factors and the term Ecosystem, the
structural and functional unit of ecology may be defined as reciprocal interaction of
organism and their environ men tal factors involving flow of energy and cycling of
minerals in an uniform topographic situation and vegetation pattern. The limitation on
the rate and amounts of the mineral and energy circulation depend on the environmental factors, such as climate, edaphic biotic and energy economy processes and impact
of this limitation react upon the structure of the ecosystem. It is established that
Structure, Function, and Factors of an environment form a Triangular interaction in the
study of Ecology and Ecosystem.
Ve~etadon

Vegetation is the total plant cover of a region, area or place with various aspects of
plant community zonation, their structure, function, environmental factors and classification. The efficiency with which each plant community tolerates environmental condition largely determines its position in a phytogeographical division and nature of their
morphological adaptation. Vegetation is the renewable natural resource and primary
producer of both food and energy. It stands in the top place not only as the most precious
ones but also as it is in the forefront among -the most endangered resources and are
constantly under pressure due to ever increasing demand put on them from the rapidly
expanding human population. The vegetation cannot simply assume as an unit assemblage of some tree, shrubs and herbs but it should be looked as a socio-biological unit
which form a common platform for innumerable other living organism in a harmonized
relationship with the nature in its biodiversity. There is a continuous action and reaction
among the living and non living environmental factors like soil, water, air, temperature
etc. involving cooperation and conflict for natural balance or Ecological balance. Besides,
the primary producer its utility is largely dependent on the preservation and protection
of wild germplasm and genetic resource pool. It -prevent soil erosion and can reduce
particulate matter of 120 micron gram per :;quare meter of leaf surface over a distance
of 200m. It is the prinlary source by which we can reduce the noise and dust pollution
and successfully preserve the fertility of the surface soil.
India has a very rich plant diversity and due to its very significant altitudinal variations
f~om the sea level to the highest moun tain ranges, hot and cold desertic conditions in
the west and in the north and humid-tropical conditi'ons in some parts of the country,
the vegetation and flora shows great diversity. Each plant species is unique in its size,
* Ecologist, Botanical Sur.ey of India, Howrah - 711 103.
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shape, growth, chemical constituents, productivity and pot(Ontial SOlUTe of genc5 for a
variety of characters. These plant resources are responsible for (·conornic producu 5uch
as food, fodder, timbers, fuel, minor forest products. medicint."s. dyes. tannin~. fibres.
gums and many others.
Our country is now passing through an at'ute phase of quick dt"\'(Oloprnenl proj('"('u
like big dams, Hydro-electricity, Thermal-power plant. Minin.~ at'li\'ilitas. Jli~h soundint(
irrigation projects, rapid urbanization and various technological eXlension or (Oxpansion
of Industrial projects. These are responsible for causing ("nvironmt"nt4t1 huards like. soil
erosion, water logging, high salinity, loss of lOp soils, d~slrUCli()n of " ..&tluable pl;Ull
resource etc. injuring our nature and other biotic neighbours. Besides lhes(o. it rn;,y t~
pointed out that in an average of 100 billion tonnes of various ores are cxtra('lt'd cUlnlldll~'
from the earth, more than 50 million tonnes of non-hiodt·gradable syntheli(' produ(t~
are dumped on the earth, more than 600 million tonnes of nlineral feniliz(ar ;tnd
pesticides. more than 200 million ton nes of carbon- monoxide. 146 million lon n('"s of
Sulphur dioxide, 53 million tonnes of Nitrogen oxidt"'s. 250 million (onn(-s of dust
particles, 70 million tonnes of other poisonous gasses and 30 hillion cubic nlt·(~r' of
untreated wastes are discharged on earth's surfac.·c and atmosphtOre r(·sllhin~ a ~,ari()\ls
pollution of land, water and vegetation. It is found that out of 305 million h(,"ClOI \. "t\
much as 175 million hectors, of land areas in India are now expo§t·cj lo t"rl\;ronmelllal
hazards. These results are becoming vcry prominent in the form of A('id rain, (~r(-('"n
house effect, Ozone layer depiction and others. Th(- relt.°,HIt.-ss pnOS\llft." of ~tn ('"\'rr
increasing population and un-planned dc."\,eloprnental projt'cts ha\'t- (~lUM.'d a SCI iou, lo,~
ofhaoitat for the biotic species and many of our natural hiodi\'ersitit" alung \\'ilh V~ll\ldhl('
genetic resources have become rare, threatening, endangtOrc:d and (-\'('n (·xti'H:l.
It is a fundamental question how to check these hazards in ordto• to hrin~ ;l halant'('"
development or Ecologically stable development. it is well known lhat nlis-utiliLuion and
lack of scientiEc knowledge and responsible for threatt"ning the ncuural hiodi\,(o .. sit\" ~tnd
un-planned developmental activities. Tht.·reforc, a halanc(' plannint( ket'pin~ in Vl("W of
the physical biotic resource, pcoplc's nced. fcasible d('\'t'lopnH'rlt~ll ah(Orn~lli\'('\ and
impacts of such development on the people. cn\'ironnl<anl and oth('r \·.,Iu.lhl,o hiodl\'('rsities has to be taken into consideration within tht, franH" work of n~lljnn;llh' ~'('l rptrrt
policies and priorities for developmental work. nt'partnlt'nl of t'n\·ironnuoill. (~()\'l. of
India has been entrusted with this task of environnlt'nt;,1 prOltOrlion .uHI l UI1'<"1 \'.Hion
policies.
Study of vegetation, corr(·latinn bt.°twc-t'n thc t.'r()I()~it"al fartol s and plant lun.Hion.
vegetation types and distribution have becn madt.' hy variolls naturalists ancil\ol.tnl\l\ In
India and some of them may he brieny mentiont"d as rllost irnpon~lnl \,,'01 k. 'ttl h ~l'.
Hooker & Thomson (1855), Hooker (1907), Caldcr ( 19:~7). Ch~lllt· ... j(o(' (1 ~ri~n. ~f('h("r
Homjee (1991), Blasco (1979), Champion & Seth (196R). ~f,S, ~f.'ni (IQi·n. :\Inu'n
Takht~jan (198R), C.S. Puri ~t al. (19H3), Rao & Sastrv ( 1972). I.,K. l\~uH'rj("(' ( 1f)~.1. 1q~F),
1989, 1990) and others. Recently Bane~jcc & Saslry () ~.9:\. in pf('~') h~,,(' dind('"
Ecozones in India into 4 macro geographkal r('Kiolls cit'Pt'llCtill)( on tht' cllln.Hit . ('d,'phat
and vegetation patterns as: I, Himalayan r("ginns. ~, {~n'al("r plains, :i. P('nln~\II,lI upl.lIHh
and 4. Coastal plains and Islands.
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According to the micro-ecological variations of these 4 macro zones, Indian vegetation
regions have been further divided into 28 meso-vegetation zones. Of these only 13 zones
have been discussed here in the text.
Classification of Vegetation
It is r{'q~ired mainly for recording information in an orderly manner of the status of
habitat" structure and function of the plant covers, conservation strategy and prompt
recovery. In India zonation of plant community varie~ due to different climatic edaphic
and geological settings of the coun try. The voluminous work in this line by Champion
& Seth (1968) 'will be so far the best classification of InctIan forest types and that has been
briefly summarized here:
1. Wet evergreen types: Tall evergreen trees with dense canGpy and many stories are
found mostly in highly leached acidic soils consisting of granites, sandstones and alluvial
soils, (West Bengal, Assam, Karnataka, and Andaman Islands) with widely distributed
genera are: Dipterocarpus, Hopea, Mesua, Artocarpus, Eugenia, and Elaeocarpus.
2. Semi-evergreen type: Tall trees with closed canopy of both evergreen and deciduous types are found exclusively in red soils (upper Assam, West Bengal, Orissa and
Western Ghats). Dominant genera are Xyltia, Terminalia, Dipterocarpus, Schleichera, Litsea
and Bamboos.
3. Moist deciduous type: Trees (40-60m tall) mostly deciduous during February to
April. The understorey is covered with evergreen shrubs. It is restricted to the IndoGangetic alluvium mixed with laterite and ferruginous soils (Karnataka, part of Madhya
Pradesh and Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal and Assam). Along the
southern part Tectona grandis and along the northern part the Shorea robusta are the most
important elements. Terminalia, Lagers trom ia, Pterocarpus, Careya and Mallotus are the
common associates in this type.
4. Littoral and Tidal swamp-type: Medium size trees, evergreen in nature, are f9unci

along coastal beach forests, estuaries and deltas on the Indian coast~ Most of the genera
are adapted morphologically to withstand diverse ecological ~onditions of the habitat,
found on sand beaches, sand dunes, new alluvium of salty and muddy soils. The dominant
genera in littoral beach forests are Malinkara, 'Calophylum, Thespesia, Heritiera, Ipomoea,
Spinifex and in tidal forests Rhi%ophora, Sonneralia, Buguiera, I\vicennia, Ceriops, Heritiera,
Phoenix and others.
5. Drydeclduous type: Trees (10-20m tall) will uneve~ canopy remain deciduous for
several months during dry season. Due to more light the tlndergrowth comprises grasses
and shrubs, but ca'nes and palms are absent. Dry deciduous vegetation is found on dry
soils of sandy laterite and shallow clay (Peninsular India, Uttar Pradesh, Gtijarat, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, Bihar, Orissa and West Bengal). Anogeissus, Tarminalia,
Boswellia Sterculia and TarJona are the dominant genera.
6. Thorn Type: Trees (5-8m tall) with hard woods and thorns predOminate. Undergrowth of herbs and shrubs are spiny with development of xerophytic characters. The
thorn forests are found on shallow dry alkaline soils of sandy, hlack cotton and lateritic
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nature (Ma,baruhu-a, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh. Karnataka and Tamil Nadu). Chancteriatic genera are Aetlaa Eupluwbia. CtJPPtJrU. Zy&yph'jJ. and opunti4.

7. Drynerpeea lJpe: This type is restricted to the dry Karnataka coast with chancteriatic lenera like MtJliMtJrtJ, SlrJchnos, Drypnn, EuginiIJ and othen on lateritic and DIldy

lOill.
I. Ioutbera ~"'tropica1 broad-leaved bW type: According

to high or low range of
rainfall this type is mixed with evergreen and deciduous trees on different range. or hills
between 1,OOOm and I.700m. Soil is intermediate between red and brown with lateritic
cap on the top (Mt. Abu, Parunath hill. Valley and higher billa of centraJ India). '1011
dominant genera are s,z,gium, MIlAsIDmtJ, Mnu"Itm, H,pmeufll, LituG and othen.
I. Nortbera ...lHropIcaI broad-IeIIftcI bDllJpe: Trees (20-5Om ) are mostly e¥elJlftn
with a prominent storey of evergreen shrubs and herbs, but grasses are ablenL Soils are
DlGIdy brown earth (lower slopes of the Himalayas. Wesl Bengal. Arunachal Pradesh. and
Mepalaya).o Dominant genera are Alnus, Pruraw, &lul4, Qaurrw, Ctut4f1D/"is, &Ai... and

othen.

.

to.

IuIHropical piDe type: Pure auociation of P;nus roxburpi occun throughout the
western and central Himala)U to Sikkim and Wesl Bengal between 1.000 and 1.8OOm.
Thil type is nothing but a secondary formation after the broad-leaved type.
11: Soutbera wet temperate lJpe: Trees (4-5m) evergreen with many branch•• abon
boled and dense crowned (Tamil Nadu. lerala. Nilgiri, Palni, and Tirunelveli hilIa) are
found on reddish-yellow black soils with peat formation, mOitly dominated by E......
Miclallia, M,liomatJ, EurytJ, Symplot:os, Lia and other genera.

11. Nortbem wet temperate lJpe: Trees (over 25m tall) are evergreen with large
branching crowns and girth, festooued with mOlles. ferns and aroids. Some deciduoUi
components are also found on higher elevations (Eastern Himalayas. Sikkim. and higher
hills of West Bengal and Arunachal Pradesh. from 1.8OOm to S.OOOm). These are found
on steep hill soils with sandy loam and rich humus. Dominant genera are E~
SchimtJ, Aur; Aunus, mmw, Am,"" and BuddtJrulitL
11. AJpiDe lJpe: Above 300m there are tree forests UIOCiated with lOme abru" and
grauea. This type is mostly confined to the Western Himalaya and Ladakh region .. alonl
the mow melting belt. These areas are mainly dominated by BIIulG, Qaurru.s. 1UtDtJotI,m.
tlrrm, StJlU, AbU and other genera.
Veptadoa Aaaa,. Method

A lfouP of plants growing together with a natural relationship amonl themJelve. and
with the environmental factors is known as a SIlJntl and similar ltancb form a 0 ........"

'J'he componenca of community vary in quantity and quality and the totalillelllllent or
theae parameten mayexprell a composite structure of the vegetadon type. There are
three main,sampling units such as 1. Area Quadrat. 2. Une TranIeCl and 5. Point
framework, of which Quadrat and Line Transect methodJ are UIed for anal,.. of
~tation structure (Misra. 1968.) In the Quadrat method. area should be of definite
_ , and shape may be different. In Line Transect method. which is a sampUng strip
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across a stand or several stands, where the area is passing through a gradient of some
environmental factors, size and number may vary with the extent of area. It is the same
as belt transect. The near complete representation of species in a community may be the
criteria for determining the size of the huadrat or the line. Experim~ntal data" can be
expressed as Frequency = F; Density ~ D; Relative frequency =RF; Relative density =RD;
Relative dominance = RA; and Importance Value Index = M. The claSS"value of M will
be the maximum importance value index of a stand.
Vegetation Response of Pollution
The plants have unique machinety.which mitigates pollution stress. The response of
plant to sulphur dioxide generally depends upon the amount ofS02 absorbed and plant's
tolerance. The uptake of S02 by plants and subsequent respoinse depends on the nature
of plant species and environmental factors (Singh & Rao, 1992). Plants act as a sink for
various other particulates and filter out dust, smoke and soot. The evergreen, large-leaved
species and tomentose surface are more efficient than deciduous, narrow, smooth
surfaced leaves. Plants can abate pollution if they are themselves tolerant to pollution
and remain within the limit of pollution concentration. The tolerance of S02 in plants
vary with the change in environmental conditions and leaf age in different seasons. The
sensitive plants can serve as indicator of pollution. It is found (Singh, 1992) that there
is no direct relation between S02 absorption and plants with high rate of transpiration
"and more stomatal openings.
Plants' response to Ozone can be attributed to genetic behaviour ofspecies"alongwith
varying environmental factors. It is found (Pandey et al., 1992) that long-lived woody
plants inherently minimize 03 uptake than herbaceous plants. It is proportional ~o the
age of plan ts.
Flora

A flora is a work by which we can study various aspects of flowering plan t species of a
particular region, their taxonomic identification, nomenclature, distribution and systematic classification in accordance with the similarities and differences of floral and
vegetative characters. It must include list of plant species, geographical area covered,
materials on which the list prepared, and topographic, climatic, edaphic and ecological
conditions of the area and list of herbarium on ,vhich specimens are deposited.
We are aware of the facts that trees in the forests, crops in the farm land: grasses and
ornamental plants in our lawns and gardens, the aquatic plants in our lakes, ponds and
rivers, and so on, algae, fungi, lichens, mosses, and ferns which exist in a countless variety
and forlns over the earth's surface. Botanists and naturalists of different ages starting
from Aristotle, Theophrastus (255 B.C.) have forml:llated a classification on the basis of
similar and dissimilar characters from lower to the higher group. f t is also found that
enormous diversity exists even within a single group and based on the taxonomic
characters the similar species are placed in the same genus, similar genera are placed in
a family and families into order, etc.
To study the flora it is most im portant to have a brief idea about the species. A species
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is the natural representative unit for taxonomic classification and nlorpholugitalh'
independent in a population, reproductively isolated from similar other group' and
potential for interbreeding in natural system.
Due to very significant altitudinal. and climatic variations India has a ,'cry rich
diversified flora spreading from the sea level to the highest mountain rant((6J. frorn th~
hot desertic condition to the cold desert and from the sub-tropical, humid tropical If)
the tropical rain forests in some parts of the country. This has hec:n furthcr aggra\'~ut'd
due to immigration and colonization of plant species from relati\'el~' ~inlil~r t"n\'irunmental conditions of different bordering countries like China, ~fala~~ia, Europe. AJrit~'
and Tibetan-Siberia,
A knowledge of the Indian flora began wilh efforu of man)' Eurupc."an aOlan'~t5 ~u\(l
naturalists who visited India during 17th, 18th and 19th centuries for tn,de and then
political supremacy, The first publication of Indian plants in European languagt' ~cnn
to be Garcia de Orta's Os Coloquios (1565) systematic colleclion, stud)' and dCKripuun uf
Indian flora were undertaken by many Botanists and naturalists and arnong tilt'rll, li.\'.
Rheede,J.G, Koenig. R. Kyd, W. Roxburgh, N. \\'allich, Buchanan-Hamihon.J.F Royl(o.
R. Wight andJ.D, Hooker were the famous contributors in lhisline, \'tar~' (onlpr('ht"n\i\'C'
flora of India including Pakistan, Burma and Sri Lanka was puhlished in th~ narne of
"Flora of British India" by J.D. Hooker (1872-1896). This has form(-d the ground,,'ork
for all the latt::- regional floras of the country mainly flora of ~tadras. upJXr (~.tf\~(·llt
Plain, Bengal. Assam, Bombay, Bihar and Orissa and many oth('rs, R(aCCnlh' l\O{~'nil ;,1
Survey of India has published several floras in the district and SLat~ 1«'-\'('1 dnd is con~"~tad
in a comprehensive revisjonary work for publication of Flora of Indi~" It is t"slin13(C'd (h~H
India has about 45,000 species of plants and among them are: Vascular Pl~U1U. 1:).000:
Pteridophytes, 600; Bryophytes, 2,700; Algae, 5,000; Fungi, 20,000: Clnd Llch(-n\. 1.600
species (Jain, 1982).
Plant Responaea to Air PoUutioa
With increasing demands for transportation and industrialisation, air pollutlun hecomes a serious threat to agriculture and forcst productivi~ and stahility. ~Ian~' of lht"
pollutants released into the urban-industrial areas arc gaseous in natur~, Thcsr' art" t"ilht"r
primary pollutants like So2 or secondary ph)'totoxic pollutant (}lOn~, \'rK~tation ;leu a§
a significant sink for air pollution, Different species of trt'cs ha\'C' diffcrrn( architt"("Hut"
and leaf shape as products of geneticall)' fixed growth programme for (he purpoSt"' of
space occupancy and sunlight. While animal species adopt din-tar(anl slralt-gicos for
obtaining food and orient their relationship with other prcdat()r~. planas ~,dop( gruwth
habits, leaf shapes, orientation of branching so that each phtn, sptaci(as ()(Tup\int( .,
particular ecological niche can use sunlight to its maximum advantagC', Tht" dr\,t"lupnu"nt
of trees with particular canopy, growth habit are genetically fix(-d anet it i§ sURg("~t("d th.ll
growth of plants can be judiciously used with advantage for buff("ring ttu- dt"l(atrriuu\
effects of atmospheric pollutants, Uptake of S02 by plants takt's phu:c (h.-oURh ~,h~orpti()n
processes. Uptake or sorption of So2 by plants is gcnerall)' through ~urf;u:r and inlrr n.,1
absorption. Plants differ in their capability to rernove So2 frorn thta slirruunclint( air. "fhe"
uptake properties art- basically dependent on their genetic f()n~til\Hi()n as e"xpl'r~\("d
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through morphological and physiological processes. 50 to 90 per cent flux of So2 is
absorbed by plants into their leaves and rost on the leaf surface. The S02 absorbed by the
plan t undergoes various chemical reactions during metabolization and get translocated
to other plantfarts. The absorbed So2 on the leaf surface is neutralised by cations of K+,
Ca+2 and Mg+ Therefore, total S02, uptake by leaves eventually gets incorporated into
the soil system either by rain-wash or leaf fall.
It is found that trees with higher photosynthetic rate and lower C02 compensation
concentration are more sensitive to S02. Thus, deciduous trees are more sensitive than
evergreen. ones. It is also observed that sensitivity of deciduous trees are more during
winter and the evergreen during summer. These differences are found also related to
different environmental conditions and leaf ag~ of the trees in the two types.
Plants' response to ozone, ~e photochemical pollutants in various ways and the
variability is related to the genetic behaviour of plants in varying. environmental factors.
Stomata play a major route for gaseous exchange and thus stomatal resistance can
contribute significant role in determining plant sensitivity to ozone. Perennial woody
plants which are well adopted for withstanding various fluctuation environmental conditions are inherently possessing higher stomatal resistance that minimlse ozone uptake.
Herbaceous annuals which are less adapted and with less stomatal resistance are more
sensitive to ozone.
Potential of leaf surface acts as a dust, pollutant sink. Some of the morphological
features of leaf such as pubescence nature. surface water, cuticular formations may
provide.e.f~~c~ive sites for impi~gement and removal of pollutant molecules from the air.
Some of the factors with the role of plan ts in mitigating Qust, So2 and pollution tolerance
indices are shown in the following tables:
Table 1
~

DUlt couecdaa efl'ldeDC)' of tneI

Name

o.ttm/ml of l.ar lIIIface

Ttelona grantl;,

&~S5

Sluma 1Ok.,'a

4.50

Tnminalia afjuna

4.49

Mangi/era indica

4.05

Lagerstroemia parviJ1ura

5.90

Auulirachta indica

2.92

Emblica officinalis

2.70

Tamarindus indica

2.08
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Table 4
Air PoIutiOD tolerance indices of
IndesNo.

Name

Albi:ia procera

62

A.uu:lirachta indicu

88

Emblica officinaw

57

Tamarindus indica

21

Madhuca longifolia

18

Aegle marmelos

11

Mangifera indica

to

Sy"'ygium cumini

lQ

Alsttmea scholaris

9

6

Endangered species concept
The numbers of endangered species of vascular flora in India have taken ,an alarming
shape today. It is found that it has risen from a few hundred to a few thousand species
and is fear~d that 15 to 20 percent of the total vascular flora i.e. about 2,500 species may
now become rare, threatened and endangered category. India has about 5,000 plant
species as native or endemic in the country and BSI,has published Red Data Book (Jain
& Sastry, 1984) volumes I, II, and III, from these endemic species to ev.aluate the present
and past status of the plant specie's and the cause and recovery of the threats.
Threats to species can be both natural and man-made. The man-made threats are more
prominent nowadays due to quick economic developme~t for upgrading sQcial structure.
Th~ problem of Endangered species, 'co~c~pt and sol':ltion' has been clearly P?inted
out Oai~l, 1992). Some common names of rare and-threatened species are mentioned,
below for awareness:
Rauvolfia serpentina

Rare in Eastern an~ W~stern India.

Coptis teeta

Endangered in remote ohms 'of N.E. Region.

Rotala macrandm

Rare in wetlands of South India.

Cryptocoryne rdrospiralis

Rare in wetlands of South India.

PodophyUum sp

Endangered in W. Himalayas.

Platyceriu m alcic:orne

Rare stag horn fern in Manipur and Nagaland.

Musa ve[utina

Rare wild banana of North East India.

Ntpenthus khasiana

Pitcher Plants, rare in Mikir hills and Meghalaya

Bentinkia condapanna

Rare and endangered Palm.

Cyatmasp

Rare tree fern, in North East India.

A manna griffit~ili

Rare species in Sikkim.

"
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III

A HYing ro.u, rare and I'HIIabIIIhecIlD
MiIIouri BoIanlcai Gardena. USA..

Rare in sWm.

&,.",.

Rare in ArunKhai.

It ariulu.

Rare in Arunachal.

4",,,,,,",_

Rare in Arunachal.

~.

Rare orchid. Lldy'1.upper.

P.i,..".

Rare on:hld. Lady'lllipper.

Po Aimlliui"",.

Rare orchid. Lldy'lllIpper.

Dtndrobi"tII"'ltvaIu.
D. dlruijltwutll

Rare orchid. in North .... 1Ddla.
Rare orchid. in North .... 1DdIa.

MeMurea of CoaierftdoD

I

Conservation' of wild Flora and Fauna had been a part of Indian culture by creating
traditional forest reserves, 'Ashrams' and 'Sacred grovel'. Governmental, lem~rn
mental bodies and some public organisations are created general awueDeil for conservation activities of threatened plant and animal species by eltabUahing National Parb,
Sanctuaries. Project ~igen and Biosphere Reservel.
The various methods for. conservation of threatened spede. and raerve of ~Detic
resources may be described here briefly as follows:
1. Control on over exploitation, 2. Creation of nature reJenes, 5. Cultivation of rare
species and captive breeding of animala. 4. Collection and preservation or germ Pluma
materials i.e. seeds, PoUen. tiuue, semen bank and 5. Legislation for coruenatioD.
Recendy Government of India has become' a signatory of CITES for conaoDing the
trade of the threatened species of flora and fauna and have cakeD measure for species
lQII due to over-expIoitation.
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FOREST AND FOREST lANDS
U. BANERJEElJdroducdoa

One or the major challenges facing mankind for the remainder of the 20th century
l. meelin, the basic human needs while sustaining the natural resource-bue upon which
.d~Uon of these needs depend. The demand for natural resources is increuiDl
drainaticallyover the yean due to population and economic growth and in~uction of
more capital and technology--intensive prod.uction system. If the adverse environmental
impacts associated with these developments are not avoide.d or at least controlled within
tolera~le limits, the capability to maintain the productivitY of the natural l'esource-bue,
to imitate wastes and to combat disease and privation will greatly decline. Much of the
pretent environmental crisis is a failure to recognize the physical limits impoaed by
ecological system on economic activities.
Nevertheless, it is increasingly realized that sustainable economic development d~
pends on the rational use of environmental resource and on minimizinl to the extent
posaible, advene environment impacts through improved project selection and more
responsive project planning and design. Under this concept, development mUit be
environmentally sound in the broadest sense. Indeed as a concept, 'sustainable development' auumes that environmentally unsound projects, those failing 10 safeguard adverse
en~onmental side-efTectJ or which fail to recognize the need to protect the namral
resource, or their users will not be economically let alone socially acceptable. Fortunately
there is now a general consensw that the planning penpective musllhift ilS focus from
'scientific determinism' and 'economic determinism' to 'ecological determinism'
-Hopefully. many governmental and non-governmental agencies (mainly major international donor agencies) now accept the need to protect and conserve the natural
~elOurces and environment. while formulating and implementing economic development policies and programmes. In many countries the conc~pt of environ men LaI man• .gement through Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and legiJlalion is now ~ll
established .. Advocated by various national and international agencies the concept of
achieving '.~tainable development' through sound environmental management is
pining ground in most developing countries.

Environmental problems vary in nature, from. scale and extend. A study of environmental trends in Asia-Pacific region during 1960-80 with projections for 1980-2000 wu
undertaken recently. The study revealed: deforestation, soil erosion, deJertification.land
degradation. vector control, water supply sanitation, domestic and industrial pollution
control, pesticide buildup. domestic and industrial pollution and solid and (oxic waite
disposal will continue to be major environmental concerns (or sometime to come
(Table 1).
•

Ex • Chief Conservator of Forelta, Govt. of Welt Bengal. Calculta 700 00 I.
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The environmental problems mentioned above can largely be divided into two broad
categories - those related to inadequate disposal of waste or overuse of toxic substances
and those related to the degradation of the natural resources base. While India has both
the sets of problems, the first set is neither as extensive nor as severe when compared to
the second set. These problems are lugely concentrated in and around urban and
industrialized areas or areas of highly Commercialized Agriculture and related more to
the question of quality of life. The second set related to the steady degradation of the
land, water and forest resources of the country, has already affected survival of millions
of people across the country with potential to affect many more in years to come. In fact,
these problems are such that they cap make or break the country, on their successful
resolution depends the food, fuel, fibre and water needs and employment of not only
the 800 million odd rural people but also the need of 200 million odd urban Indians as
well. From a careful examination of this' somewhat macabre limits of environmental
problems it is clear that much of these are con-nected directly or indirectly with land
resources and forest. degradation. Forests have historically constituted on of man's most
important natural source of renewable wealth. Over the centuries he drew sustenance
from the natural ecological sys~em of which forests were a vital component. A concept
of stewardship for this priceless possession formed part of the human experience. ~
direct beneficiary and nearest neighbour man was expected to judiciously administer
this resource, but he has done-so what we have on hands a record of ~an's profligacy.
Unfortunately, the profligacy is not sealed in vacuum. 'When one tugs at a single thing
in nature, he finds it attached to the rest of the world' The chain of event following
deforestation ,with significant environmental implications may be seen in Fig. 1.
Yet forest lands till very recently and even today are looked upop as an inexhaustible
land bank to meet a large range of development needs. In developing countries environmental control often carries a negative connotation of locking up of usable res9urces
conflicting with urgent need to use them for economic development. This is due to a
wrong notion held in India and many developing countries that env.ironmental control
is an inappropriate luxury. The conflict is between those who view resource exploitation
as serving the basic human needs and those who regard wasteful use of such resource as
a sure guarantee for lower productivity of the environment for the future.
The Indian Forestry Scenario

The present ar~as under forests (State and local authorities ownership) is estimated
at 64 million has. against the legal defined area of 75 million ha. Geographical distribution of these forest is uneven, with concentration in the north-eastern, western and the
central parts of the country. 36 million ha, only can be categorized as good forests (crown
density 40% and over), the balance consisting mostly of open or degraded forests.
Currently annual consumption requirements of forest products, maitlly fuel-wood and
timber far exceed annual yield from the forest. Present consumption levels for such
commodities are also expected to grow substantially in the future. For these and other
reasons forests are progressively being denuded, the annual rate of depletion is estimated
at 1.5 million ha, (due to lack of standard methodology and data other than the above,
differing estimates are also advocated.
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The National Forest Policy, 1952 - since revised by the latest National Forest Policy
(1988) - spelled out that India should .aim at maintaining at least one-third of its total,.
land area under forest; 6~% in the hills, 20 % in the plains. Among others, the policy
stressed that (1) basis for annual cut should be sustained yield, harvesting only the
increment leaving the forest capital intact, (2) Wildlife needs to be protected, grazing
regulated, (3) adequate forest laws be promulgated, (4) professional training and.
resear<;h need to be intensified. The. policy recommended functional classifications of
forests, namely (1) Protection forests, (2) National forests, (3) Village Forests, (4) Tree
lands and stressed the need for increasing tree land outside government forests.
The Natio,!al Forest Policy, 1988 while retaining some of the. basic tenets of the
previous policy, has especially stressed the need to maintain ecological stability, and the
genetic diversity of the country through forest management. The salient features of the
new Forest Policy are:
(1) Maintenance of environmental stability through preservation and restoration of
ecological balance.
(2) Conservation of the national heritage of the country by preserving the remaining
natural forests and protecting the vast genetic resources for the benefit of
posterity.
(3) Meeting the basic needs of the people, specially fuel-wood, fodder and small
timber for the rural and the tribal people.
(4) Maintaining the intrinsic relationship between forests and the tribals and other
poor people living in and around forests by protecting their customary rights and
concessions on the forest.
Important forestry-related legislation in force are the Indian Forest Act 1927; the
Wildlife (Protection) Act. 1972 and the Forest(Conservation) Act, 1988. These Central
laws, applicable to all States and Union Territories, are supplemented at these levels by
rules framed under the provisions of the Act as well as local legislation approved by the
Centre. Proposals for revising the Indian Forest Act are currently pending with the
Government of India.
Forestry practices in India have had a long history of more that thirteen decades. In
the early years the new department undertook forest survey, settlements, demarcation
and consolidation. Forest policies were conceived, laws were enacted and working plans
wer~ prepared to improve stocking and forest regeneration. In the early years of forestry
the major concern was to regenerate the forests, to meet the demand of raw-material
requirements of industries and earning revenue for the Government. Expectedly, in thi~
type of product~on and management system, the small-scale spatially diffused forestry
needs of the dispersed rural ~ommunities were bypassed. The concern for environmental
issues ~ere not addressed in the ambience of 'nature's bounty'
Following the stress on economic self-sufficiencey since Independence, forestry
development activities concentrated primarily on industrial timber production. Apart
from large demand for long rotation species (Sal, Teak etc.) much effort was made for
raising extensive short-rotation fast-growing plantations (mostly Eucalyptus) for meeting
pulp and fuel-wood requirements. Following the recommendations of the National
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Commiulon on Agriculture' (1976). Forest Development Corporations were eJtabliJhed
in mOlt States and Union Territories to operate 'commercial' foreltry in a more
buaine..like manner. Simultaneously. a programme of Social Forestry was aIao launched
to extend the scope of tree plantipg on non-forest lands through people's participation.
Thele latter efforts were intensified in 1985 when the National Wasteland Development
Board wu establilhed.

Cuneot Forestry Pea.peed"
Current forestry peJ'lpective were conditioned by several concern•• each of which has
liven rile to a variety of policies and strategies. The dynamics of their logic haa to be
undentoocl because they have an important bearing on the current programme.
A primary concern that emerged during the decade of the 'Seventies' related to the
PlOIre.1ve denudation of the tree cover both within and outside the forest prnenn Cor
a variety of reasons.
The second and more important reason was diversion of forestlands to non..(orestry
uses, such as extension of agriculture and human settlements, river valley projec....
industrial townships. etc.
Finally, the adverse impact on environment and ecology caused by progrnsive denudation of tree coven was also better articulated about this time.
On the basil of emerging scenario it is possible to iden tiCy certain trends, fint.
intangible environmental and ecological benefits flows. rather than the tangible revenue
oriented commercial aspects of forestry have become more importanL Second. the role
offoreltry in alleviating rural poverty and meeting rural energy and other needs, is now
keenly felt. Thirdly. the potential of private tree planting for fulfilling commercial and
ind\lltrial wood requirements is now better recognized. Fourthly. mere active and
.meaningful popular participation in joindy managing the State forelll or whatever of it
it .dllieft have been recognized and adopted in most of the States u a major input in
ltate Fore.t ManagemenL

With the increasing recognition of importance of forestry in the overall rural deft1ppment process as well as for long-term environmental security u envisaged in the
Nadonal Forest Policy. the range of possible investment areas has considerably expanded.
There are alSC) the traditional areas of production and protection forestry. All such areu
'~d ~ grouped into five major areas of concern to forestry. Th~ are:
1) Primary ecological control which includes soil and moisture conservation. water.hed management. eco-development in fragile areas, conservation of bio-diverlily. wildlife manage~ent. etc.
2) Rural develQpment-related forestry which includes rural Cuel-wood plantation.
social and farm forestry. agro-forestry, agro-putoral foreltry. wood supplies for
vUlage level industries and other downstream activities.
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3) Production forestry which includes capital and technology-intensive production
forestry and plantations for industrial uses.
4) Recreation and tourism, which include development of urban and recreational
forestry, development.of parks and gardens, wildlife sanctuaries, etc.
5) Forestry institutions which includes research, training, education, extension and
human resource development within the forestry sector.
These can further be disaggregated into a number of important sub-sectoral activities
as narrated below:
1) Soil and moisture conservation measure, in fragile areas.
2) Expansion of Social Forestry.
3) Development of production forestry and its management.
4) Rehabilitation of degraded forests through a system of joint management for a
sustainable production system.
5) Wasteland development.
6) Conservation and development of mangrove eca-system.
7) Wildlife management and conservation bio-diversity.
8) Development of urban and recreational forestry, parks.and gardens etc.
9) Strengthening research, education, extension and human resource development.
Environmental Considerations for Development Projects:
Forestry Ie Non-Forestry Projects

The incorporation of environmental protection as a component of administrative,
planning, legislative and executive, wings of National Go~ernments is quite recent. In
many countries, including India, the concept of sound environmental management to
achieve "s~stainable development" is gaining ground. However, due to somewhat rapid
development of the concept the environmental field shows lot of confusion and perplexity. In/most of the countries environmental management is generally attempted through
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and supporting enabling legislation.
In India, even through Pollution Control Laws are in vogue for a long time, necessary
legislation requiring submission of EIA report for every new projects (~.g. industry,
irrigation, power project, mining etc.) were enacted only in 1986. Through EIA, implementation organizations can have reasonable knowledge of environmental impacts of
the projects, before launching. This is based on the expec~ti9n that the socio-economic
benefit of any development project should not be compromis~d by'adverse impacts
particularly those occurring during launching phase and afterw~rds. Experience show
that through proper study and planning such adverse consequence can be eliminated
or at least reduced to an acceptable level or offset through appropriate design innovations. In fact, EIA is being gradually projected as an integral part of the project feasibili~
studies. In the standard project preparation the sequence of planning 'phase is operated
as shown in Table 2.
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Environmental and natural resource planning now require that for every ltage of the
project preparation cycle-there should be corresponding steps related to environmental
analysis. It is important that environmental assessment and project feasibility ltudies are
integrated as a single study.
In this exercise environmental aspects are considered in two steps:
1) Initial Environmental Examination (lEE). This identifies the natur~ and ext~nt
of potential impact of a project.. whether controlled measures would be needed.
In case of indication of significan t potential impacts from the lEE. a more detailed
study - a full-fledged EIA - is launched to confirm the .w~ct significant
impacts to plan necessary control measures. The intention is to restrict environmental analysis only to significant impacts. requiring special attention during
project planning and implementation.
2. Environmental analysis for development project involving foretllands are generally of two broad categories - those involving non-forestry project - and thOle
related to forestry projects,. u (logging. clear-felling, yarding, log hauling saw
milling, etc.)
Melbodolope. Adopted

A large number of methodologies h~ve been developed over the yean. for diffe~nl
types of projects situations, level of expertise. quality of data base and available resource.
In short the major approaches are as follows:
Ad-hoc method: In this method broad areas of possible impacu are suggest~. no
specific parameters are investigated.
Checklist method: It presents a specific list of environmental parametrrJ to ~ in\~5tigated for possible im provemen t.
Matrix method: It allows the identification of cause-cfTect relationship ~tween specific project activities and the environmental characteristics of the project area.
"Fill in the blaub" checldist: It is euentiaUy a checklist based on a questionnai~.
Item by item: In this method all likely impacts are identified and accompanied with a
small description for facility of decision making.
Which particular method would be best suited for environmental analysis of a par~cu
lar project will depend on many factors particularly nature and size of project. time and
resources availability. In general, however, leading international agencies foUow the
checklist methods with satisfactory results and reasonable cost and time r~uircment for
forestry projects. However, for non-forestry project involving forest clearance for Jetting
up of capital and technology intensive complex industrial enterprise. more sophisticated
method are employed.
Dwenton of Forat Land for NOD-foratry PurpoIle8

Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 its subsequent amendment in 1988 and rules mad~
thereunder must be reckoned as a land mark policy instrument, reflecting Go,'ernmenl's
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concern for forest degradation and related environmental problems and a step to put a
check on the misuse and diversion of forest lands for non-forestry purposes. The main
features of the operative part of the act is prohibition of the following actions related ·to
forest land without clearance from the Central Government.
1. Denotification of forest lands.
2. Diversion of forest lands for non-forestry purpose.
3. Leasing out of forest lands.
4. Clearance of natural forest for reforestation and regulation of forestry operations
only under the provision of management plan approved by the Government of
India.
Although forests are under "Concurrent List"_ of Constitution of India, since 1976,
these powers so long vested with the State Governments.
Section 2(ii) of the said Act vests the power with the Central ~ernment. For this
purpose GOi has laid down elaborate procedures and guidelines, before Such, approval
is accorded. The underlying idea is that environment, economic and social impact of
such diversion has to be analysed in great detail and permission is accorded only when
the sanctioning authority is satisfied that the 'purpose for the diversion of forest .land for
any development project will not only bring in adequate tangible and intangible benefits,
theforest loss 'notwithstanding, but will in no way compromise such benefit due to adverse
environmental impacts. There are also provisions for adequate compensation in monetary terms as a trade off. These include:
1. Payment of Compensation for loss of forestry income by. the requisitioning
agency.
2. Making available suitable land for compensatory afforestation to offset loss of
forest cover by the requisitioning agen~y.
3. Payment of compensation for environmental loss due to diversion of forest lands
to be used for conservation purpose like catchment area treatment, etc.
There has been much sterile debate regarding application, enforcement and ultimate
impact of this Act in safeguarding environmental and ecological security for sustainable
development, given that its operation will be restricted to notified recorded forest lands
only which is a mere 23% or odd of the total geographical area of the country.
Nevertheless to the extent these measures assist in arresting thoughtless diversion of
forest lands, its objectives would well be fulfilled. These polemi~s apart, it must be
acknowledged that it is perhaps the first conscious and institutionalized endeavour on
the part of the Government to ad~ress environmental issues whose safety is dependent
on and inter-connected with presence of adequate and well managed forest lands. The
details of Government of India rules, procedures etc: under the provision of the said Act
is attached as Annexures I, II, III and IV.
Economic Aspects of Environmental Assessment

The global awareness about environmental issue, not withstanding, EIA still assumes
a low priority. This is partly due to lack of resources and the present state of the art.
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As regards, cost, time and level of expertise required for EIA fixed fapres could be
predicted, given the large number of site and situation specific iuuea. However, for lOme
developing countries, where reliable data are available, it revealed that for ama1I and
simple agricultural project, the time required varied &om one man-month to u much
u 50' M/M for large 8ftd complex projects. The related costs abo ranges between 0.01%
to 0.48% of the total project COlt.
The details apart, ,it is clear that contrary to popular notion the costs are reuonable
and quite affordable, given the overall benefits generating from such exercilel.
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Annexure 1
(TO BE PUBLISHED IN PART II, SECTION 3, SUB-SECTION (i)
OF THE GAZETTE OF INDIA, EXTRAORDINARy)
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND FORESTS
Dated: New Delhi the 21st May, 1992.
NOTIFICATION
G.S.R. In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (I) of section4 of the Forest
(Conservation) Act, 1980 (69 of 1980), the Central Government hereby makes the
following rules further to amend the Forest (Conservation) Rule.s 1981, namely:1. (1) These rules may be called the Forest (Conservation) Amendment Rules,
1992.
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their publication in the Official
Gazette.
2. (i) In the Forest (Conservation) Rules.U}81 (hereinafter referred to as the said
rule~), for rule 4, the following ru~e shall be substituted, namely:"4

(1) Every State Government or other authority seeking the prior
approval under section 2 shall send its proposal to ,the Central
Government in the from appended to these rules:
Provided that all proposals ~nvo~ving clearing of naturally grown
trees in forest land or portion thereof for the purpose of using it for
reforestation shall be sent iIi the form ofWorking Plan/Management
Plan.
(2) Every proposal referred to in sub-rule (1) stl~ be sent to the
following address, namely:-

Secretary to the Government of India,
Ministry of Environment and Forests,
Paryavaran Bhavan,
Lodi Road,
New Delhi-ll0003.
Provided that all proposals involving forest land upto twenty hectares
and propos~s involving clearing of naturally grown trees in forest
land or portion thereof for the purpose of using it for reforestation
shall be sent to the Chief Conservator 6f Forests/Conservator of
Forests of the concerned Regional Office of the Ministry of Environment and Forests"
(ii) In rule 5 of the said rules, for sub-rule (I) the following sub-rule shall be
substituted, namely:-
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(l)The Central Government shall refer every proposal received by it
under sub-rule (1) of rule 4 to the Committee for ita advice thereon
if the area of the forest land involved is more than twenty hecw-es.
Provided that proposals involving clearing of naturally grown trees
in forelt land or portion thereof the purpose of using it for refor·
estation shall not be referred to the Committee for its advice(iii) For the Annexure appended to the said rules, the foUowing Form shall be
substituted. namely:-

fORM
Form for seeking prior approval under IeCtion 2
of the propotala by the State Govemmenta and other authoritie•. (See rule 4).
1. Project detail.:
(i)

Shon narrative of the propoaal and project/lCheme Cor which the
forelt land is required .••.

(ii) Map IhQWiQg the required foreat mea, boundary of adjoining forest
and item-wiae break-up of the required forelt area for different
purposes (to be authenticated by an officer not below the rank of
Deputy Conservator of Forelt) . _ .
(iii) 'rotal COlt of the project. _.
(iv) Justification for locating the project in the forelt area giving alternatives examined and reuonl for their rejection.

(v)

Financial and social benefits. _.

(vi) Total population benefited ...
(vii) Employment generated ...

2. Location of the projec!/scheme:
(i)

State/Union Territory•.•

(Ii) District.••.

(iii) Foreat Division, Forell Block. Compartment. etc .. _ .
5. ltem-wile break-up of the lOwland required for the projec1/lCheme along with
its existing land use.
4. Details of forest land involved:
(i)

Legal status of the forelt (namely. reserve. protected/uncluaified.
etc.) ...

(ii) Details of flora and fauna existing in the area .••.

(iii) Density of vegetation .••.
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(iv) Species-wise and diameter class-wise abstract of trees ...
(v)

Vulnerability of the forest area to erosion, whether it form a part of
a seriously eroded area or, not ...

(vi) Whether;t forms a part of national park, wildlife sanctuary, ~ature
reserve, biosphere reserve, etc.; and ifso, details of the area involved;
(Specific comments of the ChiefWildlife ~arden to be annexed) ...
(vii) Item-wise break-up of the forest land required for the pr.oject/scheme for different purposes~ ••.
(viii) Rare/endangered species of flora and fauna found in the area...
(ix) Whether it is a habitat for migrating fauna or
ground for them ...

form·~

a :breading

(x) Any other significance of the area relevant to the proposaL ••.
5. Details of displacement of people due to the project:
(i)

Tota~

(ii)

Number of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes familie~ involved in
displacemen t ...

number of families involved in displacement ...

(iii) Detailed rehabilitation plan ...
6. Details of compensatory scheme:
(i)

Details of non-forest are a/ degraded forest area identified for compensatory afforestation, its distance from adjoining forests, number
9f pa~ches, size of each patch ...

(ii) !Map showing non-for.est area/degraded forest area identified for

compensatory afforestation and adjoining forest boundaries ...
(iii) Detailed compensatory affores~tion scheme including species to be
planted, imJ:>lementing agency, time schedule, cost structure, etc ..••.
(iv) Total financial outlays for compensatory afforestation scheme ...
(v)

Certificates from competent authority regarding suitability of area
identified for compensatory afforestation for afforestation and management point of view. (To be signed by an officel not below the rank
of Deputy Conservator of Forests) ...

(vi) Certificates from Chief Secretary regarding non-availability of the
non-forest land for compensatory afforestation (if applicable) ...
7. Details regarding Transmission Lines (only for Transmission Line proposal):
(i)

Total length of the Transmission Lines

(ii) Length passing through forest area ...
(iii) Right of way......

'0'
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(iv) Number of Towen to be erected._.
(v)

Number of Towers to be erected in forelt area .•••.

(vi) Height of transmission towen .••.

8. Details of Irrigation/Hydel Projectl (only for Irrigation/Hyde. ProjeCtl):
(i)

Total catchment area ...

(ii) Total command area .••.
(iii) Full Reservoir Level. __ .

(iv) High Flood Level. -__ .
(v)

Minimum Drawal Level .••.

(vi) Break-up of area falling in catchment area of the project (Forestland,

cultivated land, pasture land, human cultivation and othen) .•_.
(vii) Area of submergence at High Flood Level ...
(viii) Area of submergence at Full Reservoir Level. ..

(ix) Area of submergence 2 metres belm' Full Reservoir Level. ..
(x) Area of submergence at 4 metres below Full Reservoir Level
(For medium and major Projects only) . _.
~xjj)

Detailed catchment area treatment plan ...

(xiii) Total financial outlays and details regarding availability of funds for
Catchment Area Treatment Plan ...
9. Details regarding Road/Rail~ys Lines (only for Road/Railwa)'llinel proposals):
(i)

Length and width of the strip .. required and foreat area required ...

(ii) Total length of the road ...
(iii) Length of the road already constructed ...

(iv) Length of the road already passing through the forat ...
10. Details regarding Mining proposals (only for mining proposals) :
(i)

Total mining lease and forest area required ...

(ii) Period of mining lease proposed ...

(iii) Estimated reserve of each mineral/ore in the forest area and in the
non-forest area ...
(iv) Annual estimated production of mineral/ore ...
(v)

Nature of mining operations(ppe.n cast/underground) ...

(vi) Phased reclamation plan
(vii) Gradient of the area where mininRwould be undertaken .•••.
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(viii) Copy of the Lease Deed (to be attached only for renewal purposes) ...
(ix) Number of labourers to be employed ...
(x) Area of forest land required for (a) Mining, ..
(b) Storing Mineral/ore ...
(c) Dumping of overburden ...
(d) Storing tools and machinery...
(e) Construction of buildings, power stations, workshops, etc ..••.
(f) Township/housing colony......
(g) Construction of road/ropeway/railway lines ......
(h) Full land use plan of forest area required .....
(xi) Reasons why any of the activities referred to in (a) to (h) above under
the project for which forest land has been asked for cannot be under
taken/located outside forest area ......

(xii) The extent of damage likely to be caused and the number of trees
affected 'on account of mining and related activities .....
(xiii) Distance of the !pining area from perennial water courses, national
and state highways, national parks" sanctuaries and biosphere reserves ...
(xiv) Procedure for stocking of the topsoil f~r reuse .••.

(xv) ·Extent of subsidence expected in underground mining ope'rations
and its impact on water, forest and othervegetation .....
11. Cost ~~efit an.s ...
12'. Whether clearance for environmental angle is required (Yes/No) .....
If yes, weather, requisite details for the same have been furnished (Yes/No) .••.
13. Whether any work in violation of the Act has been carried out (Yes/No) .....
If yes;
(i)

Details of the same including date of commencement.....

(ii) Officers responsible for violation of the Act...
(iii) Action taken/being taken against erring officers ...
(iv) Whether work in violation of the Act is still in progress .••.
14. Any other information .....
15. Details of Certificates/documents enclosed .••.
16. Detailed opinion of ~e Chief Conservator of Forests/Head of the Forest Department concerned covering the following aspects, namely:
(i)

Out-turn of timber, fuel-wood find other forest produce from the
forest land involved:
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(ii) whether the district is self-sufficitnt in timber and fuel-wood; and

(iii) the effect of tbe proposal on
(a) Fuel-wood supply to rural population
(b) economy and livelihood of the tribal and backward communitieL

(iv) specific recommendations oCthe Chief Conservator of ForeslJ/Head
of the Forest Department for acceptance or otherwise of the proposal with reasons thereof.
Certified that all other alternatives Cor the purpose have been explored and the
demand for the required area is the minimum demand for forest land.

N.B.l.
N.B.2.

Signature of the authorized officen of
the State Government/Authority.
While furnishing details of flora and fauna, the species should be
described by their scientific names.
If the space provided above is not sufficient to specify any information, please attach separate details/documents.·
(R. Rajamani)
Secretary to the Government of India

(No. S-S/86-FC).
FootDole

The principal rules were notified vide Number G.S.R. 179 dated Ihe 20m July. 1981
and subsequently amended vide:
(1) G.S.R. 14, dated the 28th December, 1987.
(2) G.S.R. 640. (E), dated the 26thJune. 1989.

tJ-tlt.lf M/o E I F/89
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AnnexureH
Category of proposal for which cost - benefit analysis is applicable.

SI.
No.

Nature of proposal

1.

All categories of proposals
involving forest land less than
5 ha. in plains and less than 2 ha.
in hills.

Not applicable

These proposals are to be considered on case by
case basis and value judgement.

2.

Proposals for defence installation
purposes and oil prospecting.
(Prospecting only)

Not applicable

In view of National Priority accorded to these
sectors the proposals would be critically assessed
to help ascertain that the utmost minimum forest
land above is diverted for non-forest use.

3.

Habitation, Establishment of
Industrial units, tourist lodges/
complex and other building
construction.

Not applicable

These activities being detrimental to protection
and conservation of forests as a matter of policy,
such proposals would be rarely entertained.

4.

All other proposals involving
forest land more than 5 ha. in hills
including roads, transmission
lines, minor medium and major
irrigation projects. hydel projects
mining activity, railway lines,
location specific installations like
micro-wave stations auto repeater
centres. T.V. towe~s etc.

Applicable

These are case where a cost-benefit analysis is
necessary to determine whether diverting the
forest land to non-forest use is in the overall
public interest.

5.

Environmental Losses:
(Soil erosion. effect on
hydrological cycle. wildlife
habitat, micro-climate upsetting
of ecological balance.

Though technical judgement would be primarily
applied in determining the losses. as a thumb
rule stocked forest (density 1.0) would be taken
as Rs. 126.74 lakh to accrue over a period of 50
years. The value will reduce with density. for
example if density is 0.4 the value will work out
at Rs. 50.6961akh. So if a project which requires
deforestation of 1 ha. offorest of density 0.4 gives
monetary returns worth over Rs. 50.696 lakh
over a period of 50 years, may be considered to
give a positive cost benefit ratio. The figure of
assumed environment at value win change if
there is an increase in bank rate; the change will
be proportional to percentage increase in the
bank rate.

6.

Suffering to oustee!

The social cost of rehabilitation of an oustee (in
addition to the cost likely to be incurred in
providing reidence, occupation and social
services to him) be worked out as 1.5 times of
what he should have earned in two years had he
been not shifted.

Applicable/

Remarks

Dot applicable
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Table 1
EmIroDmeDtai TreDcIs - South Asian RetdOD
Period

1960 -1980

1980-2000

i) Forest cover

decrease

decrease

ii) Extinction of species

increase

significant increase

iii) flooding Be drought

increase

significant increase

i) Soil erosion

signific:ant increase

sipificant increase

ii) Water logging Be salinity

significant increase

$ignificant increase

significant

significant increase

i) Water pollution

increase

significant increase

ii) Fish yield

decrease

sjgnificant inc.rease

increase

increase

increase

int:re~

significant increase

increase

ii) Rural drinking water

significant increase

increase

iii) Urban sanitation

significant decrease

significant decrease

significant increase

significant i!lcrease

ii) Water pollution

decrease

si{llificant decrease

ii) Solid waste

increase

increase

iv) Noise pollution

increase

increase

C. Ruml tkterioration
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ISlAND ECOSYSTEMS
A.K. DAS*

Introduction

Islands represent fragile, ecologically sensitive and biogeographically significant ecosystems. Most importantly, these are treated as nature's laboratories for demonstrating
the process of organic evolution, adaptive radiation and speciation. In fact, Charles
Darwin developed the primary concept of organic evolution by natural selection largely
based on data derived from the biota of Galapagos islands, located about 1000 km 'west
of South America. He published h;s epoch-making book "On the Origin of Species by
means of Natural Selection" in 1859. Surprisingly, after studying the biota of the other
side of the globe in the Malayan Archipelago another very eminent naturalist, Alfred
Russel Wall~ce, a contemporary worker with Charles Darwin, also wrote a classic book
"Island Life" and put forth identical views on organic evolution as conceived by Darwin,
stressing natural selection as the prime factor. Since then, island biota with its simplicity
and diversity has drawn attention of naturalists, biologists and biogeographers throughout the globe. As a result, considerable information and data are now available on the
subject, revealing clearly· the need and significance of conservation of this fragile and
precious ecosystem. In view ~f the above, the Ministry of Environment and Forests,
Government of India, has notified some environmental procedures and guidelines to
conserve island- ecosystems of India, which will be discussed ( vide Annexure) .
Deflnitions and Classification of Islands

From geographical point of view islands are defined as land masses surrounded by
water barriers. Biogeographical definition of islands is simply an extension of the~r
geographical definition and states that islands are water surrounded pieces of land
. masses where fauna is simplified when compared to that of a continent (Udvardy, 1969).
However, ecological definition of islands is somewhat different. Any patch of habitat
isolated from similar habitats by different inhospitable terrain traversed only with
difficulty by the organisms of the habitat patch may be considered ecologically as an
island (Simberloff, 1974). Besides actual (i.e., geographical and biogeographical) islands, ec~logical island also include ponds, lakes, bogs, dunes, mountain tops, etc., as
well as areas fragmented by human land use. However, in the present context, insular
ecology and biota deals with those of actual islands only.
Wallace (1880) categorised islands biogeographically into two distinct types continental islands and oceanic ones. According to him, continental islands are detached
fragments of continents consisting of complex continental rocks and always inhabited
by terrestrial mammals and amphibians. Oceanic islands on the other hand are originated in the ocean, consisting of volcanic rocks and corals and not inhabited by terrestrial
mammals and amphibians. This distinction may hold good geographically but not so
zoologically since there will be various degrees of mixture of both continental and
• Deputy Director, Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta 700 053.
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oceanic fauna on some islands. In view of this. Darlington (1966) made some arbitrary
classification of islands, which he thought to be useful to undentand the pauern of
distribution of island life, more specially vertebrate animals. He grouped islanda under
three broad categories, namely. Recent Continental Islands (either tropical or nontropical) Fringing Archipelago (all tropical) and other iJlands. and Archiprlago (not
arranged by climate). According to Carlquist (1965). if an island biOla contains phylogenetically primitive forms with poor dispersal ability it may be continental in origin. In
addition to this. continental islands may posselS some subsequent ImmigranlJ and
introduced species by human agency. On the other hand. oceanic islands are u5uall)'
inhabited by immigrants which have reached by long distance dis~rsal (waif biota) . Thu§
continental islands may harbour both harmonic and disharmonic flora and fauna ,,'h('r('
as oceanic islands will possess waif biota.
t

£colopeal and biogeograpbica1lmpol1aDce or 1.I·nd r.....

Irrespective of continental or oceanic nature of insular fauna it is necessary to grl
insight into the following aspects in order to understand their ecological and biogeographical significance.
How the biota have migrated to the islands crossing water barrien of \-ariable
distance, i.I., mode of dispersal.
How those migrating species have become established on th(' island , t., 51ratttto'
of colonisation_
What ecological and evolutionary changes of the established sP~( icos lould 0('( ur
on the island.
Dilpenal of .ai.al.: Dispersal of animals from continent to islanru and fronl on~
island to another presents special problems since oceans are most effective bal ricr. ~{an~'
of the world's prominent islands occur on continental shelf and art" separated fronl
mainland only by shallow seas, Some such islands may bta temporarily connectC'd to
mainland by land bridge during glaciation or during cyclical ri~ and fall of ~;t InTI
enabling dispersal of island animals from nearby mainland source or from oth('r islano,
For example:
British isles to Europe;
Japan to Korea and Siberia;
Sumatra, Java and Borneo to Malaya;
New Guinea and Tasmania to Australia.
However, continued dispersal of animals to both oceanic and contin~nual ishlnd. In ..,'
take. place by several means as follows:
Flying animals such as large birds and hats may reach i!dand~ by m«-~'ns of th~ir
own power of flight.
Light bodied animals, such as, spidf'rs, in~(ts (espe('ially flying in~(t~ land.
smaller birds and bats nlay reach island hy bt!ing carried passively by ,,·ind.
Small insects, spiders and micr()..org~nisms nlay be carrit'd awav lO .t \'rr,' Inn~
distance by occasional storm and galt·,
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Some mammals (such as rats), lizards and some insects (e.g., cockroach, wood..
roach, wood boring insects) may reach islands on 'rafts' and through coun try boats
and ships.
Animals capable of migrating on islands from mainland or from another island
may in their turn carry eggs and r~sting stages of other animals attached to their
bodies.
Resistant eggs of many animals may bt: safely transported to different human
inhabited islands from continent or other islands, being attached with vegetation
and vegetables brought for commercial purpose (e.g., some land molluscs).
Many animals, more particularly tame and pet animals ( e.g. monkeys) and animals
used as food stuffs (such as, pig, deer, etc.) reach even more distant islands being
carried by roaming sailors and other human agency.
Pre-reproductive adults of many species of flying insects may be carried along in
large number by wind currents Uohnson, 1963) during their dispersal flight.
Colonisation: Land animals which succeed in reaching an island may have to face the
inhospitablity" of the beach and other initial hazards before finding a suitable habitat in
which they can survive.
However, once they are able to cross these hazards, their further course of adaptation
and establishment would depend upon number of factors.
<a> Site and topography of the islands: It is likely that larger is the size of the island

greater is the variety of habitats to support more variety of forms of life. Furthermore,
larger islands with more topographic diversity (such as, presence of hills) offer greater
opportunities for colonisation and speciation within islands than do smaller islands.
For colonisation of terrestrial mammals limiting effect of the area.of an island is very
important.
(b> Degree of isolation: Variety of island life depends very much upon the frequency

at which colon ising animals and plants reach the island, whatever may be the diverse
habitat available on that island. In other words, diversity of island biota is strongly affected
by the degree of geographical isolation of the islands. The chances offaunal coloni~ation
are expected to decrease as distance of islands from faunal source (mainland) is
increased. For this reason, number of animal and plant species on Pacific islands become
progressively lesser as their distance from Asian mainland (which is their source)
gradually increases.
(c> Presence of stepping stone islands: Stepping stone islands are expected to be

more important to species whose propagules tend to be dispersed actively or on floating
"rafts" Even minute islands as stepping stone can significantly enhance the biotic
exchange provided th~y can support population of the species in the first place. If
stepping ston~s are large and located near recipient islands then they can increaSe the
flow of coJonising propagules by many times.
(d) Equilibrium between rate of immigration and rate of el(tinction: The number of

species found on' an island largely depends on this factor.
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lmJop:.I aad eYOIudollllrf " " ' p I followlac coIoaladoa
When a lpecies invades an island it has to encounter an environment which is dift'erent

from ill previous one in varying degree. Moreover. it has to face new kinds of predator.
prey and parasites. In this situation and in order to eltabli.h lucceufully in new
environment the colon ising species usually responds either by shifting ita ecological
preference or by undergoing ecological expanlion or contraction.
Cluancter releue and cbaracter displacemeDt: The phenomenon whereby a specie.
broadens its ecological range by way of changing dietary mode. behaviour or morphnlOl)'
is termed 'ecological expansion' or 'character release' For example. three insectivore
species of the genus TmtlgrtJ c«>-exist on the island of Trinidad. But they have reduced
competition amongst them because they haunt for insects on different paIU of vegeladon. One species (T. guttata) searches insects mainly on leaves, other lpecies (T. "'""')
on larger twigs and the third one (T. .maaRtJ) on smaller twigs. Thil IOn of ecological
nJease leads to another phenomenon termed "character dilplacement- whereby
congeneric species on and island develop mutually exclusive ecological range. Once
character displacement between two congeneric species is established they could become
sympatric
lpedadon, ecolopcallhift aad adaptive radiadoa: When colonisin~ ')ropaguiel establish a population on an island or archipelago the population remains isolated from the
~other population for sufficiently long period and may be genetically adapted to local
conditions. At this stage. a second wave of immigrants may arrive the perceive the fanl
isolate as a separate population. Such in~ion and re-invasion may occur nOI only due
to chance colonisation but also due to alternative connection and separation during
cyclical rise and CaU of sea level. Th'us cycles of isolation - invasion-isolation-re-invuion
may promote lpeciation ~mong island fauna. Moreover, limitrd dispenability may lead
to· creation of many small isolated populations on islands. If these populations live under
substantially different environment they may in the coune of time undergo genetic
differentiation and eventually achieve the status of subspecies and tinally species.
Endemic subspecies/races and species are frequent among insular fauna. The more
iIolated islands of the archipelago tend to have greater number of subspecies.
'Adaptive radiation takes place on an island or archipelago where a small number of
migrants meet a broad spread of ecological spectrum. This situation promotes chancter
release. The character release represents ecological shifl. Series of ecological ahif\a
coupled with morphological diversity leads to adaptive radiation. There are several
examples of adaptive radiation among island fauna. such as, Honey cree pen of Hawaiian
uland., Darwin's finches of Galapagos archipelago. the frogs of the Se-ycheUn. the
gekkonid lizards of New Caledonia and ants of Fiji and New Caledonia.
Other evoludonary chan. .: Evolutionary plastic groups such as birds. reptiles, inleCli
and land molluscs often show changes in form. size and colour in insular environmenL
Such changes include gigantism. dwarfism. melanism, etc. There may allO t-~ chan. . in
\Ying size in birds. Flightlessness may evolve in volant groups of animal. on 'aland..
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Why island ecosystems are ecologically sensidve and precious

1. As discussed earlier, islands and archipelagos are living laboratories on e.arth
whef(~ evolution vis-a-vis speciatio,n and adaptive radiation is likely to take place
rapidly in small isolated populations.
2. Islands provide living demonstration of evolution through wonderful examples,
such as, Darwin's finches on Galapagos islands and Honey creepers on Hawaiian
islands.
3. Islands harbour simple, impoverish and' large percentage of endemic biota.
4. Some islands act as stepping stones, facilitating dispersal of biota to other
islands/places. Any environmental stress on such islands will not only reduce/ exterminate biota of those islands but also cause hindrance to the dispersal of biota
to other islands/ places with subsequent effect.
5. Coastal areas of many islands harbour corals/coral reefs and mangroves which
are the reservoirs of very rich biodiversity. '
6. Insular ecosystems are fragile. Hence environmental stress on such ecosystem may
cause irreparable loss to biodiversity. Paine (1966) experimentally demonstrated
that removal of a predator star fish, Piastercaused reduction of number of species
from 15 to 8 in the food subweb at Mukkaw Bay, Washington. This experi~ent
has revealed how chance extinction of one species in a simple island community
may have a severe consequence, leading to the extinction of several other species.
Biodiversity of Andaman and Nicobar islands - An Indian example

The Andaman and Nicobar islands are the summits of a submarine ~ountain range,
lying on the great tectonic suture zone that extends from the eastern Himalayas along
the Burma Border to the Arakan and finally Sumatra and the Lesser Sundas. This
archipelago consists of 352 islands and, comprise main island chains of Andaman and
Nicobars, Ritchie's archipelago and the tWo outlying volcanic'islands - Narcondam and
Barren. The northernmost part of these islands (North Andaman) is isolated from Cape
Negrais in Southern Burma by the North Preparis Channel (255 m depth and 285 km
wide). The southernmost part (Great Nicobar) of this archipelago is also separated from
the Acheen Head of Western Slllnatra by the Great Channel (1600 m depth and 189 km
wide). Besides, there are two other deep channels, namely, the Ten Degree Channel with
900 m depth and the Sombero channel with 250-275 m depth which isolate the Andamans
from the Nicobars and the middle Nicobars from the Great :Nicobar respectively. Since
it is now universally accepted that Pleistocene sea level lowering never exceeded 160 m
(Gascoyne el.al. 1979) it is quite evident that a permanent water barrier isolated these
island chains from any adjacent mainland as well as some segments of this chain long
back (some 100 million years ago, during the upper Mesozoic).
These islands possess undulating topography with mountains of variable heights and
rich tropical rain forests, forming the terrestrial ecosystem. Moreover, mountainous parts
of the southern islands get around 300 cm rain fall annually. In insular environment this
type of vegetation wit~ undulating topography and abundant rainfall offers a wide gamut
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of ~cological habitats from the coast to the mountain top. ideal for 5upporti~g rich and
diversified terrestrial fauna migrating from mainland source or Crom other islands
(Hamilton, 1964). Further. such habitats in the islands are very much suitabl~ for th~ir
subsequent establishment and evolution.
This archipelago also supports richest coral formations in· i'-' mari,:,e ~cmystem and
luxurious mangrove-fringed coasts at the interphase between th~ t~r~stria1 and marine
ecosystems. It is well known that coral ecosystem itself is on~ of the richest (",oS)'Ikml
sustaining a innumerable variety of life forms like crabs. molluscs. echinoderms. f1lhe~. ~(C.
Over and above, mangrQve ecosystem is an important resenoir and feeding. brct:ding and
nursery grounds of a large number of animals species. both terrestrial and aqualk. It is,
therefore, quite inevitable that this archipelago would harbour a rich faunal biodi\·crsil)'.
SO far 6,525 species and subspeci.es of animals (2.366 terrestrial and 3.757 marin(")
representing major faunal groups have been reported from these islands (Table I. on
following 'page) .
It needs mention here that many areas in the~ islands still r~main eith~r unexplo~d
or .under explored. Consequently our knowledge on animal species di\·~nil)'. more
particularly terrestrial invertebrates and, beach inhabiting and coral r~~f inhabiting
animals is far from complete. In view of this and considering habitat divenit)' as diJC~d
earlier it can safely be inferred that much more animal speci~s would be available in this
archipelago when planned island-wise and ecosystem-wise survey is complete and fauna
thus collected is studied.
The table clearly reveals that faunal endemism is significantly high in this archj~lago
in terrestrial animals. Amongst mammals, the Crai>-cating Macaqur. Wild pig. Palm <:i\'t"t
and all the Spiny Shrews (CrocidUTtJ) and the Tree Shrews (Tupaia) which (:ould rrach
these islands have become endemic. Even considerable num~r of specitts/subspecit'i
of bats (11 out of26) and rats (11 out of 14) \\'hich possess high degree of dis~naJ abi.lil}'
have also achieved endemic status.
Birds of these islands are interesting not only due to their high percentage, of
endemism but also for their restricted distribution within the island chains. Tht' Narrondam Horn bill which is found only in Narcondam island is th~ typical example. Some
endemic subspecies of birds are found to occur on one particular island or on few
adjacent islands. For example, three endemic subspecies ofWhite-h~aded Myna. Damely.
the Andaman White-heade~ Myna (Stumw trylhrof1Jgiw an4tJ",annasi.l). the N icobar
White-headed Myna (S. trythrof1Jgius nythropygiw) and the Katchal White-hcadt'd Myna
(S. erythrofrJgiw luJlchalnuis) occur in these islands. Among Lilt'5e, th~ fint on(' occun in
several adjacent An dam an islands wh ile the second and the last ont'5 ar~ r~strictrd 10 (-:ar
Nicobar and Katchal islands respectively. Therefore. any severe threat to tht'ir habi~t in
Car Nicobar and Katchal islands will lead to exterminate two subspecies of this Myna for
good.
There are several such examples of birds in these islands, of which distribution of
Megapode, Mtgapodiw.frrJcinet is very noteworthy. This unique bird is repr(!sent~ with
two subspecies in this archipelago. One subspecies. the North Nicobar Megapoda (M .
.frrJcinet nicobatiensis) is restricted to Nicobar group of islands lying north of Sombero
Channel (except Chowra and C~r Nicobar). Th~ second one, the South Nicobar
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Megapoda (M. freycinet abbott,) is endemic in the Little and the Great Nicobar islands.
Such significance can also be attached with many reptiles and invertebrates of these
islands which need' elaborate analysis.
Table 1
Biodiversity and fauna endemism of Andaman and Nic:obar islands

ADimal group

No. of species/
S
es

No. of endemics

Endemic %

L

TerresIriDl foUIUJ

52

32

61.6

246

99

40.2

Reptilia

76

24

31.6

Amphibia

18

3

16.7

Mollusca

110

77

70.0'

Arachnida

94

38

40.4

Hemiptera

146

22

15.0

Diptera

214

24

11.2

Coleoptera

878

92

10.5

Lepidoptera

426

52

12.2

lsoptera

40

19

47.5

Odonata

36

4

11.1

Annelida

30

9

30.0

2366

495

Mammalia
Aves

Total
MtJrirw/auu

Mammalia
Reptili~

3
12

Pisces

820

2

0.2

Echinodermata

336

4

1.2

Mollusca

932

18

1.9

Crustacea

586

6

1.0

Polychaeta

184

4

2.2

Anthozoa

326

2

0.6

Porifera

72
486

102

21.0

3757

138

~eiofauna

Total
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The terrestrial fauna of the Bay islands also display several evolutionary changeilUch
as dwarfism, gigantism, etc. For example, Serpent Eagles of these islands, belonging to
the genus Spilomis display dwarfism where as Green Imperial Pigeon, DucultJ tIIfIItJ and
Red-cheeked Parakeet, Psittacula longiCl.luda show gigantism on these islands.
Further to mentiorl that these islands are the only place on the globe wh~re two speciel
of Serpent Eagles of the genus Spilomis exist sympatrically. Although these eaglel are
l)'I1lpatriC still they are reported to be ecologically separated. In the Andamans sympalric
species S. CMela davison; occupies mangrove fringed creeks while S. '/gin; is found more
inland. On the Great Nicobar island S. Irloui inhabits closed type of tropical forell while
S. chllla malaymsis occupies forest clearings near the coast.
It has been discussed earlier that coral reef ecosystem of this archipelago is very
pre~ioul as biological resource. Coral reefs are-important not only commercially but also
ecol~ica11y since they act as a buffer against the impact of heavy wave action on the
shore, protect the beaches from soil erosion and thus checlc.lou ofUuoral vegeaation.ln
the past coral reefs played a great role in the formation of many islands of this island
chain. Now also they might be playing the same role slowly and s~adily.
Tbreall
The biodiversity of these islands is threatened mainly due to habitat destruction/a).
teradon, population influx and indiscriminate exploitation of biological relOurcel.
Pollution, although much less in these islands compared to mainland. hal also a role to
play in this regard in some islands. Oil spills which were observed on Nicobar waten in
recent time may pose a severe threat to marine biological resourcel. if such incident is
not checked for future, particularly during the movement of oil tanlc.en in this region.
Habitat alteration is caused mainly by agriculture and ill auociated activities. logging
operation and plantation of some exotic plants (e.g., rubber plantation and red oil palm
plantation). The impact of these activities is mainly on the foresl ecosystrm. FO~1
coverage which was initially about 86 per cent of the land area has reduced considerably
due to clearing of forests for human settlement, developmental activities. road conltruction and agriculture. An area of 48,000 ha foreat area haa been cleared for agriculture.
plantation and horticulture (Saldanha, 1988). It has been eltimated that the area of
intact natural forest cover of Andamans has been reduced to half during the last 100
years as a result of which 20 per cent of the species are threatened to extinction (Rodgen
and Panwar, 1988).
The widespread cutting of mangroves in these islands in recent yean for the pUrpoie of
fuel, fodder. and other domestic or industrial needs poses a considerable threat to animal
communities of this ecosystem. The annual wood requirement of 54 woocI-bued indUJUies
in these islands was estimated to be around 1,89,200 cu. m (Saldanha. 1988). Since 1M
beginning of this century quality wood of these islands has not only been lavishly exploilrd
for local consumption but also exported to mainland India in sufficient quantity.
Sand quarrying on nesting beaches. poaching of eggs and pollution have greatly
endangered sea turtles like Green Sea Turtle (CMlonitJ "')Ida.r). Hawubill (E~
i",meata) and Olive Ridley (Ltpidoclulys olival.).
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The rare and unique bird, Megapode.(Megapodiusfreycinet) is also severely threatened.
A census report of the Nic~bar Megapode (M. freycinet abbottt) submitted by ZSI Scientists
in 1988 reveals that this bird is thriving only in Great Nicobar island (the population
estimated at around 357-400 pairs). During their visit these scientist could not locate any
mound in Camorta, Katchal and Kondal islands which are reported home range of this
bird.
The population influx and increased tourism in these islands are responsible for
indiscriminate destruction of marine biological resources. Corals are extensively col.Jected for presentation, decoration, fancy sale and educational study. In some islands
1arge quantity of living corals were used for the construction of roads. The construction
of jetties, wharves, harbours and dredging activities deposit large quantity of silt which
destroy the ecologically sensitive corals in those areas. One NGO organisation, Society
for Andaman and Nicobar Ecology (SANE) reported in 1987 that Military Engineering
Service (MES) had been extracting thousands of cubic "metres of coral off Kamorta
islands, near Naval Helipad at INS Kardip, for use in construction of shore protection
pillars (Kothari, 1989).
A considerable quantity of corals, molluscs and echinoderms are collected for trading
purposes as well as during the educational tours by the College and University students'
coming from the Mainland. The collection is indiscriminate and no closed season is
observed.
.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROCEDURES AND GUlDIlJNIS O'
GOVT. OF INDIA, MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT Je fORESTS CONCERNING
ISlAND ECOSYSTEMS OF INDIA
Emiromneatal Clearance
Government of India (Ministry of Environment & Foresu) notifies c~rt.ain ar~as as
ecologically sensitive/fragile areas from time to time. All dev~lopm~ntal proj~ctJ which
are to be located in these notified area need to obtain ~nvironmental clt'aranct' from
Central Government irrespective of whether they are listed under Sch~dulc- lof thr t:1:\
notification or noto Some of the identified ecologically aensitivr/fragilc areas nOlifird
under the Environment (Protection) Act. 19ft6 so far include:
Identified coastal areas as per Coastal ~cgulation Zone (CRZ) Notifications.
Forest, Wildlife Sanctuaries. National Parks, Wetlands, MangrO\'e5, Biosphc-rcReserve, Hill and Mountain areas, etc.
CooaervadOD Of Natural Resources

Some Important Guideline. Laid Down Ia Forata (CoDlerYation) Act And
For DiveniOD Of Forat Land For NOD-foreal Purposes

RuI~

These guidelines ensure that ecological considerations are in no \It"elY und("rJllin("d
while examining investment proposals. The guid~lin~~ spec if)' «("rtAlin criteria for the
siting of an industry, which state that no project should be in the \icinit)' of:
National Parks. Wildlife Sanctuaries and Core ar~as of Bio5pher~ R('ser\'(".
Scenic landscapes, areas of geomorphological significance. uniqu~ ilnd r("pu-·
sentative biomes and ecosystems, heritage sites/ structur~s and areas uf cultural
heritage and importance.
Fragile ecosystems such as mountains, are;u rich in coral forn13tions as "'("11 iU
marine, coastal, desert. wetlands, riverine and island t'co~'!lems.
Area rich in biological diversity. gene-pool and otht'r nalural r('~o\lr('(·~.
COnservadOD

or Coastal Areu

Under the EPA. 1986, the Government of India has declared the (oaslal ~lI("h.. tlt·!t of
seas, bays. estuaries. creeks, rivers and backwaters which arc influl-n<:cd hy tidal .,clion III
the landward side up to 500 m from High Tide Lin(' (I~TL) and the land bl-lwccn th("
Low Tide Line (LTL) and HTL as the Coastal Regulation Zont- (:RZ).
Certain activities are prohibited in the CRZ. ~u('h .'s:
Setting up of new industries or expansion of t'xisting industri(,,\ ("xrrpt tho~
directly related.to water front or directly n~('ding fort'5h()rt~ fa(iliti(·~.
Manufacturing, handling, storage or disposal of hazardous ~uh5tan{-("s.
Setting up and expansion of uniu/mechanisrlls for dispo~,l of wast(" and (ot I1U(Onl.
etc.
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Coastal Areas Cassification And Development Regulation

For regulating development activities, the coastal stretches within 500 m of HTL on
the landward side are classified in to four categories as: Category I (CRZ - I); Categqry
II (CRZ - II); Category III (CRZ - III); Category N (CR:Z -IV).
Coastal stretches in the Andaman Be Nicobar, Lakshadweep and small islands except
those designated as CRZ - I, CRZ - II or CRZ - III are included in CRZ - N.
Ca~gory -IV (CRZ -IV): The development or construction activities in this area shall
be regulated by the concerned authorities at the State/Union Territory level in accordance with the following norms:
AndamaD Ie Nicobar islands:

(i) No new construction of buildings shall be permitted within 200'm from HTL
(ii) The buildings between 200 and 500 m from the HTL shall not have more than
two floors (ground floor and 1st floor), the total covered area of all floors shall
not be more than 50 per cent of the plot size and the total height of construction
shall not exceed 9 m.
(iii) The design and construction of buildings shall be consistent with the surrounding landscape and local architectural 'style.
(iv) Gorals and sand from the beaches and coastal waters shall not be used for
construction and other purposes.
(v) Dredging and underwater blasting in and around coral formations sh~ll not be
permitted; and
(vi) In some of t:Qe islands coastal stretches may also be classified into Categories CRZ
- I or CRZ - II or CRZ - III, with the prior approval of Ministry of Environment
Be Forests and for such designated stretches, the appropriate regulations given
for respective categories shall apply.
Lakshadweep and small islands

(i) For permitting construction of building the distance from the HTL shall be
decided depending on the size of the islands. This shall be laid down for each
island, in consultation with the experts and with the approval of the Ministry of
Environment Be Forests~ keeping in view the land use requirements for specific
purposes vis-a-vis local conditions including hydrological aspects, erosion and
ecological sensiti"ty.
(ii) Other regulations are same as those mentioned under item (ii) to (vi) of the A
Be N islands.
CRZ - I to m: These are also briefed as follows for general information:
Category - I (CRZ - I):
(i) Areas that are e~ologically sensitive and important, such as national parks/
marine parks, sanctuaries, reserve forests, wildlife habitats, mangroves, coral/
coral reefs, areas close to breeding and spawning grounds of fish and Qther
marine life, areas of outstanding natural beauty/ historical/ heritage areas, areas
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rich in genetic divenity, areas likely to be inundated due to rile in sea level
consequent upon global warming and such other areas u may be declared by
the Central Government or the concerned authorities at the State Union Territory level from time to time.
(ii) Area between Low Tide Line and Hide Tide Line.
Category - D (CRZ - D): The areas that have already been developed up to or dOle 10
the shore line. For this purpose, "developed area· is referred to as that area within
municipal limits or in other legally designated urban areas which is already substantially
built up and. which has been provided with drainage and approach roads and other
infrastructural facilities, such as water supply and sewerage mains.
Category - m (CRZ - m): Areas that are relatively undisturbed and thOle which do
not belong to either Category I or II. These will include Coastal Zone in the rural areas
(developed and underdeveloped) and also areas within municipallimill or other Ieg-.dly
designated urban areas which are not substantially build up.

'3-flt~ 'M/o
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N.V. SUBBA RAO·
Introduction
'The first living creature heard its lullaby in the tossing waves while sWinging in the
cradle pf sea. Over the years this simple form of life evolved and diversified into myriad
forms which established intricate relationships with each other .nd ~th the environment
around. Life originated in the sea about 3,000 million years ago and by about 350 to 400
million years ago it invaded land. Oceans have certain characteristics which permitted
the occurrence of life-developing phenomenon and proliferation into many forms. The
interaction oc"land, sea water and freshwater has led to diversity in ecosystems along the'
coast. The living organisms have exploited these ecosystems and in the ·process have
added to their genetic and species diversity. The an~estry of all living creatures can be
traced back to marine environment, and this watery world covers 71 per cent of the
earth's surface. The body of the latest species that arrived on the scene, that is man, is
composed of about 71 per cent water and the blood that circulates in it is a solution
somewhat similar to sea water.
It is estimated that of the total earth's surface 65 per cent constitute open ocean, 8
per cent coastal zone and 27 per cent uplands. Approximately 51 percent of the total
ocean area has over 3000 meter depth. It is well known that the narrow coastal zone is
an area of high biological diversity. Till recently deep sea, which constitute a major part
of oceans, was considered to be biologically insignificant. But the discovery in 1967 of
high species diversity communities living in the bottom of deep sea has enhanced the
importance of marine environment as a repository of rich biological. diversity (Groombridge, 1992).
The Extent Of Marine Ecosystems
The se~. aro~d India: The Indian Ocean with its waters stretching over 75 million sq.
~~m. 'arid having an average depth of 4 km., ranks third after the Pacific and Atlantic
OC~~&"".~U!1Ylllike thes!! two oceans, it has thickly populated land masses on three sid~s.

It hasft\Vo aritri, extendiD.g:northwards, which form boundaries for India on its west and
east"c~asts, respectively. The Arabian Sea (latitudes OQ and 25 QN, longitudes 50Qand 80 G
·E) whose waves strike the.west coast of India occupies an area of 6.225 x 106 km 2• The
Bay o~ . ~engal '~titud.r, OQ and 23 QN, lo?gitudes BOQ ~nd lOOQ E) occupi~s an area ~f
abpu\· 4'~"K4~~ ktn Oones and Banerjee 1973; Qaslm, 1977). The IndIan Ocean 15
often categorized into western, central and eastern parts. The bottom topography of the
J"dian Ocean is distinguished by the presence of two ridges, namely Carlsberg ridge in
the ,vestern part, and East Indian Ocean Ridge or Ninety Degree E~st Ridge in the easterIl
part. -:~he total area of the seas bordering India, namely, Arabian, Laccadive, Bay of Bengal
and Ano.~man Sea together form only 3 per cent of .the total ocean area ,of the globe. In
comparisoll India has 2.4 per cent of earth's land mass. /
• Joint Director (Rtd.), Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta 700053.
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The Bay of Bengal together with the Andaman Sea has some physical. chemical and
biological properties which differ from those of the Arabian ~a. The Andaman Sea
occupies an area of 602 x 105 sq. krn. and has a volume of6.6xl0.51 c u.m. \\'ilh maximum
and average depths of 4,360m and l,096m respectively (Anon. 1981). The continental
slope on the eastern side of the Andaman islands is steeper than on the western .idtwhere it is irregular. The environmental parameters in the Arabian Sea and Bay of IXngal
are ve(y much influenced by river discharges and hence the difference between thr two
in certain characteristics.
India has a long coast line, of about 7.916 km. stretching along ten states and two
archipelagos (Table 1). The coast is indented by a number of riven. which form estuaries
at their confluence with the sea. The complex coastal ecosystems comprise of estuaries,
lagoons. mangroves, backwaters. salt marshes, mud flats, rocky shores and sandy stretches.
Besides, there are three gulfs. one on the east coast. Gulf of ~tannar. and two on the
west coast, Gulf of Kachchh and Gulf of Kambath. The two island ecusystenls. namely
Laklhadweep and Andaman Be Nicobar Islands add to the ecosystem di\'r'"il~' in India.
Gulf of Mannar, Gulf of Kachchh and the two islands ecosystems ha\'c rich cor.1I reefs
harbouring valuable marine biodiversity.
Table 1
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The extension of land into the sea is continental shelf and it has variable width along
the Indian coasts. The continental shelf area is the sea bed and submarine area extending
from coast up to 200m. depth. The shelf has an average width of 32 km. along Andhra
co~st, but it is wider, being 175 kIn., off Maharashtra coast (Table 1). The total shelf area
which is divisible into in-shore (up to 50 m depth) 'and off-shore regions (between 50m
and 200m depth) occupies an area of about 4,14,868 sq. km. (including the islands). The
total shelf area of India represents about 0.55 per cent of the surface area of the Indian
oceap. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is an area beyond and adjacent to territorial
waters with a limit of 200 nautical miles from the base line. The Indian EEZ has 1.. 8
millions sq. km. area (majority of literature records mention 2 million sq. km. of EEZ)
and represents about 2.7 per cent of the Indian ocean. In India-the EEZ on the West coat
(including Lakshadweep) constitutes maximum (42.5 per cent) followed by And~man
and Nicobar Islands (29.7 per cent) and east coast (27.8 per cent).
The slope of the continental shelf influences the movement of water and the geological structure of the adjacent land mass. The interaction between land and sea involves
mechanical, physical and chemical processes, which produce characteristic shapes of
coast line. The physical feature of the land. bordering the sea, influence of wind and water
currents, salinity variations, light intensity, temperature fluctuations and a number of
other related, environmental factors, individually and cumulatively influence marine
productivity and thereby biodiversity. The marine environment bordering the Indian
landmass is characterized by ecosystem diversity, which offer idea,l habi tats and ecological
niches for a flourishing biodiversity. Biological richness of coastal ecosystems in the
tropical Indo-Pacific region, has been stressed by many authors and India is not exception
to this. Among the 40 coun tries bordering Indian Ocean, India holds a special position.
The marine environment encompasses coastal ecosystems/wetlands, littoral seas and
open ocean. Each one of these has special physical, chemical and hydrographical
characteristics and biodiversity shared among all, and some specific to a particular
ecosystem only.
Shore-types of India: Indi'a has different types of shores. The environmental factors
operating in a particular area are determined by the type of shore. It determines the
composition and distribution of biological diversity. There are four basic types of shores
along Indian coast (Krishna Murthy & Subba Ramaiah, .1974): i) sandy shores, ii) ro~ky
shores, iii) coral formations and iv) estuarine regions.
More than half of the Indian coast line is sandy. A major part of the east coast of India
is sandy. The sandy coast may be wholly sandy or may be interspersed with rocks. The
grain size, beach profile and moisture content of sandy coasts determine the vertical and
horizontal distribution of biodiversity in the inter-tidal interstitial zone. The rocky shores
~'1lay be formed out of igneous or sedimentary or metamorphic rocks depending on the
re~ion. The rocky shores may consist of silt covered rocky flats, steep rocky formations,
or ove -hanging cliffs. The west coast of India is predominantly rocky, siIt-covered rocky
flats OCCl, r especially on the Gujarat coast near the Gulf of Kambath and Gulf of Kachchh.
Another co~nmon type of rocky shore is limestone rocks covered with a thick sand deposit
and with well-t.' ~fined shallow tide pools. From Bombay down to Kanya Kumari there are·
steep rocky shores. often with overhanging cliffs formed of green to black basalt. These
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rocky ahores on the west coast are interrupted by sandy area, riven, creeb and
bidwalen. The~ are small stretches of rocky formadoDs along COUll of Tamil Nadu
ad Andhn Pradesh.

Coral reef.hores occur around Andaman and Nicobar islands. Labhadweep, oft"Palk
BaYt Gulf of Minnar and Gulf of Kachchh. Corals were also reported ofT central welt

cout near Ratnagiri and Malwan cout, Gaveshani Bank of Mangalore. Estuarine Ihorel
.. more on the east coast than on the west coast.

.,be

c....a ""de". - Backwaten. _taut. qdllpoal:

Coastal wetland. of India
recognized into estuaries, mangroves, coutallagoona, pools or sall manhel iDeo
wlJlc:hse. water occuionally enters. Besides these natural ecosystem. man 'I activities have
added a number of brackish water farms into which, sea water is regulated. In all thete
thete il a mixi{lg of saline and fresh-water. In all. the saline or saltwaler is received from
the Ie. but the source of the fresh-water may differ depending on the concerned w~tIand.
It .. pnerally added from rainfall. ·cana" and riven.
A .able stretch of the Indian coalts are occupied by estuaries. Th~1"fI arr 14 major.
·44 medium and 166 ~inor river systems in India. The catchment area of all the, ri~n
.taIa about 5.12 x 10 km 2 (i.e. 95% of the land area measuring 5.276 x 106 km ). The
annual freshwater discharges of all these rivers put together is about 1645 kin', of this
7&'1 ftowa into Bay of Bengal. The 14 major riven account for 85% of the total catchment
area and 85% of the annual run off into seas around India (Qaaim • Sen Gupta. 1984) .
. . . . of the estuaries are small and have a poor flow during summer months 10 that a
....d bar forms aero.s the mouth blindly ending the estuary. The estuaries IUPpo" vasl
II'IdII of mangrove vegetation which add substantially to the organic production. A
aUIDber of small "stuarinemay have no mangrove vegetation. Ecology of estuary is greatly
IItIUenced by the presence of mangrove•.
There are typical estuaries on the eut cout formed by the Ganp-Brahmapulra.
Mahanadi, Brahmani, Subarnarekha. Godavari, Krishna. Pennar, Cauvery. Vellar etc. On
the west coast typical estuaries environment is formed by the riven Narmada. Tapti,
labarmad, Mahi. the Zuari-Mandovi. Netravathi, Korapuzha. etc. There ana IpKialilrd
eltUariel or lagoons such as Chilb lake and Pulicat lak~ on the east COUl. Kayankul~nl.
the Vembanad lake. Ashtamudi, and Cochin backwatrn on the well Coalt. Ther~ arf'
lOIIle 41 "stuaries in a small state like Kerala. About 30 of these are coastallakel or lagoonl
which are locally known as 'Kayals'
There are regional differences i" the e.tuaries on the east and west coalt of India. In
apite of great annual precipitation in the Arabian Sea. its salinity il higher than in th~
lay of Bengal, because of high rate of evaporation in the welt coast riven. On the ~ast
COlI' rivers flowing into the Bay ,of Bengal cause reduction in the salinity from averag~
101, to 18% (Krishnamurthy. 1985).
There are several estimates regarding the total area under estuaries and ~kwat~ra.
The total estuaries and backwater area of India was calculated to be SO,OOO km or ahoul
196 of the total catchment area (Quim Be Sen GuPta, 1984). The IUrYe)'l by M.rin~
Jrodw:tI Export Development Authority have concluded that the toW brackilh watrr
"'~.1n India is over 1.5 million hectare. and the table shows approximately 2 million
... (e)
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hectares. West Bengal has a maximum area with 4,00,000 ba, of which 33,210 ha of
brackish water are under traditional method of culture at present. Another 47, 000 ha
are expected to be added during 8th.Plan under semi-intensive culture .method (Sengupta, 1994). Gujarat has vast tracks of tidal mud flats spread over about 3,70,000 hat
Although Kerala has a small coast line it has about, 2,00,000 ha of brackish wate.r. A total
of 93,000 ha of brackish water is available in the states of Maharashtra (80,000 ha),
Karnataka (8000 ha) and Goa (5,000 ha). The state of Andhra Pradesh, which is leadil)g
in aquaculture has 172 brackish water bodies, which have a total water spread of 63, 962
ha. Brackish water area in Oriss~ was 50,000 hal and of this 31,600 ha was found suitable
for prawn farming (Sakthivel, 1988). The total area under estuaries and backwaters in
India is about 37,450 km 2 as given by Dwivedi (1973) and presented in the folloWing
table.
Table 2
State-wise data of estuaries and backwaten
(in lac hectares)

Backwaters

Estuaries

Andhra Pradesh

2.5

4.0

Goa

0.19

-

Gujarat-

4.6

5.0

Kerala

2.5

0.5

Karnataka

1.0

0.5

Maharashtra

0.81

-

Orissa

0.1

8.75

Tamil Nadu

1.0

0.5

West Bengal

5.0

5.0

18.70

19.25

State

Total

A Directory of Asian Wetlands (IUeN, 1989) gives the estimates for mangroves (0.4
million ha, estuaries 3.9 million ha and backwaters of.3.5 million hal Jhingran (1991)
estimated about 3 million ha of open estuaries, brackish and backwater areas..
(b) Coastal Wetlands - Mangroves: Indo-Pacific region has the largest expanse of

mangrove forests. Mangroves in fact form a part of the total estuarine ecosystem but
because of its unique nature it deserves a separate treatment. India has over 4260 sq. km
of mangrove ,vegetation, which is the fourth largest after Indonesia, Australia and
Malaysia. Mangroves playa significant role in the sustenance of coastal fisheries of tropics.
These serve as feeding, breeding and nursery grounds for fishes, crustaceans and
molluscs. These are natural buffer zones between land and sea. They receive inorganic
materials from the land and in turn produce organic materials, not only directly in the'
form of green vegetation but also indirectly as feed for· ·marine organisms.
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In India IUlh mangrove vegetation grOWl in the Gangedc delta in the Sunderbanl.
Mahanadl, BhltarkaniJul, Godavari. Kri~hna and Cauvery on the eat coat, and in
Vembanad lake (Kerala), in Sharavati river mouths and river Coondapur (Kamataka).
alonl Goa coalt in Zuari-Mandovi eltuary. Ratnagiri cout (Maharuhtra) and in Gulf of
Kachchh (Gujarat) on the west cout. Andaman and Nicobar Islands, e.pecially the
former harbour a rich mangrove vegetation. and ia next to Sunderbans in the area. A
NadonaiCommittee on Wedands. Mangroves. Coral ReeD constituted by the Miniltry or
Environment, ForestJ Be Wildlife baa identified 15 mangroves u important CODlenation
. . . . There are several estimates ~f the extent of mangrove Corelll in India. The fipreI
vary from 8,565 1un2 to 6,000 kID According to the aatelUte imagery (1987") inter.preted by Forest Survey of India, mangrove (orelt in India is spread over an area of 4.256
sq•. km., about 0.15 per cent of India', geographical area. The ltate-wile eadmata of
lUft,foVel are prelented in the (ollowing table:
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Besides mangroves, there are important coastal wetlands, namely ChUb Lake
(Otis,.), Pulicat Lake, Point Calimere (Tamil Nadu) and Rann of Kachchh (Gujarat).
TaxoDomic Compoaid~D of BloJopcai Dhenlay

Coutal .tIandI: Among coastal wetlands estuaries, mangroves. and coucal ...oons.
are biodiverlity-rich areas, where as the other brackilh habitats have only a few apecialiud
·.~.eiel. But backwaten support an important econolnic activity of aquaculture.
- Some of the Indian 'estuaries were sampled for thf!ir hyrlrological ~atu~l, productivltv
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rates and fishery F! . A.ntial. Systematic sampling for biodiversity components was carried
out in only a few large estuaries on the east coast. More intensively studied estuaries on
the east coast are Hooghly-Matlah, Rushikulya, Godavari and Vellar, where as on the west
coast Zuari-Mandovi estuary, received considerable attention. Fishery data is available
for estuaries of Karnataka. However, precise figures are not available for a number of
major faunal groups and for ~onomically less known groups and microscopic forms.
The incomplete inventories of described/recorded species from a few estuaries may
provide ~ poor basis for assessing the total estuarine biodiversity.
Estuarine ecosystem is a unique one formed by an interaction of sea, freshwater and
land. It has a dynamic environment with fluctuating salinity and temperature regimes,
alternating exposure and immersion by tides. Substrate type, wave size, currents etc. are
other important environmental factors. Biotic components. like food-supply, prey-predatory relationship are other con tributing factors to estuarine biodiversity, which constitute
essentially marine or freshwater species and a few characteristic species. These ~e a few
permanent resident species of the coastal wetlands. Composition of estuarine fauna
depends more on its physical characteristics than on its geographical position. The most
important physical parameters appear to be depth,
permanence of the ~outh,
salinity regime, turbidity and nature of bottom sediments. The paucity of estuarine fauna
is attributed to the unpredictable and unstable nature of environment, fluctuating
salinity and low level of available spatial diversity. Tropical estuaries are however, known
for their faunal diversity. In spite of the rigorous and dynamic nature of environment
there are taxa, which have successfully colonized the coastal wetlands in India. One of
the favourable factor is the abundant food supply. In tropics organisms have developed
increased osmoregulatory capabilities to cope up with the salinity changes. Although the
overlying waters experience very much fluctuation in salinity, the bottom sediments have
less salinity fluction. The mud dwellers at the bottom carryon 'the business as usual' It
is perhaps due to this that estuarine benthic communities have permanept residents
among them, while the pelagic communities include mostly migratory forms. Based on
their salinity tolerance estuarine species are distinguished into five categories, namely
oligohaline, true estuarine, euryhaline marine, stenohaline marine and migrants. The
last category includes pelagic crustaceans, fishes and other vertebrates.
It is generally commented that there is a reduction in the species number in estuaries
compared to adjacent seas and in-flowing river system. But as far as Indian estuaries are
concerned the statement is partly true. There are lesser number of species than in the
adj~cent seas, but the ll:pper riverine ecosystem does not harbour as many species as in
its estuary. It has been observed that as the distance increases from the sea the number
of species decrease. Salinity becomes an important regulating factor.
Out of the 32 animal phyla, 15 ¥e represented by their taxa in estuary. They may
constitute either migratory or residen t species. The former include pelagic crustaceans, coelenterates (medusae), Cephalopod molluscs, fishes, reptiles, birds and mammals. Amphibians are generally absent in estuaries. The benthic macro fauna comprise
resident species of polychaetes, molluscs, echiuras, sipunculas, and mud-burrowing fishes.
Among invertebrates, sponges, phoronids and echinoderms generally do not prefer
estuarine ecosystem. In India estuaries species diversity seems to be maximum in Molluscs.
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About 245 specie. belonging to 76 genera under 54 families were catalogued. Another
important taxa, polychaeta are represented by a total ~f about 167 species belonging to
97 genera under S8 families. Maximum species divenity has been observed in the
Hoogbly-Madah estuary (Subba Rao,I995).
Micro-organisms· and meiofauna of Indian estuaries are not properly inveatipted.
Eltuarine mud may contain a rich variety of bacteria, flageUates, ciliata, nematodes,
oltracod., harpacticoid copepoda, rotifen, gaslrotrichs, arachnianelidl, etc.
Ua.onIand Open Sea: Survey and inventorisation of marine biodivenity has been of
recent origin. Eleven of the 80 living species of cetaceans have been diJcovered in thiI
century, the most recent in 1991. One of the largest shark lpecies. for which a new family
Megachaamidae has been erected was discovered in 1976. A new animal phylum Loricifera wu described from meiobenthos in 1983 (Raven Bt Wilson, 1972).
Recent researches, especially of the last three decades have generated some data on
the areas of upwelling, marine productivity, fishing grounds etc. But lpecies inventory
of biodiversity in seas adjacent to India are far from complete. Studies in the put we~
cOncentrated on biodivenity in the littoral seas, especially inter-tidal zone of certain
selected localities. The deep sea environment was never sampled systematically to oblain
any clue to its biodivenity. The large area of deep ocean zone may be harbouring a
number of species, probably endemic and hitherto unknown to science.
The amount of life produced on land per unit time is very small compared to the huge
quantity of living matter produced in the sea. It is estimated that there are more living
things in the sea than on land (excluding arthropoda). About 150,000 animals lpecies
are described from the world seas and about 1000 new species are diJcovered every year.
The data is, however, incomplete as there are a number of taxa occurring in the sea,
about which we lack even basic knowledge. It was estimated that one aq. m of marine
sediment contain SO-50 species of Foraminifera in tropicallatitudel.
At'the global level it is estimated that 90 per cent of marine lpeciesli~ in about 50
million sq. kin. of the total S52 million sq. km. But as mentioned earlier deep sea
environment also has rich biodiversity. At a broader level all the kingdoms of living
organisms have their representatives in the marine environmenL It hu many habitata,
conditions of life and food sources. Open sea with its surface photic zone and deeper
aphotic regions provide different planktonic environments. There are eutrophic coutal
and upwelling zones and oligotrophic ocean centres. Neritic zones fawur autotrophs
because they derive vitamins from terrestriallOurces. Benthic habitats exhibit difference
in physical and chemical conditions depending on the type of substratum •. depth and
illumination. oxygenation and water movemenL
Plants (Kingdom Plantae) are restricted by the availabilityofUght in the sea and their
diversity in the sea is lesser than in the terrestrial ecosystems. The higher plants/flowering
plants are totally absent in the sea. The two kingdoms, namely Protista or Protoctista and
Animalia, include many branches of the evolutionary tree of life. The taxonomic llaNi
of the groups representing the evolutionary branches of Protista ia in a fluid Slale. As
many as 50 phyla are recognized under this kingdom (Sleigh, 1991). It includes all alpl
and protozoan groups as well as the flagellate fungi. Bacteria (Kingdom Monera) ha~
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successfully evolved in both aerobic and anaerobic habitats. In both planktol\ic and
benthic situations there are mutually dependent, small communities of organisms
particularly bacteria and protists. The primitive eukaryote Protista which evolved along
with bacteria pursue autotrophic, phagotrophic, and free-living or parasitic mode of life.
In planktonic environments common protists are ciliates (Phylum Ciliophora) "
tintineds and naked oligotrichs, floating omnivorous-amoeboid forms (Phylum Actinopoda), certain foraminifera and radiolaria. Among the open sea protists the most
important bacterivorous flagellates are choanoflagellates and chrysophytes, followed by
haptophytes and dinoflagellates under phylum Dinophyta. All these organisms which
passively float in ocean waters are treated under the broad category of plankton, which
are further distinguished into phytoplankton and zooplankton. Phytoplankton which
converts the inorganic carbon into organic compounds in the pre~ence of sunlight serve
as 'mobile food vans' to a number of consumers. These include a number of taxa under
Protista such as diatoms, dinoflagellates. Co_~!=o1ithophates, Silicoflagellates, anq blue
green algae; and bacteria. Plankton occur everywhere in the sea differing only with
respect of species composition and relative abundance. The Ilutrient-rich coastal waters
are dominated by diatoms, whereas the nutrient-deficient oceanic waters contain
dinoflagellates in abundance. A total of 260 species of diatoms were reported frol'l\ the
Indian seas. There is generally a gradual decline in phytoplankton abundance from
coastal to oceanic water.
The primary consum~rs include zooplankton comprising of different animal taxa
(Kingdom Animalia). Of the 32 recognized animal phyla, 30 have their represen tatives
in the sea. Majority of these ~e represented in the plankton either in juvenile or adult
phase of their life history. Sponges, coelenterates, molluscs, and echinoderms have
planktonic larvae, which help iri their dispersal. A number of crustaceans, such as
cope pods, caldocerans, mysiids and other taxa, namely rotifers, chaetognaths, hemichordates and pro,tochordates have plantonic adults. Copepods· are primary grazers in the
sea and convert plant material into animal meat.
Distribution pattern of various zoo planktonic groups and biodiversity of Indian seas,
from the fishery point of view were investigated (Rao, 1973; Qasim and Kureishy, 1986).
Some of the hydromedusae, namely Liriope tetraphylla, Cunina tenella, Pandeopsis scutigITa,
Phialucium cl!1Jdesum, Helgicirrta muciferaare common in both Bay of Bengal and Arabian
sea. Aglaura hemistoma and Solamundella bitentaculate are abundant in the Arabian Sea
(Vanucci & Nayar, 1973) High densities of cope pods were observed in the northern
Arabian Sea, off Tamil Nadu coast and the northern Bay of Bengal, including OriSsa
coast.
The areas of divergence and up-welling are rich' .n zooplankton. During south-west
monsoon high densities of euphausiids and mysiids were observed off the Arabian coast,
and off Madras, extending up to hundreds of kilometres. During this period rich
chaetognath fauna was o~erv~d in the western Arabian Sea and the entire Bay of
Bengal. Euphausiids, chaetognaths and planktonic molluscs are abundant.during southwest monsoon. But cope pods are more abundant during north east monsoon. As many
as 23 and 21 species of appendicularians were record~d from the Arabian Sea and Bay
of Bengal respectively.
I
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conldtute important filheries of the world. The dominant

taxa in the nekton

are flab.

othen beinl crustaceans, mollusa, reptiles, and mammals~t of a total of 22,000 lpeclet
(15,000 according to some) of fish species 13,000 are marine. It wu e.timated that about
4JOOO lpeeles occur in the Indian Ocean, of which 1800 species are from the Indian ....
MiUority of the nektonic species are found in the couta) waten. It was estimated that the
oceanic fishes were represented by 40 species of sharb and 250 species of bony ftahea.
Among reptiles, sea snakes and turtles are important and represented by 50 and IeftD
lpedel relpectively. These are generally oceanic forms but majority of theR often awim
near to the shore and visit the shore at some part of their life. About 26 .peciea of lea

.nate. belonging

to one family Hydrophiidae and five lpecies of sea turdes were reponed

frOm leU around India. Oceanic islands seem to harbour more reptiles in their marine
elWironment. All the sea snakes known from India and four specie. ofturdes are known

hID the lllands of Andaman and Nicobar. Nesting sites of Ladcauda. an amphlbiOUI

,nate were reported from the shores of North
Andaman ialandt (Whitaker. 1985). Turdet
lay their eggs. The .hore viait of mete turt1n

"vlalt the .hore during breeding time

to

elpecially the Olive Ridley is a spectacular light on the sandy beach at Gahirmatha. near
Bltharkanika in Orissa. The Andaman and Nicobar IslandJ have bell ne.ling beaches for
the leatherback (Dmnochll" r.oritu:.a), the hawksbill (E"'~ i~) and the pen
turde (Chlltmid mytltu), and also the Olive Ridley (~oIivo. .) (Bhaklr. 1995).
Thele selected sandy beaches on the eut coast of India and in the ialandt are visited
annually by these turtles to lay their eggs.
the seashore offen a veritable feeding- and breeding ground for a number of birda.
It is d!fticult to define precisely the avian component of marine biodivenity. There are
lOme specialist species which are exclusively dependent on marine ecGl)'ltem, wbBe .'
few are generalists without much dependence on it. From the available data it hu been
inferred that there are 12 families, S8 genera and 145 specieJ of lea birds. which occur
in the coastal ecosystems.
Marine mammals belong to three orden, Sirenia, Cetacea and Carnivora. About 120
species are estimated to occur in World seal, and of these' 29 are reported (rom leU
around India. But majority of these are oceanic forms and occasionally a few individuala
may get stranded on the shore. Sea cow, Dugrmgdugrmgoccun in near shore walen.
Nektonic biodivenity haa lell number of macro invertebrates. which comprise only a
few species of molluscs and crustaceans. The former are represented by Cephalopods.
which include about 600 species known from the world seu. About 200 species of cuule
BIb. squid and octopus were reported from the Indian Ocean. and of these about 50
,tpedes are oceanic forms. These constitute important biorelOurce of the Exclusive
Economic Zone.
Benthic biodivenity is more significant than any other form of marine liCe. Alllhe m9»r
invertebrate animal phyla have successfully colonized the benthic habitaL Thia habitat is
dominated by animals which live fixed at a particular point/place or have limited ranF of
mobility. These are "sitten" unlike "go-getten" of nekton as far u their roraatnl activity iI
cpncemed. Sponges, corals, serpulid polychaetes. barnacles, oysten. muuela. clam.. ~..ilies
etc, are sessile and some of them even look like plants. Mobile benthic animals belonllO
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different taxa, such as flatworms, annelids, crustaceans, molluscs, echinoderms, fishes
and a host of ,other animals, Majority of the sp,ecies occur within the· Exclusive ~conomic
Zone. About 100 species of echinoderms repoilted from the Gulf of Mannar National Park
occur within 20m depth. Of the total echinoderm species reported from India 59 per
cent occur within 100m depth of EEZ.
The microbenthic protistas, whose size vary from 10 to 200 urn include a diversity of
ciliates, which live as bacterivores; algivores, carnivores and omnivores. The sediments
harbour 'a number of rhizopod amoebae, and the most prominent and ecologically
important group foraminifera. Many of the flagellate groups of the phylum Dinophyta
occur in the sediments also. The diversity of Protista in Indian seas is imperfectly known
and many species, even phyla remain undescribed.
The influence of ben thic standing crop on the demersal fin-fish and crustacean
fisheries has been studied (Parulekar et al 1982). Majority of the studies were concentrated on biomass production. The fauna of the continental self constitutes about 56%
of the macro fauna, but on the slope and deep sea meiofauna contribute 78 to 83%. But
species composition is yet to be analyzed. The richness of biodiversity in the EEZ can be
visualized from a specific study at Visakhapatnam coast. While assessing the phytal fauna
of Sargassum, Sarma (1974) listed a total of 13~ invertebrate species, which included
Crustacea (42 species), Polychaeta (29 species) followed by Molluscs (23 species),
Foraminifera (14 species) and others (14 species). It gives an idea about the importance
of heterospecific associations in the marine environment.
Thus all living organisms, starting from the microscopic and primitive prokaryotes to
highly evolved and largest living animal whale (a mammal) 'are represented ~n the
ecosystems. Traditionally ~llliving organisms were grouped under two Kingdoms, Plantae (Plants) and Animalia (animals). But the application of new techniques and approaches in their study have provided new insights into structure and function of these
organisms. An understanding of the molecular structure and evolutionary relatedness
among living organisms have led biologists to recognize four Kingdoms, namely Monera
(Prokaryotes), Protista, Plantae and Animalia. A detailed analysis of the taxonomic
composition of the marine biodiversity i.n India is still an uphill task as there are a number
of gaps. These are more evident in the first' two Kingdoms mentioned above. As plants
are represented by a few species, there is some dependable data. Due to the inherent
difficulties in their collection, preservation and identification, animal taxa are also less
perfectly known. Since hitherto man has been concerned more about his own survival
than the ecosystein survival, sufficient data has been generated on taxa of consumptive
value. However, an attempt has been made to present a table on the species diversity in
the Indian ~eas with information culled from various sources. It includes species only
described or reported from Indian seas, without however, going into their validity or
present taxonomic stattis. Table 4 only gives an idea of marine biodiversity in India but
it should not be construed as a real figure of the species diversity. Grassle estimated about
10 million species, and even this figure was treated as conservative by Groombridge
(1992). It is expected that marine biodiversity of India may include about 0.25 to 0.3
.
million species of different living organisms.
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Biode Reladooships in the Marine Environment
There is an amazing interdependence among various taxa that constitute·biodiversity.
The number of species and life habits are varied, and their relationships very complex.
There is no precise knowledge of wnat eats what or of the rates of production or their
efficiencies. The conlplex food relations that exist in the sea are aptly termed 'food web'
Marine food webs involve the entire chain of living processes within the vast oceans.
Phytoplankton represents the first link in the complex marine food webs. Herbivores
feed on phytoplankton and open the chain to carnivores. Phytoplankton is eaten by
copepods, which in turn form the menu offishes. It has been estimat~d that about 10,000
kg. of diatoms are eaten to make 1,000 kg. of cope pods, which go to produce 100 kg. of
small fish. In turn it produces 10 kg of big tuna. Ultimat~ly this one kg, of tuna adds to
0.1 kg. weight in man. Thus one lakh kilogram of plant tissue will have to be produced
in the sea to add one kilogram of man's weight.
Ocean produces more animal protein than that .is available from terrestrial sources.
Most of its production dies a natural death and is absorbed back into the ocean's web of
life. The inorganic matter that gets deposited on the bottom of the sea floor are
decomposed by. detritus feeding bacteria. The organic chemicals and minerals are again
made available to the life processes. Each comp~nent of biodiversity competes with other
partners for the essentials of life, but at the same time through itS processes of activity,
growth and death, is providing things that are essential for the well-being of other
creatures. Organisms cycle nutrients and other chemicals in the ecosystem through
production, consump~ion and decomposition. The processes. are delicately balanced and
overplaying o( anyone of this may disturb the ecological balance. If this balance is
disturbed by the internal factors of the ecosystem it tries to restore the balance. In the
marine ecosystem man's interference as an external consumer may trigger off reactions
that disturb the biotic relationships. Hence the sustainable exploitation of the living
resources has to be ~ased on an understanding of the biotic relationships in the ecosystem.
Values of Marine Biodiversity
Coastal region is a scene of great biological importance. Besides providing food, living
space, sport and scenic beauty coastal regions are in heavy demand for a number of other
purposes. They serve as water front sites for power plants and other industry, which draw
large volumes of water for cooling, as sinks for wastes, for traffic channels, harbours,
marinas, etc.
Coastal biodiversity has an immense r~source value. Coastal wetlands support molluscan, prawn, crab and fin fish fisheries. it was estimated that about 49% of India's marine
fish catch originates from ~stuaries. About 41 species of prawns, 20 species of crabs and
over 200 species of mollusc~ were recorded from Indian estuaries. About 10 species under
the genera, Penaeus Metapenaeus and Parapenaeopsis constitute important fisheries in
estuaries and backwaters. Penaeus in dicus, is Jhe dominant species in all lagoons on the
east coast. Chilka lake and Godavari estuary are major capture fishery centres of P.
monodon and Pulicat lake is a good nursery ground for the same. Majority of these
wetlands are areas of recruitment of lush density of post larvae and juveniles. In
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H~ghly-Matlah estuary there are six ~pecies of commercially important prawnl. Mollw.,can re$ources comprised mostly bivalves, which occur in beds in several eltuaries along

the west coast. On the west shell bedJ are found in the estuarie. of Maharuhtra.
Kar,natau'and Vembanad lake. A standing stock of about 6,700 tonne. of sheD relOurce.
estimated for Karnataka estuaries (Rao, 1987). Clams. namely MIFIIrU t4ItIJ, M.
"",.Iri~, Villorita 'Yprinoiila, Papltia malabarica, KaIl"JiIJ tJ/IirtUJ and 0)'1 ten. CrtwoIIrN
miMlriJ8lfuil. C. cucullata and cockle, A nadana grtJnDltJ are lOme of the species which
contribute to shell fisheries in India.
Marine living resources are very valuable and supply the much needed animal protein.
Sea food production is about two per cent of the total world food production per annum
,and'15 per cent per person. About 90 per cent of thil is fin fish and the rell conaillS of
~olluscs, crustaceans and whales. Fish conltitute about one per cent of our tow diet on
an average or about 17 per cen t of the animal protein.
.
There are several estimates of the potential fishery resources of India', Exclusive
Economic Zone. The estimates 'range from four, million tonne. (by Fllhery Survey of
India) to 10 million tonnes (by NIO). Tuna resource. alone in the Indian ocean were
estimated to be around eight to 10 million tonne. and India has a potential of thlft
million tonnes. According to some estimates pelagic fisheries are alone eldmated to be
between four and six million tonnes. Of the 5.5 million tonne. of fish catch from Indian
ocean, 44 per cent constitute pelagic filheries. 14 per cent demersal and 11 per cent
crustaceans. Ipdian ocean filherie. are leut exploited. the present level of exploitadon
belnlle•• than 16 per cent of the harve~table relOurce. The average catch in the Indian
ocean il about 0.9 tonnes per sq. kID. while it is about 4.0 tonnes in the Pacific and !.7
tonne. in the Atlantic, a few yean ago. India accounts for about 40 per cent of the 8ah
landing of the Indian Ocean.
In general, all the estimates point to one aspect that potential fiahery resources are
far ~bove the present level of exploitation as far as India i. concerned. EEZ or India hal
the estimated potential for 1,80,000 tonnel of Cephalopods but the annual p'roducdon
of tquids and cuttle fishes amount to about 55,000 tonnes on an average durin.laat few
yean. But at the global level alarm signals have already been lOunded caudoninl that
over exploitation is injurious to the long range interestl of fisheriel.
Fifty per cen t of the sustainable fishing yields of India'. exclusive economic lone. about
4.5 million tonnes, lies in the in..hore zone of leu than 50 mette. depth. i.e. only 9 per
cent area of the EEZ. The in-shore zone potential of kilogram per hectare yield ia 10
times more than that of off..hore zone, the latter have a total potential of! million tonne•.
;During the year 1995-94 sea food exporLl from India have touched an all time hlah.
P~oducts worth about Rupees 2505.62 crore (S798.25 million) were exported. It is
~xpe~ted to cross S 1000 million mark this year. or the sea food exported 25 per cent
c~e from Ihrimp farming with the relt from capture fisheries. The increase in exporll
, w~re mainly due to shrimp, especially farmed shrimp, frozen squid and cutde flab. It i.
estimated that the country has the potential of earning at leut S 5000 mUllon every
year. Besides direct values. much of the marine biodivenity hu severallndirect value•.
Some of the species of squids and sea hare. (mollusc.) have specialized nervous syatem.
which may provide crucial insight into our own nervous tyltem. Shark'. liver hu
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changed little in 400 million years. It has architectural similarity to that of man and can
serve as a model for research. Extracts from horse shoe crab's blood provide sensitive
diagnostic tools for detecting minute traces of endotoxin.
Marine biodiversity has definite existence value and provide pleasure without being
consumed or without being traded. Marine ecosystem harbour a range of genetic stocks
that are not available on the land and that add vitality and diversity to life supporting
system.
COuservatiOD Status, Threats and Problems

Although marine ecosystems have a larger coverage than the terrestrial ecosystem,
these are poorly represented among world's protected are3;S. Only about 100 of the 1162
National Parks of United Nation List include or adjoin reef ecosystem. In India 3 out of
the 503 protected areas (National Parks 75, Sanctuaries 421 and Biosphere Reserves 7)
are with reference to marine ecosystems. These are Gulf of Mannar, Gulf of Kachchh,
Marine National Park of South Andaman Island. The Protected areas (a total of about
101) of the Andaman & Nicobar'lslands cover substantial areasyfmarine waters also. In
general marine resources of the EEZ are considered open access resources. Coastal zone
management and conservation of marine diversity are of recent origin. The first Marine
Sanctuary was constituted by the State Government in 1980 in the Gulf of Kachchh to
cover an area of 456 sq. km. from Okha to Jodiya having a core area of 162.9 sq. km.
Marine National Park (1982). The second Marine National Park was notified on May 24,
1989 in Andamans and it covered an area of281.5 sq. km. Gulf of Mannar was declared
a Marine National Park by the State Government, which was 'later declared a Biosphere
Reserve. It is the first marine Biosphere Reserve and covers an area of 10,500 sq. km.
These three protected areas could afford protection to only a par~ of large ecosystem
and to only a few species of animals and plants. I.ntegrated system plan has to be
dev~lopec;l for the management of these protected areas. Trained marine biologists
should be given the responsibility of developing and monitoring the management action
plans. The protected areas are used by Fisheries Department, Forest Department,
Department of Ports, Tourism etc., and 'it goes without saying that there should be
effective coordination among all the concerned departments.
The need for the protection of the ,marine environment and conservation of its
resources was realized very early, as evidenced by various acts and regulations promulgat6d by the Union and concerned State Governments of India. Although not directly
aimed at marine resources, the Fisheries Act, 1987 prohibits use of explosives and poisons
for fishing .. The Major Ports Act, 1963 and the Coast Guard Act, 1978 include measures
to preserve.and protect marine ecosystems from pollution. The Merchant Shipping
(Amendment) Act, 1983 guards against discharge of oil or oily mixtures by ships
anywhere into the sea. Exploitation of marine living resources is promoted, regulated
and controlled by the establishment of Marine Products Export Development Authority,
1972 and by promulgating the Maritime Zones of India (Regulation of Fishing by Foreign.
vessels) Act, 1981. The most comprehensive one to preven t human impact on the coastal
zone and littoral seas was the Coastal Regulation Zone Notification, 1990
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De.plte the above mentioned acta and reguladoDl marine ecoayIteIDI are IUbjecred to
over-exploitadon of their resources. In many areu of the globe, exploitation hu far
eXceeded the reproducing capacity of marine life and the recovery ability of marine
ecol)'ltelDl. The catches have declined in the cue of Atlantic Cod, Atlantic Herrinl,
Mackerel, Flounder. Haddock and Pollock. In the Padftc. yeUow croaker, mackerel.
salmon and many other heavily filhed speeie. are not only faced with the danger of
coftlmercial extinction but also biological extinction. SteUar'. sea cow, the Caribbean
monk leal, the Atlantic grey whale have already been exterminated. In India chere hal
been a decline in the catches of spiny lobater. OveMilhinl wiD have aip~cant effect on
the .peele. with .low rate. of IfOWlh and reproduction, IUCh u mammala and elaamoa
branch•.
The problem. in marine biodiYenity are mainly due to the unequallfOWlh in fiahery
tecbnolOl)' and fundamental biol~ca1 .tudiea. TechnolOl)' hu improved to locate the
fiIhlnllfOunda. Remote senling TechnolOl)' locate. ftahinl pounds with the help of
ocean colour sensing and lea surface temperature. Potential ftahing lOne mapI are
"berated after analysis of oceanographic featureilUCh u thermal boundaria, hnts.
eddie., surface currents and up-weUing :-eglon. and tr.anlferrinl them on to Naval
Hydrographic Mapl.
The improvement in gear technology and IfOWlh of ....e ftahins OeelllUblklired bf
Government have also belped in increasing the catches in capture filheriea. But knowledge on marine biodiverSity, especially ita interacdon with the eco.,.tem and the impact
of ~ploitadon ·of marine relOurces on the overall reaource hue it far from .u.r.ccory.
It baa been reported that fishing operation. with latell technolOlY are caUlin. damap
to the eco.y.tem. Along with increue in the targeted fiah catch there hu been an inaeue
·in the by<atch also. A number of un targeted fiah and other biota are removed from their
habitatl ,and discarded as waste. It wu e.timated that world wide Ihrimp fiahermcn
dilcard up to 15 million tonnel and other filhermen up 10 five milUon tonne. per year
(Weber. 1994). In tropical waten shrimp trawlen probably have the hlpell rate of
~~h bringing in up to 90 per cent or more of -uuh fiIh-. UD.lelecthe nature of
capture technique. deltroy immature fish and other non-tarpted marine apeciea. Gill
netlllRd to catch fish bring in their haul a host of other animala auch u dolphlna. tunlel

etc.
Although the ecol)'ltem approach conaiden relationlhips amonl raoW'Ca and their
wei, lpecial emphasis should be given to maintain the genetic divenity of key .pecies.
In general it can be said that marine lpeciel are not as vulnerable u their COlm lerpartl
on land. Majority have wider distribution in the Indo-Pacific. But many were harvelted
without realizing the impact of over exploitation on the lpecies survival and on the
ecol)'ltem. Pearl oysters were almost decimated in the Gulf of Kachchh and Gulf of
Mannar., Sacred chank population it also on the decline.
Exploitation of marine species for their bioactivity hu to be undertaken with UunOiI
care and ooncern for biodiYenity. We have not acquired enolllh informadon on the
biologr of many species and in our enthusiasm we may pave the way for their exterminadon. lschnochiton comptw (Gould) which OCCUR on the welt cout has become a rare
JDollusc due to collection made for screening teill.
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Besides over-exploitation, pollution from land-based sources is another major threat
to marine resources. It was estimated at the global level that 70 per cent of the marine
pollution is due to land based sources, while 10 per cent each is contributed by maritime
transport and dumping at sea activities. In an interesting study on world wide Tanker oil
spills it was estimated that for every million tonnes transported 12 tonnes account for
spills within 80 km. off the coast.
In the world scenario it was reported that six out of ten people live within 60 kilometres
of coastal waters and two-thirds of world's cities with population of 2.5 million or more
are 'near tidal estuaries. Within the next two decades it is expected to double. It is
estimated that two-thirds of Indian population live along coast.
There are 40 and 23 small and medium towns and cities on the West coast and East
coast respectively. More than 1.5. million people derive their subsistence through
activities related to marine environment i.e. mostly fishing. Recent spurt in aquaculture
activities increased the demographic pressure and the related environmental manipulations.
In densely populated areas there is considerable pressure on coastal resources. In such
situations it is necessary to reduce access to resource and develop alternative means of
livelihood. New management partnerships between government and users have to be
explored and devised. Aquaculture mitigates the problem to some extent. But the
products of aquaculture are either 'luxury' or 'semi-luxury' items, not within the reach
of men who are actually involved in it.
The population influx and increased tourism in some coastal places are responsible
for indiscriminate destruction of marine resources. Corals are extensively collected for
presentation, decoration, fancy sale and educational study. In some islands large quantity
of living corals were used for the construction of roads. The construction of jetties,
wharves, harbours and dredging activities deposit large quantity of silt which destroy the
ecologically sensitive corals in those areas. One'NGO organization, Society for Andaman
and Nicobar Ecology (SANE) reported in 1989 that the Military Engineering Service
(MES) had been extracting thousa'nds of cubic metres of coral off Kamorta islands, near
the Naval Helipad at INS Kardip, for use in construction of shore protection pillars
(Kothari, 1989).
A considerable quantity of corals, molluscs and echinoderms are collected for trading
purposes as well as during the educational tours by the College and University students.
The collection is indiscriminate and no closed season is observed.
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IMPACI' or MAN ON MOUNTAIN BCOSYITDI
SANTOKH SINGHlDtrocIucdoa

n.e lDfluence of mountains on abe climate. veselatioD. animal Ufe. IOClo-eCODOIDic
ceatlltlom and geographical problem. of the 1UlT0unding region. hu attrKteci the
_ _GIl of man since long. But it is only very recendy that the impact oChuman acdvides
on mountain ecol)'ltem has aroused the interest of inveatipton in different parll of Ih~
world. In the so called technologically advanced countries, the mauive in~rfrrence by
man has caused irreversible changes in the upland and lowland ecology which have
influenced human welfare direcdy and indirecdy. These human activities include ruthlell destruction of fore.t cover, overgrazing, hoolin. of wild animala for fur. wool. muat
and other valuable productive, construction of large scale hydro-electric inaIaIladona.
QIDIIell, Impounding of massive volumes ofwaler by gigantic dam.. conltrUCdon ofhigh
atd~e mountain roads, air..fielda and large acaIe and ill planned quarrying. Thew
acdvlties have brought about the tolallou of biological productivity of virgin Ianda. and
have induced irreversible changes in the natural vesecation cover in addidon to m"'~
destruction and impoverishment of flora and fauna, extenlive lOiI eroaion. water poiludon and lUting up of general Himalayan river l)'ltem. aa weD as destructive Oood in the
lOb-Himalayan tracts.
In recent year people have become aware of the perila of this ill planned and
uncoDtroUed interference in the mountain ecosystem. the molt delelrrioUi of thar
perUa being the serious threat to the biodiversity. A. a result during the last couple of
yean a great deal of attention has been paid to find ways Uld mnnl to COIlR'l"W Ih~
global biodivenity. Earth SUmmit meetings. convention.. aeminan and aympoaia are
being held in different parts of the world to make the nation. aware of the rapidly
,depleting floral and faunal wealth, and to formulate lOme universal poUcywbich would
SO along way in arrestiDg the ever accelerating rate of depletion. ~n apitr of m~ recently
ae~"rated awareness of the hazards of the environmental degradation allied by differ·
ent IDtbrophic factora, precious litdeia being done in con~te terms to revene th~
trenda. The industrially and technologically advUlced countries who call1ed the maxiBlum damage to the environment want the developing countries of me third world 10
do the job without even ~aring to share the finandal burden.
The author. who bu been studying th~ ecology of the high altitude inlec ... Uld high
aldtude biology for the lut four decade•• particularly in the North West Himalayu. had
the nre opportunity of observing the far reaching changel that have tak~n p'ac~ in Ih~
mountain ecbsystem consequent to the induction high technology in the deficatttly
batanced and extremely fragile high altitude biome. In the lucceeding few PIIet I would
endeavour to share my experience with those who care for and love mountain.. Th~
findings preJented in the succeeding page. are baaed on the obaervation in the Kulu and
Lahaul-Spiti valleys (Himachal Pradesh). and which should be equally appUcable to the
• • parts of the Himalayas.
• I'brmerJy, Head of tile Department 0(7..00101)' and Entomolol)'. SLJoho'. eo..... Ape .....
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What is High Altitude?

Before proceeding any further it would be ideal to define what actually represents
High Altitude. A great deal of confusion seems to exist in the minds of research workers
about what really constitutes "High Altitude". In accordance with the concept, by High
Altitude it is meant in biology the elevated regions on high mountain, above the tree·line
or the timberline ~ It may be defined as regions of qpen vegetation above the upper limits
of closed forest, where the general environ men t, the flora and the fauna are markedly
different from those of the forests or the steppes. It is an ecologically highly specialized
zone, which is characterized by stunted shrubs with extensive root systems, low growing
herbs, grassy alpine meadows, cushion-liI(e growths of not only the Bryophytes but even
Angiosperms like Thylacospermum rupifragrum (Caryophyllaceae). The mere absence of
trees or forests which may be absent even at very low altitudes, and disappear even very
near the sea level in the northern latitudes, as a criterion for determining the lower limits
of high altitude zone can ~e misleading, if emphasis is not laid on the altitude. It is only
above the timberline altitude of about 3,000 m to 3,500 m above m.s.l. that significant
differences in the epvironment appear. This treeless, seasonally snow-covered and wind
swept belt up to the permanent snowline is often referred to as the Nival Zone, the region
above the Nival zone being referred to the Eolian Zone. The High Altitude Biome thus
comprises upper Eolian Zone and lower Nival Zone. For a review of divergent views one
may refer to the recent publications by Mani (1978,1990).
The timberline is by no means a sharply defined line but represented an oscillating
zone altitude, i~ which the summer mean· temperature generally fluctuates about
10-12.0QC. Troll (1967) and Larsen (1975) have given detailed accounts of the timberline
in general and on mountains in particular. Directly related to the high altitude is the
progressive intensity of cold, aridity and attenuation of the atmosphere. In defining the
high altitude zone biologist often fall into the error of over emphasizing the role of only
the low temperature, by completely ignoring other ecological factors, This approach
inevitably leads them to erroneous comparisons between the high altitude ecology and
high latitude ecology. These workers have apparently overlooked the causative factors
which underline the atmospheric cold in the two cases. It would be logical to draw
attention to the fact that the Arctic zones of the northern latitudes are basically lowland
areas of low temperature and dense atmosphere, but the higb ...altitude is a region of.low
temperature and gradually thinner atmosphere. The rare faction of air at high altitude
apart from bringing about the fall in temperature, deficiency of oxygen, etc., als.o at the
same time increases the intensity of insolation and solar radiation.
The high altitude zone, however, d.oes not exist in .isolation from the forest belt and
the valleys below, but is directly affected by what happens in the valley, and in turn any
ecological changes taking place in the high zone exert profound influence on the lower
zone.
Chang.. in the Land-use Practices
The advent of apple culture give rise to unsatiable hunger for land for horticulture
and agriculture. The farmers and horticulturists started nibbling at the lower limits of
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the for~st belt to create more land for cultivation which rt'sultt'd in tilt' aJc~nt of Cort's(
line. thus denuding the mountain slopes of their natural for~lt COY('r. 'rhis newly
reclaimed land within 15·20 years became covered with ('xtenlivt' ore hartb of appln.
apricots, plums, cherries, pears, and hybrid varit'tie& of wheal. barl('y and paddy. °rh<development of horticulture brought in increased uae of ch~mical C('rtilizt'o and highly
toxic synthetic pesticides and insecticides. In tht' initial ~an bumpt'r crops of fruitA and
grains brought in unimagined prosperity to the local Carmers. who pursut'd this fort'$(
destruction urge with greater fervour. This practice reduced the ror~t covef on on~ side:"
and let loose these residues of chemical fertilizen and ~licide, which got waiht'd dn.,"'"
from the steep mountain slopes into the River ~u in the vaUey polluting th~ entift' nvrr
system with toxicity endangering aquatic fauna and Dora on m(' ol.h~f ud~.
These chemicals used indiscriminately killt'd not only th~ targ~l ptt5b but ;also (ht"lr
natural enemies like parasitic Hymenopt~ra. somr birds and lizarcb. complt"tely ah('rulK
the pest:parasite equilibrium. It will ~ interelting to r~cotd ht'rr- thaI aparl frOb.
disturbing the long established equilibrium, the chemical approach of ~st nianagt"mt'llt
destroyed millions of pollinator insects like honey bee5, bumble ix-tt'S. carpentrr tx-("~ ('Ie:,
In the first week of Apri11992. at a place callt"d Bajaura (Kulu Disl.). it was o~rv("d that
thousands of bees belonging to Apis donattJ and Apis cerana inmca were found dead below
the apple trees which were sprayed by insecticides th~ prt'vious evening, This maM killing
of pollinator species has started exhibiting adverse afC~cu on the f .. uit St'lung. Th("
farmers have already started complaining about the gradual declint' in fruit produl U()n

in the valley.
The seepage of toxic· chemicals into th~ R. Seas has aJ50 advt'~I~' af!t'cted the.pollinator of Ephemeroptera (May-flies). Plecaptera (ston~t1it's). Trichuptrr;A ((:;uld.,·
flies) and Megaloptera: Corydalidae (Ald~r-nies) which constitute" an ilnportant link In
the food chain of endemic fish and inttoduced C'xotic fish the" Trout (Salmo Jmol, Ill("
river Be as which u~d to abound in 1~rout about 25 yean ago now pr("S('"nt~ a di~lnal pH llil (.
with trout becoming almost extinct in the nlain rivC'r (in spitt' of tht' t'ff("(t~ of thr rl,hcIIC~
department). being confined to only some sid~ stft'ams likt' Tirthan and Salnj ~uld
Nullahas.
Similarly the birds like Brown Dipper (cinrulus pallasii) and plum bt"rs Rt'dst;u-I (Wa,ll
corn is jugliginosus), which not many years ago u~d to bt- abundantJy availablt' along (h('"
river diving for insects larvae in the water or darting at lht' fTt"shly rl11t'rging imagos. ha,o("
become so scarce that one has to wait far hours to sight ont' or two pairs.
Dutruction of CuI.b. Fore.lt and ibl Cooaeq~Dcu
On~

of the most beautiful virgin for~5t. th~ (~ulaha Fort-st. on("t' ("ovrn-d tJl(" Wt""\ft'rn
slopes of the mountain spur of tJlt' Pi .. Panjal Rang(" to tJl(" south or famous RotU~U1K p;u~
(13, 050 above m.s.l.) on the left bank of R. Rt'as in its (alc:hmrn t aura. II h.lfhu".-("(t
stately deodars (Cedrus thodara). flak (Qun-tUS s,.,,,,(mtnJ()/in) , Ahl~r (AhItH ,,. t.illI). horv
chestnut (Aesculus indica); and RJwdodn.duJ7J campauultllumand Rin:h U'("("'!\ (Bu/t,la "II/H)
in its upper reaches.
In the lat~r part af the fifties and early sixties, tltaavy mod(-rn rna(-hin~"r " ..,~ indtu frel
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into these higher altitude for 'the construction of high altitude road connecting ManaIi
(Himachal Pradesh) with Leh (capital of Ladakh region ofJ.&: K.). This road, whichis
one of the highest highway~ in the world, undoubtedly represented an engineering
Imarvel which u~fortunately was used by politician - contractor - forester combine to
ruthlessly destroy the once beautiful Golaba Forest. Heavy machinery was moved into
the region, thanks to the availability of new road, and a forest which must have taken
thousands of years ~o achieve grandeur was·decimated within months, thus denuding,
mountain spur in the fragile catchment area. This brought about increase in the soH
erosion resulting in the silting of river and the reservoir formed by the construction of
a Dam at Pandoh, about 110 kms downstream. The irony of the situation is that the forest
was being destroyed almost simultaneously.with the construction of the Dam. It would
seem that the right hand of the Government did not know what its left was doing.
Alarmed by threat to the longevity of the Dam by the excessive silting some remedial
measures have been taken at reafforestation by planting some fast growing species of
plants like poplar, willow and silver fir. Before, the new forest could take hold of the
situation another phenomenon known as Biological bl\rasion of the denuded slopes has
already manifested itself.
This original forest floor vegetation suffered extensive damage after the forest.canopy
was destroyed as a result of soil erosion. The vacuum thus caused was taken advantage of
other plant species which originally were confined to the periphery of the forest, and
that too as strugglers. The entire denuded mountain slopes have been invaded by
Polygonum chinmsis (Polygoneaceae) and three species of Impatims, namely, l glanduli/er.a
and L bicomuata in the upper reaches and L scabrida in the10wer parts. These intruder
species apart from suppressing the original forms have also adversely effected the soil
biota.
Unpbumed Tourism and its COD8eque~c_

With the emphasis on using tourism as an industry in the Him;dayan region, the.
authorities that be, seems to be interested in making a fast luck, and the newly found·
,_ prosperity particularly by the middle and upper middle class had provided further
impetus to such thinking. During the last 10-15 years the Kulu Valley and Lahaul Spiti
region have started attracting hoards of Indian and foreign tourists. A booming hotel
industry has- come into existence as if in a jiffy. The small dreamy ~lIage Manali (6,500
feet above MSL) situated on the right bank of the R. Beas boasted of only two Dhabas in
the early sixties, and two Govt. Rest Houses, viz. The Civil Rest House ~d the Fores~ Rest
House (now converted into Circuit House) besides a Gpest ~ouse run. by a British. Mter
1980 Hotel-building activity started in a fury (the J.K. situation further added to the
ferocity), and now the place has more than 450 hotels of all types including 5-Star Hotels,
and the construction activity shows a no sign of relenting. The dreamy village is lost to
posterity and it has been converted to a jungle of cQncrete monstrosities.
Though the multi-storey hotels have come into existence no proper sewage.disposal
system have{;een developed. ·All the sewage and garbage is just dumped into the R. Beas,
under the very nose of the authorities, thus further polluting the already polluted water
rendering it unfit for human consumption. During the tourist seasoit i.e. May-June a,nd
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apin in September-October, ~avans of can, taxis, miDi busel and luxury buaea unload

tbouaanda of touri. . into the

town literally choking the place with human load and

vehiculU pre.ore. Traffic jams become a routine affair and the emillion from Ihe
exbaUltl ofvehides makes it difficult to breath. Every tourist wishes to vilit Rohtanl P. .
and it wu estimated that in June 1994. on Ul average 672 vehicles drove up to the Pua
ever)'da)'. One can imagine how much emilaion of obnoxious guellike carbon monoxide
rmd particulate carbon are introduced in the atmosphere. Before the opening up of che
road (mentioned earlier) the Rohtang Pall Uled to be covered with a mullilUde of
beautiful Bowen after the melting of the snow. Theae Oowen included the Primul...
Buttercups, Marsh Marigold, Iris, M4t:tmoJ1lis, Erigmm, A........ PoImIilJlJ IPP to Dame
few. But now, these Bowen have become rare and their place have been taken over by
the proage the touriata deposit on the Pall - once an alpine meadow of rare brauty
the Robtang Pau haa ~en converted into -GtJr6Ggt,.,r of Kulu Valley. A place where a
dred trekker used to inhale crisp and clear air to refresh himself now pretendy a carbon
monoxide loaded air to the touriats to breath in - though the obnoxious PI is
contributed by his own vehicle.
In the last week of September 1989'a D.S.T.IpODlOred Worbhop on the MoUDWn
'!col., was organized at Manali, for about forty young ScientiJca &om all OYer the
·country. The participants were asked to list the items in the proage from within 100
metres of the sources of R. Beaa situated on RohlaDg Pus within half an hour. A
ItIgering 89 iteml, both degradable and non-bioclegradable were Iiated. Theae iteml
indu~ plastic bags. ropes, shoes, c:happaIa, comba, brushes. broken mup and jup.
uaed contraceptives, feeding botde.. nipples, batteries, diacarded b'aDliitor ~
~ tooth-paste, tubes. tooth-brtJahea, iron rods, nails, hOne4hoea. empty Wu. jam
bottles, bear botdea, broken botdea of different colour and shape. which onu held
whiskey, rum, colas, gunny bags, pieces of canvu, human excreta, used aaniwy lOWeb.
~d man)' others. The touriata probably offered these ikm u gilta to Goda - the Kulu
Valleyi»eiDg called the Valle)' of God.
The Rohtang Pau and the Martin Meadow to Ihe IOUth of the P. . at • lower alliwde
are ~otted with "Dhabu- and Country liquor abopa. They make lot of money but provide
DO. aanitar)' convenience, as a result of which the tourilts foul the surrounding area. The
Department of Tourism is either unwilling or incapable of oveneeing mete upecu of
Tourill Industry.
Tpuriam ad WUd-lifea The growth of touriam hu IIaI1ed poalnl a seriOUI threat to
the wild-life. In spite of all the Statutor), Regu1adona for the conRrvation and protection
ofwild-life the m~nace of poaching continues to peniaL Either it is the laxity on &he part
of the wild-~ife managen or indifference Ihe wild-life it becoming impoverilhed. The
wild animals like musk-dear (MOIcAw flfDlrAi/1I"UJ tUSo\ij'lI"UJ);Goral (~"..
prfllJj Bharallhe blue sheep (PslutltJis fttJ.1GUr ,.",....); Himalayan Ibex. the Paahmina
goat (CtIJIroiI- siluriCtJ) appear to attract the attention of poachen. many of &hem beiDl
the geDuine touriata. Personnel of the Road Building Orpnizalion lIalioned in mQOir
and Inhospitable region. are also tempted to match their firing akiU aplnat meR milD'"
to the detriment of the latter. In the inner higher Valley of the Himalayu the dYOaDliliD1
of the glacial torrential stream. for kiUin. fimes ia roudnely indulged in both by
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professional poachers and others. It may be pardonable if some are living under harsh
conditions resorts to this practice for food. But those who hunt wild life for fun, wool,
skins, and head trophies for commercial purposes must be dealt with, without any mercy.
Every day reports in the press about apprehending such people along with their "booty"
is an ,unconvertible evidence that destruction of wild-life continues to be a serious
menace.
The establishment of the National Animal Park in the Kulu District, covering the
Tirthan Stream, Sainj Stream, Parbati River, and Pin Valley region of Spiti, is a welcome
step in the right direction. But unfortunately in this very region, in comparison to one
Angler with valid licence the author coun ted 16 others who were indulging in the fish
catching without any legal permit. All those poachers frankly admitted that they sell their
catch to big hotels in Manali. The point is emphasized here that the mere establishment
of Parks would not help, unless stringent measures are taken against poachers and their
patrons.
Induction of Technology and its impact
on the inter..valley migration of human pOpulation

The twin valleys of Lahaul-Spiti situated to the north of the Kulu Valley are separated
from the latter by the mighty snow-clad Pir Panjal Range. This range is<?lated the valleys
from the rest of the world for centuries. These valleys characterized by_the wind ~ept
desolate arid world of rocks, snow, glaciers and _harsh climate conditions represent dlC7 '
most inhospitable terrain with extensive areas absolut~Iy uninhabited. For more than six
months in the ·year the region remains snow bound, with very little door activity. This
cold desert yielded meagre agric'-!-ltural production and live-stock products which supported a very small population on subsistence level. The topographically induced
economic deprivation was further accentuated by the geographicaI'isplation till after the
Independence. Then in the sixties, the geopolitical compulsions forced the country to
embark upon an ambitious and massive programme of high altitude ro~d construction
in some of the wildest elevated regions of the world. One of these high 'altitude road,
traversing the Lahaul Valley, connects Manali in the Kulu Valley with Leh· (as already
mentioned). The construction of this road and other associated technological activities
have had far reaching changes in the ecological and socio-economic structure in Lahaul.
The land-use changes were rapid and drastic and included reclamation of new areas for'
cultivation, partial or total n!echanization of farms, in troduction of quick-growing, cold
resistant and high yielding new cash crops, attempts of afforestation and, growth of
semi-urban agglomerations. All these activities ushered in the era of economic prosperity
which surpassed the wildest imagination of the local population.
As a consequence of this god-sent prosperity, contrary to generally held views, the
native population experienced in explosive rate of growth. On <:>f the most important
single contributory factor for this population explosio,n is the corroding of the ancient
practise of polyandry, which kept the population level very much with the manageable
limits. For instance in 1901 the total population was only 12, 392, for both the valleys,
and it increased to only 15,338, in 1951, thereby exhibiting only 22.3% growth in the first
half of this century. There after formed 1951 to 1981, it jumped from 15,338 to 32,100,
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demonstrating a growth of 109.28% during tb~ last thirty ~an. This rapid growth of
population changed the pattern of inter-valley migration of population. (Table 1).
Table I

----,------

YeR

To'"

Male

r.....

1901

12,592

6,221

6,171

1911

12,981

6,522

6,459

, 1921

12,856

6,-MO

6,596

1951

15,755

6,905

6,850

1941

14,594

7,801

6,995

1951

15,5~

7,9Y

7,402

1961

25.682

15,259

10,"25

1971

rt,568

15.168

11.400

1981

25.100

18.171

15.929

-

--- ---.--

......
%!,~

102.%«1

_-_._r .. _ _ _ -

,j
--J

The newly acquired prosperity seems to have powerfully ttncourag~d high('r ('ducation. Apart form an appreciabl~ rise in the generailileracy lr'vr'l, th(' Lahauli youlh
has gone en 'masse for University ~ducation far oCf in the plains lik~ Chandigarh.
Kurukshetra besides Shimla. Th~ young university graduat~5. on r~lurn 10 lahauJ.
inevitable look down on the traditional Polyandry of the elders. Ev('ry t'ducatt'd young
mail preferred a separate wife for himself. In spile of the rescnUDenl of lht' t-Idt-r
generation. polyandry has thus received a ~rious St-t back and mor(' wivt's ar~ bring
brought into the family than eYer b~for~. This radical chang~ in tilt' social ~t up
should perhaps explain the sudden population ~xplo5ion shown in Tabl~ 1. It is
evident that compared to 1951. the population haa almost doubl(ld in 1961. a tr~l1d
which continued in 1981. There might b~ other possibl~ contributory facton lik~ lh~
influx of Tibetan refugees. but do not appr'ar to btt significant. br-cau5(' tht-sf" rrfug~~J
were settled elsewhere since 1970. Th~ primary causr, th~rr-forfi. for lh~ 5t1dd~n
increase is the disappearance of polyandry.
Another interesting trend observed in the younger generation of lh~ VaJltty is thC'rf"
pronounced reluctance to live in their native viUagea. They viail their homn only during
summer, rather more as tourists that as sona of the soil. The peopl~ of LaJlaul. undC'r
pressure of population and newly-acquired prosperity have slt'adily pour~d into Kulll
Valley. With scant or no avenues for the investment of tht'ir r~50urC~5 in l..ahilul. lht-y
have started investing their money by buying up brchards and by CnllSiruc:ting hott-Is in
Manali. The increased demand fun land for n~w orchards has bfof"n mt-I by d~SlrU(li()n
of forests in the side valleys. These conditions hav~ r~ult('d in an "f"(unonlic invasiun·
of Kulu valley. the carrying capacity of which has alr(:.ldy br~n rxhaUII('d.
A reference to Table 2 will clearly show that in thr- Lahaul T~hsil, in Spilt' of (lvt'r.aJ1
increase in population. there is a nt'gativ~ (-) d~cadaJ variation. thus rc:-vt"aJing ;an
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outward movement of population. If-this trend continues there is PQssibility of clash..of
ethnic interests between the Kulu population and outsiders.
Table 2
Decadal varladou ill the Populadoa of LabaaJ.Spld

.
Udaipur

1971

1981

VuIadoa

6.167

7.957 (+)

28.70.

Lahaul

14.205

15,801 (-)

2.81»

Spiti

7,196

10,562 (+)

44.01»

Tehsils

Concluding ReJIUII"b

In conclusion it will be worthwhile to record that the induction' of technology in the
mountain ecosystem is bringing about for. reaching changes_ not only in the floral and
faunal picture, but also iii the life style of the people to the extent of modifying the
demographic structure of the region. Many of th~se changes, however, may not prove
beneficial to the Biodiversity of the area· in the long run.
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~' ;.:lIilltCeDt yean,

monitoring of the environmental quality of air. water IDd laad
,......l.cal forma ilpining momealWD. Such. bloDlomtoriDB . . . . appan co. IIIlique
method for early warning of environment quality.
Dlffer~nt aroups of orpniaml, are now udllzecl for lUeIl biolDonitoriDl purpoaea.
thae include phytoplankton. and moUUICI Uld ftahea etc. in the ~ua&ic .,ate1D: lichnI.
mOIlel and higher plUltl in terrestrial ayatelD and lOillDicro-arthopodl. earlhworma,
81pe and fungi in lOill)'ltem. Such indicator OrpniwiODI (plan .. aod animal.) prvvide
a direcirmethod of studying the efJecti of the prevaillDl environmental poUudoD on
I

living organisms (Table 1).
Unlike aquatic environment. terrestrial environment provides baalc requirement for
maintenance of divene life fonDl. All the fUlOnof environment (i.e., dlmadc condidona)
played a great role in speclalizadon and dlItribudon of liCe forml OD earth 1UIface. The
component of terreltrial ecol)1tem mOl varies pad, In variOUI climatic IODei - viz.
Mountain ecosystem, Desert ecoayatem, Fore. ecotyltelD. and Apicultunl ecotyIIeID. elC..
Again terreltrial ecoayateml are very much affected by the biode interference• •
grazing by man and other animala, industrial and other human activiliea. Uld aIIo by the
calamities. There are two major terresaial environmental changea which affect the
terreltriallife form diatributionl, vii. air pollution and pollution of land by mini.ng and
other industrial waite diapoaal activities.
-Quite a good number. of plant and animal form. whlc)lare often uaed for ••• elllDent
of environmental quality. Theae are oCten called environmental quality moniloftnl
.ent or bioindicaton.
In fact. the principal advantages of biomonitoriDB are IDlDy. which are Italed below:
(a) Indicator planta provide' a direct method of IlUclyinlme effecll of Ihe prevaWnl
air pollution on living Orpnilml.
(b) These plana. also provide a measure of intqvated effectl of aU 7 environmental
facton, including air poUutanli and weather condition•.
(c) Ifia pollible to Iwdy the relationships ~tween concentration of air pollution'.
and its effects when both are measured at the same aite.
(d) Ifprovitie pouibililieaofdetermining spatial and trmporallrmdaln the occurrm~
and interasity of efl"eclB of several air poUutanta on nMuraI and roIdvatrd plan ...
(e) ·It IOmetimes enables the analysis of polluting compounds meUJrinl accumuJ.a.
don within plailts.
(f) It acts as a sensitive early warning system which may limulalr prophylactic
measures to prevent or diminish diaaatroUi effects of air polludon.
• I.der. Dept. of Ecolosical Studia, School of Environmental Science. w,uu Uniwni•• Nedia.

Welt Bengal.
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Monitoring -of Terrestrial Environmental Quality
Lichens as biomonitors: The in tim ate physiological relationship between lichen thalli
and the environment is very interesting. The perennial n~ture of lichens and their
sensitivity to disturbance, depends on nutrients and chemicals that derived from their
substratum. An ability to concentrate compounds from weak solutions, and also the range
'of species with different requirements and sensitiveness, indicate that lichens a.ct as a
continuous monitors of the environment. An appreciation of their qualities as lJiological
monitors, and the study of the parameters limiting the occurrence of particular species,
has led to their use as indicators of a variety of environmental factors.
Some naturalists in- the' early nineteenth century had already recognized that there
was a link between th~ sparseness of the lichen vegetation in towns and air pollution:1n
1866, on the basis of studies in Paris, Nylander suggested that lichens could act as
. indicators of the interisity of that pollution. But since th~ l;tte 1960s, it was fully established
that lichen could be used as bi910gical monitoring'of air pollution.
Table 1
Use of Indicator Species For Monitoring Environmental Contaminants
.~

Taxa

References

Lower plants

Burton MAS. 1986. Biological monitoring of Environmental
Contaminants. MARC, London

Lichens

Skye E. 1979. Annual Reviews of Phytopathology 17:

Higher planu

Manning, WJ.R. and Feder, WA 1980. Biomonitoring Air
pollutants with plants. Applied Science Pub., London.

Coelenterates

Hanna, R.G. and Muir, G.L. 1990. Environmental monitoring
and Assessment, 14: 211-22

Aquatic
Invertebrates

Thomas, W.A., Goldstein G., and Wilcox, W.H. 197~.
Biological Indicators of Environmental Quality. Ann Arbor
Science Pub., Michigan.

Terrestrial
Invertebrates

Alfred, D.M. 1975. Great Basin Naturalist 55: 405-406.

Earth \\brms

Czarnowska, KandJopkiewick, K 1980. Bioindication-!. Univ.
Halle-Witenberg Wis~Beitr. 20: 69-74.

Bees

Samiullah, Y. 1986. Bee Craft 68: 5-11

~25-41.

The most important gaseous air pollutants affecting lichens are gaseous pollutants
S02 and particulate containing heavy metals.There are basically three ways in which
lichens have been used to monitor air pollution.
(1) To measure actual pollutants accumulated in the thallus, taking advantage of
their proven capacity to absorb and store phytotoxins and using this information
to extrapolate the presence, location and transport distance of the pollutant;
(2) To map all (or selected) lichen species around a pollution source to measure the
effect, intensity and distribution of pollution by recording their presence or
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absence or morbidity. Photographic docum~ntation can luppl~m("nl lhis approach; .and
(3) To transplant h~a1thy licht'ns into pollut~d arca$ and IIl("iUur~5 d("t("rioratiull uf
the thf\Ui.
The simplest way to use lichens in pollution monitoring is to Inap th(" oc("urr("uc(" and
distribution of species ~ro\lnd a pollution source and to relate wh("n po!sibl(" d1(" nO,.i~ljf
or phytosociological characteristic of the lichens to ambient S()2 (or otht"r pollutanb)
concentrations. For examples, it has been established that th(" (Oln"lon iudiratur ~J>t"(-i("s
Hypogymnia physodes in Europe dies off when S()2 eX(t"("ds 60-70 ~g/cubic In("u(" of air,
This method gives a rough estimate of the distanctt and dir~ction of pollution falluul.
When lichens have been killed off near a pollUtion sourcr' or do not o((ur in tll(" arra
for some historical or ecological reason. it is IuD possibl(" to tU(" ad\'tlUlag(" of their
sensitivity as biomoniton by using transplants. LeBlanc and Rao carri("d 'out Ai ,tud~' at
the heavy polluted Sudbury, ( Canada), site ana u~ discolouraljon of Pa,mtl,a ru/rQla
as a measure. Death of transplant was clo~ly corrrlat~d with pr('\'iousl)' ("stabh,ht"d lon("~
OfS02 concentrations.
Lidlrns are able to sink heavy mews oJvarittd kinds. A.ssa)'J of 11)(" nlt'tal conl("nLS uf
lichen. have been used -extensivel), in ,the monitoring of h("avy metal-Callout fronl
smelters, automobi~s or b-om othtr particulatt- gc-l1("rating indullrit's. Prlhgrrn 'pt-t'ir,
have provide especially useful for II1ch studi("s and can prrluil at maWve meW IM'("I,.
withstanding for example ~en 90000 ppm of iron. Radio nUrlid("s dt"ri\'t'd frolll llucl("ar
detonations can also be linked by lichens and thereaft("r accumula(("d in anilual 5~.,t(,,111
through food chain. Thus simply through analysis of selt-ctt'd lirh~n spet"irs. th(" auno,,"
pheric level of radioactive elemt'nts could also ~ monitored.
Only through p'·otdng the distribution of individual 5~rit-s in an urban ar("a. t11t"
reladve lenaitivities of species to pollutants can be asc~rtained. '111e proxinlity uf a sp('ci(,,1
to the pollution ,sources is of great value and r~u1ts from such sur\'e)", arr 1l10S1 cl("Mh'
d~playedas line. i~dicfl~ng the inner limits of species with differ('nt '('n~iti'·ily. Furul("r
it,W~, appreciatc:,:! tllat lich~n v~getation on trees in urban arr-u (-oldd b(' dhid("d inlo
zones easilyrecog~a~le.in the field. Three lones wert' rnosl fornlJlunly di~tinguiYl("'d
I

I

vi~.

an ,inner "lichen desert" with DO lichens or at least no folio~ or frutifUK' 'P("(Jr,:
an intermediate "struggle or 'transition "lont" wh~rf' Colio~ and frllti("()M" 5p«ir~
lichen begin to appear;
(c) an ()ut~r "normal Zone" which licht"n vf'gf'lation unilff~c(('"d by pulluuun. III durecent years, identicalsludies wert' ("arrittd out in Cah'utla (-itv to Inakr OUI IUllr~
with various degrt'e of air pollution (Fig. I ) (on following pagr).
In an another study it was reporlffl thallicht-ns ar~ disappra.rillK "'ithill lhr ,-orr /UIUof the highly polluted industrial township of Iialdia. W,·st He-ngal. At Ilahha. rlnlMlon
from industries like Indian Oil, Hindustan Lt'vt'r, Shaw WaHa(-('". EurrkiA (:h("tnu'a1~ ill'"
smoke from marine vessels pollute the atJllospht"re. As stH h Iifh(,ll~ of thi' art'a ;ur
affect¢d as noticed through sp~cie.' diatributiol1 aurvry. Four dislill( l/C)n('~ lhuA tau hr
re~gnized (Fig. 2).
(a)
(b)
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Fig. 1. The lAP (Index Aunospheric Purity) zones in Calcutta city.

Biomonitoring Of Air PoDutaDt8 With Higher Plant.

Air pollutant injury to vegetation has been thoroughly documented and is weD
illustrated in several excelle~t atlases. In fact, plants 'can act as indicators byaccumulatillg
the pollutant or some metabolic products of the plant/pollution interaction ill their
tissues, plantS may also exhibit altered growth rates, changes in rates of maturation,
reduction of flower, fruit and seed formation, alterations in the reproductive process and
ultimately depression of productivity and yield, For quantitative evaluation of.planta
responses to pollutants several parameter of leaf injury, productivity and growth responses of sensitive plants were used. Where pollutant uptake was used to measure
pollution level either the pollutant itself or metabolite of the pollutant is measured.
~
During the past fifteen years, several countries used the indicator plants for effective
measurements of different pollutants: viz. 'Tobacco variety Bel-Ws' in The Netherlands
and UK; 'Garden Nasturtium' in Denmark and 'lichens' in GDR.
Other than the air quality monitoring in several parts of the World, selected plants
were used as indicators of soil water status, or soil reaction (aadic/ alkaline) or soil
containing various types ore deposits, and thus these plants were often used in geo-botanical prospecting.
In recent years, biochemical diagnosis of pollution effects on plants were often used
as a good markers for plants sensitivity testing. On the basis of sensitivity testing, l;or
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pollution tolerance index was (APTI) determined in a number of plants by using the
formula, stated below:

APTI = A(::f + P)+ R
10
Where,
APT I = Air pollution tolerance index;
A
= Ascorbic acid con tent;
T
=
Chlorophyll (content);
P
= Leaf extract plI; and
R
= Relative water! content of leaf.
Through these kinds of studies, pollution sensitive and poDution tolerant species can
be easily be screened (Table 2).
Table 2
Bioindicators of S02 PoUution in the Atmosphere
Sensitive Plants

Resistant PIan_

1.

Alfalfa (Medicago sativum)

1.

Banian (Ficus bmp1enJis)

2.

Mango (Mangi/em i"dica)

2.

Sal (Sherea rohwta)

~.

Apple (Pyrus malus)

~.

Neem (Auitlirachta indi~)

4.

Wheat (niticum vulgare)

4.

Ber (D%'JPhus mautitiana)

5.

Cotton (GossJpium kerlJaceu,m)

5.

Com (aa ma"s)

6.

Barley (Hortleum vulgare)

6.

Potato (Solanum tubtrosum)

Plant Responses to PoUutant Exposure
Plant species differ in their susceptibility to air pollutant, For example, legumes such
as soybeans and dover are more susceptible to 03 than grains yield such as corn or wheaL
Correspondingly, different cultivators, ecotypes, and varieties also display different
degrees of susceptibility to air pollutants. Susceptibility to pollutants has been known to
be under genetic control. Although diverse mechanisms have been proposed to explain
this differential susceptibility, no generally accepted mechanisms(s) can explain the
differences. In addition, a range of climatic factors such as relative humidity, air temperature, light intensity and even photoperiod has been studied and'shown to influence the
response of vegetation on pollutants. Similarly, edaphic factors such as soil moisture, soil
nutrients, and soil oxygen concentration also influence plant response.
However when plants are used for the monitoring of air pollution effects, a high
degree of standardization of the air material and of physical and chemical environmental
conditions is a prerequisite.
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BIOMONITORING OF FRESH WATER ECOSYSTEM
S.C.SANTRA*

Introduction

Ecological relationships are manifested in physico-chemica1 settings of a biotic envir9nmental substances and its interaction with the biotic communities in a given environment, is very complex. Biotic environment and its particular biotic assemblages
constitute an "Ecosystem" Thus the understanding of the structure and function of an
ecosystem is the matter of concern for ecologists. In any ecosystem the basic biotic
components are producers, consumers and decomposers, all of which always interact
with the physical environment and so also lead to the changes of the biogeochemical
cycle of nutrients. The Sun is the external source of energy in this system.
Among the different type of ecosystems, the water bodies constitute the. major type of
living environment, as seventy percent of the planetary ecosystem is located in different
types of water bodies: as they may be inland water ecosystem, ocean water ecosystem and
estbarine water ecosystem.
Fresh Water Ecosystem

The fresh water ecosystem again constitute, a number of very selected environments
like ponds, lakes, reservoirs (natural or man-made) and rivers. Each of the habitants have
characteristic biotic communities (flora Be. fauna). The producers (Flora) of the fresh
water bodies are of various kinds viz.., phytoplanktot;ls, benthic flora and maccQphytic
vegetation. The consumers of various levels like herbivores and carnivores constitute
zoo-planktons, floating and benthic animals (Fauna). In addition, various categories of
transitory vertebrate fauna whose livelihood is maintained in aquatic habitats, may also
be included as consumer of the concerned ecosystem.
The phytoplanktons are primarily unicellular or filamentous or colonical algae of
different classes, while the benthic flora include filamentous algae or epiphytic algal
communities. About 500 taxa were commonly found in fresh water as phytoplaokt6ns of
which majority belongs to green, blue-green, golden brown algal groups. Identically a
fairly large number (>720 species) of angiosperms are known to exist in fresh water
habitats alone. With respect to animals, invertebrates (adult and larvae;) and vertebrates,
particularly fISh, constitute the major component. In addition, the bouom sediments
constitute a good number of decomposers dominated by bacteria and fungi. They are
responsible for decomposition of organic debris and so also infacilate the release of
nutrients.
In comparison to the energy capture efficiency of terrestrial forest ecosystem, the
aquatic system is less productive as light penetration in water reduced, so the primary
productivity is less (Table 1).

• Reader, Department of Ecological Studies, School of Environmental Science, Kalyani University, Nadia,
West Bengal.
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AccordinB to documents published by the Ministry of Environment and Forella, Govt.
Of··lnCU. (1990). about 4.1 million hectares of Wetlands of different categories are
dIIlributes io VariOUI States and Union Territories of India (Table 2).
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18

7,m

10

5,520

11.758

'!I,lta

S2

14"19

1111

IIO.l~

8

114

55

187.818

49

11.875

1004

179.015

Manlpur

I

26.eoo

NA

NA

MeIl*ya

1

NA

NA

NA

K...._

2

210

NA

NA

.........
.....
.....,.......
Mabarubtra

NA

11,880
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Table 2 (contd.)
Distribution of large water areas (Wetlands, >100 hal in various states/Union territories of India

Man-Made

Natural
Stales
Number

Area (ba)

Number

Area (ha)

Orissa

20

137,022

36

148,454

Punjab

33

17,985

6

5,391

9

14,027

85

100,217

Sikkim

42

1,101

2

Tamil Nadu

31

58,868

20,030

201,132

3

'575

1

4,853

125

12,832

28

212,470

54

291,963

9

52,564

3

1,533

3

2167

1450861

65253

Rajasthan

Trip·ura
Uttar Pradesh
Wes~Bengal

Union Territories
(Chandigarh &; Pondicherry)
TOTAL:

3.5

I.S01

2589266

NA - Data Nat availnhk

Most of the large water areas are directly or indirectly associated with river systems
such as the Ganges, Brahmaputra, Narmada, Tapti, Godavari, Krishn-a and Cauvery. Now
the nlajol;ty of these water areas, face severe encroachment, siltation, pollution, and
aquaculture activities, though the need for conservation of these water areas is very much
necessary.
Study of Fresh Water Ecosystem Changes

Nowadays it is quite mandatory to evaluate the impact of developmental activities on
aquatic ecosystem what ·so ever, whether the area lies within the core or buffer zone of
the project site. The requirement for data generation is in the form of the following
forlnat:
To identify the water bodies in the study area and highlight the existing
ecosystem components;
To prepare a vegetation profile of the plant communities as riparian system:
aquatic weeds or marcophytic vegetation;
To collect the planktons Be benthos and determine the diversities and population load;
To determine the biological productivi», of the ecosystem: seasonally and
diversify;
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-

To evaluate the impact of developmental project on ecGl)'IteID componenaa
and functioning;

-

To suggest the possible mitigatory measures for con servalion I eCCH"esIOratioD
of water bodies in sustained manner;

-- To use. whether the habitats opoueu any endemic and also

endanler~d

plant species;
-- To asaell whether habitat is a rich gene pool of rare species and abo whether
the areas are active sites for the evolution of species;
Finally to evaluate the fact, that whether the area needs in-.itu collla"Yation
or not?
Due to above ltated facts, a group of skilled scientific personality are oftm mgaged
for preparing the Environmental Impact Statement (£IS) of any sucb project beCorr
iDldertaking any project by a developer.
During impact evaluation phase, usually the physico-chemical quality oC wa~r. soil and
air often gets major emphasis in terms of quantitative changes. but in l'Kent ye-an
ecological parameters like speciel richoe., density and divenity were equally rKe-ivinl
special importance.
The river valley projecta, power planta and industries around big ~r bodiea/rive-n;
mining around the riven and other water areaa etc. deserve spKiai nnphaais for ibid)'
of aquatic ecosystem.
-

Aquatic IDvironmentai PoDudoD

Each aquatic system contains a large number of inorganic and organic compounds in
dUIolved or suspended state, along with a variety of plant and animal life. All thew
components (chemical and biological) exilt in a dynamic equilibrium in a fixrd space
and time. It is generally agreed that water bodies, owing to the p~IrDCe- of aerobic
autorophic organisms, have been endowed with a remarkabl~ capacity to rquvenatr their
vitality. However, with an increase in human activiti~s. the load on th~ receiving watrr
.bodies has increased. Nutrient are increaaingly added to water bodi~1 which lead to a
great difficulty for purification and this hu changed the physical. ch~mical and biological
picture of water bodiel.
The pollution of water bodies invariably affects both fauna and Oon; hence pollution
it essentially a biological problem. Thulltudies on the aquatic rcology envolving analysis
pb)'lico-cbemica1 and biological paramet~rs of the water as both chrmical and biological
indices are complementary to each other is very ~Slenaal. Very often walrr pollution can
be determined by assaying biological index alone.
MoDitoriDl ~f water quality by the laclicator orpni.". Looking at the relationships
between free living aquatic organisml, it is clear that ther~ is a variety or calelOrin of
organillDs which are potentially present in each aquatic ecosystem. and thai th~ groups
differ very much by their increasing levell of organization and morphological compl~xity.
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Thus conSidering the facts of complexity of the biological party of the ecosystem, the two
basic questions are often raised by the aquatic biologists.
Are the communities, populations or species of aquatic organisms which can
serve as indicator of water pollution?
Is it possible to evaluate the degree of pollution in a body of water by the
characteristics of the aquatic communities living there?
Since the middle of the 19th century, fresh water biologists have been concerned with
the changes where pollutional conditions bring the change in natural co~unities of
aquatic organisms. Kolenati (1848), and Cohn (1853) noticed that certain organisms show
a specific relation to the purity of water. in other words th~y discovered that some organisms
present in polluted water differs from those found in clear water, Later, Mez (1898) in his
book dealing with microscopical analyses of water, described four categories of organisms:
those found in very pure water;
those present in slightly polluted water;
those of fairly polluted water; and
those of very strongly polluted water.
However, Kolkwitz and Marsson (1902) made the definite break - through the concept
of "biological indicators of pollution" in their so-called "saprobic system" The saprobic
system is based on different zones of organism enrichmeD't, each ofwhich is characteriZed
by specifIC plants and animals species. They recognize altogether 3 saprohic levels:
(a) Polysaprobic level (a zone with predominance of reduction processes);
(b) Mesosapro bic level (a zone where the reduction gradually ceases and is taken over
by oxidative processes); and
(c) Oligosaprobic level (a zone with only oxidative processes).
They also published long lists of species of plant and animals which are thought to be
associated with each of these zones mentioned above. In 1962, Liebmann also suggested
identical saprobic zonations viz. oligosaprobic, mesosaprobic and poolysaprobic zones,
each zone has characteristic indicator species composition (Table 3).
Table :4
Indicators of various

Plants

Animals

Plants

Animals

Plants

Animals

c,.,:lDUlla Spa

Vorticella Spa

OsciUatona Spa

stmtorsp.

Osci1l4toria Spa

Chin>nomw Spa

-'Jrudra Spa

Pltmana Spa

Nituthia Spa

Vcwtiuila sp.

spirulino Spa

TubiJe:I sp.

MicrtUtmas Spa

Larvae: Oligtmeuna Spa

SUP/aanodisCKS'Sp.

Slralionr}$ sp.

Euglmasp.

Rotari4sp.

Surirell4 spa

Larvae of Perla Spa

spirostomum spa

Tabelimia Spa

Notholca Spa

Urtmemasp.
Clostmum spa

BulbocluuU spa

AsUriotulla Spa

ClotJonsp.

Ulothnx S

M~losiras

Bracmnonus s .

•

.

splat:urium .~

-COlpitlium sp.
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'.1
.......

An.....

.....

~Ip.

1WltuIru••p.

TIIIMIltJM .p.

DuriDg the past three decades, several other saprobic levels were augested by varioUi
'biologists ancJ several methods have been proposed to quantify the indicator orpqilml
found. In the method proposed by Knopp (1954. 1955). the spedea found M each
aamplinl point are listed and their eltimated frequency iI valued. ....... Kale of 7

depe•• :
1 = single findings, 2 =few, S = few to average numbers.
4 average numbers. 5 average to many. 6 = many. and 7 = abundant.
The indicator value of each Ipecies is looked up in the saprobity I)'Item ofKOLKWITZ.
using the 4 symbols: 0, p, cx,. and cp for oligosaprobic. (1- and It- melODprobic ad
pol,..probic respectively. The frequency numben of all the species are added up for
each aaprobic zone: IO. Iu. tP and I8. For a visual representation of the IIaIe of
poUution of a particular biotope. Knopp plots the so-called l!poIidve- values <to aDd lJ.
"presentative for no pollution or minute pollution) above the axil, and the Depdft
values (Icx and Icp) below the axis. Knopp also introduced the concept of relative purity
and relative pollution which can be calculated &om the summations of abundance of
the indieaton in the 4 saprobic classes.

=

=

Relative loading (in «MI)

= I

(0 +ex)

I(O+~+a+t)

x 100

This relative loading is also called and used now as Biologically Effective Organic toad
(SEOL). From the specific groups and the total number or groups present. the Biodc
Judex which ranges from 1 to 10, can be extrapolated. Clean atreamSSCOfe an index dOle
to 10; thil index drops to lower values with mcreuing pollution and the heavy poUuted
.&reams average an index of 1-2. However Woodiniu (1978) hu extmded hi. Trent Biolic
index to cover a range of water qualities from 0 to 15. In the above studies the relaUve
abundance was not considered. In 1970, Chandler proposed a -score systrm - for 51evela
of abundance survey. which is primarily baaed on the numbers or organism. lakeD durinll
5 minutelsampling with a hand net (Table 4).
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Table 4
Levels of abundance considered ill score system by Chandler (1970)
Level

Number of individuals
oer 5 min samDle

Present

Remarks

lto2
~to

Few

May be drift fauna from upstream

10

Probably, indigenous but rare

Common

11 to 50

-

Abundant

51 to 100

-

more than 100

-

Very abundant

The Chahdler score increases with increasing abundance for clear water species
whereas it decreases with increasing abundance for pollution tolerant species.
Monitoring of water pollution by Algal Indices Alone: Biological indices particularly
the use of algal distribution in different water bodies could also be used for water
pollution studies. Some indices are discussed here.
<a> Nygaard's algal indices: Nygaard (1949) proposed five indices to evaluate the
organic pollution of a water body on the basis of algal groups. These indices have been
developed on the ba~is of the fact that various algal groups have different tolerance to
organic pollution and nutrient enrichment. In general, the cyanophytes, the Euglenophytes, the centric diatoms and most Chlorococcales are commonly found in eutrophic
waters, but the pinnate diatoms and the desmids ·are commonly found in oligotrophic
water. The trophic state indices value of both oligotrophic and Eutrophic water as
suggested by Nygaard is given below:
Table 5
NJR88l'd's a1ga1 indices
Index

Calculadon

Oligotrophic

Eutrophic:

Myxophycean

M,~",utU

0.0-0.4

O.I-!.O

•

(Cyanophyceae)
Desmideae
Otlorophycean

Chlorococcale.s
Desmideae

0.0-0.7

0.2-9.0

Diatom

Centric diatoms
Pinnate diatoms

O.O-O.!

0.0-1.75

Euglenophycean

EuglmophyutU
Myxophyceae
Chlorococcales

0.0-0.2

0.0 -1.0

Compound

Myxophyceae+
Chlorococales+
Centric diatoms+
Euglmophycean
Desmideae

0.01-1.0

1.2- 2.5
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(b) Palmer• .tp! incticea: Palmer (1969) made a major attempt ID prepare a lial of

genera (60) and species (80) of algae tolerant LO organic poUution and men devrloped
indices based on the algal data for rating organic poUution of a water body (Table 6 below
and Table 7, on following page). An example of the Palmer', pollution index of algal
genera states that if any water sample having the fonowing algal genera viz. ~
OsdlltJtoria, Stigsodonium, Sh",tlrtJ, Nitzschia, ChltJ""tlomonas and NtJVitultJ. the water sample is said to be highly poDuted by organic substances.

Table 6
Dudoa ....

PoDudOD
Iada

AIpI .....

....

Po. . .

I

Mi~

I

2

N~

..

S

MItut.IU

S

S

OIeiR r JiG

5

1

PtIttIItwiM

I

1

PUctu

I

5
1
1
1

........
~

~-

I
4
Z
2

Species - Divenity Indica.: AA the biologir.al communities subjected ID change with
the change of the environment in which they occur, the relative proportion of abundancr
of species in a community often provides a good indication of pollution. The divnsity
indices are calculated from the abundance data of the organillDl and serve u a very good
indicator'of poUution. Some diversity indices arr described below:

<a) Shannon Weaver. Index (1949) It is determined by abe following rormul~:
D = -1t 'log e 1t
Where, D = Diversity index
1t
= ni/N
oi
n umber of individuals in species i.
N
total number of individuals in the sample.
log 2 may b~ used in place of log e to calculate •D' in order to get the average
inforJDation context per individual.

=
=

(b) Kothe'. Specie.l Defidt Index (1961) This index iJ based on the prindple tha, in

a flowing ecosystem the number of species decreases after they are expoted to lOmepoUutant discharge. In this method the number of species of either a pardcular group
(algae or macro invertebrates) or of all the groups are coun~d at the- pollutrd and
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non-polluted points and then index is calculated as:
Species deficit index = Al - Ax x 100
Al

At = Number of species at the unpolluted site
Ax = Number of species at the polluted site (downstream)
It gives the data in a percentage linear scale and is very useful in indicating the
consequences of point sources of waste water discharges.

Where,

Table 1
A.Ipl species ponudo. iadex

PoDudoa iIlclex

Species
AnAislrotksmw fokatw

S

Arliwospi-ra jmneri

2

CJaItMUa vulgaris

2

Oytlotella menegliinirma

2

Euglena gracilis

1

Euglma vifidir

6

Gomph0netn4 parcuwm

1
2

1
Nitzschia acicularis

1

Nitzschia pal«J

5

Oscill!;doria eAltJrin4

2

Oscillalotis limosa

4

Oscilledoria In'inCII/Js

1

Oscillaltnia puttida

1

ten""

4

Pc&nclorina morum

S

Sun«Iesmw quadnt:tJuda

4

StigeoelDnium tmu,

S

SyruJdra ulna

S

Oscillaltlria

(c) Odum'. Species Index (1971) It is an excellent index to determine the level of

pollution in both following and standing water bodies. It is calculated as:
IruUx value

=

Total numb". o/sptciu mcounter«l in 1M SG.".
Total numb". of individuals 0/aU the $J*iu
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In general, the index was basically designed to work in an aquatic ecoipllelD, but the

recent ltudiel have recommended ita Ole even in terrestrial ecoayatem. too.
BiololY of indicator orpni. .
Among the aquatic OrganillDl algae (both planktonic and benthic). micnHnve~
bratel, moDulCI and to some extent fish are good water quality indicaton. For a
considerable period these indicaton were studied to evaluate the water quality of riven.
water reservoin and lakes as they are polluted by industrial or domesCic poUutanca.
Diatoms are the most important groups among algae. which are UJed widely for water
quality asseasmenL These are golden brown algae with characterisdcs ceUmorphoiogy
(usually 2 mm to 1000 mm in size). There are about 200 genen and 8000 species. Kottwitz
and Manson were probably the fint to eatablUh that the occurrence of certain diatom
Ipeciel indicated the presence of pollution. A progressive decrease in the nWD~r of
individuals in each species is evident with increasing poDution. Other than diatoma.
certain blue green are also considered to be good poUution mdicator, rather tbry ~
pollution tolerant species. Species of OsciUatoria, Spirulina, MicroC)'llia. Gloroca".. and
Chroococcus are the good indicalOn of organic poUution of water bodies.
Identically green algae like Pediutrum, Scened~lIDua. Staurutrum, ColIDanum.
Closterium and Desmidium are also very good indicator of organic poUution or wain
bodies. Among Euglenoids, Euglena and Phacua are considered to be pollution IOI~ranL
There are several kinds of zooplankton. (mostly micro invertebratn. Oag~llatn in
particular), fungi and bacteria are also considered to be poUution tolerant in aquallc
eCOI)'Item. Tolerance to metal pollution (AI, Hg, Cu, In, Cd, Cr, etc.) ~ rqM)rtrd to be
present in certain algal taxa and bacteria too.
For selection of each indicator spedes the following criteria should be conlide~:
the indicator species must be highly IUlCeptible to poUution Itreu;
the species must be euDy recognizable and must have wide dilU'ibution
pattern;
the species preferably known from previous ecological or physiologicaJ stud·
ies;
the species should be easily sampled;
the species should have low genetic and biological variability.

BiomooitoriDB aDd ...........Dt of

-.uatic ..,......

Thus "BiomonilOring" i.e. the use of biological liCe Corms. ( particularly indicator
organisms) are increasingly accepted internationally. It appe-an to ~ quite coady
effective and efficient too. Although biomoniloring oCwaler poUUWltJ and their efl'KIi
have; given considerable new information, full exploitation oC thr sya~m for water quality
management is yet to COlI\e. One reason is that any data to bt' \lied by regulatory activity
ID\IJt be stringendy tested for statistical reliability, cause specificity, interpretive suenglh
and regulatory efficiency. To introduce these in routine biomonilOring. H~nicb and
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Schaeffer (1984) have introduced the term "compliance biomonitoring". The main
requisite is unequivoccd proof of a dose-dependent specific effect on a well defined
biological system or sub-systems. The bioassay approach is more useful in regulating
effluen t levels of toxic chemicals while bioassessment data are needed for overall
environmental management. For effective biomonitoringthe following points have to
be considered:
·Hroven dose-dependent effect basis,
applicability to higher levels of biological organization and ecological bierar- .
chy, and
sensitive reproducible, stable and simple system and· methods with least
variability.
Suggested Reading
1. WILSON, E.O. (Ed) 1988. Biodiversity, National Academy

Praaa WUllington, D~C

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPAcr ASSESSMENT (EIA) AND FLORA:
SOME CONSIDERATIONS

AR.K. SASTRY·, P.1t HAJRA2. Be P. VENU'·

IntroclucdoD

ERvironmentallmpact Assessment, generally referred to as EIA. is a technical exercise
to develop a document which indicates the ·impacts of a proposed project on the
surrounding environment in total. This exercise takes into consideration all ph)"ical.
chemical and biological componen~ in an area demarcated for a developmental project
or the zones likely to be effected by the proposed industry and attempll to foresee the
changes whether adverse or otherwise and evolve suggestions best suited to the situation
in the form of Environmental Management Plan. The present topic rHtricts to aspects
relating to flora while developing this kind of a documenL There are distinctly various
stages of assessmen t to improve and to come closer to the realities of impacts that a
particular industty/ project generates during different s~ges of its establish men 1. operation or its ultimate abandonment. At this state, it may be clarified that EIA is nOlto be
considered as a confidential document or meant ltlr restricted circulation but as an
analytical report giving details on the possible advenities, repercussions and changes mat
a project is likely to bring about or cause on the immediate lurroundings and its
environment (Anonymous. 1994, Erickson, 1994).
Plant Dlvenity ad Relevmce of EIA

It ii well known that unplanned or ill conceived industrial development has proved to
be detrimental to the floristically rich areas in many countries. The value of preservation
of biological diversity has been realized as all the species of living organisms are unique
in their structural and functional aspects besides their extreme usefulness to mankind.
Many organisms particularly of lower groups like fungi which were overlooked by man
as of no significance. have proved to be of immense value to mankind as is known in the
case of moulds like Pmicillium which have revolutionised modem medicine through
discovery of antibiotics. It is therefore imperative that we do not destroy options Cor future
by wiping out entire biologi'cal divenity and their communities from the face of the earth.
in the quest for quick economic returns through industrialization and conlumerism.
Recent studies have shown that the flora of India has about 45000 species including
about 16000 flowering plants. 600 species of pteridophytes, 2700 bryophytes, 500 Ip'«ies
of algae. 20000 species of fungi and 1600 species of lichens (Nayar. 1987). Among the
flowering plants many interesting groups such as insectivorous planu like N'/W'ttlan.
UlriculiJria and Droslra, parasites like Oroba",Iu. &Ia"ophom, Sapria and Cu.scuta and a
number of epiphytes belonging to Orchidacez and the like, the bamboos and wild
relatives of cultivated plants make the flora diverse. important and valuable. Besides. the
geographical location of India with its peninsular region surrounded by the leal on its
three sides. the arid region in the west, and the high mountain. all along the northern
L It. Djrec:tor. 2. Director. 5. Suptd. Boumiat. Botanical SUIWY of lndla. Clkuua
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Dorder rendered the Indian landmass a very favourable habitat for endemics which are
estimated to be in the order of about 5000 species. There are 58 endemic genera among
flowering plants in the peninsular India of which 47 are monotypic or represented by a
single species under each genus (Ahmedullah and Nayar, 1986). Such endemics have a
very narrow range of distribution. The chances of becoming threatened have been
increasing considerably in the recent past and such a reason is attributed to the
degradation or loss or habitat of such species resulting from various developmental
activities. Habitat destruction or disturbances occur through various factors such as
urbanisation, industrialization, clear-felling of prime forest areas for agriculture and
other commercial activities, mining and quarrying, pollution of air, water and soil and
finally population pressure.
As a result, there is a rise in the number of threatened plants. It is estimated that
about 1500 species of flowering plants occur· in the country and are in varying degrees
of threat for their survival, 630 species have been assessed and details on these species
have been incorporated in the three volumes of Red Data Book o.n Indian plants (Eds.
M.P. Nayar & A.R.K. Sastry, 1987, 1988 & 1990) publisheq by the Botanical Survey of
India. Sllch fragile plant wealth needs utmost care and conservation and stipulations
for safeguards in EIA become more relevant and appropriate and act as a conservation
tool for flora while initiating a developmental scheme or project in any part of the
country.
With the present liberalisation policies in operation and developmental schemes fast
coming through, EIA should be effe~tively used as a tool to check the possible impacts
of different developmental projects on the floral diversity and thereby any loss of the
plant wealth. Primarily when one takes up this exercise the procedures to be followed
will vary with the type of project to be initiated. It is obvious that different developmental
projects generate varied pressures/benefits. i.e. bad or beneficial, on the surrounding
flora ..
The following studies may be made with reference to flora to develop database for EIA
document.
1. Component species.
2. Variation in natural populations.
3. Seasonal and periodic events (such as floweri~g, fruiting etc.)
4. Frequency, density and distribution range.
5. Population biology: Reproduction, breeding systems, pollinators, dispersal
mechanisms, and establishment into new independent individuals.
6. Community ecology.
7. Species of relevance to local people:
(a) Medicinal value
(b) Fuel value
(c) Food value
(d) Fodder value
(e) Plants of minor forest produce.
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8. Functional aspects:
(a) Dependence and interrelationships
(b) Relationship with wild fauna.
While developing the list of plants available in the project area, one should objectively
present the information so that all impacts of industry can be documented. It iI. however.
not necessary. to work on every species of flora in the project area, for the data on above
lilted criteria. Considerable screening and scoping are essential while presentingluch
information. Road side species. weeds and species with high relative abundance and wide
dIa~bution may be of secondary:consideration for impact analyses, as they have no
cOnsequence and direct relevance to the project developmenL However plants with
reJtricted distribution which are endemic in nature are to be identified and listed. Plants
'With rare occurrence are to be marked out as these species are prone to further
vulnerability and consequently to extinction (at least in the uea) from the adverse
Impacts arising out of developmental projecu. Some planu require unique habhau
hBving high degree of niche specificity particularly relating to pollination and reproduction and sUf:h details are to be recorded.
The methodology of the impact assessment to be adopted varies with the type of
industry..as different pr~jects generate diff~rent kinds of streSleS/impaclJ on the surrounding environment and fl,ora. However. it is difficult to dilCUil procedures recommended industry-wise to be adopted for EIA studies with regard to flora.
In the,first task there are two aspects namely identification of
activities relating 10
th~ developmental project and identification of the components to be impacted upon
~RO)'Iton, 1981). The activities are:

me

-

Preparatory work
Construction
Operation

Abandonment.
Any of these activities either independently or wholly may effeCl the nora directly or
indirectly resulting in clearing operations of vegetation (forests) and thereby ill component species during construction of a factory or township. During operational phase of
the project. the type of effluent emission., their quantity, also triger lOme changel in
the surrounding environment of the project area and consequently bring about lOme
stress on the constitllent floral elements and its composition. Such activities and the
changes which they bring about or cause should also be identified and studied. Pollution
of environment by chemical effluents may drastically modify the nature of the substrate
and may bring about a change in the sequence of natural vegetation and iu floristic
composition of the communities. When suspended solids become consolidated in
appreciable measure or quantum in sandy or gravelly type of IOUS (substrate) in a ri\"er
bed. plant communities with diuected leaves such as Myriop",UufII and Ranunculacez
members which usually grow as original components generally get replaced by floral
elements which are either silt-loving or aUt-tolerant species such u £IodMJ aaftGllln.sis.
PQlamoflton "etift.'us, P. 1111111"" and GyluritJ ...a.., etc. The other type. of impactJ

"-141_ MI•• aF/"
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through industries involve change in the nutrient or chemical composition especially in
the levels of phosphates, nitrates, trace elemen ts and energy-rich organic compounds,
leading to alterations in the floral composition especially in aquatic systems and seasonal
aquatic micro-flora. Besides, induced activities such as distribution, uses and disposal of
waste products from the industry also bring about certain impact on the flora and
harmful effects on plants. The operational demands associated with the project. such as
power supply, tapping of water in huge quantities from the nearby rivers and construction
of roads and movement of trucks etc.,for bulk transportation of industrial produce also
generate certain impacts on the local habitat and its environment and thereby on the
constituent biodiversity. Such possible causes of impacts should be.taken into consideration in the EIA studies and possible steps to mitigate the impacts on the biota should be
considered in the .EIA Report. Raw materi~l requirements of proposed industry involving
direct use or consumption of certain species of the flora (such as in timber industry,
paper industry, ply wood industry) sho~lld be assessed witli care and EIA should provide
clear estimates for regeneration and continued supply of such raw materials through
sustainable steps. Can tin ued supply of raw materials from plantations raised for plantbased industries is to be ascertained and EIAshould clearly take into account exploitation
of natural plant wealth for production in such industries.
Attention should also be paid to different environmental processes such as soil
erosion, flooding etc. \t\l1i1e considering EIA for river valley projects large areas usually
are lost'due to inundation resulting in the total loss of a considerable number of plant
species. Such impacts are to be carefully assessed and examined, because such processes
bring about the direct and total loss of endemic and endangered species growing in such
areas. Results of such impacts can be predicted by examining the floral composition in
such areas and appropriate steps to rehabilitate those species in other suitable habitats
should be incorporated in the EMP document. Fortunately, no intricate methodologies
are involved in prediction of such impacts and the mitigative steps to be taken.
The next step in evaluation involves assessment of species likely to be affected, their
particular value to local people, distribution range or their role in ecosystem functioning
such as the case with keystone species.
Once data on these aspects is generated and. examined, steps needed for mitigating
the impacts shoufd be considered to nullify or reduce the adverse causative factors. In
the case of flora, such steps include:
in-situ conservation of rare, valuable and endangered species and
ex-situ conservation of such species in botanical gardens, conservatories,
seed banks; Development of nurseries of such species for rehabilitation in
the unaffocted areas of the same ecosystem.
Involvement of llaGal population lin such rehabilitation efforts should be considered.
Unfortunately most of the pr<~ject authorities resort to development of green belts
arot:nd pr~ject sites with introduced species which are easy to grow. EMP reports should
stn's~ ;;;nd nlake it obligatory on the part of the industries to support research on local
plant species and their rehahllitation to rescue endemic, endangered and useful species
froln ('xtinclion. Such r(~hahilitation and post care efforts of plantations of native species
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would generate employment opportunities to local poor people who are deprived of
making their living on minor forest produce obtained from the local flora 10lt during
operational stages ofiodustries/river vaney projects. Lastly. EMP should abo communicate with the local people with regard to the safeguards outlined in the document for
reducing the detrimental effects caused by the project in the surrounding areas.
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EIA METHODOLOGY FOR BIORESOURCE IMPACT SURVEY

s. CHAKRABORTY*
Introduction

The human species entered the industrial age with a population of about one billion
and with the highest amount of available biological resources for exploitation. Now, in
the last decade of 20th century, the situation is totally reversed. On the one hand there
is the tremendous explosion of the human species and on the other hand there is the
rapid destruction of biological resources or wildlife for his ego, needs and comforts. It
has been realized that the change use of agricultural lands, grass lands, mountains,
forests, wetlands, rivers, etc., for any of the developmental projects has the greatest and
most rapid effect upon wildlife and environment. Thus, in India, according to Environmen tal Pollution Act, 1986, Environmental Impact Analysis has now become mandatory
before the clearance of any developmental project. Biological portion or wildlife is the
most important component of environment and presents a special problem in assessing
the impact of a project on them. There is no universally acceptable methodology for
conducting such study. In the ptesent paper presently an attempt has been made to
provide some most preliminary ideas about the methodology of Environmental Impact
Assessment with special reference to fauna/wildlife.
Some DeFmitioDS

For the proper understanding, definitions of some of the terms used in the text are
given be low:
Environment: 'Environment' is the sum of all factors (both biotic and abiotic) that
influence organisms.
Wildlife: 'Wildlife' means plants and animals in their wild state, embracing all living
organisms.
Species: 'Species' are groups of interbreeding natural populations that are reproductively isolated from such other'groups.
Population: Individuals' of a species in a given locality which potentially form a single
interbreeding community are collectively known as population.
Natural Habitat: The specific environment or area in which a particular plant or
an lrnal or a group of plants and animals live in and adapted is known as natural habitat
ot that. plant/animal or groups of plants/animals.
Bora: Total plant species or plant life of an area or region.
Fauna: Total animal species or animal life of an area or region.
Bi(~·ta: Total fauna and flora of a region.
Nature)' communities: Recognisable associations of plant and animal populations in
an area.

----------.---------------------------

oj<
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Ecolo. Branch of science dealing with interactions between organilms and

2~

lh~ir

environmen t •

.....,.tem: It is the functional unit of ecol~.
Crldad .pe~: A species is 'Critical~ when it is facing an extremely high probability
of eatinction in the wild in the immediate future .
......... lp8d_: A species is 'Endangered' when if is nOl Critical but is Cacing a
very hlsh probability of extinction in the wild in the near future.
ValDenble spades: A species is 'Vulnerable' when it is not Critical or Endangered but
is facing a high probability of extinction in the wild in the medium-lerm future .
.... apedea: A species with small populations in the world that are not al p~~nt
Endangered or Vulnerable but are at risk.
lalaedule l8Jl8del: According to Indian Wildlife (Prolection) Act, 1972. threal~nrd
apec~. are included under Schedule I and p.1otected throughout the country, live or
dead or part thereof.

I __ '''OD~ Natural communities are not static but pass through a series of chanlles.
Organisms Uving in them. modify their environment in such a way thar complex
communities composed of more speCialised organisms arise.
Impact Of Developmeat ProJecII

Impact of development projects on the environment vary in their directions, intensity
and duration depending upon both ~e nature of action and of existing biotic community. Precise quantitative predictions about the impacts of a project is praaicaUy impossible because of the complexity and variability of ecoSYSlems and their recovery
capabilities. Impacts on the biotic components are of two types, viz.. direct and indi~c••
and of varying dqration. viz... short term and long term. Direct impacts are those thaI
deltroy or displace plants and animals. Indirect impacu are those that destroy or disrupt
habitats, ecosystems or other physical and biological factors upon whic.h a speciel
depends. Short term impacts relate to the immediate and direct environmental dlanges
that take place during the inception of a project but corrected after ahe completion of
the project. Long term effects are resulted from either major. dirrel environmental
changel or by the chronic disturbances during operational phases of the proj~cl.
However, it is not possible to generalize the impacts of thr dinerent projects on th~
wildlife. A project may be harmful to certain forms of wildlife. while henrficialto olllrn.
.When a large dam is constructed. vast areas of prime habitat of a numher of trr~.trial
plant and animal species are 105t. while the same dam provides habitat Iu \'arielle. of fish
and other creatures living in and around water bodies, and alloWilucceuion to develop
new natural communities. Some typical impacts of different projecl activili~s on the biOla
are given in Table 1.
Frem the study of Table 1 potential negative impacts of developmenl proj~(15 on
Wildlife may be summarized as follows:
tl) Vegetation destroyed or disturbed.
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Table 1
Typical impacts of some developmental activities on biota.

Activity
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Agriculture

Dams and reservoirs

Power plant construction
and operation

Roads, highways,
railroads, ajrports

Communications and
utility towers

Types of biota impacts

Adverse

Benefidal

(a)

Encourages a few species

+

+

(b)

Habitat destruction

+

-

($=)

Loss of native plants and animals

+

-

(d)

Increase in pest species

+

-

(a)

Create shore line ecosystems

-

+

(b)

Potential increase in species type

+

+

(c)

Habitat destruction

+

-,

(d)

Loss of native plallts and animals

+

-

(a)

Alternation of breeding and feeding
activities

+

-

(b)

Change in form of aquatic life due to
heating of adjacent waters

+

-

(c)

Potential loss of wildlife

+

-

(a)

Increase 'Edge effect'

-

+

(ll)

Disturb corridors and natural movement

+

-

(c)

Increase 'Road Kills'

+

-

(a)

Create new roosting and resting sites for
birds

-

+

(b)

Interfere with migration of birds

+

-

6.

Gas and oil pipe lines

(a)

Interfere with daily and seasonal animal
migration

+

-

7.

Industrial, commercial
and residential
development

(a)

Increase pest species

+

-

(b)

Habitat destruction

+

-

(c)

Increase 'Edge effect'

-

+

(2) Wildlife habitat reduced or broken up.
(3) Wildlife destroyed or displaced.
(4) 'Migration routes for wildlife disrupted or destroyed.
(5) Nesting, mating and other wildlife activities disrupted or destroyed.
(6) Increased 'Road Kills'
(7) (:hange in species composition and increase in pest species.

(8) Physical properties of air and water changed.
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Assessment of Biotic Environment

Before going into the assessment, name should he gi\'en to the site to he assttsst' d,
Name maybe based on the dominant geographic or hiotic feature. such as, Swamp. Dun",
Bog, PintJ, Sal, Tiger, Elephant, ttc. It may also he namen after the projc(·t. such a'. 1,,1In
Barra", Purulia Pumped Storage, etc,
Physical features of the site, Vi-L, , topography. rainfall, wind. light, suil. etc '. ha,'e
particular relationship with the wildlife, Less rain fall art'a, Inure rainfall art-a. plain.
plateau, mO\1ntain, co 1M area, desert, etc .• each support a flartitular t~pe uf \rildlifc.
Changes in any of them will automatically aflcct tht' \vildlife. l"hus. hiutic ;tSk"Slnt'nl
should include a description of totally physical fcalurc~ of tht' Silt' .lnd its surroundinJit.
A summary of the physical features to he ~tlldierl is gi"cn helow,
Pltyalcal features of the proposed project site to be included in the biotic •• e-menl

A. Geography: Include present and past usc

or tht· land.

Elevation off-and-on site, Details to he shown un a lupographic map.
Drainage: Water and air including pollutiun entering frum

()ut~idl·.

Presence of aquatic systems off- and on-site: ocean. lake. ri\'cr, pond. n\;u sh.
B, Geology and soils: General geological formation of the art-a with Geologically and biologicall)' important or unique features.
Dominant rock types.
Soil analysis-depth. mineral content. profile. pi". etc.
C, Climate:

Precipitation: Average annual rainfall and snowfall.
Temperature: Average annual, seasonal changes.
Wind-prevailing (direction, speed). storms.
D. Others:

~xtremiti('s.

tornad~s. etc,

Utilities
Noise - highways, aircraft, factories. constructions

Any special features.
The investigator may obtain the topographic Inap from the Sur\'t')' ul India or Iht'
pr~ject authority. Water drainage, forc~t covt·r and utht geographic ft·cuurt"s In.,,' t,,·
plotted in the map from existing availahk- inf<'nnalion. sur\'ey wurk UI "(iori~,1 phulographs, Geological inforlnation arc often a\'ailable with the Incal uni\·(arsilitOs ;\n<l (~('U'
logical Survey of India. To obtain the nata on lh(' ('lilualic condition l1u'I(Oor u h'Kk .• l
offices may be requested. ()ften th~ Distric, ("a7.t'HtO('r ('otltains n\\lch \,;\Iuah\t' In(ot n,.ttion about the physical features of the silt'.
o
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The investigator should provide an insight of the existing relationship between wildlife
and physical features and indicate the changes in the physical ~eatures due to project
along with the influences of that on the wildlife. This information will help those who
will review the report and those who will use it for decision making.
To collect the data for biotic assessment, existing literature on the fauna and flora of
the region should be thoroughly studied.
The investigator should also provide a list of the species from the area which are
important from the conservation point of view aloqg with their legal status. For first-hand
information on the present biotic situation, actual field survey is to be conducted in and
around 25 sq. km of the project site in different seasons of the year. During survey work,
observations on the ecological conditions and biota are to be made to reveal the species
composition in the different ecosystems, community structure, population structure and
status of the species. specially of ecological and conservation significance, breeding,
feeding, migration and other biological aspects. Often, it may not be possible even for a
taxonomist to identify the species in the field. Thus, sample collection of the different
species and their identification in the laboratory become must for the proper biotic
assessment. It is worthwhile to mention that for the sample collection of botanical or
zoological specimens, prior permission from the' appropriate authority (generally, the
Chief Wildlife Warden of the state) is necessary. However, collection and preservation
of specimens are a specialist's job. For the methodology of collection and preservation
of biological specimens, literature published by the Zoological Survey of India and the
Botanical Survey of India may be consulted.
For identification of the major groups of plants and animals, quite a good number of
handbooks and manuals are available in the Z.S.I., B.S.I, or university libraries. However,
it is always wise to take the help of taxonomists, so far as the identification of the species
is concerned.
Estimation of density or population of the different species of plants and animals is
the most important criteria for biotic assessment. Methods of quantitative analysis are
two numerous to describe.
Some of the simple techniques for quantitative analysis are briefly described below:
Plants: To determine the density of a plant species (Suppose' A') in an are(\, some sample
plots are selected at random or systematically. In general, size of the sample plot varies directly
with th( basal cover area of the flant species for which estimate to be made. Sample plots
may vary from 0.1 m 2 to 100 M or more in size. Then the number of different species in
the sample plots are counted and density is calculated by the following formulae:
.
Number of species ' A'
Denszty =
Area sampled
D-lat,ve
. ue""~lty
"'_~.

I\.t:

= (Density of species 'At

Total dens ity of aU species

) x 100

Animals: Quantitative assessment of fauna involves more problems than flora assessment by virtue of the greater variety of animal species, their mobility, and behaviour. It
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is, very difficult to determine the number of animals in a population. Thus, in most
environmental impact studies only a estimate of the population is required aDd methodology for the same varies with the habitats as well as the nature of the spedel.
DIrect Count: Herding animals and flocking birds may be estimated by thil method.
Direct counts are made in areas of concentrations, such as, feeding grounds. relting
areas, rutting and breeding grounds. and in roosts .
.....,.. ploll: This is most suitable for sedentary or attached animals as well as
burrowing species. Molluscs. sea-stars, barnacles, etc., may be counted direcdy in the
I8I1lple plots, while burrowing species from the number of emergence holes.
Count indices: Count indices provides an index of various species in an area and can
be obtained from count of animal signs (pug marks. fzeal mauer. etc.) calls or roadside
counta. Comparisons through the seasons, between sites or habitats can ~ made from
such indices. Roadside count is the easiest and most useful for the species which
frequently cross the road or can be observed from the road. Counting is made by moving
a given distance within the sampling area preferably on fOOL Suppose. a count was madr
at every 0.5 km. interval for a distance of 5 tun and foUowing observauon was made:
Km.from

..

Couaa of

.

'At

Co_tor

.0

0.5

2

1.0

1

1.5

'.'

1

2.0
2.5

2

S.O

1

5.5

2

4.0

4

1

4.5
5.0
Total

S

1

2

11

..

From the above elata, census index can be obtained from the (ollowing formula:

Cmnui~ _ N

Km

N
= Total number of individuals of a species obaer'~
Km
1:1
Total Km travelled
By putting the above data in the formula. one can get the census index for the species:
A = 8/5 = 0.6; B = 11/5. 2.2; and c· 4/5 • 0.8.
Catch - Mark - Recapture (C.M.R): This is the mosl suitable technique for the eslimalr
of total population in a given area of a species which can easily be trapped or nrued. It
Where
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requires captunng a portion of population from an area, marking each individual, and
releasing them in the same area. Mter a flXed period of time another sample is collected
from the same area by similar methods. Counting of marked specimens, as well as total
number in the second sa.mple is made. Estimate of population can be done by the
following formula:
N= ~ or nT

tin

t

T
= Number originally marked
t
= Number of marked animals recaptured
n
= Total number of animals in the second sample
N
= Population size estimate.
Valuation of the biological resources to be sacrificed for a developmental project is
also an important task of the investigator. This will guide the government as well as
commercial decision makers in a right way. Three main approaches have been used to
determine the value of biological resources of an area:

Where

Consumptive - use valuation involves assessing the value of resources, like
firewood, fodder, game meat, etc. that are consumed directly, without passing
through a market.
Productive - use valuation involves assessing the value of products that are
commercially harvested and marketed, such as timber, fish, game meat, ivory,
and medicinal plants.
Non-consumptive - use valuation involves assessing the indirect value or
ecosystem functions, such as watershed protection, photosynthesis, soil production, etc.
To some exten t, consumptive use and productive - use valuation are possible through
local market survey, discussions with the inhabitants in and around the site, Forest
Department, authorities of small and large scale industries based on forest produce, as
well as by the study of growth rates of different economically important plant and animal
populations. Howev.er, from the practical poin t of view, it is most difficult to estimate the
indirect values in our country.
After obtaining the data about the biotic environment from pr-imary and secondary
sources, assessment may be done in the following sequence of questions and answers
arranged in a flow chart fashion (after Shukla and Srivastava 1992):
1. What is the existing vegetation?
i. Weeds
ii. Ornamental plants
iii. Grass land
iv. Shrub land
v. Forest
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vi. Other vegetation
2. IAre there any unique vegetative features?
i. Rare or endangered species
ii. Species with high visual. historic or aesthetic value.
iii. Plants associated with particular habitat features .uch aJ lueam. acid soil.
shade. etc.
iva Threats posed by individual plant species or vegetation (for example poiJonous, fire potential. disease. etc.)
v. Wild varieties of domestic stocks.
vi. Plants of medicinal importance
vii. Schedule VI species.
5. Should any plant or communities be retained or preserved? Answen to questions
1 and 2 will lead to the answer of this question.
i. Should specimens of a species be saved?
ii. Should a representative plant community be saved?
iii. Should a particular natural habitat be saved?
4. What is the existing animal life?
i. Mammals
ii. Birds
iii. Reptiles and Amphibians
iVa Fish
v. Insects and other Arthropods
vi. Other animals
5. Are there any unique faunal features?
i. Critical, Endangered. Vulnerable. Rare species.
ii. Species of high visual. historic or aesthetic appeal
iii. Schedule I species
iVa Migratory species
v. Indicator species
vi. Threats posed by animal species (for example. poisonous IpKiel. diSt-3.SC"
carrier. crop depredating species. etc.)
6. What natural habitats are present?
i. Are any of the habitats suitable for threatened or economically important
species?
ii. Are anyofthe habitats important for wildlife productivity (forexalnple lporl!i
of fish. tourism. educational. commercial. etc.)
7. Does the area serve as a corridor for migratory species?
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Does the area serve as only breeding ground for a species occurring in the region?
What is the approximate valuation of the biological resources of the area?
What are the population estimates of the species of conservation importance?
What types of natural habitats will be destroyed by the project?
i. Forest
ii. Grass land
iii. Wet land
iv. Rock
v. Desert
12. What are the sonic problems of the area in relation to wildlife? This factor is to
be analysed in respect of present, construction and operational stages.
Assessment Of Environmental Impact

For ideal Environmental Impact Assessment complete knowledge about the ecological
relationship is necessary, which is not attainable at the moment. Ecologi~ts have developed considerable data on certain species and th'eir habitats, but achievement of
complete kno~ledge about most of the ecosystems particularly in developing countries
will require much more time. However, it is possible to anticipate or predict ecological
changes that will result from a proj~ct activities with certain degree of accuracy. Information obtained from the survey in and around the involved site before any alternations
occur on, as well as, from the secondary sources, can judiciously be analyzed by a qualified
investigator for a fairly accurate prediction about environmental impact. Predictions may
be further tested by monitoring programme during both the construction and operational phases. By using common sense as well as professional knowledge about plant and
animal life, their habitat requirement, ability of biotic community to withstand or
respond disturbance, impending changes, and result from similar studies, an investigator
can provide a suitable report on the significant impact in the following format (after
Shukla and Srivastava 1992).
1. What are the possible negative impacts that might affect the biota of the area?
2. Which biotic habitats will be impacted?
3. Within each affected habitat, which species have biological significance?
4. Are individual specimens involved, and, if so, how they will be impacted?
i. Do they have historic value?
ii. Do they have aesthetic value?
iii. Do they have scientific or educational value?
iv. Do they have sport commercial value?
5. Will there be short term biotic impacts?
i. Which species will be displaced from the site?
a. Will they pose a problem to surrounding areas?
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b. Will their displacement create ecological problema?
ii. Which species will be destroyed on site and what will be the ecological
consequences?
iii. Which species may invade the disturbed site from adjacent areal?
6. Will there be long-term biotic impacts?
i. What will be the effects of the lOll of native plants and animals on the lite
and adjacent region?
ii. What problems may result from the encroachment of weedy apeciea?
iii. To what extent diurnal and seuonal movement of animall will be disturbed?
iv. To what extent food and water supply to b.iotic community will be affected?
v. To what extent there will be lou of shelter. nelting and breeding ground?
vi. What problem will result from the lou of filheriea?
vii. What will be the consequences of the lou of threatened or otherwile
significant species from the'site?
viii. What will be consequences of noiJe.air.water pollution raulting from the
project activities.
7. What are all possible positive impacu. that might occur u a rault of the project?
i. Will beneficial species be enhanced?
ii. Can nature preserves be eatabliahed?
iii. Will the project reduce pressure on the adjoining forests?

Mldpdnlll___
Advent of human civilization and population explOlion demand development in
various spheres. particularly in respect of shelter. ttanlPOn. food and energy. Thus.
developmental projects are unavoidable. In addition to the suggesting of alternative lilel
of lesser biotic importance for a project. it is the duty of the investiptor 10 provide a
complete listing and description of mitigating measures which will minimize the impact
on the biota. From the suggested mitigating measures, project authorities become aware
of biological parameters in formulating an approach to the projKL A weU-deaipaed
monitoring programme related to mitigating measures should allO be provided in the
report.
Arrangement of saving a particular species of plant or animal in the project area it
mitigation. but saving a large area or restoring a habitat in which a number of species
can function and survive harmonically would be a better mitigation. Biotic conditiona of
the developmental sites and impacts are different for different projects. varyinl in
extension, intensity as well as quality. Thus. there can not be any uniform mitiptinl
measures for all developmental projects. However, there are certain guidelines in this
rClpect as discussed below.
Maintenance of sufficiently large area of wildlife habiuau in and around the developmental aite will in turn help in the retention of wildlife lpeeles. After the conltruction
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phase is over, in some cases wild life habitat may be restored. Establishment of water
sources to an area enhances its biotic potential to a great extent. As trees are friends of
environment as well as wildlife, maximum efforts are to be directed, as far as possible,
for retention of them. Creation of new wildlife habitat by construction of small islands,
rock spits in the large dams, plantation in the barren lands, etc., can compensate some
amount of biotic loss. Threatened species of lnammals, birds and other animals can be
saved from destruction by translocatioI:l of a part of them to a suitable habitat prior to
initiating the project activity, and some of them may be retranslocated after the completion of constructional phase if the situation permits.
It is obvious that large wildlife habitats are often ,cut into small isolated patches d\1e
to project activities. Wildlife diversity and future integrity become limited in these
isolated patches. Linking of these patches, by incorporation of specimens plants into
small groups as accessways, greenbelts, corridors, will provide great benefits to the
wildlife. Construction of tunnels, overbridges, etc., between de-linked wildlife habitats,
for exclusive use of animals is also an important mitigating measure.
Existing vegetation of the project site often contains specimens worthy of saving.
Retention or re-establishmen t of those specimens not only helps in the conservation, but
also provides elements of familiarity and original charm of the area. Investigator is to
identify and mark the specimens for retention. Developmental authorities should take
care that grading of the site is not so excessive as to cut away a considerable amount of
soil fronl root areas, or cover the trunk with too much of fill dirt. Some specimens may
be removed from the site during preparation and construction phases, and then returned to the site for replanting aft~r completion of construction phase. For compensatory afforestation, suitable areas nearest to the project site to be selected. Many of the
projects increase the rate of soil erosion and depletion in the area. Contour planting of
crops on slops and hillsides, strip cropping (Planting alternating rows of soil-binding and
no-soil binding crop in contour planting), trench or channel digging, etc. may be
suggested for mitigating soil erosion and depletion. Regarding selection of plant species
for plantation programme care should be taken for their ecological requirement, such
as light, water, nutrient, pest etc., as well as their economic aspects. It is always better to
get the species list approved by an expert botanist.
Conclusion

We are at a crossroads in the history of human civilization. A road leads towards a
chaotic future characterized by over exploitation and abuse of biological resources, while
another towards the future safety and well-being of human beings by developmen t along
with proper impact assessment of developmental projects and mitigation of negative
effects. However, from the foregoing accoun t, it is obvious that huge amount of data
collection is a must for proper Environmental Impact Assessment with reference to
Wildlife. In the developing countries, base line data required for assessment are to be
collected, in most cases" a new, from the proposed site by actual survey, collection and
identification. This part of the assessment is the most expensive and time taking affair,
and requires more a team effort than individual. Lack of technical facility, man-power
and expertise are among the other hurdles of Environmental Impact Analysis. However,
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certain amount of baseline data on the forest. biota, climate. geology and aJ~ ex~rlise
are available with some state and central government departments of India as listed by
Ghosh (1990). Consultation with these departmenu. prior to launching of the projecI
and. assessment study. will considerably cut down the time as well as expenditure in this

regard.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT "ASSESSMENT OF LAND FAUNA
A.K. HAZRA *

Introduction

The existence of rna n in this organic-cum-inorganic world is inextricably dependen t
on his capacity to utilise, wisely as well, the earth's resources; and what is most important
in maintaining the congeniality and harmony of hjs living and non-living environment.
This is the fundamental rationale of environmental or resource management. About
one-fourth of the surface of the earth is occupied by the land. which in turn plays the
major role in determining the type and distribution of biomes, the shape of soils, rocks
and minerals even underground water. Therefore, the land has a rightful and dominant
position in all developmental planning. But the ensuring ill effects of rapid' non-planned
industrialization, mis-directed agricultural practice and Man's greed for land. Man has
forgotten the dictum of Sir Francis Bacon that, "Nature to be "commanded, must first be
obeyed."
The ways in which man treats his land and environment, produces and utilises and
available non-living and living resources and· plans his future needs and all socially
determined. However, in order that these social decisions are made in such a way that
the present and future generations will not have cause to regret them. The decisions
should be made on the basis of available information on all environmen tal aspects. Thus,
for example, if the compulsions of our country are to use all the available stock of
non-renewable resources, say use of petroleum, at a particular rate of depletion, to know
how long these resources are likely to last; what will be effect of this depletion on the
environment; and what substitute materials are available to replace the same when
resources are exhausted. Similarly, if the decision is to start mining operations or
installation of an industry, it is essential to information on:
1. The limitation posed by terrain conditions, prevailing both at the surface and at
interpretable depth.
2. The natural resources that can be optimally used for the proposed project.
3. The resources that will be rendered unusable by the processes that are related to
industrialization.
The aim of this article is to assess the possibilities of environmental impact on land
fauna due to the development, industrialization and mining operations.
Why Depletion of Land resources?

The simple answer for this is to improve the quality of life. The life quality can J?e
represented by a simple equation by Krishnaswamy, 1981:
L= RxExI
Where, L

=

p

Society'S average level of living,
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=

Function of useful consumption of all kinds of raw materials
(metals. non-metal. water. soil, biological producu).
E = Consumpti()u of all terms of Energy,
I = Political and Socio-economic as well as Scientific and
Technological Ingenuity, and
P = Population.
From this equation let us see the level of average livinlltandard of an Indian. We hawhigh "1", but unfortunately, we also have high "P" and very low side in regard to factuR
"It" and "E It, therefore our standard of living is \'er)' low.
The encroachment on land resources is thus \'ery O!J\;OUl and needs no funher clarification.
The pattem of Laud UIe in the World

The total Ian d-are a of the world is 148.9 million sq. km. of which only 19 million sq.
km. are agricultural area thus giving only 1S% of the wholc.· land-mass u beinlluitahle
for agriculture.

Table I

I.,

Paaena of LaDd _10 Ihe World (-- ••

(:oaadry

Ana
ID

mIIlIoD
... 1aD.

...

IaduIIriaI

AP-

Gr ' 'd

cuIan

17.4

"
S

"

~

9.9

1

China

9.9

USA

•

... (-

,....

u....

for_

..... etc.,

•

18

,..

,~

5

12

-&2

.to

1

12

27

10

50

9.5

5

18

IS

S2

2t

Brazil

7.7

1

5

51

6

2~

India

S.28

2

51

7

14

26.~

~ndna

2.7

1

12

40

54

.5

Ruuia

12

From Table 1 it is clear that when India is compared with the developed nation. like:
Russia and America there is high ratio of utilisation of the agricultural area to indultrial
area. In our case we have consumed most of the forest land for agricultural purpo IC' 5.
due to lack of proper land use pattern act in our coun try.
UdliIadOD of Land Reaource8

LmcI UIe In IDdia YiH-Yia World: The following table (Table 2) showl the per capita
consumption of metals in the USA which when compared to that of India is 54 times in
aluminium 69 times in copper, 90 times in lead, S7 times in zinc. 92 times in tin and 48
tirnes in atee 1.
f1-fltAi M/o Ii a F/!J
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Table 2
Per capita consumption (in kg) of lome bbportant metals by lome couatries including Iodia
(Krishnaswamy, 1981)
Country

Copper

Aluminium

Lead

Zinc

TID

Steel

India

0.50

0.013

0.070

0.159

0.088

14

Argentina

1.16

1.073

1.610

1.102

0.076

160

Brazil

0.90

0.512

0.361

0.482

0.042

77

Mexico

0.53

0.969

1.451

0.812

0.084

78

V.K.

6.83

9.646

4.990

4.959

8.815

861

17.25

8.95

5.431

5.90

8.288

671

U.S.A

The production of base metals and future numiDg targets in India

Concomitant with the requirements of growth the targets for the mining of important
commodities like coal, steel, cement have been fixed and it is expected that output will
be double by 1997-98 (Table 3).
Table 3
Approximate production of base metals (in tonnes) (Krishoaswaat» 1981)
Metal

1978-79

1988-89

1998-99

After 2000 AD

Copper

24,400

70,900

1,00,000

2,50,000 to
80,00,000

Zinc

30,900

90,200

1,10,1,: ')

Over 2,50,000

Lead

10,200

42,000

6O,OO(

-

Over 1,15,000

Table 4 shows the projected extraction of over for these metal.~. It is evident that the
rate of land depletion will increase with the increase rate of extrac tion of ores.
Table 4
Rate of Land depletion due to extraction of ores (base metals)

Ore

r- · ·

1981)

Ore Reserves 1975
estimate
(m. tonnel)

Anddpated 1978-79 to
1981-82

DepledoD
up to 2000 AD

(m. tODDes)

(m. tollDeS)

Copper

417

18

220 to 250

Zinc

210

5

40 to 50

Lead

210

3.1

50 to 70

I

The development of the mining industry in our country, so as to meet growing
demands l~:>r minerals alone as listed above emphasises the need. to ensure the land
environ men t is not adversely affected by ·such large scale intensified production from
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land NlOurc=es. AJ mOlt mineral resources are non-renewable, the mineral depolill, once
mete are removed, are depleted for ever. Also, a large proportion of IOlid mineral
relOurces are used consumptively and end up in waste dumps.
The Itftag aatunI ............. IDdIa

The geographical position in India is unique with major ecosystems on the land e.g.
biBb mountain, tropical rain forests, desert, mangroves, islands etc. which provide
characteristic climate and habitat conditions for development of faunal as well floral
relOurces. India had given many valuable plants and animal geneslO the world. Belidel.
about 15,000 flowering plant species. we have S72 lpecies of mammals; 2.175 lpecies of
bird., S99 species of reptiles, 181 species of Amphibians, 60.000 species of inaecll and
also Fishes and Molluscs of about 6,69S species. Besides according Gholh (1989). there
is vut unexplored potentiality of array of wild genetic resources in the Himalayas,
Western Ghats, Eastern Ghats, North-eastern India and Andaman It Nicobar blandJ. A
large quantum of living natural resources are direcdy dependent on lOil ecosystelDl or
on the vegetation cover which in turn are land-bound. For this reuon. the environmental
impact asseument to determine the pouible effects of developmental projectl on ecolOl)'
and wild life has now become mandatory and soU system. form an important component
of auch study.
Impact evaiuadoD OD Iud f ....

Abow grouad: AI stated earlier, India baa representative of all major ecGl)'llelDl within
itl territorial limita. This habitat productivity is a determinant factor of species diversity
and number or"individuals in that ecosystem. according to Connel and 0riaI (1964) •
high productivity results in high species divenity. Stable environment economia on
energy by reducing loue. and storing it up in the form of living materials. Thil enables
moat species to produce large population. The follOWing table shows productiviry in lOme
ecosystems (Ananthakrishnan, 1976).
TableS
........ feolADDII"'"

.... 01-

1.

Delert

••

Fomt

S.

. ..
.

......

01=_

.....

.

--

.

mal/-.IY~)

arid

400+ 100

DedduoUi

lemperate

Coniferous

temperate

* 1.100
IIJOO * 1.100

Rain foreat

tropical

11.000 4.000

ManJl'~'

tropical

4.800

*
50.000 * 4,500

From Table 5 we can initially estimate the primary probable impact on fauna if th~
project comes under any of those ecosystems.
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Underground (Biotic resources of the soil): The health of a fertile soil has been standardised with the following faunal groups (Table 6). These animal groups help in soil

aeration through release of oxygen, besides acting as decomposing agents and also
serving. as food for other soil organisms.
Table 6
Standardised faunal abundance of a healthy soil (Tropical forest floor
Group

Abundance

Protozoa

5,OO,OOO/gm of soil

Nematodes

1!O,OOO,OOO/sq.m.

Molluscs

50,000/acre

Myriapods

10,OO,OOO/acre

Annelids

1000,000/acre

.Arthropods

10,OO,OOO/acre

After:South~ck;1976

In India the following standard to mesofaunal abundance have been 'estima~~d in
different ecosystems in some regions of the country (Table 7).
Table 7
Po ulatioD size of mesolaUDal
R

temsofsome

of

In.

(lOO/mI)

on

Earthworm

South India

2

1.6

24

46

Prabhoo,1976

North India

2.6

1

27

51

Singh, 1981

Eastern India

2.1

1

25.5

33

Hazra Be: Choudhuri, 1986

N.E.lndia

1.5

2.1

29.8

41.5

Darlong, Alfred, 1988

Himala

4

S

68

72

Sin h etaL,1988.

Collembola

Acarina

Source

Faunal Impact Assessment Procedure on Land

At least three observations are to be made in three different seasons (monsoon, winter,
summer), and two factors are to be considered in the proposed project areaS and some
adjoining areas.
A. Abiotic/Physical factors.
Above ground
1. Temperature
ii. Rainfall
iii. Humidity
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Under ground (soil)
i. Organic matter
ill C:N ratio
lil. Phosphate
iv. Nitrate
Y. pH
vi. Water holding capacity etc.

B. Blode (FeUDal facton)
Estimation of species divenity and approxilDate number of individuals:
Above ground for land-baaed fauna
i. Mammals
U. Birds
iii. Reptiles
iv. Amphibia
v. Fishes (if streams present)
vi. Insecta
Underground land fauDa
i. Micro and Macro-orthropod fauna
ii. Earthworms
iii. Mollusca (Land)

How to coUect .... 1IDe fauul data III the IWdl (SoU, I ........d, ......)
...... poup I'racecIuN
i) Mammala

Ditfd trIIIW I'" Bir ........ Continuous viIuaI ot.enadon '" eaapIopl.. aancIanI ~
durinl day and nilhL Searchl. .
coUecdnc droppInp. hair on the mipaIary
route of wild animals in the forest. By hearinllOunci.lOIDetimeI '" lIftell of'the animal.

pua-maru.

Small mammala: Can be collected by UIlna trapI or nell.
Intlind fMIIaotU: By makinl queries from local people and abo by prmou.Iy publi1hed
record in tha' locality if available.
DifId ..,cw By walChlnl with • binocular by the expena. by UIlna • milt net: by UIin&

ulb'Uonographlc method.
IfIIlirfltl fMIIaotU: By makinl queries &om local people: &om previouIIy pubUahed rKOI'd

U1)' .,dlea and
Amphibia

Vuual obaervationa by knowinl their exact habitat or by calChinllhem and aho by .......
que riel from local people and allO &om the previoualy publilhed record.

Iv) Ilahea

By Ulin, water net, aIao by aearchinglO the local n.h market and aIIo from previoull)'
pubUahed record.

v) Iniecli

Collecting by mean a of insecll nel. by beadnl buahes. by search'n, under rocu and barb 01
treea. Also (rom the previously pubUahed

vi)

Soil fauna

Ii~rattlr~.

By dividing the fornt floor in quadrateathen IOU IUl'tpl~a Wl're drawn randoanly ~ mean. of
soil sample. (rom ~ach quadral~' (.II~ut5 unit.). The' lOiI corel are taken bpt on lOll
extraction apparatlu from 72 houn.
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The analysis of species diversi1¥

There are many indices for measuremen t of species diversity of a particular area. The
widely adopted is the log series (Fisher, Corbet and Williams, 1943). The hypothetical
total number of species of a habitat is the species equilibrium (ST). During the course
of a survey the relationship between cumulative sample of individuals (E) and the
number of species (ES) is variable depending on sample size (Southwood, 1978). The
log numbers of individual of each species is plotted against the same rank (species
sequence) to get a plot that will approximate to a straight line. The index of diversity is
therefore, represented as: ST = a log (l+N/a ). Here the relationship b~tween species
number and abundance of individuals (N) has two features: i. Species richness: the total
number of species present in the (ST) , H. equability or evenness: Pattern of distribution
of individuals between species (e.g. - 100 individuals may represent 10 species of 10
individuals each (equitable) or 91 of one (dominant) and one of each of other 9 species).
By comparing indices such as this, wt}ocan differentiate the habitats where environmental
changes have taken place. If the data do not fall in a straight line, there has been some
departure from normalcy and the species which have caused this,. also could be identified.
Identification of all the faunal groups obtained from the proposed area

According to Ghosh (1990») "The entire foundation for such study of biodiversity
invariably is based on taxonomy and systematic. The environmental impact assessment
study requires comprehensive knowledge of taxonomy related to all animals and species
that the scientists reporting on the proposed site must indicate as to whether the area
harbours any rare or endangered species, or whether it supports such biodiversity which
should be given a shelter under wildlife sanctuary. Ecological conditions underling the
basic concept of animal diversity including biology and other phenomenon like annual
migration etc. The impact assessment study, therefore, also demands information on
possible migration route of terrestrial animals (elephants, birds and fishes). As such the
entire exercise needs a serious,scientific study by competent taxonomists and biologists."
Conclusion

It is clear from the above discussion that for the developmental projects particularly
in the mining sector,. the most mineral resources are not-renewable. The mineral
deposits, once removed, are depleted for ever. Therefore, beside the deferment of land
by large scale excavation, pollution through waste mineral dumps is an important aspect
of mining activity to be considered, open pit operation involved stripping at large
volumes of overburden, which must, of necessity be deposited near by. Underground
working also produce large quantities of waste rock. This has to be solved in a scientific
way. At first the topsoil has to be stripped and kept aside and the waste rock-overburden
obtained thereafter, has to be suitably laid out in patterns that merged with the environment and covered later with the top soil that has been set aside earlier, for growing
vegetation on waste rock piles. This may be a somewhat costly affair, but for the sake of
the protection of land environment the project proponents have to bear it. The disposal
of the said wastes obtained during mini·ng operations also presents unique pr-oblems
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requiring unique solutions. The pollution of the .urface and groundwater spteml from
such waite disposal has to be carefully considered in advance and guarded apin.L
At the end the biological resotJrces on land provide values which are not immediately
seen or even felt but which nevertheless have far reaching impact on our living conditionl. Above all the greatest value of the biological resources is in being an inlUrance
against any unforeseen, unwanted future. in helping UJ to adopt to the changin,locaJ
and 810bal conditions and in providing us options in the future to develop new important
products and processes in agriculture, medicine and indUitry (WlI. 1995).
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IMPACT OF LAND DEGRADATION AND POLLUTION ON SOIL BIOTA
AN ASSESSMENT
A.K. SANYAL*
Introduction

Land is a living system. with its self-replenishing property which is largely accomplished
by myriads of soil fauna and micro flora. The healthy soil must have pore space where
water and air can circulate and there must be sufficient nutrients. Soil animals burrow
in soil, produce a system of pore space and bring material rich in mineral nutrients. Soil
animals and micro flora also contribute to the chemical properties of soil through the
process of decomposition of organic refuse.
Soil As a Living System

The soil is an unequivocal dynamic system. It is the abode of animals from protozoans
to mammals. All the animals, which live re~larly in soil, are termed as 'soil animals'
irrespective of their contribution in the soil forming process. About 95 per cent of the
soil animals is occasional visitor in soil for ~elnporary shelter. food and breeding. The
groups of major soil animals which are generally found in soil are protozoans, molluscs,
annelids, helminths, arthropods, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. Of these the·
dominant group in respect of number is arthropod ,vhose nUlnber·may reach up to·
2,500,000 per hectare in mature soil. The quantity and diversity of fauna in soil depend
upon various factors such as soil porosity, temperature, moisture, pH, nutrients, vegetation, etc. In soils which are low in nutrients animal population is less in comparison to
the soils rich in nutrients.
Land Pollution and Degradation
~-\ll

the activities of man are land based. Some of these activities generate pollutants
and pollute the land. The important factors of land pollution are discussed below.
Solid waste disposal:
(a) Municipal waste: In advanced countries and also in the metropolitan cities in
India, refuse creates an acute environnlental problem. The quantity of refuse produced
per year in urban areas in India anloun ts to about 2 million tonnes. The studies in
Cak:utta have shown that this quantity is increasing at 1.5 per cent per year. Removal of
garbage costs se\'eral crore of rupees and cou1posting is also rare. So the garbage is usually
left lying in the open and cause un\van ted occupation of land. The toxic material is also
ahsorhed into the soil and kills soil inhabiting plants and animals. It also contaminates
th<..> surface as welJ as ground water. The refuse dlul1p provides breeding ground for rats,
flies and other disease carriers. It is also a source of poisonous gases which pollute air.
(b) Industrial waste: The industrial ,,~aste containing toxic chemicals and heavy
*

D('IHll\' Din.~rlor,

Zoological Survey of India. Calcutta 700053
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metals are in mOlt cases dumped on land. The Sulphur dioxide and pulverized Oy ash
contain'ing many heavy metals (Table 1), including arsenic, cadmium, chromium. mercury, lead, manganese, vanadium. fluorine and beryllium and other particulate mauen
are released from thermal power plants. Also the industrial and automobile emission I
contain hydrocarbons, suspended particulate matters and metallic traces. All these toxic
material setde on land and pollute it. The result is the disturbance in the biological
activity in soil and ultimately the land becomes unproductive.
Table 1MetaleD.......

MedI-

)
)

)

60-1500

Od
Co

12

1-260

Cr

250

40-8800

Cu

800

200-8000

Fe

2100

6000-61000

Mn

400

150-2500

Mo

5

2-50

Ni

80

IO-SSOO

Pb

700

11O-!OOO

An

120

40-700

Zn

!OOO

700 - 49000

The flooding of the land by industrial waste water containing unwanted chemicals and
metals adversely affect the physiochemical properties of soil by killing the soil fauna and
flora.
Aplcultural pncticea:
(a) UUlldllecllrrlpdOD: Irrigation is certainly an essential practice in agriculture.
Bot unskilled irrigation can cause serious problems like waterlogging and salinalion.
(i) Waterlogging - The canal water applied in the field is often far in exceu of need.
Due to lack of adeq\l&te drainage system the excess water il often l~d in lh~
field. Further, the canals and distributaries are usually not properly lined and
they contribute to water logging through seepage. This relulu in riling up ot
water table up to or above the land surface and water stands for mOil of me year.
In waterlogged land the pore space is filled with water and does not have enough
air in it. Without the circulation of air. the oxygen le\'el in the soil faUs and carbon
dioxide increases. The crops cannot grow on that land and the animals cannol
survive there. It can be said that waterlogging turns healthy land into wet desttrl.
The present estimate of water logging land in India is about 8.48 million
hectares.
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(ii) Sewage irrigation - Sewage irrigation deteriorates soils by reduction of pore

space as a result of clogging by colloids in the sewage. This may result in the
reduction of permeability and impediment to drainage. As a result of repeated
applications of sludge over a long period caused accumulation of heavy metals
in soils.
(iii)Salination - Ail water including rain water and underground water, contain
dissolved salts mainly chlorides, sulphates and bicarbonates of calcium, sodium
and magnesium. The lands brought under irrigation projects are affected by
increased salinity because of the rising ground water table. Similarly in coastal
areas the salinity of land is high due to.periodic flooding and seepage of salt
water. When the salt content exceeds 2,000-3,000 ppm the water becomes toxic
for most plants. Too much salt reduces the plant's capacity to absf>rb water.
The salt-affected land is either saline or' alkaline in nature. Saline land contains
sufficient soluble salts mainly sodium chloride and s6dium sulphate. The saline
soils are distributed throughout India and estimated at 5.5 million hectares~ The
land which contains excessive amount of sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate is called alkaline or sodic land. The soil is dense, compact and often with
hard layer of calcium carbonate. In this hard soil plant roots can not grow and
absorb nutrients. The alkaline soils are found mainly in the Il}do-Gangetic plains
and estimated at 3.85 million hectares.
(b) Use of chemical fertilizers: The recent studies show that some 7 million tonnes
of N,P and K are used per year in India. The extensive use of chemical fertilizers is
dangerous for the fertility of soils in long term. It particularly causes nitrate toxicity in
soil which ultimately kills the fauna and micro flora and pollute the ground water and
water bodies. This fertilizers also contain heavy metals (Table 2).
Table 2
Hep)" Metal Conteat (_1) of Fertililen
Co

Cr

Cu

MIl

Mo

Ni

Pb

Za

0

0

22

24

2

-

15

Calcium Nitrate

0.1

-

10

5

-

-

-

1

Ammonium
Sulphate

<5

<5

().800

()..80

<0.05-0.22

<5

200

().8()()

0.02-1S

0-1000

1000

2842

35

32

92

70-3000

Potassium Chloride

1

-

0-10

8

<0.05-0.5

<1

<1

O-S

Potassium Sulphate

<5

<5

O-SOO

80

0.09-35

<5

<50

<50

Farmyard manure

0.03-6

-

0.2-62

11-650

0.2().15.8

11

-

4-560

Fertilizer

Nitrochalk

Superphosphate

(c) Use of pesticides: The discovery of toxic chemicals for management of animals

and plant pests is certainly a blessing to farmers. But it is now being realized that the
toxic chemicals or pesticides have some undesirable side effects and cause environmental
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pollution. Large amoun ts of pesticides reach the soil, either as direct appHcatioD. from
fallout from aerial spraying. in rain or dUit or from plant or animal remaina which
become incorporated with ~he soil. Thus soil acts as a reservoir for thete toxic raiduea
from which they move into the atmosphere, water or living organiJlDJ.
Of the 1000 pesticides which are in use in the world only nearly 250 are tiled in
agriculture. The most common pesticide residues are either penisr.ent inorganic chemicals, luch as arsenic, copper or lead or penistent organochlorine insecticides (Table 5).
Among the pesticides normally used those which belong to the organochlorine pvup
IUch u D.D.T., aldrin, dieldrin have attracted much attention and invited IeVefe critidam
for their adverse effects on soil.
TableS
PenilteDte TIlDe for ........ 1:.............
Pellidde

. . .1111 .......

BHe

llh

DDT

IOYn

Aldrin

gYrI.

Diuron

16monlha

Atrazine

18 monlhl

Simulne

17momha

Qlordane

12 monlhl

2,5,6-Trichlorobenzene (TBA)

2-5Yn.

Penistent insecticides in soil or forest litter may haft a variety of advene effecll on
soil fauna and flora as follows.
1. Serious disturbance of microbial activity in lOil. affecting the lOil fertility advenely.
2. Harmful effectl due to killing ofbeneticiallOil organillllllUch as predatory mila.
centipedes and carabid beedes that prey on petti. and the myriads of invenebntes
particularly earthworms, enchytraeid worms, collembola, dipaera larvae and lOme
acarina. All of these contribute to the breakdown of dead plant and animal
organic matter, and thus ultimately increase the lOil fertility.
3. Sufficient entry of toxic material into the systeDll of birds and mammala throuch
the food chain may acquire a lethal dose.
4. Sub-lethal effects on soil invertebrates through alteration of reproductive potential, behaViour and feeding habiL
5. The organochlorine insecticide residues seriously affect the growth of the crop.
The copper- and mercury-bued fungicides have high toxicity and tend to remain in
the soil. In higher concentrations they can sterilise the lOiI and reduce the biological
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activity in the soil. Herbicides have high residual toxicity. So repeated application of
herbicides results in harmful effects on soil fauna and flora.
(d) Shifting cultivation: It is a traditional and popular meth.od of cultivation in rior~
eastern India. It is also practiced in the tribal areas throughout the country particularly
in some parts of Orissa, 'Madhya Pradesh, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh. It is known as
Jhum in Assam, Dahya in Madhya Pradesh and Podu in Orissa. Outside India, e.g., in
northern Myanmar, Sumatra, Borneo, New Guinea and the Mrican continent similar
cU,ltivation practices are also known.
In this method of cultivation the forest is slashed and burnt. It adds to the mineral
content of the soil, but it reduces the humus content in the soil. As a result the water
holding capacity of the soil is lost and the biological activity is stopped~ The productivity
of the forest soils become poor and the shifting cultivators move on to a fresh patch of
forest. The resulting exposure of the bare soil to rains and wind causes enormous soil
loss through erosion, especially on hill slopes. Mter a few such cycle of cultivation on a
particular hill slopes, the land is ultimately converted into a barren field. The recent
figures show that over 4.35 millio,n hectares of land are under the practice of shifting
cultivation in India.
(e) Over cultivation: Intensive cropping removes the most important micro nutrient
elements like zinc, iron, copper, manganese, magnesium, molybdenum, boron. These
form only one percent of the weight of a plant but control various aspects of a plant's
process.
Deforestation: The felling of trees causes less accumulation of organic matter. Due to
absence of organic content, the soil loses its water-holding capacity and the soil organisms
die. The other most important and adverse effect of deforestation is loss of nutrient rich
top soil due to erosion.
Soil Erosion: Soil erosion is a natural and normal process, through which the earth's
crust is constantly and gradually eroding away under the forces of weathering. This is
geological or normal erosion and is ext~emely slow. But when human activities accelerate
'the disappearance of protective cover of natural vegetation and cause soil erosion, it is·
then called as accelerated or artificial erosion. The loss of top layers of soil through
erosion turns the land infertile, unproductive and wasted.
The most important types of erosion are gully and ravine erosion. When rain fall on
land without stable vegetation cover, the rain drops mixed with silt flow down the slope
and give rise to rills having maximum depth of 3 metres. These steep slopes and
undulating terrain are gullied land. The gullies are the first step of land dissection. They
gradually become bigger and lead to the formation of ravines. So the ravines are the deep
gorge containing systems of running gullies parallel to each other. The soil in the
ravenous land is continuously eroded due to rainfall and the land becomes more deep.
In India the growth of ravine is estimated to be 0.5 percent annually and total loss of land
is nearly 8,000 hectares to ravines every year. Four million hectares of land in India have
already been transformed into ravines. The top soil is also removed and flown away by
wind.
An estimate in 1972 shows that the amount of'soil lost due to erosion contained
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nutrients priced at Ra. 700 crore in that year in India. It is also known from another repon
that total amount of soil washed away in India in every six montha wu higher than the
amount of soil required to build brick houses during the period in the country.
Deforestation and overgrazing are the most important facton of lOiJ erosion. Due fD
absence of stable vegetation cover on the land the soil becomes looIe resulting in elOlion of
surface layers. Besides loss of nuttient rich top soil and/or fonnanon of unproductive gullied
and ravenous lands the large quantities of IOU washed or Hawn away are deposited in tanka.
JWer9Oira, streams and river beds and reduce their water holding capacity, resulting in heavy

ftOtHb.
0verpuiDg: India with just a fortieth of the total land area of the world IUppol1l mo~
than half of its buffaloes, 15 percent of its cattle, 15 percent of ill goa... and 4 percent of
its- sheep. Thia1arge number of livestock is the source of fuel, power, nutrition and raw
material for industries. But these animals are underfed and malnouriJhed as the fodder
needed is not enough. Only about IS million hectares in the COUDcry ar( recorded as
permanent grazing lands. This amount is sufficiently leu in comparison to the demand.
The result is over grazing on fallow, uncultivated and forest lands. The ablence of ground
vegetation causes soil erosion, gradual depletion of soil organisms and ultimately the
land is transformed into wastelands.
MJnlne: Mining causes land pollution both directly and indirectly. There are two
methods of mining such as open cast mining and underground mining.
(a) Opea-cut mlnlnr- This method fonows complete removal of lOp lOiI and other
strata, called overburden, for excavation and lifting of material. The mull it the
deltruction of the whole land area, with large void and scan and lou of productive area.
(b) UndergroUDd minlnF In this method the mineral is directly mined by making
access to it through tunnel. The roof of the underground pallaget illupported by timber
and pillars of ore. When the mine is abandoned the timben are ~moved and depillarinl
a-done. This leads to subsidence of land, making the whole area a big depreuion and it
becomes wasteland.
In both the mining operations the ore is deposited at site adjacent to the min~. It
causes unwanted occupation of land. Further. the mining waste dumped on the land are
washed out to the adjoining agricultural fields and pasture. The debria blocks drainagtt
channels resulting in waterlogging. The waste material often hardens on drying turning
the fields infertile. Much of the mining activity iJ carried out in fo~.ted area. Mininl
operation needs deforestation and the obvious result is land degradation followed by
erosion. Unless proper measurers are taken. mining activities in hilly areas caUR
landalides.
The loIS of agricultural1and due to mining of building sand and brick. clay is ~riOUI
menace in India and other countries. Valuable agricultural lands have aI~ady ~en
wasted in Mogra-Pandua belt of Hooghly district. West Bengal for mining of building
sand. Use of agricultural land for brick fields is also universal. Brick.s made of nearly 120
tonnes of soil are needed to build a modest house of five memben. So for lS6 million
ofurban population in India nearly 300 million tonnes of soil. mostly rop soil. would
nave to be excavated.
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Radioactive fallout: The explosion of a nuclear bomb-releases nuclear elements which
become attached to tiny particles of dust. Even tually, the contaminated dust falls on earth,
often in rain or snow. These deadly products pollute soil to a great extent. It considerably
reduces the productivity of the soil through eradication of microfauna and micro flora.
It also affects the higher plants and animals including man.
Assessment of Enviroomentallmpact on Soil Biota

The land is con tinuously being polluted resulting in significant depletion of soil fauna
and flora. These biotic components actively participate in formation of healthy soil, their
absence inhabits this process and ultimately changes the healthy land into wastelands. It
is therefore, necessary to make an assessment of probable en\ironmental changes and
its impact on soil biota before and after the establishment of any 4evelopmental project.
In order to determine the coverage of EIA process it is necessary to clarify what is
meant by 'significant impact on the environment'
Type of impact to be covered: For the purpose ofEIA, the environment is. usually given
a broad, but not all-encompassing, definition, it inclUdes:
<a> Receiving environmental media.: Changes in the quantity of land available for
different purposes and in the quality of land (e.g., through changes in the quality of
landscape, the propensity to soil erosion, the level of chemical residues in the soil).
(b) Living receptors: Changes in the damage levels to fauna and flora and natural
ecosystems with consequential effects on species diversity and abundance.
Assessment methods: Although the assessment methods are numerous and diverse,
for the most part they are not unique to the EIA process. They originate as tools of analysis
developed within a wide range of disciplines. The major elements in the process are
identifica~ion, measurement, interpretation and communication of impacts (Table 4).
The measurement techniques vary, interpretations vary on the basis of their nature of
impact, i.e. either adverse or beneficial. So a number of methods have been developed
of which the ad-hock methods, network method, impact check-list and impact matrices
are commonly used for assessment of impact on ecology and biology. The method is
based on ecological survey with the following steps.
i) Analysis of previous physico-chemical data of land and soil biological componentS.
ii) Assessment of physical and chemical properties of the land.
iii) Assessment of all possible pollutants in the soil.
iv) Quantitative and qualitative assessment of biotic components in the soil.
v) Study on correlation between the soil biota and edaphic factors viz., temperature,
moisture, pH, salinity, porosity, water holding capacity, micro-organisms, vegetation, organic carbon, phosphate, nitrate, heavy metals and other organic and
inorganic pollutants, etc.
vi) Assessment of biota in respect of their endemism and conservation measures
already in operation.
1
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Table 4
A a..u1cadoa of .bI1 ,

+", MeIbocIa IIJ ......

Identification methods

to allill in identifying the project ahernati~l. project characceriatic. and
environmental parameten to be in¥ellipted in the UIeIIInalI.

Data auembly methods

to allill in delCribing 'he characleri.tJcl of the
environment that may be affected.

Predicuve methods

to predict the magnicude of the impacll which the dneIopmen. ialikrly ID haw
on the environmenL

Evaluation methodl

to UIeII the Iipificanc:e of the impacll which thr dnrlopmmt will haw on tJw
environmenL

Communication methods

to auiIt in conaulwion and public parddpation. and in rxpralina ~ ftndinp
of the ltudy in the form lUilabie (or dKiIion-maJUng putpoIeI.

Management methods

to UIiIt in managinJ the leope of the Mudy. the prqJU"&bon of ~ lmpact 1lUdy.
the emdent conduct of the conadwion prOCCA. etc.

Decilion-makinl methods

to auis, decision..... n in Ulellinl and undenlanding the lipificancc 01
environmental impKlI relalive to olher facton relevant to a decillion on thf'
J)fO~ deYelopmenL

d~lopmenl

and of thr

PreparatiOD of the EIA study: It is a mandatory requirement of any formal EIA SYSI~m
that an EIA study be prepared for submission as a written report ('often call~ an
Environmental Impact Statement or EIS) in support of the developer's application for
authorization of his chosen project.
The structure of the written report should reflect the key environmental issues
associated with the particular project under consideration and therefore there is no
standardized format to which all EIA reports should closely adhere. However. in order
to conform with the provisions of the EIA directive, it is likely that the report related to
impact on soil biota need to cover the following items
(a) A description of the main features of the chosen project which may caUJC
significant impacts on soil fauna and flora, including rSlimales of mr rrsidu('s and
wastes it may create.
(b) A description of the base-line condition of tholr aspects under considrrallon.
(c) An assessment of the likely significant impacts of the cho~n proj«l on m(' UprClS
under study.
(d) A description of any ameliorating measures "'hich a~ proposrd (of which haw
already been incorporated into the project design) to reduce thr potentially harmful
effects of the project (In the environment, particularly the soil fauna and nora,
(e) A non-technical summary of the total assessment.
Conclusion

The foregoing discussion indicates two approaches of which one emphaJiz('s chal (h('
soil is a biological system \vith myriads of faunal elements responsible for "l.lint_lining
the intricate bioeoclogical system in nalure. The other appruach ad"()('iUtaS I)ll- fat"t Ih.1I
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the soil is continuously being degraded due to adverse effects of pollutants generated
from different developmental projects. Thus there is a continuous conflict between the
developmen tal process and biological characteristics of soil. However, this could easily
be minimized through judicious and rational utilization of land by means of various
methods of which EIA is one.
The notification issued by the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of
India in January, 1994 (as amended in May, 1994) makes EIA statutory for different
identified developmental projects and related activities. For obtaining environmental
clearance of the projects the Government, Public Sector undertakings and Private
organizations are now approaching the Zoological Survey of India for long studies Qn
faunal diversity and possible impact of environment on faunal resources in the project
site. In these studies the scientists are paying special attention to soil fauna and many
such studies have already been completed.
Suggested Readings
1. CHAUDHURI, A.B. 1992. Environmental Impact Assessment. In: Mine Environment and Management (AD Indian Scenario), Ashish Publishing House, New Delhi, pp. 158-188.
2. SANYAL, A.K. 1989. Land pollution. In: Environmental Awareness and Wildlife Conservation
(eds. AK. Ghosh,J.K.Jonathan Be P.P. Kulkarni), Zoological Survey of India, pp. 47-58.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT ON WETLAND ECOSYSTEMS

J.R.B. ALFREDl. and N.C. NANDI'·
IatrochIdIOD
India is a nation of extraordinary divenity. the second largest in Alia and the seventh
largest and second populous country on Earth. It is the giant of the Indian subcODlinenl
which comprises fully one third of Asia. India supports one-aeventh ofhumaniry and this
population is continuing to increase at an astonishing rate. The demands of thete 850
million people. the vast majority of whom, being agriculturists, are concentrated in the
same areas as India's principal wetlands, place incredible prasure on the nadon's natural
resources; the survival of the lites depends upon the attitudes and awarenell of these
people.
Wetland. may be defined as a diverse assemblage .ofwet and watery habilalS. It includes
a wide range of inland, coutal and marine habitats which share a number of common
features of both aquatic and terrestrial ecosysteml: Even though the global attention is
increasingly focused on the wetland r.colJltems, there is yet no single. univenally
accepted definition of a wetland.
DeflDldoa 01 ....• ...

Wetlands have been defmed "by more than ftfty different ways to include a wide
IpeCtrum of habltatf. The 1971 Convention defmel wetland as
"areu of marsh. fen. peatland or water. whether natural or artificial, permanent or
temporary, with· water that is ItatiC or flowing. fresh, brackish or ult. including areas
marine water the depth of which at low tide doel not exceed six mettel.·
The above IUCN definition, however, fails to lpecify parameten in cue of inland
waten. To classify these inlan" water bodies the following definidoD of Cowardin " at
(1979) of U.s Fish and Wildlife Service is useful.
1'he wetlands are lands transitional between terrelttia1 and aquatic .,.teDll where
water table is usually at or near the surface or the land is covered by shallow water·
According to US Fish and Wildlife Service, wetlands should have the following three
attributes:
1. An area which is permanently or periodically inundated for at least seven successive
daya during growing season.
2. An area which supportl hydrophytic vegetation at leut for lOme part of the ~ar.
5. An area which haa predominandy hydric lOils that are aaturated for. sufficiently
long period to become anaerobic (lacking in o.,.n) in their upper layen.
ClauificadoD of Wetlands

There is a wide range of claasification for wetlands. The cl. .iftcadon made by Scott
1. Additional Director, 2. Deputy Director, Zooloslcal Survey of India. Calcutta 700 051

18-tll" HI. eA F/"
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(1989), modified by Dugan (1990) and adopted as the Ramsar classification' is presented
below in Table 1:
Table 1
Wedaod Classification

1. Salt Water
1.1 Marine

1. Subtidal

i) Permanent unvegetated shallow waters tess tb.", tim drl,t" ...
low tide including sea bays, straits.

ii) Subtidal aquatic vegetation, including kelp beds, sea g""5M'5,
tropic-al marine I1lc-adows.
iii) ,oural !"t't'rs
i) Ro,'k~'

nmrint' shurt's, induding cliffs and rocky shores.

ii) Short"s of mobilt' 5tont"S in," shingle.
iii) Intertidal mobilt" un\'egetated mud. sand or 5."l1t flats.
iv) Intertidal vegetated sediments. including salt Inarshes and
mangro\'es, on sheltered coasts.
1.2 Estuarine

1. Sublillal

i) Estuarine waters; permanent waters of estuaries and estuarine
s}'stems of deltas.

2. 1",,,,'I;(ltll

i) Intertidal mud.

sand or salt flats, with limited vegetation.

ii) Interridal marshes. including salt-marshes, salt meadows,
sclltings. raiwd salt marshes. tidal braC'kish an(' frt'shwater
m&\fsht"s,

iii) Inttonid." fore-stt'd wetlands, induding ll161ngro\'t' swamp,
Ilipa swamp. rid.d li'eshw3te-r swmnp f(""tost.

1.3 Lagoonar

tu ~."'hw hlgoons \\;th Ollf' or mOTe reiativt"ly narrow
('onneftions ',ith tllt'St'&l.

1.4 Salt lake

Permanent and seasonal, brackish, saline or alkaline lakes, flats
and marshes.

i) l\".\fki~h

2. Freshwater
2.1 Riverine

Pmnnial

i) Permanent rivers and streams, including waterfalls.

ii) Inland deltas,

Temporary

i) Seasonal and irregular rivers and streams.
ii~ Riverine flood plains, incllldingriver flats, flooded river-basins,
seasonally flooded grassland.

2.2 Lascustrine

Pmnnnmt

i) Permanent freshwater lakes (>8 ha), including shores subject
to seasonal or irregular inundation.
ii) Permanent freshwater ponds (>8 hal.

Simona I

i) Seasonal freshwater lakes (>8 ha), including flood plain lakes.
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)S",.. :MS

~(jC_'

Table I (nmtd.)

....... 2.3 Palustrine

--

--

') Permanenl f"",laWHlrr ... al ••h,· .. ancl """1111" ..n in... "an" ...1.
wil" emel'lrnl ¥rIft... i.... wi ...... h.,..., Ii.· I...... tlu· w..I,·, I"hl..
(or al lftall mOIl of
K'U""ltK ~ .•,......

.It,.

ii) Permanent pe...rorn,in" h"~lw"'''' ......,.. .. .. I..di ...
nopit'aIJlI»land valley swamI" " ..min.... ·• I I.,. I·..I~I .. ' ... I) ......
iii) MaMlual rrCl"waI~ manhn un ilkNK......

tI ... 111.1 .......1("
tJ.,lIRha. 1,..d",Iea. seuonally nuoci"1 n'r....."" ..... "'.- ...... ~ •• ,. t
~'1U1 diu"I .. .,..

om............". •..

1..1U1". in,.luding acidophiloul.
'IIe.liK.·........ mill'" .. " ...,rd by mOIl. hrrbl or dwarf "11 ..1.
, .."K.·.... i ..... d ..d ,........ ull')11".
1\')

I"'ill

,., ..\II.i ...· .na" ....hll wCOIliuKI, i ..cludinl seuonan,. n.... Ie"(1
.....;.. 1..'" ....."...•..... 1 Ity "'IIII,unary
(ron....own.d •.

wa'",

\-i,

""""laW',,,,"

",)finK' and (tUn wit" surroundin. "'"I'.........

vii) ",kanic fumaroles conlinuall)- moillrnrd by em"IC'''......
C'ul".Ieminl water vapour.
i) Shrub twampa. inciudinllhrlllHlominaaed frnhwaIft mania.
shrub carr and Ihicketa. on inorpnic IOiIl.

_II.

ii) Freahwaler IWaIIIp fornl. indudinlRuonan, flooded (OInt.
wooded awamPl on inorpnic
iii) foresard peat lands. ,nd"dina peal swamp foraI.
S. M....Made Wetlands

pot_

3.1 Aquaculture /Mariculture

i)

3.2 Agriculture

i) Ponda. intillcUn.

AII'*"'lure

indudioa 6th panda and Ihrimp pDftdL

rarm p.."cIa. ...d

ponds. ......1 ....b.

in Irripled la..d alld iniplitll1 ('hat........ illC"ludllII rke . . . .

rana" and•dil('hea.
3.3 Sah Exploitation

i) Sail ,,.....nd .Ii..,",.

3.4 Urban/illctustrial

i) Excavalions. iU"lmlhale K' ..wi

,»11t bunuw ,N"

.nd mint..

pool •.
Waaiewaler trealment areas- indudinl ..... lUI'" teUboa
ponds and oxidation bui....
3.5 Water-storage areas

I) Raenoin holdin, water for irription and/of human
conlUmption with • pallern. or Indual ......nal. draw dow" 0(

waerr level.
il) Hydrodaml wilh replar ftuctUl.liUftl in walet' lewl on
weekly or monthly buI.

&

I
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The wetlands of India are frequently divided by region into eight basic categories:
1. the tanks and reservoirs of-the Deccan plateau together with the lagoons and other
remaining wetlands of the West coast of the peninsula;
2. the vast saline expanses of Rajasthan, Gujarat and Gulf of Kutch;
3. the freshwater lake and reservoirs from Gujarat eastwards -through Rajasthan and
Madhya Pradesh;
4. the deltaic wetlands and lagoons of India's east coast;
5. the marshes, jheels, terai swamps and charlands of the Gangetic Plain;
6. the flood plain of the Brahmaputra and the marshes and swamps in the hills of
Northeast India and the Himalayan foothills;
7. the lakes and rivers of the montane (primarily Palaearctic) region of Kashmir and
Ladakh;
8. the wetlands (primarily mangrove association) of India's island area.
Recent estimates of the total area of wetlands in India
Area under paddy cultivation
Area suitable for fish culture
(a) Freshwater
(b) Brackish water

40,990,000 ha
1,600,000 ha.
2,000,000 ha.

3,600,000 ha.

2,900,000 ha.
Area of captive fisheries
,356,000 ha.
Mangroves
3,900,000 ha.
Estuaries
3,000,000 ha.
Man-made impoundments
Rivers including tributaries
28,-000 kIn.
113,000 km.
Canals and irrigation channels
Total area of wetlands (excluding rivers)
58,286,000 ha.
Environmental Impact Assessment: A process which involves the systematic evaluation
of all the significant effects and action is likely to have upon the environment before the
decision to take the action is made. The process should also suggest mitigating measures
if the proposed action is likely to have and adverse impact on the environment.
Wetland benefits: .Commonly known in literature as function, uses, values and attributes, features, goods or services, they are defined as any of these terms which may have
a value to people, wildlife, natural systems or natural processes (Claridge, 1991).
Assessment approach: The environmental impact assessment (EIA) study on wetlands
involves multi-disciplinary expertise in identifying, evaluating and interpreting the
potential impact. It will help in understanding the physical and ecological effects on
social, cultural and aesthetic concerns. The purpose of such study is to evaluate the
beneficial and adverse effect (Tables 2-4; see pp. 274-276) of the proposed development
project on the wetland which could be integrated with economic analysis of the project
costs and benefits. Thus, EIA study on wetland must include the following five elements:
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1.

lxiltinl environment

A delcripdon of the exiadna environment with ipedaI reference 10 . . . . .
life in the propoeecl project area.

2.

Environment impact

A delCriplion or the future impact on environment (wdand) • • rault 01
the completion and \lie or the propoeed projecL

S.

Midpdns meuurea

A detcription or the meuura IhaI are 10 be implemmled 10 recbKe
depadation of environment (wetland) aaodated with the propoeed projecL

4.

AIJcrnadwf

A description of the chmiel in the detip/technolCJly. if an, 01 the project
that may be adopted 10 reduce dep'adadon of emironmml (tRtIand)
auociated with the project.

5.

CrowtIHnducing aped

A detcriplion or the powth indudnl potential 01 the propoeed P'oject and
the leConcWy impact on the envirolunent (wtland)
£rom dw
induced powth.

raul"

A comprehensive ltudy of these elements Will help in chooaing and environmentally
acceptable course of action.
Sdeadfic atudy: In ascertaining the environmental impact it is necessary to make a
scientific study of the biotic communities with special reference to aquatic life and
wildlife. A study of the water quality requirements for the survival/sustenance of aquatic
life in ~.the wedand is also needed. An inventory of all kinds of flora and fauna apocjated
with the wedand has to be made during the course of impact aueument study. It is abo
essential to make thorough ecological. hydrological and limnological IlUdy of the
wetland besides inventorisation of the flora and fauna exiatiJig/auociated with the
wedand. Such hydrological study should be done along with lOCio-ecODOmiC IUI"\'e)' of
the aite to collect data on the following aspects:
1.

Ecological data

Habitat type/Soil type VepIatioD/PolIudon problema. et£.

2.

Hydrological data

Temperature/DiIIOlved oX)'Fn/ pH / Conducd¥lcy I TranIpuency ISuipended
IOlicIa. etc.

S.

Limnological data

PiankIOn/NeklOn/BenihOi/A.ocialed wiJcWfe/Endemic and mdanpred ipMeI

4.

PiJdcultural data

Economic apedea/Culturable lpKies/Annual producdon. ttlc.

5.

Socio«onomic
data

etc.

Human lCulementlFbhennen population/Forat produce/Economic depe"ncy.

Water quality requiremeatB for aquatic ure: Criteria for the quality of freshwater that

win support a good fish fauna were preseoted by EIUs (1944). Subsequently, Doudoroff
and Katz (1950. 1959) made an excellent review of the literature on toxicity of industrial
wastel and their components on fish. However. the tentative guide. for evaluating the
quality ofwater for aquatic life as recommended by McKee and Wolf (1965) and compiled
by McGauhey (1968) is presented in Table 5 (s" p. "271).
The factors deserving attention are: D.O., pH. temperature. salinity. crude 011 and
petroleum products, turbidity and colour. settleable/floating substances (e.g. pesticides,
heavy metals and other toxicants). pathogenic bacteria and viruses and radioactivity.
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Management aspects: The Environmental Management Plan (EMP) of wetland needs
to cover the following aspects:
1. Safeguards and control measures preventing the adverse environmental impacts.
2. Monitoring and fe~d back mechanism on implementation of necessary safeguards
(e.g. setting up on Environmental Management Cells).
3. Plan for rehabilitat,on of project oustees/fisherman community dependent on the
wetlands.
4. Assessment of risk and plans for dealing with accidents/disasters, ifaiiy, i.e. Disaster
Management Plan.
5. Effluent Treatment Plan/abatement of pollution.
Suggested Readings
1. *APHA. 1992. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater. 18th Ed. APHA,
Washington, DC.
2. *BISWAS, K. and CALDER, C.C. 1955.Handbook of common water and marsh plants of India
and Burma. 2nd Ed. Heth. Bull., Simla.
3. COWARDIN, L.M., CARTER, V., GOLLET, F.C. and LaROE, E.T. 1979. Classification of Wetlands
and Deep Water Habitats of the United State&. US Fish & Wildlife Service Pub. FWS/OBS79/31, Washington, DC.
4. CLARIDGE, G.F. 1991. An Overview of Wetland Values: A necessary Preliminary to WIse Use.
PHPAIAWB Sumatra Wetland Project R"'port No.7, AWB, Bogor, Indonesia.
5. DUGAN, PJ. (Ed.) 1990. Wetland Conservation: A Review of Current IS$ues and Required Action.
IUCN, Gland, Switzerland.
6. ELUS, M.M. 1944. Water Purity Standards for Freshwater Fishes, "Special Scientific Report No.2,
Dept. of the Interior.
7. *Indian Standards Institution. 1974. Tolerance Limits for Inland Surface Waters Subject to
Pollution (First Revision) IS 2296-1974.
8. *JHINGRAN. A.G. 1989. Reservoir Fisheries Management in India, CIFRI Bulletin No. 45
(Reprinted): 66 pp.
9. *JHINGRAN, A. G. and SU GUNAN, V.V. 1988. Conservation and Management of Inland Capture
Fishery Resources. CIFRI Bulletin No 57: 257 pp.
10. *LARSON,J. S., ADAMUS, P.R. and CLAIRAINJr., EJ. 1989. Functional Assessment of Freshwater
Wetland: A Manual and Training Outline. WWF and Environmental Institute. Univ.ofMass.,
Amherst, Mass., TJSA.
11. McGAUHEY, P. H. 1968. Engineering Management of Water Quality, McGraw Hill Book Company.
12~ McKEE,J.E., and WOLF, H.W. 1963. Water Quality Criteria, California State Water Resources
Control Board, Publication SA.
13. *NEEDHAM,J.G. and NEEDHAM, P.R. 1962. A Guide for the Study of Freshwater Biology. 5tb
Ecl,- Holden-Day, San Francisco.
14. *ODUM, E.P. 1971. Fundanlentals of Ecology, 3rd Ed., W. B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia, PA,
USA.
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15. DOUDOROFF, P. and KATZ. M. 1950 Cridcallteview of Uteralure on the Toxicity olinduluial
Wastes and their Components to Fish •. I. Alkalies. Acids and Inorpnlc Gun, Sewate and
IndUitrial Wute•• Vol. 22. No. 11.
16. DOUDOROFF. P. and KATZ. M. 1955 Cridcal Review of Literature on the Toxicity oIlndusuia1
Wutes and their Componen tI10 Fish, U. The Metal. AualLi. Sewap and IndUlUial Wuta.
Vol. 25. No.7.
17. scon. DA (ed.), 1989. A Directory of Asian Wetlanda. IUCN, Gland, SwilRrland and Carnbridge. UK.
18. ZSI. 1990. Collection and Preservation of Animals. ZSI, Calcutta; pp.1-2!6.
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Table!
Wetland Values

-

JIJ

I

I&I

i
j

I

....

J J

J

• • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • 0 0
• • • •
• • • •
• • • 0

•
•
•

Functions
1.

Groundwater recharge

0

0

0

2.

Groundwater discharge

•

•

3.

Flood control

4.

Shoreline stabilisation/erosion control

5.

Sediment/toxicant retention

•
•
•
•

6.

Nutrient retel)tion

7.

Biomass export

8.

Storm protection/windbreak

9.

Micr<>elimate stabilization

0

10.

Water Transport

•

11.

Recreation/Tourism

Products

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

0

•
•
•
•
•
0
0

•

1.

Forest resources

0

2.

Wildlife resources

•

3.

Fisheries

4.

Forage resources

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

5.

Agricultural resources

0

0

0

6.

Water supply

0

0

0

•

•

•
•

0

Attributes
1.

Biological diversity

2.

Uniqueness to culture/heritage

Key:

o =Absent or exceptional; • =present;

•

•

• =common and important value of that wetland type.
SDUr(~: Dugan

(1990)

•

0

0

()

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

0

0

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

0

0
0

0

•
•
•
•
•

0

0

•

•

•
• •
0
•
0
•
• 0
• •
0

• • • • •
• • • • •
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Table 5
lnfonnalion (or a Wetland

InVf'OIOr)'

A wedand inventory Ihould seek to coUect at least the following information for rach lilt".

j

~

1.

The name of the site.

2.

Geographical co-ordinates and the grneraJlocation of the ulr.

S.

The area of the wetland in hectare&.

4.

The altitude of the wetland in metrel above sea"~1.

5.

l11e biogeographical province in which the wrtJand i'lituated.

6.

A reference to the typel ofwetJand habitat pretenl.

7.

A general description of the site

8.

A brief note on the local climatic conditioni,

9..

A description of the principal aquatic ~getation.

10.

Details of~hoownenhip of the wetland and dlr 0"11f',ih.p of wrroundml &If'.''

11. 'Details of any protected areas r5~blished

411

or Mound thr " ... d~nd

12.

Details of any proposals for the conservation of Ihr wrd~nd.

15.

Details of any principal forml of land UJr and human activitirl ~t Iht'

14.

Available information on proposrd changra in land
ecological character of the wetland.

15.

Delaib of existing and pollible future threall to the weiland and it. wildlife.

16.

Value of the wetland for fisheriel production

17.

The importance of the wedand for wildlife including aquatic mammab

18.

Information on any plant species or communiaes for .mich Ihe wc.-tland i. particulart,. important

19.

A review of major research activides completed and ongoing and in(orm.uon on an\ rlO'lInl fac.hUt'" 10(
research and education.

20.

References to published literature and unpublished ~pons relr\-anl Co chr Wir.

21.

Names ofindividuab and institutions providing information on

Sou,.: SeDu ( J989)

UIr

~tJand

and en IUIfoundlnl art"...

and dnl."lopmt'nl plan. whach mt,hl a&rcl lllr

lh~ "I~.
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Table 4
The Causes of Wetland Loss
II

1

a

1 I1 If J J I
~
! c! !
J
Ijij

Human Actions

Direct
Drainage for agriculture, forestry, and mosquito control
Dredging and stream channelization fOi navigation and
flood protection.
Filling for solid waste disposal roads, and commercial.
residential and industrial development
Conversion of aquaculture / mariculture
Construction ()f dykes, dams, levees, and seawalls for flood
control, water s\lpply, irrigation and storm protection.
Discharges of pesticides, herbicides, nutrients from domestic
sewage and agricultural runoff, and sediment.

• • •
0
0
•
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• •
0
• •

0

0

0

•
•
•
•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

• • •
• • •
• • •

•

0

0

0

• •
• •

0

0

0

0

• • 0
• • 0
• • •
• • 0
• • •
0
0
•

• •
0
0
0
•
• • • •
0
0
• •
0
0
• 0
• • 0 0

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mining. of wetland soils for peat, coal, gravel, phosphate and
other materials.

•

Groundwater abstraction

0

Indirect
Sediment diversion by dams, deep channels and other
structures:
Hydrological alterations by canals, roads, and other
structures.
Subs~dence due to extraction of groundwater. oil. gas and
other minerals.

~

• • •

• • •

Natural Causes
Subsidence
Sea-level rise
Drought
Hurricanes and other storms
Erosion
Biotic efTe('ts

Key :

0 = Absent or ex('eptional; • =present, but not a major cause of loss;
• = common and important cause of wetland degradation and loss.
SOU,rt: Dugan (1990)
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Guld.for

Te

1iIbIe I
the

m

'01'

D...........OD
Total diuolved solids (TDS). mgl I

2000+

Electrical conductivity. micromhOl/cm. 25°C

5000+

Tompenture. maximum

54

Maximum for salmonoid fiah

25

RanpofpH

6.s.&.S

PiIIolwcl Oxyzen (DO). Yinimun. mil 1

&.0--

flolable oU and lI'eue. mill

o

Emullifted oU pue. mg/l

10.

6.).9.0

10.

2.0

:.t.0

Anentc. mill

1.0.

1.0.

Bariul1\, mill

S.o.

Ca4l:niwn. mgll

0.01.

Carbon dioside (Free). mg/l

1.0

Chlorine (free) mgll

0.02

Chromium. hexavalent. mill

O.Os.

0.05+

Copper. 011/1

O.Of.

O.ot.

Cyanide, mgll

0.02+

0.02.

Fluoride, mgll

loS.

loS.

Lead. mill

0.1.

0.1.

Mercury. mgll

0.01.

0.01.

Nickel. mgll

O.M+

0.0

Phenolic compouncb u phenol, mill

).0

Sliver mgll

0.01

DeterpQt. ADS, mill
Ammonia (free). mg/l

Sulphide, dluolved, mgll

Zinc, mill
Sourt'll: MeKM tlfltl

•
+-

••

0.01
O~.

0.1

m

196J) tlfttl_W 6J MtG!!Mr (1968)

Threshold concenntion II value that m....t normally not be deleteriouslD ftIh ...... W.... n thai do noI .acpd ....
value. 'houJd be IUltable habltall for mixed fJqra and fauna.
Value. not to exceed more than lOt. ofany10 collleculiw ......... not in .1, SC'Ol\lKuliw ........... Olhfor ..... 1houId
never be exceeded. Fl't'quency sampllnllhoukl be spedfted.
Diuolved oX)'len concentradonalhould not fall below 5.0 mill mnft than 10' or lhta unw and """ ....... 1.0 . .I ,
(Note: Recene data indicate abo daat rate or chanp or ol)'Fn ~m60n "an 'mponanl f.tnr. and IhaI deumal C'hu1pt

VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE IMPACT ANALYSIS
S.C.SANTRA*
Introduction
Vegetation and wildlife are important features of the environment, and they present
special problems in environmen tal assessmen t. Living things are adapted to their setting.
They are organised into natural groupings (communities) with mutual dependence
among their members, and they show various responses and ·sensitivities to outside
influences.
Environmental impacts vary in their directness, intensity at:td· duration depending
upon both the nature of the. action and of the biotic community. Developmental projects
and activities usually produce adverse biological consequences of two types, direct or
indirect and of varying duration, short term or long term. 'Direct impacts' are those that
destroy, displace, or in some way adverse~y affect plants and aniI!1als. Examples are
logging, clearing for agriculture, land grading, channelization, and hunting .. &e Indirect
impacts" are those that destroy or disrupt ha~itats, ecosystem,s, or other physical or
biological factors upon which a species depends. Examples are livestock grazing, altering
water table or drainage; eliminating nesting or resting sites, breaking food chains or webs
upon which an organism depends, using biocides, introducing species, dumping pollutants upon the air or water ways, causing noise, and blocking animals movement. 'Short
term impacts' on nature relate to the immediate and direct environmental changes that
occur at the inception of a project or action, but end or are corrected soon after the
completion of the project or termination of the action. 'Long term impacts' on nature
result either major, direct environmental change or chronic perturbations resulting from
the operational phase of a completed project (Fig. 1, on page 292).
The full consequence of many impacts on <:>rganisms may not be obvious, but the long
term impact may be more profound in the life of the organism than. is evident. As an
illustration Table 1, presents,typical human-induced environmental impacts (both adverse and beneficial) on biota.
Table .1
Typical impact of Activities on Biota
Activities

Type of impact on biota

Clearing

Adverse

Beneficial

Creates new environment

x

x

Creates conditions suitable for rodent outbreaks

x

Habitat destruction

x

LoSs of shelter and food'

x

Loss of native plants and animals

x

Reduced species diversity

x

* Reader, Oepartment ofE~ological Studies, School of Environmental Sciences, Kalyani University,
Nadia, West Bengal.
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Table 1 (cOIIId.)
1Jpical impact of Activities on Biota
Adverse

Beneficial

Favours scavenger species

x

x

Habitat destruction and destruction

x

Loss of native plants and animals

x

Favour selected species

-x

Acthides

Type of impact on biota

Landfills

Wild life management

x

Enhances habitat
Hinders non managed species
Conservation and restoration

Draining and filling

x

x

Increases numbers of natives plants and animals

x

Increases species diversity

x

Restores balanced ecosystem

x

Habitat destruction

x

Loss of native plants and animals

x

Reduced species diversity

x

Impact ~ Methodology

The evaluation of impact of a developmental project or. man made activities on biota
is very complex. Most of the information, has to be transferred into qualitative ways. A
number of suitable sample recording in the field (Table 2).
Table 2: Sample Field Form Used in Biotic Assessments

1.

Name of project ................................................................... Date ................ .

2.

Type of project .............................................................................................. .

3.

Prepared for .................................................................................................. .

4.

Investigator .................................................................................................... .

5.

Reconnaissance: Record key features on plot map or sketch to show location~
A Physical features
1. Geography .......................................................
2. Geology and soils ....................................................................................... .
3. Climate ...................................................................................................... .
4. Water...........................................................................................
5. Other ............................................................................................. ~ ........... .
0 • • • • • • • • • • • 0 . 0 • • • • 0"

0 •••••••••••• 0', •••••

1"•••••••••••••••

B Vegetation

••
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1. Plant communities - dominant planta ................................................. .
2. Unique vegetative feabJre ........................................................................ .

C Fauna
1. Animal populations - dominant animal ................................................
Mammals ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bird ..•....••..•••..•.•.•••..•••.••.•.•.••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••.•••••••.•••••.•..

Amphibians ...•••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•.•.••••..••...•.•...•••..••.•.••..•...•...••..•..•••.•..••..•....
Fish ..............................................................................................................

Inaect ..........................................................................................................
OtIler invertebratea ......•.••.••..•..•••••...•.••.....•..........•................•.•••••••••.........
2. Uniaue wildlife ....•...•....•.•..••••••••••.••....•••••.....•......•...••.....•.......•••...............
D.UDlqu habltall for:

Vimal. .li.toric
aDdIor MIIhetk

......

Cobdidon 01 unique babitall:

F. Special relationships
1. Vegetation to sublb'ate •..•..••...•..•.••........•....••.......••...•................................
2• .Animal t,() substra,te •...••.••.••••.•....••••.•.•••.••.••..••.•••••••••.......•.......•••...•••.•••••....
3. Plant to animal .............
4. Animal to plant ..........••..,.•......,..••...•...••••..••..•...•....•••...••.•...•.•••.•..••••••••......
S. Animal to animal ...•...•..•••••..••.•..•.••..•.•.••..••.•.••••.••.••.•..•.••...••.••.••...••••••..••...
6. Others ..................... ,...........................................................................•.......
I •••••• II •••••••••••••••••• I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

G. Aquatic habitat
1. Present condition

••••••• I. II ••••••••••••• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I ' •••••••••••••• I ••••••••••••••••
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6.

2. Visual, historic, and/or aesthetic features .............................................. .
3. Sport, commercial, recreational, or educational values ........................ .
4. Rare or endangered species ............................................•.........................
Are there any unique wildlife features 1
This question should call attention to any intrinsic or extrinsic wildlife features
such as:
a. Rare or endangered species
h. Species of high visual, historic, or aesthetic appeal
c. Threats posed by animal species (for example, poisonous, large carnivores, disease carriers).
What natural habitats are present?
This question focuses attention on natural assemblages of plantS and animals
in relation to specific physical factors. It leads to further questions such as:
a. Are any of the habitats suitable for special, important, or rare or
endangered species? (For example, rocky cliffs for nesting, gravel beds
for spawning, marshy area for shelter, prairie grassland for breeding.)
b. Are any of the habitats important in wildlife productivity? (For example,
sport, fish and wildlife, spectators, commercial, educational.)
What is the disturbance level?
This question· is basic in assessing not only the existing environment but also
its response potential to various perturbations. The well-trained biologist uses
such clues as the pres~nce of weedy species, successional species, lack of young
climax species, and the response of indicator species to various kinds of
impacts to assess both the dUl'ability of a natural community and the level of
disturbance. Further questions may be asked:
a. Is the area or site pristine or relatively undisturbed by people or natural
forces?
b. ·Is the community or habitat fragile or durable?
c. What is the recovery potential?
( 1) Area of low vegetative recovery potential may be due to such site
"factors as soil compaction, erosion, low soil fertility, low rainfall, lack of
seed, and severe climate.
(2) Area of high vegetative recovery potential possess deep and rich soil,
.good seed source, and moderate climate.
Are there any special relationships'
This question gets to the heart of the ecology of the area; that is, it goes beyond
naming the biotic components· of the area by pointing out the interdependencies that exist between organisms and between organisms and other environmental factors. Example are the interdependencies between:
a. Vegetation and substrate - tallus slope, dune, chemical composition
h. Animal and substrate - burrowing animals
I

7.

8.

9.

s.c. &ANTRA - VEGITAnON AND WlLDLIFI DlPACT ANAL1tSIS

pollination, shelter, food
tL Animal and plantl- herbivore
I. Animal and animals - parasite
10. A" sonie conditions tJ f1rObInn to 1M willUift'
Thi. question addresses the problem of people and their machines producinl
noises sufficient to disturb or display certain wildlife .peeie•. Thia factor needs
to be useued.
Both plant and animal population survey provides a number of important due. 10 the
impact assessment practices. Plants may be aueued in several delCriptive waY' - a lpecln
Ult or by quantitative meBlurel (i.e., determination of denlity. frequency and cover etc.).
However animal survey mostly made by specieslisli and speciel population decerminadon. The approach of computing different value. are given in the Table 5.
Specie. divenity indices were measured by different methodJ (Table 4). which indicate the quality of biological environment. For instance dilturbed. polluted or degraded
natural communities - luch u vacant lou and polluted or channeled streams - usually
have low species divenity indices. whereas mature and intact communities IUch u natural
WOodl, foresll and naturalstreaml often have high divenity indices.
e. Plantl and animals -

Table S: ComputadOD medaoclolo&J of ........ caatpu..........

The approach to computing importance value. is u follows:

.
TolGl COWF or 6tJJtJl .I'M ole A
DOfJIItlClnDl •
A.iJ.J

... ,tJ_,.-

SJ!«ia ·

11
'" = NumIwr ofplots in wlaida
A' ouun
rrqum
Total flU""" 0/plDts S.fIIJ*tl

&Istiw Fi

~

" • (

Frwqum21HJltu for Spma •A ' ) )( 100

Th~#~9~~~~~

ImportiJnu val.,. (%) • (RllativI dmsitz + IWDtiw tlowUntJnu + IWaliwJmtIU'ftt').J
J
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Table 4: Determination methods of biological indices
Simpson's index:

D

=

N(N-l)
I,n(n-l)

where D
N
n

=
=
=

Diversity index
Total number of individuals of ,all species
Number of individuals of a species

=
=

-In log e 7t

Shannon Weaver's Index:

D
where D
n
N

=
=

Diversity Index,
ni/N (ni = number of individuals in .pecies i)
Total number of individuals in the samllie

Log 2 may be used in place of log £ to calculate 'D' in order to get the
average information context per individual.
Kothe'. species deficit index:

Species deficit index =
where Al =
Ax =

AI-Ax
Al

X

100

Number of species at the unpolluted site;
Number of species at the polluted site

Odum's specieS index:

Index value

=

Total number of species encountered in the sample
Total number of individuals of all the .species

The evaluator must assess not only both of these causes of biotic change but also the
kind and extent of the biotic changes. Table 5 summarises these asseSsment considerations for selected terrestrial and aquatic projects that create unique impacts needing
special attention.
On the whole, it is the biologists' responsibility to state clearly all possible impacts of
the propose~ project or action on the plants, animals, biotic habitats and ecosystems on
and near the project site. It is through the biologist's eyes that the lay person sees the
bi;)logical and ecological significance of impacts and possible synergistic and cascading
effects in the habitats and ecosystems direcdy and indirectly involved with the project or
action. nisruption of cycle in nature, both biotic and abiotic, must be discussed in the
light of snort-term and long-term stability of natural ecosystems. The assessment of
possible biotic. impacts must explain how and why they are significant biologically.
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In asselling the biotic enYironmeat, the biologist mUit conlider viable alternativn to
the proposed project that would reduce or eliminate negative impact on the biota.
Alternatives are derived in part, therefore. from the anticipated environmental impacts
described earlier. Generally. the more severe the anticipated impactl on the biOla, the
greater is the necessity for viable alternatives to the projecL Negative impactl might be
accepted as or mitigated without the neceuity of project alternatives.
Table 5

-- .
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--

-.

•

.......
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,.
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I. WUdI1f'e hablw reduced and ~ up.

DeW~

S. W11cUlfe ~ or cIIIpIa,ecL
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......
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Table 5 (cmatfl.)
Impact Aueament CoDlidendon 1ft Selected TerrestriallDd AmIIltic ProJICII
Pro1~

Projectl actWide.

Construction of Construction phase
new oil pipelines

Potentialimpadl to be ...eaect
1. Vegetation destroyed
2. Wildlife killed or displaced.
3. Migration routes disrupted or de.troyed if' pipeline is large and
above Rfound.

Operation phase

1. DestructioD or disruption of plants and animala from
maintenance activities.

2. Destruction of vegetation and wildUfe from l'ipellne rupture
and leakage.
Transfer and
transport of
crude oil

Strip mining of
coal and
minerals

Loading and
unloading Tankers
and barges;
Drilling .platforms/
Tankers' mishaps
Operation

pha..~

1. Killing of intenidal and shore biett••
2. Killing of some open-water biota.
3. Killing and damage of marine and shore waterfowl.
1. Vegetation destroyed
2. Small animals destroyed.
S. Wildlife displaced.
4. Wildlife habitatt destroyed.
5. Migration routes destroyed or disrupted.
6. Breeding grounds destroyed.
7. Wildlife ranges divided.
8. Isolation of animals with .mall home ranges.

-

Reclamation phase

1. Soil erosion.
2. Regeneration potendal of vegetation.
S. Loss of native forage.
4. Effects of air and water pollution on plants and animals.
5. Human impact of plant and animal life.

Construction of
dam. and reservoirs

Prepa.;ng dam site and
clearing for reservoir

Tlf'f'Umal habitat

1. Vegetation destroyed

2. Small animals destroyed.
3. Wildlife displaced.

s.c. SAN'tIA.
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Table 5 (CtJIIIIL)

-.
•

ConalnlCdon of
damI and mel'-

.in (,..",.,

Preparinl dam lite
aad cIeariDs for
voir (tJtnIIIL)

Ie.

..........

. .-- ..

..........

'

.. WUclliCe habiwa cIeacro)ecl.

5. Mip"adon roulel cIeecro)ed «....."...
6. BreedlnllfOUnda cIeacro)ecl.
7. WiIdUfe ....... dMded.

8. bol.don 01 Ulimala wkb ...wI home ........
9. Suitability of remlinlns h .........

AfUIit ,..,.,
1. Ph,ucal properda of'lmpouncled __.

I. Ch..... in aqwuic ipedea compoeidon ..... aUlD".
5. C....... in bottom ~ ledimenl dweUen.
4. fiIh IfGdUnt pncdceL

.,.. HMMI """ Or.. .... z...,
1. (lnvuion 01 new plant ipedea and plant.,........

I. Incnued habiw divenity.

5. InVMion 01 new IIl1mII ~

.. Human bnpKt Oft biola.
AfUIit H.,.,
1. PhyIIcaI properdet of ......

I. aaanpa in aqwuic ipedea compoeldon and It........
5. Alreradon ofllrealll and .......... habI....
4. Mi.-don and iplwnJna of fiIh dlIrupted.

5. lecIuction of ftah ....
a.atuudIIadon

ot....... aRd
J'ivin.

IlniBhten channel and
line ...... and boaoJlll

AquIit H.,.,

I. Ph,.caI properties of the water.

I. Chanpa in aquatic tpedet compoeldon and aUIDber.
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ProJ,as

Table 5 (etmtd.)
Assessment CoDSideration in Seleetecl Terresuia1 and Aquatic Proleeas
Projects lldivities

Channelization Straighten channel and
of streams and line banks and bottoms
(amid.)
rivers (contd.)

Potencial impacCs to he assessed
S. Changes in bottom dwellers.
4. Fisheries destroyed.
5. Fish sizes decrease.
6. Aquatic animals without suitable habitat or food supply.
Termtrial habital

1. Vegetation destroyed or disturbed
2. Wildlife habitat reduced and broken up.

S. Wildlife destroyed or displayed.
4. Migration routes for wildlife disrupted or destroyed.
5. Breeding feeding grounds destroyed.
Dredging harbounand
coastal marshes

Opening harbours and
channels for boat and
barge traffic

1. Physical properties of the water.
2. Disruption or destruction of bottom sediment organisms.

S. Wddlife habitat disrupted or destroyed.
4. Wddlife breeding feeding grounds disrupted or destroyed.
5. Broken life-cycle and chains

In addition, a considerable degree of study has been conducted on the effect of air
pollutants on wildlife in recent years (Table 6). Pollutants from the industrial developmental
activities have direct bearing on wildlife health. Iri addition we now tum from wholesale
ha~itat change to the consequences of anthropogenic changes in terrestrial ecosystems for
individual species. Large scale habitat destruction will lead to local elimination of plant
species and of animals which are dependent upon those plants. Even if small reserves of the
habitat are left undisturbed, some loss of species diversity will occur - the small area can
support only a relatively small population" at least of large species. These smaller populations
are more vulnerable to extinction as a result of random environmental fluctuation smaller
populations also have a lower genetic diversity, so the may be less well equipped to respond
to rare events such as climatic fluctuation or infections decreases.
The biotic assessment also include measures that will reduce project impacts on the
biota. These mitigations are based on a knowledge of the natural communities and
habitats involved. Species and ecosystems vary not only in their structural nature but also
in their abilities to undergo alternations and impacts. For this reason, mitigating
measures need to be site specific and realistic. Various developments and activities will
and must occur, but the purpose of mitigating measures to insure that the resulting
impacts on nature will be kept to a minimum.

............,......
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Table 6 (conItl.).
Pate

Location

Species

PoDutaDt(s)

Effects

1979

Czechoslovakia

Hares

Sulfur dioxide, fly ash

Decrease in corneal
proteins

1980'

England

Tawny owls, badgers

Cadmium

Biological
concentration

1982

USA

Rats

Lead

Biological
concentration

1982

London

Pigeons

Lead

Biological
concentration

1982

Canada

Ruffed. grouse

Copper, nickel, iron

Biological
concentration

1982

USA

Deer

Fluoride

Fluorosis

1983

Poland

Roe deer

Cadmium, lead, nickel, Dec1inein
chromium, iron copper, ander quality
zinc, manganese,
magnesium

1984

Wales

Foxes

Fluoride

Biological
concentration

1984

USA

Owls, bats, songbirds,
mice

Hydrogen 'sulfide

Death

1984

Czechoslovakia

Ducks

Trace metals

Biological
concentration

1984

Czechoslovakia

House martins

Sulfur dioxide, fly ash

Decline in nesting with
increased emissions

1986

Czechoslovakia

Pheasants and hares

Mercury, lead,
cadmium

Bioconcentration

1986

Finland

Night-flying moths

Radioactivity

Bioconcentration

1987

Poland

Invertebrates,
including arthropods

Sulfur dioxide

Densities inversely
related to pollution·

1987

USA

Passerine birds

SuUUr dioxide

Death approximately
S,OOO birds

1987

Sweden

29 species of birds and Radiocaesium
animals

Bioconcentration

1988

Poland

Roe deer

Bioconcentration in
tiS$ues

Lead, cadmium,
copper, manganese,
iron

s.c. SANTRA
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Table 6 (",."".)
Date

Lomiha

SpedeI

Po.....(I)

1988

Sweden

Redfox

Metala (cadmium.
mercury, lead, copper.
zinc. chromium.
manpnae. nickel)

1988

England

1988

England

1989

Germany

0 ....

....

InlCl'Uterine lalla
nepdweIy C'OIftIaled
with poIlulioD eoun:e

Radiocaelium

BioconceDII'adoa

Jbdioaetium

Bioconcenll'adoa

.....

MetaIa. indudina zinc

BioconceDII'adoa in

andadmium

&aahen

IDe deer

191

1989

,OI.echoelowakia
-.

8in1a

Sulfur dioxide. fly . .

Reduced bird tpedet
and deDlily in reIIIdaIa
CD habital damIp

1989

Canada

Caribou

Cadmium

BiaaJaceall'adoa

1989

Sweden

Mooee

Radioaelium

BiacoDceaInlioa

1990

Italy

HOUle mice

IMlinnnium

IacreMed m........,
haa~

caadidoDI
Sou,,* MDIIijWfrowt N...,. 1980.

1. CANTER. L. 1977. Environmental Impact Aueument. McGraw Hill. N~ \bit.
2. RAU. GJ. and WOOTEN, D.C. (Eda.) 1981. Environmental impact anaIyIia handbook. McGraw
Hill Book Company. New York. p. 656.
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VEGETATION

Reduces species
diversity

Drainap

Water table

Reduces community
stability

Alten plant
habitat

Reduces native
animals

Induces plants and
animals pests

Development

Loss or native plants
Direct destruction

Interferes with

Indirect loss

Destroys animals
habitat

Loss of native
animals

Breeding

Direct destruction

Feeding

Indirect destruction
Migration

I

Due to loss of

I

t

i

f

Shelter

Food
Nesting sites

WILDUFE

Fig. 1. Impact of development on Vegetation and Wildlife.

E)IVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN -A CASE mJDY
RECLAMATION OF COAL MINE ARFA BY REVEGETATION
S.C.SANTRA*
IatroclucdOD

Mining for coal, underground and open cast both require removal of huge quanutia
of carbonaceous materials, clay stone, aand .tonel and other rock materiaJJ to reach die
coal seams. Those extracted rock materials. together with upper crust of lOil in the cue,
particularly, of open cast mines, are dumped in and around the mining lila. The
procedure of dumping of different kinds of rock and lOiI separately, though desirable,
is bardly practised and as a result in most of the cues mixed dumps are createc:L
The dumps as such create environmental problema of different kinds. These are (i)
rendering the land of occupation unproductive; (ii) changing the aesthetics of die
landscape; (iii) erosion by rain water caUling siltation and pollution of nearby waIef
counes; (iv) diapenion of finel by air currents causing particulate air poUution and (v)
instability of the" dumped material which is dangerous to the work.force and odler local
inhabitants.
The simple solution to the problems ofwute dumps is not to allow them to occur. But
this is not always possible except where they are recycled. The other pouibility is to put
them to some remedial measure. and preductive use or to reclaim them. Amonpt the
various measures of reclamation. the biological one providn the beat means 10 ach~
rapid visual integration. surface stabilisation and reduction of air and water poUubon.
Moreover. a wide variety of land tile possibilities can be planned by this method at an
acceptable cost.
Usual~y there are two approaches to·re-vegetation work on the waste dumps (Down •
Stokes, 1977). The tint one is the •ecological approach' whereby the exiatinglUbetrate
conditions are accentuated and searches are made Cor tolerant species in the nacural
vegetation on these dumps. Study of IUcceuion gives clue. 10 pioneen and thae may be
used in re-vegetation practices. The procedure is leu likely to yield rapid raulLl. The
second approach enabling quick remlll is to alter the physical and chemical condition.
of the substrate for plantation of selected specie•. The latter approach, though commonly
followed has ita limitations because of maintenance of amendmenla which otherwile Can
deteriorate. A self-perpetuating, relatively maintenance-free vqetation cover probably
requires a marriage of both the practice•.
Problema

Down Be Stokes (1977) have enumerated the main environmental facton lnhibidnl
plant growth on su.ch dumps and these are instability. lpontaneoUi combuation, unworkable steep slopes. high level of toxic elements. wind erosion, low nutrient -lUI. sheet
and gully erosion and absence of soil micfOoOlJaniama and IOU fauna. OdIer Ina

*

Reader, Department of Ecological Studlel. School of Environmental Science. Kat,anl Unhenlty.
Nadia. Welt Bengal.
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inhibitory factors include inhibitory water regime, compaction and cementation, excessive stoniness and absence of fine soil-forming material and broken, uneven surface.
Instability results from steep slopes of the dumps, effect of gravity on loose stony
materials, wetting and drying of bare surfaces and wind and water erosion. Instability
apart from causing danger to the local populace and work men, may severely damage
the vegetation of any sort by tearing and uprooting the plants. Few of the mines care to
re-grade the dumps particularly in the Jharia coal field. Coupled with instability other
factors like green slopes, sheet and gully erosion, compaction, etc. are related as cause
and effect and these need physical re<;lamation by engineers. This kind of work necessitates predetermination of future land use pattern and itself precedes biological reclamation. However, there is a need to differentiate between biological reclamation by
vegetation growth and afforestation which has duly been stressed by Banerjee (1989).
Natural vegetation that comes up on such dumps expresses the prevailing soil and
climatic conditions (Down & Stokes, 1977). The succession of natural vegetation on
coal-mine dumps is different from that occurring in abandoned fields, because tl\e
dumps provide anthropogenic ecotopes and the succession one sees is primary in nature
(Motorina et at 1971). The succession is a result of autecological properties of the
participating species and of both biotic and abiotic conditions. Bradshaw & Chadwick
(1980) have recommended the following parameters of the natural vegetation as important. These are: (a) degree of vegetational cover; (b) number of colon ising species; (c)
habital composition; (d) depth and extent of rooting of the species; (e) plant vigour and
(f) deficiency.or toxicity symptoms in the plants. These parameters help in site-assessment
as: (a) absence or sparseness of vegetation can indicate toxicity, nutrient deficiency or
physical constraints; (b) a rich floristic diversity can indicate suitability of the site; (c)
general appearance or vigour of the colonisers indicate site suitability;. (d) depth and
extent of rooting indicate moisture status and (e) occurrence of indicator species
specifies a particular kind of substrate.
Progress of natural vegetation on coal mine spoils is usually very slow and patchy.
Stability and particle size are important than slope angle (Brierley, 1956). Usually
pioneers invade the dumps from boundaries and margins of the dumps and they favour
insects of gravel, sand and soil horizons. Analogues of screes preferred by the pioneers
are provided by rocks and boulders on slopes. Thus species establishment and success
can be related to micro site preferences (Prach, 1987; Brierley, 1956).
The succession is noted on coal mine spoils is that of initial colonisation by a grass-herb
community in 2-3 years time and most of the plants are annuals. Though no time-corre~
lated changes in the succession is possible to forecast, plants or the perennial type follow
the annuals and then the woody ones. Absence of trees ih the first 10-15 years was noted
by Hall (1957) though sparseness of vegetation with a very low cover even in 26 years'
time may not be unusual. In the succession when the stage of perennials with tap roots
is reached, the success of vegetation is enhanced because these can utilise the water
efficiently that is condensed mostly at a depth of 30 cm. It is worthwhile to mention that
cover that has been referred earlier is never uniform all over the dump. This is because
of the mosaic nature of the substrate due to dumping of various kinds of rock materialsetc. together.
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Succeuion i. allO influenced by the following change. in the IUbJtrate wilh time. II
haa been observed that there is an increase in the bulk density and decrease in the lOil
porosity in the surface layer (O-S em depth) with time. pH is reported to chanp from
basic or neutral to acidic in time (Hall. 1975). For colonilation to occur IeeCllOurce in
the locality is necessary. The dumps being anthropogenic ecotopel do not pouna
original seed reserve. Propagules from the nearly vegetation reach the litea throUlh wind
or animals. Reproduction by both seed and vegetative Ipread in later " I are the main
ltay for the increase in cover.
Nuttient deficiency. particularly low nitrogen content is a common upect in all
1981). Absence of lOil humUi on
derelict land including coal mine lpoill (Jefferiel
luch locations is also of common O(:currence. and the organic matter il moady MIded
naturally by the dying and decaying plantl of prmoUi growth. But decomposltion is
hampered by the general lack of 1011 micro flora. Soil micro flora it raponaible for addinl
humUi by decomposing the organic matter and cycling or trace elemenu or in other
words the help in lOil development (Lawrey. 1977). Some of the lOil fungi form an
UIOciation with. roots to form mycorrhizal. Mycorrhizal are important in IeeCIlinI
establishment and effective nutrient utilization in otherwise poor nuaient conclldoftl
(Moue Be: Hayminn. 1971). Inoculation with endomycorrhyza favour: lipiftant Ilowth
incrementa ofplanu on coal mine spoils (Aldon. 1978).
Adaptation ofvarioUl kindJ help lOme of the plants mORe Of thae. the adaptation
for C4 photosynthetic pathways. particularJy in the pioneen iI imponanL Cf laD poe.e.
higher efficiency of nutrient utilisation in nutrient poor mlcroutes in hot dry climates.
The ruderal or exploitive Itrategie. in growth forma it the pioneen haft been DOted by
Ramakriahnan (1986) and lOch tniu are eltablilhed in tolerance of IUD in teedlm, ....
pre-monsoon grbwth. rapid growth of principalQia and renewal ofleaveL Seedlinp with
persiltent paracotyledonl are IUcc~uful at the initial open grounda. AUelopathic interaction iJ"a1Jo one factOr that enables one plant to .pread at the experue of another.
Thus, with the limitation. mentioned here, lUeeeu or IUltenanee of vegetation occur
on coal mine dumps. Any kind of reclamation of by plant growth raeeda the p~
ment of these limitation.

"aL.

c.. SIUdyr Tbe "'sma...........
There il titde data on the above mentioned Upecll from Indian coal mines. and
particularly of the natural vegetation on coal mine waltea. Mukheljee " tJI ( 1991) have
made some initial work in thil regard in respect of coal mine, in Dhanbad.
The Chaanala mine is the captive coal mine for liSCO', Burnpur Worb. II cowen a
total area of S62.02 hectares and iJ bounded on the IOUth by the river Damodar. on the
north by the Dhanbad-Sindri Road, on the eatt by the perennialltream DomochaniJore
and on the welt by the railway line to Sudamdih. The underground miningltarted at the
very beginning of this century but it haa been SlOpped since the diauter in 1976. pending
renovation. In the meantime. open cut operllionl have lcarted in the teaml IS and 14.
The total area available for dumping of overburden is about 224 hectare.. There hu
been an attempt in dumping different kinds of overburden materialleparately: alluvium
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is dumped on the northern perimeter of tlte quarry as well as an embankment along the
Damodar, stony materials are dumped as mounds of 10-15 metres high on the north-west
corner of the quarry and another on the north cast corner. The mounds are steep-sided
with ridges, plateaux and hollows. Chiefly clay stones and sand stones, ranging in size
from huge boulders to broken lumps of 1 sq. cm. to particle size of sand, along with filling
of sand constitute these dumps, and are about 12 years old. Disturbance by human beings
and pets is not infrequent. Besides the overburdens, Chasnala Mines also produce rejects
from its washery and they are dumped as landfills along the Damodar behind the water
treatment plant. The rejects are gritty, ranging in size from S em sq. t02 mm sq.
The mineralological components, physico-chemical properties of waste dumps were
examined and data presented in Tables 1 and 3. Climatically, the area is warm humid zone
with moderate annual rainfall (Table 2). Quite a good number of l>lant species appear to
colonise on dumps (Table 4). On the whole, the occurrence of 82 plant species indicates
the potentiality of these dumps for plant growth. Apart from heterogeneity of dumps with
various kinds of rocks, deficiencies of nutrients especially nitrogen, poor water holding
capacity, and alkaline pH are notable in the wastes. The colonisers are mainlyanemochorous
and thus presence of suitable plant types in the neighbourhood is important. In the initial
stages of succession, a preponderance of herbaceous plants (green - herbs) in notable and
presence of woody plants (trees, shrub and climbers), though in small quantity, indicates
their prospect of growth. The micro-climatic situations are necessary. The open hardened
surfaces are seen with patchy growth of herb-grass community and the woody species are
seen growing on slopes or amoRgst boulders. Probably these sites offer suitable sites for
lodging and germination of diaspores and primary shelter from sun or protection from
grazers. The experiment on germination behaviour of some colonisers indicate that the best
pH regime for this is between 6.5-8.5 and thus pH of waters is not limiting. The chieflimiting
factors for plant growth are noted in Table 5.
Table 1

s
'IWe of waste
i)

~erburdensofopen

cast mines (alluvium,
roc~d, clay stones,
sand stones etc.)
ii)

Washery rejects

.,. of Wastes of Clamlll Coal Mines, fiSCO. Dbaablld
Method of r'

Mineral c:oasdtuenlS
Alumina, Silica, FerricoXide, Chloride ofN, K
Be Mg, Sulphides of Mg
Be Ca, A1uminiumborosilicates,
Aluminium-silicates,
Ferrous sulphide.

Table 2
Clim-dc: data of r

Rainfall (mm)
Maximum

Minimum

7gB.80
JAulf86)

2.BO
(Mar'85)

.

NatunefProblem

Chiefly tipped as wastes
in surface dumps,
occasionally as land
fills or road
construction.

Surface instability,
emission of wind blown
dust; land slips due to
steep slopes; washoffs.

.
.-

Humldity(~)

Temoerature (IC)
Mondlly
.ve~

157.69

Maimum

MiDimum

Maximum

MJahmuD

g5.62

12.50

96

14
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Table 5

...,....a.mIc:aI

~ofw...

su..

a..n.a..1Idc
1.

Colour

2.

'n"..

0.8.
Dump

AI. .
Dump

W...,
a.jedI

Greyiah-black

G"'Y

Black

pH

8.2

8.5

7.M

S.

Conductivity (lOt micro ohnu)

1.50

I.SO

5.2S

4.

Total nitrogen (w,)

0.01

0.50

0.01

j

I

I
I
\

I

5.

Orpnic carbon

0.56

0.46

S.81

6.

Total pho.phoroUi (w,)

0.50

0.02

O.5O

7.

Total potallium (w,)

0.20

O.SO

0.40

8.

Exchangeable caldum (mgm/gm)

2."

1.2

4.40

9.

Exchangeable magneaium (mgm/pn)

0.7

0.2

0.7

10.

Water holding capacity ('I)

22.56

40.90

IS.90

11.

Sand (w,)

60

SO

n.d.

I

I
II
I

~

12.

Silt (w,) .

IS

IS

n.d.

IS.

Clay ('I)

10

52

n.d.

I

I

..;

Table 4
Hablt aad DIIpenaI t,.,- of a.aIUnI colotUlen

Habi....

Total
No. of

p......

Habit

:

IMIpet-.IIJIMI

HerbaceoUi

Woody

ADemo<botouI

Zoo<boI'OUi

Odwn

--

08-

55

44

11

~

10

9

AD-

65

54

11

45

9

I'

WJl-

25

21

4

16

.

I~

OB - Overburden durup; AD - Alluvial dump; WR - Wuhrry rr~ct dump.
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Table 5

LimitiDa facton for plant pvwtb of coal mine wastes
Facton
Instability

Respoase

+

Spontaneous combustion
Unworkable steep slopes
Inhibitory water regime

+

Level of toxic elements
Compaction and cementation
SUIfacetemperature
Wind erosion

+
+

++

Low nutrient
Excessive stoniness and absence of soils

+

Sheet Be Gully erosion
Absence of soil micr<M>rganisms and soil fauna

++

Inhibitory factors very marked (++), present (+) and negligible or absent (-).

Thus coal mine waste dumps are viewed as spatia-temporary if probabilities of their
reuse in back filling is envisaged. The area had agricultUral use and any planning of
re«;lamation should consider that factor as the probable land use after mining is
completed. The coal: overburden ratio of the overburden can be used to fill the words
created by open cast mining. It is needless to mention that filling up the voids conjointly
with mining is economical but this can not be done presently in the area for reasons of
mining technicalities.
The immediate need is therefore to stabilise the dumps against land slides and erosion
and also to bring about an aesthetic change in the general scenario. Drawing of some
economic benefit from the dumps can also be planned and plants yielding fuel, fodder
or fruit can be tried to this end. For this suitable earth work may be necessary initially
and then amelioration.~'in respect of plant nutrients. A selection of plants made from
those growing naturally in suggested and these are Dalbergia sissoo, Pongamia glabra,
Ailanthes excelsa, A%adirachta indica, Alstonia scholaris, Bombax ceiba, Adine cordi/alia and.
Sterculia urens. For said ainelioration, growth of a grass-legume mixture (Echinocloa
colonum, Cynodon dactylon, Crotalaria sp., Desmodium sp. and Indigo/era sp.) is required and
this can be done by broadcasting of seeds in the rainy season.
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USE OF REMOTE SENSING IN LAND USE AND LAND COVER MAPPING.
P CHAKRAVARTI*
Introduction
An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of any envisaged project, basically

involves. a study of the impacts which the various activities pertaining to that project
will have on a given set of environmental attributes. Among these environmental
attributes "Land Cover" is of primary importance, since by definition - "Land cover
describes the vegetal and artificial covering of the land surface and forms a significant
·attribute of land or terrain" (Barley, 1961). On the other hand, the term "Land Use"
has been defined as "Human activity associated with a specific piece of land"
(Lillesand, 1987). Thus, for a proper assessment of the impact of any project activity
on the surrounding lands, a thorough knowledge of both land use and land cover is
essential. Data on land use and land cover are also indispensable for the formulation
of an "Environmental Management Plan" (EMP). For drawing up an effective EMP,
precise information on the prevailing land use and land cover is essential, so that
those parcels of land which are of vital importance for the sustenance and well being
of the local flora, fauna and human populations, can be saved to the exten t possible
from the damaging impacts of project activities. It is because of these reasons that the
Department of Environment, Govt. of India, has made the study of the land use and
land cover mandatory for an EIA or EMP.
"Remote sensing" may be defined as the science and art of obtaining information
about an object, area, or phenomenon through the analysis of physical data acquired
from a distance by a device that is not in contact with the object, area or phenomenon,
under investigation. The process of reading a book may be cited as a common example
of remote sensing. The eyes act as "sensors" that respond to the light reflected from the
pages of the book. The "data" acquired by the eyes are impulses corresponding to the
amount of light reflected from the dark and white areas on the page. These data are
analysed or interpreted in the brain and explain the dark areas on the pages as a
collection of letters forming words. In the next step, the sentences formed by the words
are recognized and finally the information conveyed by the sentences is obtained
through interpretation.
In the present con text the term "Remote sensing" has been used to describe the
remote sensing techniques, involving the use of electro-magnetic energy sensors that are
currently being operated from aircraft and satellites to assist in mapping of earth's
surface. These sensors acquire data by recording the intensity and nature of the electromagnetic energy (sunlight) reflected by various features on the earth!s surface. Subsequently, these data products are analysed and interpreted to provide information about
the terrain under investi'@tionL
The present4~write-up describes in brief the possible utilisation of remotely sensed data
products like air photographs and satellite imagery currently available in India, for

*

Geologist (Sr.), Geological Survey of India, Calcutta 700 016.
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preparing Land use and Land cover map. on suitable scale•• in connection with ElA
ltucliel.
Balle Coocepta of _ote SeIIIiDI

The general processes and elementl involved in Remote Sensing (RS) of earth's
aurface are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The two basic procelles involved are:
1) data acquisition and 2) data analysis. The baaic elements of the data acquisition
prace., are: a) energy source, b) propagation of energy through atmolphere. c) energy
interaction with earth surface, features, d) retransmission of energy through atmo..
phere, e) airborne 8:Dd/or space-borne sensors, and f) generation of senIOr data in
pictorial or digital form.
The data analysis procell involve.: a) collection of ground data to auial interpretation.
b) interpretation of pictorial data through viaua1 ineans, c) interpretation of digital data
with the help of a computer and d) preparation of maps from interpreted data.
A brief discuaaion of these elements. as relevant to the present topic. is given in the
following paragraphs.
The Sun is the primary source of energy used in mOlt of the RS system. The electromagnetic (EM) spectrum of the sunlight extends in wavelength from 0.5 to about I
mpnon pm (micrometre). II has been depicted in Fig. 2. The ~Iible- portion of this
tpectrum is extremely Imall, lince the human eye can record EM enellY only from 0.4
to 0.7 pm. The colour "blue" is ascribed to the range of 0.4 to 0.5 pm. -green - to 0.5 to
0.6 pm, and "red", 0.6 to 0.7 pm. Ultraviolet energy adjoins the blue end of the visible
portion of the spectrum. Adjoining the red end of the near-IR (from 0.7 to h5 pm).
mid·1R «(rom' I:S to S.O pm) and thermal-IR (beyond 5 pm). The part of the EM
lpectrum, characterized by wavelengths ranging from 1mm to 1m. is known as microwaves. Most common RS systems operate in one or several of the visible. IR or microwa\'e
parra of the·EM spectrum.
The solar energy (Fig. Sa) used for ItS studies. has to travel through the eanh',
atmosphere, once from the sun to the earth and again, after reflection. from the earth's
surface to the sensor mounted either on aircraft or satellite. The water vapour. carbon
dioxide and ozone present in the atmosphere absorb or scatter some parts of this energy
in specific wavelength bands. and prevent their tranamiaion. Hence. these particular
wavelengths cannot be utilized for RS purposes. On the other hand. some parll of the
EM lpectrum are not absorbed or scattered by the abnOlphere and are freely tranamitl~d.
Theae region. of the spectrum are called "atmospheric windows- (Fig. 5b). Remote
.....lng data acquisition is ·limited to these ~ndOWl- only. as the transmission of both
mcident and reflective solar energy is maximum in these ranges. Different typel of
sensor. \lied in RS operations, and having sensitivity corresponding to these -windows-,
JI.M mown in J'jg_ ~c.
The radiation from the sun. after falling on the earth'llurface. il either reflected.
ablorbed and/or transmitted. The proportion· of the energy reflected, absorbed or
tranamitted, varies for different features on the earth's surface, depending on their
material type and condition. These differences are detected by the airborne or IpaC~
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borne sensors and permit us to distinguish between different features on a remotely
sensed image. Moreover, for a particular type of terrain feature, the proportion of
reflected, absorbed and transmitted energy varies with different wavelengths of the
incident energy. Thus, two features of same type may be indistinguishable in one spectral
raRge, but may appear to be very different in another spectral range. Because most of
the RS systems operate in the wavelength regions in which reflected energy predominates, the reflectance properties of earth's features are very important. A graph of
spectral reflectance of an object as a function of wavelength is termed as a "spectral
reflectance curve" Such curves for vegetation, soil and water are given in Fig. 4. It is
apparent from -the fi.gure, that although water and vegetation might reflect nearly eql,aUy
in visible wavelengths, yet these features are clearly separable in near-IR wavelengths.
The sensors used in RS operations are of two types - a) Photographic and b)
non-photograpHic (multi-spectral scanners). The photographic systems record the reflected solar energy from earth's surface in the 0.38 ·to 1.10 pm range (visible and
near-IR) on photographic film housed ~n camera mounted on an aircraft. On development of the exposed film and printing on photographic paper, aerial photographs are
produced~

The non-photographic sensors, also called multi-spectral scanner (MSS) can record
energy over a wide spectral range (0.30 to 14.00 pm and Imm to 1m). Such sensors can
be operated both from aircraft and satellite. MSS are indispensable for satellite borne
RS-system, as these are designed to transmit the digitized recorded data by telemetry to
the data receiving stations on earth. A generalized satellite-borne MSS system (Fig. 5 )
consists of:
a) Optical hea~. with scanning'mechanism.
b.) Radiation defracting element to split the received reflected solar radia~ tion coming from a single ground resolution element (GRE) into the
required number of spectral band.
c) Electronic detectors, corresponding to each spectral band.
d) Recorder for storing digitized output from detectors.
Unlike aerial camera, which photographs the requir,ed part of the terrain at a time,
the MSS system scans the ground, line by line, peq>enditular to the direction of flight of
platform (aircraft/satellite). The scanning rate is so adjusted with respect to the velocity
of the platform, that succeeding scan lines -are just adjacent to each other. Along the scan
lines, the MSS system views only a 'small area of the ground at a particular instant of time.
This is called instantaneous field of view (IFOB). The ar~a on the ground corresponding
to the IFOB is called the ground resolution element (GRE) or "Pixel" At a particular
instant, the output signal of the scanner depends upon the net amount of radiation
received from·all types of terrain features lying within the GRE. Hence, finer features
which fall within the GRE cannot be resolved or detected. Thus, the efficiency/sensitivity
of a MSS system depends upon the smallness of the size of its GRE.
The GRE and spectral range of the 3 satellite borne MSS systems, whose data are
available in India, are given in Table 1.
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Table I

1. LAND8AT-4.1

79mx
19m

I. tANDSAT-TM

!Om x
50m

..........
...,
..... ..... .... ..... ...,
(

PIal
..... 1

...... 1

0.5-0.6

0.6-0.7

0.7-0.8

0.8-1.1

Jl

Jl

Jl

O.e-

0.510.66

O.&S0••

0.760.90

1.551.15

10.411.5

1.55

•

•

K

K

0.52

0.8-

I. INDIAN REMO'I'ZSlNSlNG M.'l'EUJ11t

.) US8-I

7Imx
11m

0.60.52

0.5...
0.51

0....
0••

0.770.86

b)US8-D

S6mx

'S8mx

S6mx

16m

S6m

sea.,(
sam

!Im)(
!18m

10m x

0.&10.7S

x

•

K

K

K

0.500.19

0.610.68

0.790.•

K

K

It

c) SPOT-I

10m
d) SPOT-2

20m x

tom

sam

.
..
.
•

NOM. TM - Themacic Mapper: SPOT -s,.tem Pour L'Obeenadon de Ia Terre (Frmch ..war.

JI.emote Seaainl Data ProcIuct8 Suitable For Laad V • ..... Lad ecn. ........
Air photognpba: Aerial photography is one of the mOlt common, ftnatiJe and
economical form of remote sensing. Air photographs. when viewed under a atereoko~,
~ord. a S-dimensional terrain model which considerably aids in their interpretation.
SUtcellive air photographs have an overlap of 60% and lterecM'iewing is pouible on I)'
for the overlap area. The ground area covered by air photograph. of different lC~r is
pen in Table 2.
Table I
. . . . . . . ,. . . . . . 00..... .., . . . . . ,lIr ,_

.

~

~

1:80,000

IS.8km x IS.SIun

114.164 eq. Un

lcU.OOO

5.8km x 5.SkIn

19.1S7 ... kin

1:10,000

2.Skm x I.SIun

5.174 1Cl. kin

·The planimetric accuracy of air photographs, 81 are generally available 10 the indentor
is rather lofl. However, with special rectification and adequate ground refe~nce data.
highly accurate and contoured topographic maps can be generated from air photo&m.phl. For preparing detailed Land use and Land cover maps: 1:10.000 scale air
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Fig. 4. Typical Spectral Reflectance Curves for Soil, Vegetation and Water.
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photographs, and fOf semi-detailed maps. 1:25.000 or 1:60.000 scale air photographs are
found to be highly useful. Aerial photography in India is controUed and coordinated by
Survey of India, having its headquarters at Dehra Dun (U.P). Aerial photographs.
irrespective of their scale, are considered as clauified documents and can be procured
from Survey of India, only after obtaining a clearance from the Miniltry of Defence.
Satellite imapry: Satellite imageries do not permit S-dimeDJionaJ viewing. but
have a very high degree of planimetric accuracy. Satellite imagery should be coplidered
as a complementary, interpretative tool, instead of a replacement of air photographs. for
Land use and Land cover mapping. The most suitable form of imagery for this purpose
is False Colour Composite (FCC) on 1:50,000 scale paper prints. The FCC are generated
from MSS data obtained from LANDSAT (MSS Be TM), IRS (USS-I & II) and SPOT
satellites, by printing data of S spectral bands (Ref. Table 1). in registration. on 10 colour
fum. Generally Band-} data is printed in blue. Band-2 data is printed in green and Band-4
data is printed in red. The result is a "false colour" composite imagery. in which me blue
images result from objects reflecting energy in the green spectral band. green images
result from objects reflecting energy in the red. spectral band and red images result from
objects reflecting energy in near-IR spectral band. Satellite imageries are not considered
as classified documents and can be freely procured from Data Centre of National Remote
Sensing Agency, located at Hyderabad (A.P.). The price list of -Geo-coded- FCC paper
prints on 1:50,000 scale is given in Table S. A single FCC coven an area or nearly 700 sq.
kin on ground and corresponds to the standard 15')( 15' Survey of India 1Opo sheet on
1:50,000 scale of the same geographic location.
Table S

1.

--

--

Satellite

Data

Indian Remote Sensing Satellite

Falte Colour Compolite

.... ....

(.)

1:50.000

I.!GO

( lOOOmm paper print)

2.

LANDSAT Thematic Mapper

Fabe Colour Compolirr
(lOOOmm paper prin,)

I~.OOO

8.500

S.

SPOT Multi-spe('ual'Unear
Array (MIA) data

Fabe Colour Compolilr
( lOOOmm paper print)

1:50.000

6.'700

Note: Prke as on 51.5.1999.

PreparadOD of Land Vae aacI Laad Cover Map U", Remote

SeaIi,.

Tedualques

AI per the directives of the Department of Environment, the land usc sludies. in
connection with the preparation of EIA and EMP for proposed. as well as rxisling projecLS
are to be carried out in two different categories - at detailed stud~' in lh~ ('.,orr Zone and
a semi-detailed study in the Buffer Zone.
Core-Zone: This zone covers the entire area ()f tht' aClual project site and varies in
aize from project to project. The lanel use elata gen~rated are p~st'ntttd as a table.
indicating the percentage of the Core lone occupied by ellch land usc and land cO\'t'r
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class. The spatial distribution of such classes are depicted on a large scale map (preferably
1: 10,000 scale).
Buffer Zone: This zone covers a circular area (314 sq. km) surrounding the

pr~

posed/existing project site, having a radius of 10 km, measured from the central point
of the Core Zone. The land use and land cover data are presented as a ~ble, indicating
the percentage of the Buffer-Zone, occupied by each land use and land cover class. Their
spatial distribution is depicted on a 1:50,000 scale map.
The land use and land cover studies in the Core Zone help to identify and to some
extent quantify the immediate impact of the various anticipated project activities that
might lead to permanent changes in the existing land use pattern in the areas lyingwithin
the project site. It also helps in the formulation of the mitigative measures to be
incorporated in the Environmental Management Plan (EMP). For example, the. impact
of the envisaged project would be "seyere" if the land to be occupied by it belongs to such
land use classes, as forest land, fertil.e agricultural land, residen tial land or any other land
use category that supports and sustains the local eco-system, including human population. The impact of the $ame activities would be much less "severe" if the project is located
in waste land. Thus, it is apparent that land use studies are essential not only for the
preparation of.EIA/EMP documents, but also for initial siting of the project, so that its
adverse impact on the existing land use pattern can be minimised.
Land use studies in the Buffer Zone of the envisaged project, bring to light the possible
changes in the land use pattern over a much larger area that might be induced due'to
large scale influx of outside people, enhanced economic and constructional activities
and opening of ancillary industries. Such studies also help to locate suitable land for
compensatory afforestation and resettlement of persons displaced from their home, due
to the project.
Land use and Land cover Map: Preparation of Land use map, based on RS Techniques,
starts with the preparation of Land cover map, from the data interpreted from air
photographs and FCC .. Subsequently, each land cover class is studied in the field of
determine the actual use to which it is put by the local people, and a Land use map is
generated. In case detailed field work is not possible due to terrain constraints, the map
is designated as a Land use and Land cover map. The various land use clas~es and
sub-classes that can be mapped by these techniques are given in Table 4.
Preparation of Land ,use and Land cover Maps: The preparation of land use and land

cover map of the generally small core areas of most of the projects can be done by ground
surveys, using telescopic alidade with plane table or microptic theodolite. But similar
survey techniques can not be utilized, because of time and cost constraints, in case of
Buffer Zone mapping in general and Core Zone mapping of large project sites like, open
cast coal mines. Cadastral Survey Maps (16"= 1 mile scale) or "Mouja Maps", with suitable
changes in the index, can be utilized for preparing land use and land cover maps of Core
Zones. But the large scale of suc~ maps does not permit their use in the preparation of
land use and land cover maps of the Buffer Zone, as the resultant map will be too large
for handling.
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Table 4
Sub-dn-el

Land ... cIMIea
1.

Agricultural land

2.

Agricultural land formed due to
~hifting cultivation

5.

Forestland

4.

Forest land (degraded)

5.

Forest plantation land

6.

Grove land including orchard

7.

Scrub land

8.

Waste land

a)

Irripted

Mono crop
Multi crop

No n.uriptrd

Mono crop
Multi crop

a)

Drnle fO~1l

b)

Modrratrly cknle fornl

c)

~n(orac

a)

Drme ICrub

b)

Modrralt"y d~nlt' ICrub

c)

OJxn lCf'ub

a)

Culljvabl~

Puturt-

b)

Non-c ultivabl~

SandyWU(~

Ston,.WUlr
GulUnt W&Itr

9.

10.

11.

12.

IS.

Mining land

- Indusuialland

Residential land

Communication/transponation
corridors

Surface water badin

a)

Surfac~

b)

Optn CUI quamn

c)

Dump'

a)

~ri~abonl

b)

WUU'dumpa

a)

Urban - Oun, lown" indUllriaJ colonM'"&.
mininl colonin, com~Kiai. ~f't'.bonaJ

b)

Rural

VlUagt"

a)

Roadt

tdfUllrd
un m~l.aJlrd

insWIationl

I

I

b)

Railway Itnr

c)

Elr'Clric tranuniUlon lint'

a)

Rivt'n

Map
Manor

b)

Ilrlt'rYOin (man madt)

c)

Lakn

d)

Tanh/Pondl

i1
i

I
I

j

I
I

I
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In view of these constrain ts, a methoc! has been developed for preparation of land use
and land cover maps, of both Core and Buffer Zone's, based primarily on the interpretation of air photographs, and space imagery, followed by selective ground checks. This
method has been effectively utilized for the preparation of such maps for 3 coal mines
in Raniganj Coal field, 19 iron ore mines in Orissa and Jhamarkotra phosphate mines in
Rajasthan.
Data Product Required: a) Air photographs on 1:10,000 and 1:60,000 scales; b) latest
available False Colour Composites (FCC) of LANDSAT or IRS Space imagery on 1:50,000
scale - preferably one of post-monsoon period and one of summer period.
Equipment required: a) Pocket stereoscope, b) Mirror stereoscope with binoculars,

c) Optical pantograph and d) Digital planimeter.
Methodology: The air photographs are studies under the mirror stereoscope and

in terpreted data are traced on a transparent' plastic film, while the photos are in stereo
fusion. With the help of the optical pantograph, the interpreted d~ta are transferred
from the film to the plotting base. The land use and land cover map of the Core Zone is
prepared from 1:10,000 scale photographs and the photo-interpreted data are plotted
on contoured site map of 1:10,000 scale or any avai~able map of sufficiently large scale.,
In case such maps are not available, uncontoured maps on photo-scale are generated
from the air photographs, after subjecting the interpreted, data to certain photogrammetric methods for scale corrections. Similar maps for the Buffer Zone prepared on the
basis of data interpreted and mapped from 1:25,000 or 1:16,000 scale air photographs.
These data are transferred either visually or by optical pantograph to the corresponding,
Survey of India, Topographic Sheets on 1:50,000 scale. If the available air photographs
are out dated, the interpreted data are suitably updated with the data interpreted from
space imagery (FCC). The photo-interpreted land use and land cover maps are taken
to the field and subjected to ground verification. Generally, the Core Zone maps, because
of their small ground coverage, are thoroughly checked while the Buffer Zone maps are
checked at a few critical points selected on the basis of their accessibility. The areas
occupied by the different land use and land cover, classes are measured from the maps
with the help of digital planimeters. In this connection, it may be mentioned that
application of digital enhancement techniques, such as band rationing, contrast stretching and principal co-ordinate transformation, applied to the Computer Compatible Tape
(CCT) data from t~e Indian Remote Sensing Satellite, has yielded highly encouraging
results iri connection with the land use and land cover studi~s and their mapping, carried
out in iron-ore mining areas of Orissa, on an experimental basis, under the sponsor~hip
ofTISCO.
Time Scale: On the basis of the experience gained from the land use and land cover
mapping projects completed so far, the time required for the different steps can be

generalised, and these have been tabulated below:
a)

Scale of air photo used.

b)

Area covered by one stereopaired 3.174 sq. km
photograph,

1:10,000

1:60,000
114.264 sq. km
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c)

'nine required 10 interpret one
It.ereopaired photograph.

8 interpreter houn

5ln~boun

d)

11me required for ground
checking.

18 man-houn

60 man-houR

Nore: The time required 10 inrerpret and pound checldna II likJy 10 mcra.e (or hilly cerraiD and
area of complex/divene land UIC •

. . . .ta

From 1:10,000 scale air photographs \lied for the mapping of Core Zone it hu been
possible to demarcate IS major land \lie and land cover claues and 49 aub-clillel. Out
of these, 10 major classes and 2S sub-classel could be demarcated from 1:25.000 and
1:60.000 scale air photograph used for the mapping of the Buffer Zone. From 1:50.000
scale FCC imagery only 8 major classes and 1S sub-<lasses could be demarcated. However.
it should be kept in mind, that all of these land \lie and land cover cllues did not occur
in a lingle area, but is a cumulative total of data obtained from all the Iafld UIe mapping
projects undertaken 10 far.
From these figures, the data-yielding capacity of the FCC imagery might appear 10 be
limited. but multi-data FCC imageries are excellent t001l for differentiating between
mono-crop and multiple ~rop agricultural land and clauifying Foreall into density
classes. Bu~ these density classes are qualitative and refer to the crown density. Il does nOl
refer to the quantified density classes worked out on the basis of number of treel of a
particular specification. occurring within a unit area.
In case forest land OCCUR within the Core Zone of a propoaed/existing project. apan
from depicting such forest land in the land use mapa. ill adminiltratne IlabU (Reierve
forest, protected forest, 'Khesra' forelt, Village foresl etc.) is to be clearly mentioned in
the EIA/EMP. This is mandatory. as the convenion of such land for mining or any other
purpose will attract the attention of the Forest Conservation Act and a detailed administrative procedure will have to be foUowed. for getting a clearance from appropriate
authorities. Moreover, a land which haa been recorded as a foreltland in the land record.
may not have any forest growth at presenl and detection of IUch landa is nOl poaible
through remote senling techniques. Hence, detailed field work. coupled with collection
of data from the locallaod record/forell office is neceuary. for lupplementinl the land
use and land cover map.
S........ Reedinp
1. American SocietyofPhotogrammetry. Manual OrPhOlographic: Inlel1lfeladon. F""Church. VA..
1960.
2. American Society of Photogrammetry: Manual or Remote Senlinl. 2nd ed .• Falla Churdl. VA..
198!.
S. ANDERSON ,].R. et al. 1976. A Land Uee and Land Co~r d . .ificauon l)'llem for UIC with Remote
Sensor Data - l'SGS Profeuional Paper 964. US Oem. Printlnl Office. WuhlftllOn. DC.
4. ULLESAND, T.M. 1987. Remote SenIOr and Image Inlerpretatlon, 2nd ftl..John Wiley. Son..
USA.

REMOTE SENSING APPUCATION IN MONITORING COASTAL
LANDFORMS AND ECO-SYSTEM
PARTHASARTHI CHAKRABORTY*

Introduction

The coastal zone is rich in biodiversity. The mangroves, reefs, intertidal and wetlands
are vital breeding, nursery and feeding areas for the majority of marine species. On the
other hand, the coastal zone being the interface between land and sea, is constantly
shaped by \Taried interaction of fluvial, marine (both tides and waves) and aeolian
processes. The geomorphic and geological set up in these areas largely depends on the
interplay between Clastic sediments introduced from one direction by the rivers of
variable magnitude and the strength of the wave/tide energy which acts in the opposite
direction. In response to that a good understanding between the changeable landform
features and related land use/land cover is very essential for maintaining the natural
eco-system, to the extent possible, of the coastal zones, especially when the natural set
up is being largely threatened by various anthroposgenic activities starting from checking
the upland fluvial discharge, reclamation of coastal low lands and wet lands, destruction
of mangrove forests and coral reefs etc.
Such change detection studies require continuous monitoring of the coastal landform
features and the land cover/land use pattern. In this respect utilisation of the aerospace
data not only provides a wealth of subject specific information to the users community
in a cost effective manner (considering both time and economic aspects) but also quality
is much more improved than the traditional means of approaches. It is now being an
established fact that the remote sensing application is very suitable for one time invento~ies and surveys as well as for continuous monitoring in time and space of natural
resources and human activities.
Remote SensiDg

Remote Sensing is the science or technology to collect thematic and geometric
information of an .object without having any physical contact with the object. in the
present context, the term Remote Sensing is restricted to identify various objects on the
earth's surface using visible (0.4 to O. 7Jlm) , infrared (0.7 to 0.5J.lm), thermal infrared (8
to 14Jlm) and microwave (0.1 to 30 cm) regions of solar radiation (EMR) which is
reflected, emitted or scattered by the objects depending on its physical and chemical
properties. The remote sensing techniques are classified into tow types depending on
the source of energy which illuminate the object under study viz. i) passive remote sensing
and ii) active remote sensing. In passive remote sensing system, the naturally radiated or
reflected energy from the earth's surface features is measured by the sensors operating
in different spectral bands on board the airborne/space-borne platforms. An active
remote sensing system supplies its own source of energy to illuminate the objects and
measures the reflected energy returned to the system.
• Scientist-in-charge, state Remote Sensing Centre, Dept. of Science & Technology and NES, Govt. of
West Bengal, Bikash Bhavan, Salt Lake .. Calcutta 700091.
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The euential pre-req'Jiaitel for coUection of remote seDling data are:

A. Platform
B. SenIOr

1.

Hip aldlUde (>15 km &om earth·. aurfac.e)

I.

Low aldlUde «15 kin &om earth·. aurfac.e)

1.

Hip aldlUde (56.000 km abcwe - po«aIionary. ee. INSAT)

I.

Low allicude (700.900 kID abcwe - ~
e.I.,1anb IetourccIlal.eWte. q .• IlLS. SPOT, I.ANDSAT.

JUtS.l)

IBNlOa

Imap fOl'llllaa
N........ fOl'llllaa

We are more concemec:l about the lmap{ormlnlleDlOR.
BIAGE

rollMlNG
SENSOR

Acdw (e.g., miCl'OWa'Ve radar)
Pauiw (e.I., PholOp"aphlc camera. Televillon camera. opIicaI ecanoen. - DCII"IDaIt, in . .
atmo.pheric windOWl)

These BenlOn are being \lied in airborne or lpace-borne platforms to uaiIt in
mapping, monitoring of earth resources. In cue of airborne survey we are getting direct
photographs of the earth's surface with over"pping portions (minimum 50~ forward
overlap). Two photographs with luch overlapped portion. are called 'atereo-pain' or
'stereo-mats' and are used under stereoscope for getting 5D vision.
The aerial photographs (black Be white) are available in different scales ranging from
1:60,000 to 1:10,000. The scale of A.P. depends on the flying height of the aircraft and
focal length of the camera used.
S-H/f
where S
= scale of the photograph••
flying,height and
f
=
focal length/ principal distance of the lens.
In general, three types of aerial photography are used for various purposes:
a) Vertical Photography.
b) Orthophotos and
c) Oblique photography, comprising:
i) High angle
ii) Low angle
In India, Survey of India is the controlling authority for air photos.
The satellite data is available in digital form based on 'grey value variations' (DN valut's
ranging from 0-255) and is supplied on CCT's (Computer Compatiblr Tapes). Thr

a

•
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satellite images or hard copy are prepared in the laboratory using CCT data. In general,
the scales of data products vary from 1:1 million to 1:50,000. The receiving station for
satellite information is at Sadnagar, Hyderabad. The National Remote Sensing Agency.,
(NRSA) , Dept. of Space, Govt. of India is the authority for satellite data.
Hard copy imageries ~re available in Panchromatic (B/W) mode as well as in False
Colour Composite (FCC) mode. The CCT's are also used directly in the Digital image
proces~ing system. The imagery of different type of earth observing satellites available
in India are IRS, LANDSAT, SPOT(both in B/W and FCC), ERS-l (B/W) and CCT's.
Based on the tone, texture, pattern, shape/orientation etc. the different features are
identified in aerospace data products by the interpreter.
In recent decades, with the advancement of the scientific and technologic world, the
aerospace data products especially the space-based earth observation system (i.e., satellites) provides more "operational" information due to its repetitive cycles which varies
from 4 days in case of NOAA to 26 days in SPOT. The LANDSAt series of satellites have
a repeat per~od ranging between 16 to 18 days whereas, in case of IRS it is 22 days.
Presently, in Indian context we are having IRS-IA arid IRS-I '8 with 11 days repeat period
as a whole. Unlike other satellites which have a flXed repetitive cycle, the ERS-l satellite
is manoeuvred to revisit the same place after 3, 35 and 176 days to meet the various.
application requirements. The resolution of the satellites also varies from one to the
other (Table 1, on following page) .
Basically, the information delivered by the operational earth observing satellites is
used by two user communities viz.:
Scientific users: whose role is to develop and maintain the knowledge base which is
scientific and technologic foundation of the entire system.
Operational users or thematic users: who participate in the economy directly and
whose output has direct economic value e.g. earth scientists, engineers, planners are
customers who can utilise the thematic information extracted from the RS data.
RS Data in Coastal Zone Study
In the present day scenario, in comparison to the Survey of India (SOl) toposheets,
photo-mosaics and/or up-to-date geocoded satellite data products of similar scale (i.e.
1:50,000) provide more quantifiable information about the morphology, morphoarrangement, morpho-genesis and constituent materials ofthe different landform units
as well as the existin? land cover/land use pattern at a glance to the users (Table 2).
In coastal zone/ esturarine areas the common landforms/mapping units are:
a) marine cliffs and notch zones,
b) marine wave cut platforms,
c) beaches, beach ridges/ runnels, spits and tombole bars,
d) coastal dunes (active, inactive or dormant),
e) vegetated/ non~vegetated tidal sandy/mud flats,
f) marine terraces/flood plains,
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g) coral reefs/reef flats/reef. caps/uplifted reef.,
h) ramparts and caye,
i) lagoons,
j) fluvio-del taic flats .
Table 1
DUf.... 1arda

.

0bHr.:... .......

LauDc:bed Oil

R••IIIII_

IRTS-l

J.lly 1972

79M.

ERTS-I
(Rentmed _lANDSAT-I)

January 1975

79M.

LANDSAT-3

March197B

"J9 Uta

Jul)'1982

79Mu

March 1984

79M ..
!OM..

I>

N~ (U.s.A.)

(New Generation SaRUite)
LANDSAT-4
LANDSAT-5

Tht
(7 Septral band.)

lANDS.t.T-8 ''''tlre
FIlINCH IATILLITI

Spot-l

Febrtwy 1_

Pan 10 'Ita..

.ft.A20W...
Spot-2

janary 1990

Pan 10 'tIL
MIA to .....

July 1991

SARUNta..

BUPOPI'AN SA1'ILJ.;.ln

(Miaowa,. Raaote ......)

EU-l
INDIAN SMrD.UTIS
EspedmeDtaIletelll, .

Bbukara-I
. Bhukara·1I

June 1979
November •• 1

OperadoDli Satellltell

JlS.lA

Mll'CIrW88

U-.I 72.5 WTS.

IJlS.IB

Mguat 1991

U5S-1l 56.15 MTS.

lIS-Ie

Tentative Launch in 1994 . 1995.

PAN 10 IllS.

USNlI2.3 ans.
(!. . . ~~a' ClI'J~

( .. . , . ftIJC8I

ll-IIt_M/. Ii IF "9

for PAN)

~k . .

u-.ul)
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Table 2

APPUCATION OF RS DATA

*

Landuse Land cover mapping

r----

Forell Land

t---

Agricultural Land

------+---- Built-up Land
t----

Waste Land

' - - - Wet Land

*

Environmental
Impact Assessment

Crop invenl8fy and crop yielding forecasting

Drought monitoring
Desertification

*

Food monitoring
(both nll'ial Ie ~oastal)

App1icd Geomorphological Studies

Soil erosion
Landslide monitoring

*

r----

Dam/Reser\'oir site selection

~--

Highway/Railway route selection

Gcotcchnicallm·r.stigation

*

Groundwa{er ta.-getting

*
*
*

Urban Planning
Disu1ct/WatcfShed 1e\'e1 PlaJ\nin~

Marine fishing
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Table 5

MULTI-PHASE APPROACH IN USE OF RS DATA
Satellite imaF!)' (on scale
1: 2S,OOO to 1: SO-OOO) and/or
Photo-mosaic-idcntificuion
of the location

• .. Avallable ancillary and ~~
data e.g. SOl topoIbeets.
.
information e.g. rainfall intensity.
1....
4 1 - - - - - 1 duration. peak dilcharge. de.

/
Terrain analysis and clusificatioo of the identified
corrider or SJdIarea from Oeoooded imagery (on scale
I:SO.OOO) and airphOlOl ~ on scale l:SO.OOO
to 1:10,000. Aspects to be 00DIidered= relief and FJldic
land f~_
processes & natural bazanSs- surface
_ . structureItectoDica. surface ~.

ma.

PRE-FIELD maps OD required scale

....- - - - - - -

~-------~------------

FIELD wortJ GROUND data collection

POST-PIELD interpretation of aero-space data products
and Digital Image processing of specific ala o( interest

Pragmatic map for implementation.

'1 i
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In response to the repetitive coverage, multi-seasonal or time-critical satel1ite iInagery
,could be use to monitor the spatial variation of the aforesaid landform units/mapping
units, the fluctu~tion of the inundated area of the tidal flats or the nature of tne tidal
creeks through seasons .•Change detection in the mangrove forest boundary or deforested p'atches could .also easily be identified in the RS data products as the broad leaf,
healthy mangroves have their very characteristic reflection pattern. It may be mentioned
here that the range of scales for surveying and or resolution of the RS'data are also to be
subject specific i.e., varies with the nature of the project 'un~rtaken. For instance,
monitoring of the shore line changes requires more resolution than those needed in
study etgenerallanciform features. In view ofthafa 'zooming-in' or multiphase approach
is sugjested starting from use of geocodes imagery/aerial photographs (on scale 1:
50,000) to air photos or digitally enhanced imagery (on scale 1:25,000/20,000/10,000)
with subsequent field checks (Table 3).
Conclusion

Remote sensing data provides spatial, spectral and temporal information of any object
on the earth surface. We can make good use of this information by extracting purposeoriented data (both visual as well as digital methods) for preparation of pre-field maps.
But the users capabilities to make good use of the information obtained is an important
factOr. The intelligence, capacity and experience of an interpreter or as a whole the
"absorption capacity' and 'application capacity' of an interpreter plays an importaJ!t role
in identifying the various features discussed above. In response to that substantial amount
of field check on ground data collection is all the time preferable in finalizing the maps.
Suggested Reading
1. SABINS Jr., FLOYD F. 1987. Remote sensing-Principals and interpretation, 2nd ed-.,
W.H. Freeman & Co., Ne~ York. p. 449.

2. VAN ZUIDAM, A.R. 1985. Aerial Photo-interpretation in terrain analysis. and geomorphologic
mapping. Smit Publishers, The Hague, The Netherlands. p. 442.
3. JAYRAMAN, V. and MANIKIAN, B. 199,. Remote sensing in India- facilities and infrastructure.
Tethnical Report, NRSA, Dept. Of Space, Govt. of India. p. 204.
~. vtRSTAPPEN, H.TH. 1985. The use of aerial photographs in geomorphological mapping. ITC
text book, Enschede, The Netherlands. p. 177.
~. VERSTAPPEN, H. TH. 1987. Remote sensing applications - An outlook for the future. Ire Jour.
No. ~. pp. 1056-164.
'
6. NOSSIN,JJ. 1989. Aerospace survey of natural hazards: the new possibilities. ITCJour. No. 3/4.
pp. 183-188.
,. National Resources Management System (NRMS) , Dept. of Space, Publication, ISRO H.Q.
Bangalore, India. Satellite Remote. 1994.

NOISE LEVEL: MEASUREMENT. STANDARDS
A. K. SAHA*
IDtroducdoD

Noise is proportional to the pressure exerted on the ears by sound waves. The unit of
sound preslure level is called -NI, which is baled on a logarithmic lCIlle. 20 loglO~ ;
where PO is the pressure at the threshold of hearing. I.g., 2 )( 10~/m! (or .0002
dYl'!esicm 2). This may be compared with normal atmospheric preuure of 106 dynes/
em2
Thus if the pressure ofasound is 200 N/m2 (or 2000 dynes/cm 2) , then sound preuure
level (SPL)
200
7
=201og10
5 =201011010 =20x7-140dB
2 xlO-

No": SPL at threshold of hearing is zero dB.
Sound intensity is proportional to the square of sound pJ"fluure

lap2

where ~e ref. Pressure,

Po = 2 x 10~/m2
10 =10·12 Watt/m 2
SooDd leftl meter

The sound level meter used for the measurement of sound pressure' tevrls conaSlS of
a microphone amplifier and ameter. The microphone converts the sound preuure waves
into etectrical voltage which operates the meter. But no single mel~r could indicate such
a large range as SO dB to 120 dB or more. To overcome this, amplification is altered as
required in steps of 10 dB, and the meter records the difference ~rwren the amplifier
settings and the sound pressure level.
Now audible sound waves vibrate at rates varying from 16 cycles/sec. to 8000 cycles
sec. (Heitz). This entire range of frequencies is classified into Octaves or Uands with
centre frequencies as follows: 16, S1.5, 6S, 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000. 4000, 8000 HI. Many
Sound Level meters are connected to electrical filters which select particular f~quenci~.
of the sound. In some instruments, the pressure level is recorded on charts or tape.
Instead of measuring SPL on a linear scale, mOlt meters have A and 8 scales, in which
t~e response varies with frequency, as shown in Table 1. Readings on th~ A scale. dB(A).
• Professor, Centrf' for Study of Man It Environmenr, CalCUlla 700 091.
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correspond most closely to the response of the human ear. As response of the ear is
dependen t on frequency, readings of SPL on a linear scale can be misleading.
Table 1
A, B and C weightinp

Frequency

Curve A

CurveB

Cunec

(Hz)

(dB)

(dB)

(dB)

16

-56.7

-28.5

.a.5

31.5

-39.4

-17.1

-S.O

63

-28.2

-93

-0.8

125

-16.1

-4.2

~.2

250

-8.6

·1.5

0

500

-3.2

-O.S

0

1000

0

0

0

2000

1.2

-0.1

-0.2

4090

1.0

-0.7

-0.8

8000

-1.1

-2.9

-3.0

16900

-6.6

-8.4

-8.5

Thus a 30 Hz note of sound pressure level 70 dB would indicate 70-40 = 30 dB(A) or
70-17 ~ 53 dB(B) or 70-3 =67dB(C). The C -scale is taken to be linear for most practical
purposes.
Knowing the dB valQes for the different octaves, it is possible to calculate the total
sound pressure level. But this cannot be done arithmetically, because the dB scales ate
'logarithmic. For this purpose, a curve or nomogram is used.
Example: Calculate ~e sound pressure level in dB(A) with Hte following analysis:
Centre frequency

31.5

63

125

250

500,

1000

20

33

48

62

62

65

2000

4000

(Hz)

SPL. dB(A)

40·

-----46.1
4000

c.Jlbndon of mUDd 1e¥el1Deten: This is usually done using a piRonphoDe which fits
over the. m.icrophone of the sound level meter. The piltDDphone produces a nOle of
250Hz at 124d~; inside the pistonpbone a small motor operates a cam, producinglhe
lOund by sinusoidal,movement of -two small pistonl. This method is aIIo con~nienl as a
standard lOurce of sound.
EDvlroDmealai Effecta of No_

Environmental impact of tl.oile can have several effects varying from hearing 1011 (0
annoyance. SpecifICally, sufticientiy loud no. maya) damage hearing or health.
b) interfere with work wks.
interfere with speech communication.
d) affect inter-room privacy.
e) 'interfere with sleep.
11 cause annoyance and in many cases raise blood pressure.
Noise sensitivity of certain land uses is as follows:

e,

Very sensitive
Sensitive

Educational facilities, hospitals, wildlife sanctuaries.
Residential buildings. dormitories, resort hotels.
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Moderately sensitive
Insensitive

Research institutions, Restaurants, Professional Offices.
Agriculture, mining and metal extraction, natural open space,
motor vehicle transport, auto parking, market places, etc.
Damage risk criteria' have been developed in the USA, so as to reduce hearing
loss, as follows:
Table 2
Maximum allowable per day {hn.)

Noise level (elBA)

16

85

8

90

6

92

4

95

3

97

2

100

1

105
110

115

1,4 or less

D.O.En. in India has prescribed the following maximum permissible noise exposure
levels (in dBA). Actually this is the same as iIi the UK.
90

8hrs

93

4hrs

96

2hrs

99

1 hr

102

lhbr

105

Whr

lOS

7.5 minutes

Acceptable outdoor noises: [IS 4954, (1968)]
elBA Noise level rup

Loeadon
Day

NiJbt

Rural

25-55

iO·30

Residential (urban)

35-45

50 .. 40

Urban (mixed)

40-50

SS-45

Ul'ban (cemmercial)

45-55

35-45

Indmtrial

50-60

45-55

A.IL SAHA -
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Some other countties have slighdy higher levels for urban residential areal-

-

N.......

•

India

55-45

Sweden

55

Germany

60

Switzerland

60

U.1l

55

Outdoor propagation of sound is influenced by(a) weather, i.e. local micrometeorology; interaction of humidity and temperature; atmospheric turbulence. wind direction and velocity on lound propagation has been studied and can be quite complex;
(b) presence of topographic barrien;
(c) presence of tree barrien;
(d) presence of building barrien;
(e) sound attenuation by rain, snow or fog.
In an EIA study. outdoor sound attention is studied by limultaneoUi recordilll of SPL
at different distances and in different directions from the proposed nolle pnerator by
a loud siren placed at that site. This experiment has to be done in different seUODl of
the year. Measures have to be taken to increase noise 3ttenuation if the expected noise
is excessive particularly in residential colonies. One effective method is the creation of
appropriately located green belts. Another effective method is to build high walls or
earthen structures close to the noise source.
EIS for Nolle
Typical noise assessments in the EIS should include comparisons of existi", and
anticipated noise levels with the criteria established by GOVL agencies. A typical EIS
lhould have the following subheads:
1. Exis ling Noise
(a> De,cribe existing noise levels.
1> Measurement results.
2) Modelling results.
(b) Determine current noise regulations.
(c) Assess the existing noise environment.

2.2-14Jf Jtf/o ElF /99
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2. Noise Impact
(a) Determine the potential noise sources associated with the project.
1) Motor vehicle noise.
~ Airp,ort and aircraft noise.
3) Train noise.
4) Stationary noise sources.
(b) Describe the noise characteristics of the project.
1) Through comparison with an existing similar project.
2) Through acoustic modelling of the noise sources associated with the
project.
(c) Determine the noise sensitivity, of surrounding land uses as well as the noise
sensitivity of the project.
(d) Assess impact ot the project on surrounding land uses.
3. Develop mitigation measures for potential impact.
4. Discuss noise consideration of alternatives to the project.
Broad Guidelines for Planners of Town and Industrial Sites
Loc;ation of Aerodromes: New aerodromes should he located sufficiently away from
the city (at least 15 km away)· and a boundary area of 6-8 km square should be set apart
for the aerodrome, so that residential accommodation max come up only beyond that
area. When planning the routes for flying il}to and out of an airport, it is necessary to
avoid flying over towns of thick populations.
Layout of Rail and Road Traffic: The rail tracks, highways and arterial roads should
preferably be routed away from the residential area and commercial areas. However, if
due to other considerations, a railhead or line has to be located in or near a residential
area, certain precautions to abate the nQise shall have to be taken. One method for
reducing noise from rail tracks is to keep the track below ground level (at a depth of
3-3.5m and walls sloping at 45° to the vertical. By this device the track noise is appreciably
reduced, though the engine and whistle noise is not much reduced. Use of a solid barrier
between the rail track and the 1 esidential or commercial area would help in $e
attenuation of noise. If R be the distance between source of noise and the barrier, and
D that between barrier and the receiving position, and H the height of the barrier, the
noise reduction may be calculated from the formulaReduction (dB) = 10 loglO(20 H2/A.R) ,where A. is the wavelength of sound.
A relatively less expensive method is to plant trees and hedges on either side of the
track or road - however, such foliage barrier has to be wide and should consist of densely
planted trees with broad leaves.
Location of Industrial Areas: Industries emitting loud noises, even if they are small,
have to he located away from residen tial areas, while large industries could be allowed
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to.tar close \0 such areas if their-noise potential is low. In any case, really heavy and noily
industries lute ship-building, locomotive workshops, s~el and coach factorie.. etc_,
should be. ~ocated in specially reserved areas as far away from residential areas as pouible.
with· wide and dense greenbelts around them to cut off noise and also air pollution to a
~gt;;extenL Geomorphologic considerations should also be considered in locating sites
of heavy noise-generating industries. Ideally. a ridge or high-ground should separat~ lhr
indUitrial sitea from the residential areas - an attempt in this direction was made in thr
cue of Iourkela Steel PlanL However, in the case of Durgapur. geomorphology was not
coDlidered during planning with lOme disutrous consequences.
In cues where the noise level exceed. the permissible limit. the planner has thr
following alternatives to consider:
a) To re-aUocace the area for a zone where higher'noiJe.1evels are permiuible.
ThUi from the noise point of view. the residential areas could be downgraded
to commercial areas, which in turn could be earmarked as industrial areas,
or
b) To take protective measures in and around the residential pockets within
commercial/industrial areas by having green belts, hedges. beller .urracing
ofroad./stree~.ek.

SolDe CMe IbUIle8

A. Study of DOlle at 'IfttIlc 1atenecu0lll1a Calcutta dty: Noise levels at (our traflic inMcdon. in Calcutta were measured by CSME in February 1984 at various bands of
frequencie., ranging from Sl.5Hz to 16.000Hz. The recordings were raken at leYeral
cornen of the traffic intersections. The decibel values for the differ,.nt bandwidths wer~
re-comDuted into dBtAl late and the lummariAed re~ultl are .,iven in Tahl~ ~.
Table 5

••••D...... (HI Comer)

2.2.14

10.3Ghn.
17.15· 18.15 hR-

84.4
10.4

IIpJanIde..SN Banerjee Rd crollinl

9.2.84

10.40· 11.40 hn
12.45 hn.
17.15· IB.IS hn.

81.1
15.0
as.8

....1& Itreet.chowringhee CroIIin.

6.2.84

11.25· 12.00 hn.
12.10 hn.
16.5Ghn.
17.50 • 18.50 hR.

7B.8
81.0
77.6
77.6

Cariahat Road Juncdon

9.2.84

17.40 hn.
18.15· 18.SO hn.
18.40 . 18.55 hR.

80,1
81.2

81 .•

Thua the noise level is in the hazardous category (above 8OdBA). though nol in lhr
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dangerous category (above 90dBA). This must be causing hearing loss to people who
have to stay at, or close to the traffic intersections for long hours, viz.,. traffic police and
roadside stall workers. One alarming feature of the results of this survey is that though
major sound is in the range of 1000-4000 Hz range, at some places even 8000 Hz sound
reaches as much as 80dBA. It is known that hearing damage is caused as much by
high-frequency noise (>4000 Hz) as by low-frequency noise «?OO Hz). Electric horns are
mostly responsible for high-frequency noise and should be banned.
B. Noise levels in the Iron ore mining areas of Keonjbar district, Orissa. Noise levels in
19 ore mines (most of them in working condition) were studied in 1988-89 at various
noise sources, viz., (a) Blast hole drill, (b) Shovel, (c) Dumper, (d) Loader, (e) Bulldozer, (f) Primary crusher, (g) Secondary crusher, (h) Ore washing plants, (i) Loading
bin, (j) Central workshop, etc., and also at the townships which are located close to the
respective mines. Readings at each station were taken in 4 cardinal directions and average
2/3 times a day, each reading being an average of 3 observations.
Objectionable noise levels of 90dB and above for an exposure time of 8 hours have
been recorded at places at the mechanised mines at Daitari and Joda (East). No\se levels
in the operator's position of blast hole drill, sh~vels, dumpers, loaders and bulldozers
range from 92 to 102dBA. Primary/ secondary crushers, apron feeders and vibrating
screens emit noise ranging between 90 and 99dBA. At some of the mines, operators of
crushers, air compressors andjack-hammers are subjected to noise levels of 95, 100 and
110dBA, respectively. Such high levels of noise should not normally be permitted and
very good quality ear-muffs should be provided to the workers.

Suggested Readings
1. VESTRE, V.E. and WOOTEN, D.C.: Noise Impact Analysis.
2. SMITH, BJ., PETERS,
(London), 236 pp.

RoJ.

and OWEN, S. 1982. Acoustics and Noise Control. Largmous

3. Indian Standards Institution: Recommendations for Noise Abatement in Town Planning. 18:49541968.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS: REGULATORY INSTRUMENTS FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
R.N. BHAlTACHARYA •
EmiroDlDem.i PrOtecdOD: A Pr! ••nlillue

Tbe ......: .Nothing has underlined the common dilemma of mankind 10 starkly real
aa environmental pollution problems now unfolding allover the World. Signs of streu
on the natural environment are everywhere today. reported daily in the press and other
media. The life-support systems of our earthly habitat (only known live-planet) are being
threatened by increasing pollution crisis. The cri" knows no political or geographical
boundaries and affects everyone - theist and atheist. rich and poor. male and female.
old and young, born or unborn. black and white. Environmental degradation or more
specifically speaking. environmental pollution is not a technical problem. and the (auh
lie. not in Science and Technology as such. It is the effects of damage caused by man ",
reckless plundering of nature and the natural resources. for rapid development or. in
contradiction, due to perpetuating u~der-development in major part o( this \\'orld
forcing poverty. malnutrition, unhygienic/insanitary living conditions and diseases. In
India, specially after the polt-independence period. The country has been pauing
through a phase of ever increasing population growth. rapid ind-...trialization and
urbanisation mainly triggered for rapid economic developmen 1 and self-reliance - mosd~'
without any devised policy or planning, in the lack of the needed prudence and fomight
aboUt the possible impacts on quality of the environment. Even though th~ en\;ronmental degradation probl~ms are yet not so acute as they manifested in the industriall~'
advance affluent countries, they have started showing up in their characteristics ugl,·
facets here and there, now and then. It is now being realized that immediate and urgent
steps are necessary for restoration/development and conservation of quality o( Ihr
coon-try's environment.
Required Management Approach: Good environmental management mUit rely on IOmtt
basic prerequisites. First, a sound economic policy must be established. whereby common
environmental goals are in compliance with the country's environmental characteristics
and the prevailing administrative system, enabling to focus attendon on the advantages
of a Ipecific system of environmental protection. Furthermore. a fair and competent
authority must be established, to exercise the regulatory powen. during applications (or
eft1~nt/ emission permits, and also to supervise and control the polluting activities. In
thil regard, the initiative must be taken on the governmental level. with the help of the
non-governmental organisations representing public interest. to ensure restoration/
protection of the environment - through assigning requisite authorities/ responaibiliti~1
-10 as to promote appropriate site-specific applications of the accepted approach. Such
,uthority/activities can necessitate:
- gaining and giving information through research and monitoring programm~1
- regulatory measures through enforcement of laws.

• Ir. Environmental Engineer. In-charge, Central Pollution Control Board. Calcutta
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Environmental Legislation
Regulatory instruments: Since the beginning of mandated environmental protection,
the legal framework has been largely restrictive. Regulations of various kinds, e.g., for
pollutant purification and process and infrastr~ctural changes, implemented by an
expanding machinery, have been introduced t~ limit and repair damage caused by
environmental pollution. These regulations/have helped to reduce pollution, but not
been able to fully address the sources of many problems.
Over the last two decades, many countries have used a variety of policy instruments to
protect the environment, in many cases/based on environmental quality guidelines. Environmental laws are the regulatory instruments or institutional measures having "the
objective of influencing the environmental performance of polluters by regulating
processes or products used, by prohibiting or limiting pollution siischarge, and/or
restricting activities to certain time and areas~ Regulatory instruments are know to
perform relatively well in regard to institutional compatibility, administrative feasibility
and environmental effectiveness, but not as well in terms of economic efficiency,
cost-effectiveness and enforcement. However, fear was expressed in some quarters that,
regulatory instruments (or environmental laws) could inhibit technical changes and
innovations with decreased productivity and economic growth. But such fears proved to
be unfounded. Instead, it was found that in order to support the overall innovations and
technological adv(Ulces (including that for pollution control), regulatory system should:
stipulate performance standards, without specifyin.g the process or technology to
be used:
establish reasonable deadlines and time-tables for compliance with performance
standards;
use economic instruments in fa supplementary role to build into the market an
incentive for innovation;
encourage consultation with business to help identify the most vulnerable/effective parts in the production cycle at which to tackle the environmental problems
under consideration;
review the requirements of environmental regulations so that contradictory technological requirements may be eliminated, wherever possible, and
encourage dissemination of technical information, technical advice about methods of pollution con trol and strengthen financial sources for innovations.
Clean Technology: The use of clean technologies to replace traditional "end-of-pipe"
pollution treatment has been relatively limited, mainly due both to market and regulatory failures, because of:
relatively small existing market for clean technologies;
poor availability of appropriate clean technologies in some areas;
higher initial costs. even where subsequent operating costs may be lower;
additional risks and uncertainties perceived to flow from the newer technologies;
lack of support (or even oQstruction) for developmen t of clean technologies from
manufacturers of anti-pollution equipment, and
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encouragement of continued uae of "end-of-pipe" treatment syatelDJ due 10
ilkuited regulations.
Lnplemeatadoaal Weak POIDtII Enforcement of environmental policies with reprd 10
regulatory concerns has often been found to be a weak point in their implementation.
A number of suggestions have. been made to overcome these problems. Examples are:
- to introduce clean enforcement mechaniama at every ItIp in the enYironmenw
management cycle;
... to rati~nalise and simplify regulations, where poIIible. u wen u permit! colllent
procedure;
.
to Itrengthen compHance monitorinl. induding .elf moniroring procedures:
to encourage the Ole of environmental auditing;
- to enhance cooperation with bUline. in the rule m~killl procell;
to make controll and sanctionl for noft-compUance more Itrtnpnt by impolinl
tougher finel and penalties;
-:- to simpl~ legal and administrative procedure. for applying auch IUlcDoRa;
- to support regulations with economic instrumentl to increue the financial incentives for compliance;
to improve information and publicity aimed at polluten in respect to control
requirements and pollution abatement technologies. and aimed at me public in
respect to emuent discharges and penalties for non-compliance.
However, through re-aUocation and re-development of existing relOurcel (or en(orc~
ment and implementation. regulatory instruments may be used more effectively. Anyway.
conaiderable scope exists for achieving cost and time savings in the formulation of
regulatory instruments.
JravIro~ Leat,ladoD -lDteraadoDai 0veniewI Environmenlal Legillalion diffen
from country to country. due to social, economic and cultunl patterns, the history of
enW'onmental protection, and the existing state of the environmenL However. lOme
general and common features exist that have been used u guiding principles in letting
up an environmental policy and associated regulatory inltrumenrs. These are briefly
hiShUghted below with reference to the programmes adopted by lOme major countries
of the world:
(a) The Europe.. Commualty (EC): The environmenlallegialation relll on three ba·
lie principles:
to IUpport preventive environmental measures;
to adopt a, precautionary principles:
- to I~mulate international cooperation.
The overall ellvironmental policy focuses on those area where combined efforts of
the Member States to safeguard the environment make it euler to accomplilh the goal ••
collectively rather than with separated programmes. The environmental le((iala~. 10
called Directives, (consisting over one hundred legislative texts). sell out minimum
requirements to be achieved by all Member State•. However. it i. pouible for an individual
Jtate/Country to introduce or maintain more stringent regulationa provided lb. the
_i
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principles of free trade are not violated. The environmental management in the EC
countries follows specific and well planned 'Five-Year-Programmes' with due attention
to priority areas, The Fifth programme (1993-97) is now in operation.
(b) The United States of America (USA): Environmental Laws and Ordinances are
principal components of the United States system of environmental legislation. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) acts as a combined Environmental Protection
Board and Ministry of the Environment. Its main functions are to supervise the compliance of environmental laws. Environmental legislation exists on both a federal and state
levels. The state laws often encompass specific local problems, or strengthening of federal
laws. But different states cannot enforce environmental policies that mitigate or make
an exception to the federal laws. There are 10 such principal Acts now in the USA.
(c) The former Soviet Union (Commonwealth of Independent States): In the for~er
Soviet Union, a number of environmental laws and ordinance have been enacted. The
different laws encompass:
environmental protection;
areas of high priority for nature conservation;
rational land-use, and
use of nuclear energy and inherent safety aspects.
The different ordinances focus on:
registration of industries with specific environmentally hazardous processes and
products;
liabilitywith regard to organisational and private compensation for environmental
damage;
charging Industries with specific environmentally hazardous technologies;
openness with regard to public information about the state of pollution and the
occurrence of ecological catastrophes, if they occur; and
the establishment of general circulation through domestic newspapers covering
environ men tal issues.
The responsibility for compliance with existing legislation rests with a State COlJlmittee
for Environment and the Rational Use of Natural Resources. Environmental legislation
is being referred and made ·more stringent (in terms of permitted pollution emissions),
and being adj 11sted to international conventions.
(d) The People's Republic of China~ Chinese environmental legislation is mainly in
the form of general guidelines. It is not very specific with regard to setting national
permitted emission levels. However, some emission levels have been established in
cooperation with the International Standards Organization (ISO). Regionally-adapted
emission levels can be set by local authorities, and can be more stringent than the general
levels, as well as in regard to the classifying and protective of certain areas of specific
ecological values. However, Central Authorities rule in those areas of special national
concern and exempt them from regulations on environmental protection, e.g., nature
reserves, historical sites, tourist attraction, etc.
A system of charges has been implemented, under which a polluter has to pay a
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specified fine to the Provisional Environmental Authority if exceeding the prescribed
emission level. However, the main portion of the fine goes back to the polluter. to be
used in environmental protection meaaurel. which must be made within a certain lime
period.
The existing environmental legislation comprises various componentl. TheR include
the Environmental Protection Law, the Marine Environmental Protection Law, the Law
concerning Protection Control of Water Pollution. Regulations for atrengtheninl Environmental control in Townships and Neighbouring Enterprises, Prevention and Control
of Coal-Smoke Pollution, and Provisional Measurel for Examining !nvil'opmenw Pr0tection Standards of Industrial Enterprises .
. (e) Japan: The Basic Law of Environmental PoUution (BUI') was enacled in 1967 to
which certain amendment and corrections have been made with the pueage 01 lime.
With regard to iu application. BLEP encompauea seven principal areas for environmental management - air pollution. water pollution, lOiI pollution, noile vibration.
ground depressions and disturbing odourl. The BLEP eatabliahel Government authorities for setting environmentaIltandardJ; one for Environmental Quality Standards (EQS)
and one for Emission Standards (IS). These authoritiel are relponsible for the Slate of
the environment and the control of pollutant emission I respectively. The emilaion
standards are regulated by various laws corresponding to the leftn principal areas of
concern mentioned above with the followingleneral objectives:
EQS represents a long-term policy aiming at IUccessive improvemenll in Ih~ state
of the environment.
EQS operates both in areas where pollutant emiuion are to be reduced, u well u
in areas to be \lied as reference sites, to maintain an acceptable environmenw
quality.
ES is a means to achieve or maintain the environmental quality attained by th~
EQS. and should be practised on emillionl to air or water bodies from tpecific
plants and work-places.
The regulation of environmental pollution iJ carried out through legWation. ordinances or specific agreements on pollution control with industries and municipalitiel.
The Air and Water Pollution Control Acts are important componenll of thil environmental legislation. They are also the main tools used by prefectunl aovemmenll in
establishing their environmental policiel. the Prefectural Ordinances on Environmental
Pollution Control (POEPC), which generally is more Itringent than the National Standards. Agreements on Environmental Pollution Control (AEPC) between the local lOYernment and major industries in the prefectural areas have proved to the mOlt Itrinaent
ones. with regard to effective environment protection.
IaYiroDDleDtai LepladOD ID IacUa

Hindligbt: Living in harmony with nature has been the ~t of Indian civilisation sinc~
the ancient Vedic period. The sages, through their hymns, have inculcated in our mind
a sense of kinship with nature in all its manifestations - both biotic and abiotic.
Throughout the country one may find edicts carved on rocks. pillan and monum~nlS
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which are reminders of man's integral relationship, as a part of nature, with other
animals, plants forests and other natural endowments and his duty to preserve them. But
with ups and downs of the history, marked mostly by eras of invasions and colonialisation
during the medieval through recent periods, there has been an ever-widening gape in
the development of infrastructure and other productivity which could satisfy the basic
needs of a rapidly growing population causing thereby widespread poverty and steady
multi-faceted degradation of the environment. The initial post-independence period is
also characterized by disorderly growth, unplanned industrial developnlent and urbanisation which resulted in and brought to the fore the environmental degradation
problem in staggering dimensions.
However, like in almost all civilised countries, provisions were made in different laws
(rather in a piece-meal way) to safeguard the environment, which were found practically
ineffective in preventing environmental pollution. Provided in Table 1 is a selective list
of environ men t-related legislation.
Table 1 : Selective List of Environment-Related Legis!,tion
Central Enactments
1. Water Pollution

1. The River Boards Act
2. The Merchant Shipping (Amendment) Act, 1970
2. Air Pollution
1. The Indian Boilers Act
2. The Mines and Minerals (Regulation and Development) Act, 1923
3. The Factories Act, 1948
4. The Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951
s. Radiation
1. The Atomic Energy Act, 1962
2. The Radiation Protection Rules, 1971
4. Pestiddes
1. The Poison Act, 1919
2. The Factories Act, 1948
'3. The Insecticides Act, 1968
5. Others
1. The Indian Fisheries Act, 1897
2. The Indian Forest Act, 1927
3. The Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954
4. The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act, 1958
5. The Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972
6. The Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act, 1976
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Stale laactmeata

1. Water PODudOD
1. The Oriua River Pollution Prevention Act, 1955.
2. The Maharashtra Prevention of Water Polludon Act. 1969
I. Smoke Control
1. The Bengal Smoke Nuisance Act. 1905
2. The Bombay Smoke Nuisance Act, 1912
8. The Gujarat Smoke Nuisance Act. 1965
s. Pest Cootrol
1. The Mysore Destructive Insects and Peatl Act. 1917
2. The Andhra Pradesh Agriculwral Pestl and Dileues Act. 1919
s. The Assam Agricultural Pelts and Diseases Act, 1905
4. The U.P. Agricultural Diseases and Pests Act. 1954
5. The Kerala Agricultural Disease and Pestl Act. 1958
4. Land UdJludoD aad laDd ImpNftlDeDt
1. The Bihar Waste Land (Reclamation, Cultivadon and Improvement) Act.
1946
2. The Andhra Pradesh Improvement Schemes Ac~ 1949
5. The Acquisition of Land for· Flood Control and Prevention of Erosion Ac~
1955
4. The Delhi Restriction of Uses of Land Act, 1964
AwUeaiDg for IDYiroDDleD.tal PIotecdoD - New Lepd'daa: The problem of inau.
ing environmental pollution and degndation was brought to a sharp focus or global
attention in United Nation Stockholm Conference on 'Human Environmenc'. held
during June 5-16. 1972. Instance started showing up of the increuing and spreading
pollution of water, air and land along with speedy degradation of the productive capaciry
and species, loss of woodlands, range-lands and agriculture lOia.. cauaed by indiscriminate and uncontrolled dumping/discharge of all kinds OfWUle materials. deforestation.
overstocking of pastures, over-harvesting of croplands and ove~xploitation of fraaile
and other marginal lands - which in turn leads to erosion, soil degradation. lowerinl of
water tables, food-shortage and despoliation of natural wateHhed. Wanton use or abUJe
of nature either in quest of material prosperity or in perpetuating poverty mUll hae its
back-lash to the detriment of human survival.
However, India is the tint country which hal made proviaionl for the protection and
improvement of environment in ita constitution. In the f2nd Amendmenl 10 the
.Constitution (in 1976) - Article 48-A was inserted which enjoin. &he Scale to make
endeavour for protection and improvement and or aafeguardinl&he (Orell and wild-life
in the country. By the same amendment, provision was made in Article ~1-A (g)
stipulating that it shall be the fundamental duty of every citizen of India -to pro~ct and
improve the natural environment including foreslI, lakes. riven and wild·Ufe and to have
compassion for living creatures" In pursuance of ita policy to protect the environment,
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the Government of India enacted a number of Pollution Oontrol Acts and brought out
the Corresponding rules and notifications thereunder to restore ~d maintain/protect
the countries environment. A list of the above Acts, rules and notifications is provided
below in Table 2. Pollution Control Boards/Agencies have been established at the
Central, State and Union Territory levels with the tasks of implementation of these
legislation acting as the regulatory agencies in areas of respective jurisdiction.
.
Table 2 : PollutioD CODtrol Acts, Rules and Notifications
I

n

Water:
1. The Water (Prevention And Control of Pollution) Acts, 1974, as amended
up to 1988.
2. The Water (Prevention And Control of Pollution) Rules, 1975
3. The Water (Prevention And Control of Pollution) (Procedure ofTransaction of Business) Rules, 1975
4. The Water (Prevention ~d Control of Pollution) Second Amendment
Rules, 1976
5. The. Water (Prevention And Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1977, as
amended by Amendment Act, 1991
6. The Water (Prevention And Control of Pollution) Cess Rules, 1978
7. The·Water (Prevention And Control of Pollution) Amended Rules, 1989
Air:
1. The Air (Prevention And Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, as amended by
Amendment Act, 1987
2. The Air (Prevention And Control of Pollution) Rules, 1982
3. The Air (Prevention And Control of Pollution) (Union Territories) Rules,

1983
4. The Air (Prevention And Control of Pollution)

m

Amendm~nt Rules,

1988

Environment:
1. The· Environment (Protection) Act, 1986
2. The Environment· (Protection) Rules, 1986
3. The Environment (Protection) Amendment Rules, 1987
4. The Environment (Protection) Third Amendment R\11e, 1987
5. Notifications on 'Emission Standards' .and Guidelines for Location of
Industries, mining operations, etc. for various Areas
IV. Public Liability:
1. The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991
2. The Public Liability Insurance Rules, 1991
v. NotificatioDS
1. Hazardous Waste (Management ~ Handling) Rules, 1989
2. Manufacture, Storage and Import of Hazardous Chemical Rules, 1989
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'5. Manufacture, Use, Import. Export and Storage of HazardoUi Micro-<>rpnisms, Genetically Engineered Organisms or Cell Rules, 1989
4. Guidelines for seeking Environmental clearance.
IlanDODiaatiOD of Iaviroamental pond_ aDd ........IIoa: In recent yean, it hu become obvious to many governments that they are no longer in full control of the
condition of the environment in their own countries. Decisions taken in neighbourinl
countries can be equally important to improving the environment within theiiboundaries than decisions taken in the home country. Many countries are prepared to participate
more actively in international environ men t work, and to influence international opinion
as a result of this realisation. Governmental bodies, environmental organisations and
industries around the world must take note of their respective responsibilities to help
achieve a better environment, even though there might exist different opinions about
the pace, means and time needed to complete these talks.
International agreements can lead to substantial environmenlal improvement of C\lI1'ftIt
regional and global problems. The work of politicians in this arena is of special imponance.
But it is also of great importance to emphasise the need for new instiwtional approaches to
environmental protection and international cooperation. One such example is introducins
environmental issues into already existing trade negotiating systelDl such u the 'General
Agreement on TarifIsand Trade'. (GAm. With this approach, intemationalenvironmental
work will be given even greater opponunities to accelerate.
If demands for sustainable economic development are to be fu1fi11ed, it is extremely
important to overcome problema with existing difference in laws and rules between
various countries. Therefore, the coming yean must he used efficiently to further reduce
environmental impacts by establishing nearly as identical environmental impact rqutations as possible between neighbouring countries. If succesaful, the risk that the environmentally-hazardous processes will be transferred to countries with leullringent rules will
be minimised.
During this process of harmonisation, however, it is extremely imporlant to carefully
consider environmental regulations and COlli in difTerent counuieL Creating unbalanced environmental legislation between countries might maintain or even enlarge
Technical Barrien to Trade (TBT) in the short term, even though ambition to improve
the environmental is well motivated over the longer time penpective. If the hMmonilation of international environmental rules fails, foreign trade might be nepti~ly affective, thereby threatening the build-up of resources needed for future preventive
environmental degradation measures.
It is of vital importance to influence iilternational opinion and cooperation. Those
developed countries, which are considered to be comparatively active in the field or
environmental protection can, to some extent, should come forward and ser\4e as
"models" in international negotiations. However, they can only be referenced u aood
examples if they can manage both economic and environmental iIIuel.
S. . . .ted Reedl,.
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